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INTEGRATED REPORTING AND KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS1 & CITIZENSHIP AS POINT OF REFERENCE OF

POLICY AND REASON
Mandatory Integrated reporting is useful not only for accompany but also for the investors and third party.
Company can internalize the costs of their activities they currently externalized; investors can choose a
right company for investment after considering the report. Third party can get the idea about the progress
and future of the company. As the report disclose the data relating to corporate sustainability in case of
environmental societal, governance policies and performance. The research focuses on the challenges and
process of key performance indicators (KPIs). The second half of the paper focuses on the integration
programmes for new immigrants. This mandatory Integration Programmes for New Immigrants focused
on the moral dimension of this integration policy. Its central aim was to evaluate the policy of mandatory
integration programmes for newcomers from a moral perspective by scrutinizing the reasons for and against
such a policy. The obligatory character of integration programmes is not undisputed and the official moral
justification for the obligation is ambiguous. The inquiry has lead to the conclusion that a mandatory
newcomers integration policy can be morally justified in terms of the notions of citizenship and respect for
(basic) autonomy. But this only applies to policies that show due respect to the autonomy of newcomers
and to their status as equal citizen. A mandatory policy thus works in two directions: the obligations to
attend for the migrants are only justified if enough, adequate and effective courses are available.  It is also
essential that the responsibility for the programmes is a public one. The public authorities have the
responsibility to inspect the quality of the educational institutions and the content of the programmes.
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INTRODUCTION
The number of companies issuing corporate social
responsibility (CSR) reports has seen remarkable
growth since the early 1990s.This worldwide
momentum for increase disclosure of data relating
to corporate sustainability records and impacts—
data relating to the environmental, societal, and
governance (ESG) policies and performance of the
company’s some questions arise.
1. Should ESG reporting be mandatory and
integrated into financial reporting?
2. How are users of ESG data best able to identify
the most meaningful ESG data for     specific
companies and industries?
We argue that mandatory, integrated reporting is
desirable and then turn our attention to the question

of how key performance indicators (KPIs) can be
used to identify sustainability data points that can be
most usefully disclosed industry by industry.
Standardized mandatory ESG reporting can address
these shortcomings. Mandatory integrated reporting
is desirable because it:
Allows investors and others to make apples-to-
apples comparisons Creates a level playing field on
which corporations can base their disclosure Enables
the full range of stakeholders to assess and debate
corporate performance Helps companies internalize
the costs of their activities that they currently
externalize
With comprehensive, mandatory reporting, third
parties—including investors, regulators, employees,
and community and environmental groups—can
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fairly judge companies’ sustainability policies and
practices; compare them to those of their corporate
peers; assess their progress or lack thereof; and
understand the relationship of companies’ social and
environmental initiatives to governments’ efforts to
create just and sustainable societies.
Meaning:
Integrated  Reporting brings together the material
information  about  an  organization’s  strategy,
governance, performance and prospects in a way
that reflects the commercial social and environmental
context within  which it operates. It  provides a clear
and concise representation of how and organization
demonstrates stewardship and how it creates value
now and in the future.  Integrated Reporting
combines the most material elements of information
currently reported in separate reporting strands in
coherent whole, and importable.
Integrated reporting means two things—combining
ESG reporting with financial reporting so that
investors can make better buy/sell decisions, and
integrating considerations of corporations’ societal
and environmental sustainability with considerations
of the economic value these companies bring to
society.
In the U.S., the issued interpretive guidance on the
materiality of climate change, stating that it is already
a requirement to report on issues of material
significance in the Form 10-K (thereby in effect
defining the Form 10-K as a mechanism for
integrated reporting). Therefore, one might argue that
reporting on material sustainability issues is already
mandatory for listed companies—what is more
urgent, therefore, is reaching agreement on what
issues are material, by sector, and providing clear
guidance to reporters.
The definition of a process for establishing KPIs will
inevitably be a part of the larger debate about
integrated reporting and how most efficiently and
effectively the goal of widespread disclosure on
material sustainability issues can be reached.
Challenges of Integrated Reporting:
If one accepts that reporting on the risks and
opportunities associated with material, sustainability
issues is already required (at least for listed

companies in the U.S.), then why isn’t it happening
with more frequency and consistency?
 There is a lack of understanding regarding how

to determine the materiality of sustainability
issues by CFOs and those responsible for
financial disclosure to the SEC, and there is no
clear guidance on how to translate these issues
into performance indicators.

 Companies struggle with interpreting the concept
of materiality as applied to sustainability issues.

  Companies can expend substantial time and
expense gathering data irrelevant to their primary
societal and environmental impacts.

 CSR reports can contain extraneous information,
confusing to stakeholders and detracting from
the most fundamental challenges faced by the
firm.

 Companies can be at the mercy of ever-
increasing requests for information from and
ever-increasing number of interested parties.

 Companies with prominent brands can be
subject to disproportionate pressures to
increase their reporting.

 KPIs Focusing Some Challenges:
By focusing corporate CSR reporting on
sustainability Key Performance Indicators (KPIs),
these challenges can be addressed.
1. Properly conceived and identified, sustainability

KPIs focus the attention of investors, managers,
and other stakeholders on the issues most
material to the business model and financial
prospects of the corporation, as well as on its
most important impacts on society and the
environment.

2. A focus on material KPIs frees corporate
executives’ time for the management of these
issues; allows investors to assess management’s
effectiveness in addressing these issues, which
are often complicated and long-term in their
implications; and helps employees, customers,
communities, and civil society organizations to
better understand how companies can minimize
their negative externalities on society.

3. If material KPIs are agreed within a sector, then
report ing becomes comparable and
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benchmarkable for all companies within a sector.
4. This encourages analysts to  interpret

sustainability performance with respect to
inherent challenges faced by the sector, and
enables companies to understand how to drive
competitive advantage by improving
sustainability performance.

Process for  Material KPIs:
A properly conceived process will identify material
KPIs that produce comparable data for firms in
comparable industries; data that highlights the key
challenges and opportunities when it comes to issues
of substantial societal and environmental. We have
identified a six-step process that we believe can
successfully identify these sector-specific
sustainability KPIs. 

 

 

Pool                    the                       

Select      Industry      Classification     
System 

Develop    Materiality     Test 

Apply     Materiality     Test 

Prioritize    the    Issues 

Develop    Industry    Focused    

First Step : Assemble a broad universe of
sustainability risk and opportunity factors that could
apply to all industries.The existing body of work on
enhanced corporate sustainability reporting offers an
excellent pool of issues from which to work.
Second step : Select an industry classification system.
A number of industry classification systems already
exist. One of the best known is the Industry
Classification Benchmark, jointly developed by Dow
Jones Indexes.
Third step :  Establish a definition of materiality for
non-financial issues. The next step is to extract from
the universe of sustainability indictors those that are
most material to assessing the performance of each
of the 114 subsectors.
This materiality test should include some factors:

1. Financial impacts and risks—societal and
environmental factors that may have financial
implications.

2. Legal, regulatory, and policy factors—emerging
government policy or regulatory issues. (e.g.,
carbon emissions regulations)

3. Opportunities for innovation—issues where
companies can demonstrate industry    leadership
in finding innovative solutions to environmental,
customer, or other stakeholder challenges.

Forth step : Apply the materiality test to the
sustainability issues potentially applicable to each
subsector of each industry. For each subsector of
each industry, score the full range of sustainability
issues according to their relevance for each of the
five aspects of materiality.
Fifth step : Rank the materiality scores of these issues
within each industry and establish defines those issues
that are most key. Once the materiality test has been
applied to the broad set of sustainability issues, draw
a line that establishes an acceptable threshold for
key materiality.
Sixth step : Create a tailored set of metrics for each
of the KPIs that are most material for each subsector
of each industry. Finally, it is necessary to determine
for each of the sustainability KPIs what the
appropriate unit of comparative measurement would
be.
Conclusion:
These KPIs will differ from one subsector to another,
but they will be a manageable number for each
subsector, both from the point of view of corporations
gathering and reporting on the KPIs and from the
point of view of stakeholders seeking to evaluate
overall company performance on the basis of these
KPIs.
1. Importantly, they will reflect the most material

issues faced by the sector, allowing
benchmarking of companies within a sector,
and—ultimately—performance improvement on
the things that really matter.

2. Some of the KPIs will repeat across multiple,
and possibly even all, subsectors, while other
KPIs will be relevant for a limited number of
subsectors, or possibly even a single subsector.
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3. In addition, we noted that the Global Reporting
Initiative has already taken important steps
toward the identification of KPIs for sectors and
subsectors through its sector supplement series
of guidelines.

4. As well as the risks and opportunities that global
sustainability challenges present to the
corporation will be addressed as part of
mandated disclosure requirements.

Mandatory Integration Programmes for New
Immigrants:
This mandatory Integration Programmes for New
Immigrants focused on the moral dimension of this
integration policy. Its central aim was to evaluate
the policy of mandatory integration programmes for
newcomers from a moral perspective by scrutinizing
the reasons for and against such a policy. The
obligatory character of integration programmes is
not undisputed and the official moral justification for
the obligation is ambiguous.
Citizenship as point of reference for a policy of
integration:
This point explores the concept of citizenship, as a
first step in the inquiry in the argument in defence of
a mandatory newcomer integration policy in terms
of citizenship. How can citizenship function as a
reference point for the development of
integration policy for immigrants and their
descendants?
For clarity reasons it should be noted that the concept
of citizenship is used in this report not in the legal
sense of formal membership of a state, but in the
broad political philosophical sense of membership
to a democratic political community.
1. The value of citizenship : The value of citizenship

can and should be a major motivating force in
the process of policy-making, but only in
combination with other central values, such as
equality of opportunity, respect for autonomy,
toleration of diversity, and   economic efficiency.

2. Dimensions : Citizenship is a multidimensional
concept and this should be reckoned with in the
processes of policy-making. The concept refers
to three dimensions: (1) citizenship as juridical
status, (2) as civic identity and (3) as democratic

participation.
Citizenship as juridical status relates to the core
responsibilities of a liberal democratic state: to
warrant security and equal rights for its citizens.
Citizenship as civic identity and membership of a
political community constitutes a basis for solidarity,
trust, and loyalty that integrates diverse social groups
in a polity.
The concept of citizenship as democratic
participation and – more generally – as civic practice
places the active and responsible citizen in the
foreground: the citizen as member of a self-ruling
democratic community of free and equal citizens.
The contemporary popularity of the concept,
however, relates to a more demanding concept of
citizenship, accentuating the dimensions of civic
identity and responsibility. A demanding concept of
citizenship can easily clash with the core task of the
state to ensure an equal status for citizens. In policy-
making and implementation, government should be
aware of the tensions between the different
dimensions of citizenship.
3.Perspectives :  Its dimensions are interpreted and
combined in diverse ways, with different conflicting,
normative implications.Four main vocabularies or
perspectives on citizenship can be discerned: (1) a
social- liberal, (2) a neo-liberal, (3) a communitarian
and a (4) civic-republican one.
The first two privilege the juridical dimension of
citizenship of equal social and economic rights as
preconditions for the access to citizenship.
Government should be aware of the controversies
concerning citizenship.
However, respect for the ideal of citizens as members
of a self-ruling democratic community of free and
active citizens certainly does not rule out a strong
state. In the case of immigrants, government should
ensure equal rights, non-discrimination,security, and
political and social inclusion. The stability and quality
of a liberaldemocratic society and its institutions
cannot be secured by government alone, but
demands specific qualities and activities from its
citizens.
If necessary, it can make an appeal on the social
responsibility of citizens. Citizenship is a reciprocal
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relationship between individual citizen and the
political community: citizens should take on
democratic responsibilities and obligations in return
for the protective status of citizen.
A. Reason:
I. This is a reason why large-scale structural

immigration can jeopardize the stability and
quality of the institutions of a democratic society.

II. Therefore it is a challenge for a society of
immigration to stimulate the socialization and
development of both immigrant and native
inhabitants into competent, tolerant and
responsible citizens. This will promote general
interests, but often also those of the natives and
immigrants concerned.

This point focuses on citizenship arguments in defence
of a mandatory newcomer integration policy. Two
conceivable grounds for such a defence are: (a)
admission requirements for formal citizenship, and
(b) the notion of reciprocity of rights and duties of
citizens.
B. Mandatory  Settlement Programme:
Mandatory settlement programme as condition for
admission to citizenship.Participation in a settlement
course can be viewed as a strict requirement for the
admission to formal citizenship in at:
(i) as a condition that aliens ought to meet for

naturalization as a citizen of the state of
settlement, or

(ii)  as a condition for acquiring a permanent
residence status by aliens.

(iii) Is a legal obligation to participate in an integration
programme defensible as a condition for
acquiring the formal, juridical residence status
for an indefinite period of time, also called a
status of ‘denizenship’? The answer of course
depends on the rights attached to the residence
permit of aliens. In case this status gives access
to an extensive set of rights, public provisions
and security, and even to some political
participation rights on local level as in the
Netherlands, more obligations are defensible.

(iv) In generally, this argument can be criticized
because citizenship is defined in a much too
narrow, economic manner. However, defining

citizenship in a more broad, social and political
way inevitably results in rather vague and
demanding criteria for ‘good’ citizenship, that
are unacceptable as strict conditions for access
to the social status of citizenship for immigrants
(and native citizens).

C. Mandatory settlement reciprocity:
Reciprocity or exchange can vary from direct to
indirect exchange of rights and obligations  Thus,
obligations to participate in settlement programmes
can be legitimated in terms of both (i) restricted and
(ii) general forms of reciprocity.
(i) Specific forms of the legal duty to participate in

settlement programmes can be argued for as
directly linked to specific rights in the context of
a specific institution. Those who take advantage
of a public institution ought to use it in a
responsible way, and aspects of this
responsibility can be formalized in legal
obligations. In that sense

reciprocity of legal rights and obligations can be
rather uncontroversial.

(ii) A legal obligation to participate in a settlement
programme for all adult newcomers who miss
basic knowledge for self-sufficiency in Dutch
society is only possible on the basis of a more
vague or indirect kind of reciprocity. In welfare
states with extensive social rights, as the
Netherlands, many rights and obligations are
only linked in a loose manner. This can be called
indirect or generalized exchange of rights and
duties, and it requires high amounts of trust and
solidarity.

Argument for mandatory integrating
programs:
(1) In so far as immigrants miss the basic knowledge

and competency to participate as a citizen in a
minimal sense, they can be obliged to take part
in integration courses that prepares them for
taking on the role of citizen.

(2) An auxiliary argument to the first one is, that
government has special responsibilities towards
protecting the rights of socially weaker citizens.
Marginal youngsters and women from certain
Islamic groups in the Netherlands will be the first
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groups not to partake in settlement courses
without obligations, while they need these
courses most of all.

(3) Furthermore, in an immigrant society confronted
with large scale, structural immigration – as is
currently the case in many Western European
countries - there is another reason for a
mandatory integration policy: to safeguard the
functioning of the liberal democratic institutions
that in turn guarantee the legal status and
protection of (new and native) citizens.

(4)  The great importance of integration courses for
immigrants in particular and      the political
community in general can give rise to another
auxiliary argument: that the Newcomer
Integration Act functions as a symbol, expresses
the huge interests at stake.

These arguments are analogous with main arguments
in defence of compulsory education for children.
Adult immigrants of course should not be treated as
children, but there are reasons to treat them as
citizens-in-the training and the newcomer integration
process can be seen in certain aspects as one of re-
socialization.
It can be concluded that it is possible to justify a
mandatory integration policy in terms of the value of
citizenship. But the value of citizenship in turns puts
demands and puts limitations on this policy. The
programmes should effectively further basic civic
competencies of immigrants. Government should
also guarantee to newcomers who have taken part
in the programmes real opportunities to participate
in the public domain, to practice their competencies
and to take part in processes of the forming of public
opinion and decision-making.
Conclusions and recommendations:
The inquiry has lead to the conclusion that a
mandatory newcomers integration policy can be
morally justified in terms of the notions of citizenship
and respect for (basic) autonomy. But this only
applies to policies that show due respect to the
autonomy of newcomers and to their status as equal
citizen. A mandatory policy thus works in two
directions: the obligations to attend for the migrants
are only justified if enough, adequate and effective
courses are available.  It is also essential that the

responsibility for the programmes is a public one.
The public authorities have the responsibility to
inspect the quality of the educational institutions and
the content of the programmes. This is also necessary
to prevent that the programmes of a specific
educational institution conflict with the objectives of
education for citizenship and respect for autonomy;
this is for example the case if a course is directed at
an unacceptable objective such as cultural
assimilation.
(1) The mandatory character of the current Dutch

policy is justified by the authorities primarily in
terms of citizenship, while the programmes are
in fact directed at a form of basic autonomy or
self-sufficiency. To remedy this incongruency,
equipping with citizenship competencies should
be an explicit goal of the programmes.

(2) In the implementation process the justification
needs to be broadened. The policy is now
monitored primarily in terms of numbers of
newcomers starting and finishing the
programmes, but this says little about their real
opportunities to participate in society and the
public sphere.

It is morally preferable to start from fundamental
Interests in educational and other facilities for
newcomer integration, and protect these interests
by social rights. The next step is to reflect upon the
appropriateness, effectiveness and legal possibilities
of a juridical obligation. If a juridical obligation for
all relevant newcomers meets legal obstacles, other
possibilities ought to be inquired. For example,
making integration programmes legally obligatory for
a subgroup of the target group (in any case those
who are dependent on social welfare), and making
the programmes more committal in other ways for
the rest of the target group.
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CONSUMER ATTITUDES TOWARDS ONLINE SHOPPING
Electronic shopping test is new approaches that provide a simple three stage method to measure suitability
of a particular product for selling online. The test was originally developed by Michel De kare silver. Es
Test gives priority to consumer attitudes towards online shopping. It explores whether a product needs to
be physically touched or tried before buying. In addition, it measure consumer familiarity or degree that
consumer recognizes & trusts a product & feels confident of shopping online. For online retailers need to
ensure that online shopping process through their website is designed & made as easy, simple and convenient
as possible. The web site should also be designed in such way not to ensure that they provide an efficient
delivery service to their customers. The leading telecommunication & internet service providers in Chennai
need to provide cheaper internet access in order to encourage more consumers to become internet users.
Internet usage has grown rapidly over the past years & it has become common means for delivering &
trading information, services & goods. Most of the developing countries, business look at electronic
commerce as an experience rather than as a serious investment. Companies prefer to be followers rather
than pioneers in online market investment. However, they believethatthereis money to be made as soon as
the Internet becomes popular. Setting up a business portal site is quite costly. Plenty of empirical evidence
indicates that many online firms still do not completely understand the needs and behavior of the online
consumers while many of them continue to struggle with how effectively to market & sell products online.
Index Terms- Online sales, Fishbein’s behavioral model, Es-Electronic shopping.
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INTODUCTION:-
New information and communication technologies
are constantly emerging, altering business methods,
and particularly, the relationship an organization
establishes with its customers. Technological
innovations ensure that, as soon as consumer
behavior in any fields is on the verge of stability and
explainbility, new products and services are
introduced to destabilize the consumer behavior
model so as to create competitive openings for
challengers, niche players, and other contenders.
Concepts as consumer behavior,
marketingrelationship and organizational behavior
were changed and redefined based on new market
characteristics. Online environment enables all
companies to enter in a new sales channel and an
unlimited market. E-commerce provides companies
with new, more cost effective and time- efficient

means for working with customers, suppliers, and
development partners. The provision of an electronic
marketplace within the interest significantly improves
the productivity and competitiveness of all
participating companies regardless of whether they
are suppliers or customers.
Companies may be concerned that the internet
business benefit will be at the loss to real estate
premises. They also suspect that the short and
medium term costs will be determination of the most
appropriate strategy for organization will require an
in depth assessment of business and the environment
in which the companies operate. Companies need
to set out a framework to decide which products
and services are most susceptible to being sold
electronically. The solution should be able to provide
a clear guide to retailers and suppliers to determine
potential of online sales for any product or services.
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ASSESSING     E-SHOPPING 

CONSUMER ATTITUDES     OVERALL SCORE 

 

ASSESSING 
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CONFIDENCE 

Relationship of Conceptual Model
Product Characteristics:-
Product characteristic is an important part of
purchasing decision. Designing the sales strategy
based on the product characteristics could help to
explain success of online retailing. The importance
of product characteristics comes from the fact that,
the image of online stores has some fundamental
difference from traditional stores. Because of the

Electronic shopping test is a new approach that
provides a simple three-stage method to measure
suitability of a particular product for selling online.
The test was originally developed by Michel De Kare
Silver. ES Test gives priority to consumer attitudes
towards online shopping. It explores whether a
product needs to be physically touched or tried
before buying. In addition, it measures consumer
familiarity or degree that consumer recognizes and
trusts a product and feels confident of shopping
online.
STEP OF THE E-SHOPPING
It is a method that provides a simple three-step
approach towards establishing organization’s natural
approach towards selling over the internet. The test
is applicable for all types of products and services
in all industry sectors and can be used by any
organization participating in the retail value chain,
whether retailer, manufacturer. In the ES Test, the
term “product” is used to describe both product and
service industry outputs.Electronic shopping test
measures the suitability of any product in online
space.The test indicates three steps in order to
measure e-shopping score of the product: (1)
Assessing Product Characteristics, (2) Gaining
Familiarity and Confidence, (3) Evaluating
Consumer Attitude towards online shopping.

unique nature of the internet-mediated channel,
consumers’ evaluation for e-retailer might be
somewhat different from traditional retailers. Many
product and services that at first glace appear
attractive to consumers online may present- e-
retailers with a range of problems relate to issue of
physical examination and delivery.
Familiarity & Confidence:-
Familiarity and Confidence describe the relationship
between sales channel and customers. The greater
level of familiarity and comfort with a product leads
to a slighter need to be physically involved and easier
to buy electronically. Familiarity is created when
there are long sales history, strong brand image of
company and previous satisfaction. Confidence is
also derived from consumers’ attitudes and directly
influences purchasing intentions. Buying products
strongly depends on whether it was used before,
satisfactory experience, and brand image. Decision-
making relates to the confidence. Customers do not
need to spend much time thinking about goods if
they have confidence of quality and price.
Consumer Attitude towards Online Shopping:-
This is important to know what sort of consumer
typically buys online products. There are a number
of factor that influence consumer attitude towards
online shopping. Culture plays a significant role in
individual shopping behavior since it affects attitudes,
norms and other cognitive processes, intention, and
behavior. There are various type of consumers based
on shopping attitudes. Based on one study, a
consumer can be classified as impulsive, patient or
analytical. Classified consumers into six categories
of (1) simplifiers,(2) suffers, (3) connectors,(4)
bargain shoppers, (5) routine followers, and (6)
sportsters.
A BUSINESS MODEL
 A business model describes the logic of a

business system for creating a value that lies
behind the actual processes. It is nothing else
than a description of the value a company offers
to one or several segments of customers and
the architecture of the firm and its network of
partners for partners for creating, marketing and
delivering this  value and relationship capital, in
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order to generate profitable and sustainable
revenue streams.

 A business model can be broken down into four
simple pillars, namely “what”, “who”, “how”,
and “how much”. These pillars allow strategy to
express what a company offers, who it targets
with, how this can be realized and how much
can be earned by doing it.

 Many organizations are seeking to realize the
potential of E-marketplace. To contribute in E-
commerce, new marketing skills are needed that
are not visible in browsing and product
identification, selection and ordering, security,
payment, delivery.

 Firms conducting B2C business face several
differences in the online environment in the terms
of online shopping behavior. So, understanding
the complexities of online shopping is important
to providers of online products/suppliers.

 The success of online shopping depends on how
it matches consumer characteristics and is
satisfying consumers’ shopping needs. To assess
the attractiveness of internet shopping,
researchers have advanced the concept, of fit
between product and sales channel. In this
regard, consumer online behavior,product
characteristics and sales channel are critical
issues.

 Potential of online sales is defined as the
possibility of selling online a specific product in
a particular market place. Therefore, a product
has the potential for online sales if its
characteristics successfully appear in online
market where there are enough customers who
are interested to shop online. In this context,
interest is more suited for the marketing of some
products.

 Internet commerceis especiallywell suited for
goods consisting of digital assets which are
intangible. From the electronic sales channel,
some companies sell their whole product range,
some just a few selected items.

Fishbein Behavioral Model
Fishbeins’ behavioral model states a proposition that
individual attitudes are formed towards an objects

based on their beliefs including perceptions and
knowledge about the object. The Fishbeins’ model
can be used as a multi-attribute measurement model.
Measuring attitude in survey studies are widely used
in different researches today. Fishbein’sbehavioral
model is one of the most influential and widely
researched models about attitude. According to the
Fishbein’s model, attitudes of people are formed
toward a toward a specific object based on their
beliefs about these objects. Fishbein’s model was
constructed to measure person’s overall attitude
towards some objects and could be derived from
his belief and feelings about various attitudes about
the object. This model can thus be used as a multi
attitude measurement model.
Logistic Model
In order to investigate relationship in potential of
online sales, a Logistic model was developed. As
the potential of online sales it is probability in nature
and changing between zero and one, so it
appropriately treated as a binary or two choice
variables the following logistic was estimated.
Suppose the estimation of logistic model shows with
95 percent confidence all coefficients were
significant. It means that potential of online sale has
significant relationship with overall attitude towards
online shopping, product type and familiarity and
confidence. The negative value of the variable
indicated that in online shopping when consumer has
to apply physical human senses such as touch and
taste, potential of online sales will be reduced.
CONCLUSION
Weekly internet use having in e-shopping and
willingness to more shopping online have significant
relationship with overall attitudes online shopping. It
means internet access rate is high among people but
few percentages have intention for e-shopping. In
addition, results of this study investigated significant
difference between human senses in e-purchasing
process. The electronic shopping test in which
attitudes online shopping have the strongest influence
on e-shopping possibility. Also depart from estimation
of the Logistic model and verified that companies
present physical product online but need to gain the
advantages of famous brand name and sales
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experience are likely to be successful than those
companies offer virtual products without familiar
brand name and are new in  the market.
Introduce more affordable high-speed internet
access to cater online customers who require high
bandwidth in the delivery of digitized products such
as computer software, music, videos and games
thtough the internet, which are presently popular and
frequently purchased by users of internet shopping.
In fact, the potential of e-shopping will get significant
privilege when customers will show less traditional
culture and shopping behavior attitude.
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SOME NEW CHALLENGES WITH ITS OPPORTUNITY FOR
INTEGRATED REPORTING IN CURRENT INDIAN TREND

In order to understand the inert part of the one of the challenging issue “IR” we have been tried to focus on
some current trends of integrated reporting. Developing country like India is having with some positive
outcome along with some kind of challenges in generating as well as developing the IR. We have focused
to study the IR with some current and new aspects. Here we have tried to highlight on some generated
report with their comparative study. The integrated reporting by various firm or institution has been the key
point of this study. Advantages are the fruitfulness and disadvantages are the encouragement of this study.
The important factors are discussed and our conclusion throwing light on particular sight which was not
clear at particular time of reporting.
(Abbreviations: IR = Integrated Reporting)

* Teaching assistant, M.J. College of Commerce, Bhavnagar

* Krupaben J. Bhatt

Introduction:
Integrated reporting is a new concept under
development. Once we try to get an idea about it,
one has to stretch the boundary for such elements.
Those elements are likewise corporate, social,
scientific and geographical environment. These
elements are directly or indirectly related with overall
growth of Sectors and altimetry it’s of country.  The
main question is what is meant by integrated
reporting? I.e. what’s IR? Integrated Reporting is a
new approach to corporate reporting that
demonstrates the linkages between an organization’s
strategy, governance and financial performance and
the social, environmental and economic context within
which it operates. By reinforcing these connections,
Integrated Reporting can help business to take more
sustainable decisions and enable investors and other
stakeholders to understand how an organization is
really performing. “Don’t follow trends, start trends.”
By Frank Kapra. This sentence created great impact.
Manny workers tried to follow Kapra’s wordings
and not to trends. So, the result was quite different
then it was aspect. For many years, integrated
reporting has been something of a holy grail for
advocates of accountability, something that has not

been achieved through most efforts at triple bottom
line reporting. While sustainability reports are
becoming better at capturing economic impacts and
linking sustainability performance with business
goals, separate sustainability reports still tend to be
seen as secondary to the “real” performance report
– the Annual Report. Some believe that effectively
integrating the information from annual reports and
sustainability reports would give non-financial
information more weight and improve decision
making by a wide range of actors. For example,
Van city is Canada’s largest member owned and
directed credit union. It’s owns Citizen’s Bank,
serving members across the country by telephone,
ATM, and the Internet. Van city and Citizens Bank
commissioned Solstice Sustainability Works Inc.
(Solstice) to conduct this research as part of the
evolution of its own sustainability reporting. They
published its first independently audited Social Report
in 1998. In 2000 they  adopted a Statement of
Values and Commitments after extensive consultation
with the credit union’s members, employees and
community groups. This became the framework for
subsequent Accountability Reports. They also was
an early adopter of the Global Reporting Initiative’s
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Guidelines for Sustainability Reporting and has been
reporting “in accordance” with them since 2003.On
the other hand, Citizens Bank published its first
Accountability Report in 2003. From 1999 to 2003,
Citizens measured itself against its Ethical Policy
through bi-annual Ethical Policy Compliance
Reports. In 2005, Globe and Mail Report on
Business Magazine named Citizens Bank the top-
ranked bank for corporate social responsibility,
based on research carried out by Jantzi Research
Inc.
Integrated reporting:  issues and implications
for reporters
 In 2011 “Round Table Consultation on Integrated
Reporting “was held. The integrated reporting
framework created by the International Integrated
Reporting Committee (IIRC) is the first global
framework for integrated reporting. Apart from
IIRC, GRI, Prince of Wales project on Accounting
for Sustainability (A4S) and others are making efforts
to popularize the discipline around the world. IIRC
has released a discussion paper titled “Towards
Integrated reporting: Communicating Value in the
21st Century” seeking views of the stakeholders from
all over the world. The Indian Institute of Corporate
Affairs (IICA) was tasked by Ministry of Corporate
Affairs, Government of India to lead the initiative of
compilation of views from various stakeholders
through a nationwide consultation process in
collaboration with Institute of Cost & Works
Accountants of India (ICWAI). Accordingly IICA
and ICWAI conducted a “Round Table Consultation
on Integrated Reporting” on 23rd November, 2011
at Tagore Hall, Scope Convention Centre, CGO
Complex, New Delhi. Ms. Matty Yates, Head of
International Network, The Prince’s Accounting for
Sustainability Project (A4S), UK was invited to
make a presentation on the topic. Mr. M.
Gopalakrishnan, President, ICWAI, Mr. Bhaskar
Chatterjee, DG, IICA, Mr. Sudhir Mital, IAS,
Additional Secretary to Government of India,
Ministry of Corporate Affairs were also present at
the event. The roundtable was attended by around
40 CFOs from various leading firms. On thie basis
of this round table, we should try to clarify the

benefits and challenges.
What are the benefits?
Reporters should not count on significant tangible
benefits of integrated reporting. Direct cost savings
tend to be minor, but some efficiencies in staff time
result if the annual reporting team and sustainability
reporting team are merged. The main benefits are
intangible and internal – challenge for staff, improved
understanding of the links between sustainability and
business strategy, consistent messaging, and
improved decision making. For some it is simply a
natural or logical expression of the way they see their
business.
What are the challenges?
While there are challenges to integrated reporting,
they appear surmountable. As with any significant
change, senior management support is necessary.
The biggest challenge cited was the sheer volume of
information to manage within tight timelines,
especially for reporters who had not previously
produced a sustainability report. A staged approach
to integrated reporting can relieve this pressure.
Other challenges relate to the content of the report.
Simply combining the annual and sustainability
reports can result in an overly large report. If some
information is left out, there is a risk that material
sustainability information will be sacrificed because
financial content is regulated and tends to take
precedence. There is a complex conceptual
challenge to merge the financial and sustainability
stories in a meaningful and yet rigorous way. Internet
reporting overcomes some of the space limitations
of printed reports, but can still overwhelm readers if
not done well.
How will technology influence integration?
Experts see a lot of promise in Extensible Business
Reporting Language (XBRL) but don’t expect it to
displace current reporting efforts any time soon.
XBRL works by attaching tags to information that
make it easier to retrieve from host systems. It could
conceivably allow centralization of information
collection while permitting custom reporting based
on users needs. XBRL’s tagging mechanism allows
information to be linked so that when a user requests
information on, for example, certain effluents, it is
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accompanied by information on sales volume. This
permits normalization of data without forcing it on
users.
Another development that could affect reporting is
the creation of reporting portals that can link
producers and users of sustainability and financial
information. An example is SRI World Group’s One
Report system, which allows reporters to specify
which standards, indices or awards they want to
supply with information.
These developments, more sophisticated websites
and other special purpose sustainability reporting
software are hastening the shift in focus from the
report to reporting. As the same forces are at work
for financial reporting, this will encourage integration.
Findings from the studies:
1. Need to improve internal understanding of
business/sustainability linkages : In some cases,
the move to integrated reporting may represent an
effort by CSR/sustainability advocates within the
company to demonstrate the business/sustainability
linkages to internal stakeholders. Interviewees cited
examples of improved understanding of the strategic
importance of sustainability at the employee,
management and board levels.
2. Need to improved consistency of messages:
Companies that produce one message for investors
and another for their other stakeholders expose
themselves to public relations risks. For Novo
Nordisk, releasing one integrated report allowed
them to bring one coherent message to a significant
forum – the annual general meeting. The Chief
Executive discussed the financial results and the Chair
discussed the non-financial results, all in an integrated
way.
3. Need to reflecting or forcing integrated
thinking – in theory : Other experts focused less
on the practical benefits and more on theoretical ones
that may only be achieved with significant integration.
The benefit most consistently cited by other experts
could be summed up as integration is good for you.
Producing a truly integrated report, the thinking goes,
requires integration of underlying systems and a
holistic mindset within the company. This leads to
better management decisions.

4. Need to implications for the financial auditors
When audited financial statements are included in a
public document, including an annual report, the
auditor can be associated with other information,
both financial and non-financial, in the document. If
the auditors are associated with the sustainability
information in an annual report, they would then need
to perform certain limited procedures to assure
themselves that the other information in the annual
report is not inconsistent with the financial statements.
There is a still a risk to auditors that readers not
familiar with auditing rules may assume that the
auditor’s work extends to the non-financial
information. Fear of court cases has made some
professional accountants reluctant to be associated
with any information that is subjective or ill-defined.
Summary of benefits
The message from other reporters can be framed as
integration is its own reward. The most likely benefits
are the intangible ones. Organizations do this because
it makes sense for them and the main benefit they
expect and receive is one coherent story about their
company and all aspects of its performance.
Summary of challenges
Even in companies that have been supportive of
CSR/sustainability reporting, integrating the
Sustainability Report with the Annual Report raises
the stakes considerably. It may be seen as
unnecessary, as risky, or an infringement on the
budgets and responsibilities of other departments.
To be done well, it will require a great deal of co-
ordination and skill development for team members.
Reporters who decide to proceed will need a clear
business case and a thorough implementation plan
to convince all the affected people and senior
management to pursue integrated reporting. One
reporter cautioned that once a company has moved
to integrated reporting, it would be hard to go back
to separate reports, because the resources
associated with the separate reports would have
been reallocated.
What is integrated reporting? By our study
point of view; For the research project, the starting
point for defining integrated reporting was reporting
that meets the needs of statutory financial reporting
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and CSR/ sustainability reporting, with an emphasis
on hardcopy reports. In practical terms this usually
means one document serving as both the Annual
Report to Shareholders and the Sustainability or
CSR Report, but the use of the Internet to
supplement either or both reports blurs the distinction
considerably.
One of the research studies produced no single
defining characteristic of integrated reporting. There
is rather a continuum of reporting styles that are, to
a greater or lesser degree, an integration of the
company’s financial and sustainability stories. For
example, some of the ways companies demonstrate
integration in their reports are:
 Including social, economic and environmental

performance in the performance highlights of the
report;

 Explaining the company’s sustainability vision in
the message from the Chair/Chief Executive;

 Identifying material risks associated with social
or environmental factors in management’s
discussion and analysis;

 Describing the social and environmental
accounting policies with as much detail as the
financial policies;

 Explaining how CSR/sustainability policies and
performance are relevant to business success;
and

 Providing a detailed and interactive GRI index.
 Three ways of characterizing integrated reporting

that arose from this research are: combined
reports, financial integration, and holistic
reporting.

Conclusion:
The working definition of integrated reporting for
the research was reported that it meets the needs of
both statutory financial reporting and sustainability
reporting. In practical terms, this will usually mean
one annual report containing sustainability
performance information and financial statements.
However, combining the sustainability and traditional
annual report in one document is generally seen as
just the beginning of integration. There are several
ways to enhance the integration of reports that range
from discussing sustainability in the message from

the CEO to thematic treatment of sustainability and
business strategies in the text. The vision of truly
integrated reporting requires an articulation of the
links between financial and sustainability performance
and outcomes. Integrated reporting can also be
described as “holistic” reporting when it reflects
values of sustainability that are core to the reporting
organization and its stakeholders. The limited scope
of this research does not justify definitive conclusions.
Further research would be helpful in any of the
following areas:
 Developing a conceptual framework for

integrated reporting
 Modeling and measuring the interaction between

financial and sustainability indicators
 Expanding the scope and sample sizes of this

research
 Better understanding the needs of users, including

the investment community
 Exploring the effectiveness of regulatory

requirements for social and environmental
disclosures, such as those in France and South
Africa

 Understanding the implications of technological
developments for integrated reporting, and

 Further development of accounting and auditing
standards to support integrated reporting.

With these limitations in mind, the author along with
the help of literaturesurvey ventures the following
tentative conclusions. The user demands and external
forces that could push companies towards integrated
reporting are still weak in most jurisdictions.
Companies that decide to integrate their reports face
significant conceptual and practical challenges. So
why do it? Integrated reporting seems to be driven
by its own irresistible logic and the internal benefits
it delivers. Companies that have embraced
sustainability take on integrated reporting because it
makes sense to them and is the best way to reflect
their holistic management approach. Through their
efforts, both financial and sustainability reporting
stand to benefit.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING IN MARKETING: MAINSTREAM OR
MARGINAL METHODOLOGY?

Marketing education is under the spotlight, with questions being asked about its responsiveness to industry
needs. The academic and practitioner literature contains many criticisms of a perceived mismatch between
academe and industry, suggesting that there might be too big a gap between academic leaders and industry
followers. The purpose of this paper is to investigate whether there is a gap between academe and industry
in a particular skill area - mathematical modeling, to assist marketing educators in developing appropriate
modeling courses. A small sample exploratory survey of senior marketing executives measured the
perceptions of usefulness and frequency of use of 12 mathematical models that are taught in a Gujarat
university course. Less than half of the models tested were perceived to have more than average usefulness
and half were never used. Only four models (time series analysis, conjoint analysis, linear regression analysis
and cluster analysis) were used to any extent. However, low usage was acknowledged as being primarily
due to the lack of expertise by marketing staff. The conclusion of this study is that modeling courses should
emphasize general principles of modeling illustrated by case studies drawn from industry, which utilize a
range of models. Such courses would help bridge the gap between theory and practice and help facilitate
the merging of the academic and practitioner worlds.

* Assistant Proffesor, Shree Narayan College of Commerce, Ahemdabad

* Pratik H. Trivedi

Introduction
In spite of the increased sophistication of marketing
theory and of marketing planning tools, new product
success rates have improved only minimally (e.g.
Wind & Mahajan 1997). 80% of new products are
failures - yet there are more than 3,000 published
academic articles on diffusion processes alone (e.g.
Engel et al 1995). Marketing has come under
increased pressure to justify continual increases in
budgets and to document tangible financial benefits
to the organization. Schultz & Gronstedt (1997)
suggest that failure to do so has led to the discipline
being perceived as a ‘suspect’ activity.
Marketing education is also under the spotlight, with
questions being asked about its responsiveness to
industry. Tertiary education as a whole is under
criticism. In India, government review and policy
documents have, since the mid 1980s, called for
education providers to (among other things) become
“more responsive to industry … and a greater source

of excellence in our society”. These views, together
with calls for greater accountability for research
funding have been repeated.
Sheth & Sisodia (1999), in advocating that the
relevance, if not the validity, of many well-accepted
“law-like generalizations” in marketing theory should
be challenged as they are not immutable, also note
“the surprising paucity of instances in which academic
research in marketing in the past two decades has
resulted in widespread changes in business practice.
The academic and practitioner literature also contains
many criticisms of a perceived mismatch between
academia and industry (e.g. Ducoffe & Ducoffe
1990; Morris 1995; Ratfeld 1997). Some of the
more severe criticisms (e.g. Lantos 1994) refer to
the ‘gulf’ between marketing education and actual
business practice, with the implication being that
educators teach esoteric skills which are of no use
in the ‘real’ world, and that we neglect to teach the
skills that are needed.
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What then is the role of tertiary education in
marketing? We do not intend entering into the
perpetual debate regarding whether tertiary
education should be concerned with education or
just training - and whether these two concepts
represent a dichotomy or a continuum. Nor do we
intend intense debate as to whether we lead or follow
industry. If industry leads, there is a real danger of
training for immediate industry needs rather than in
developing talent for a volatile and intensively
competitive future. Further, drawing standards from
industry which, by the admission of even the most
vocal proponents of education reforms, has “failed
to excel” (Winning 1993) could be of dubious benefit.
If educators lead by teaching more sophisticated
skills and techniques (such as mathematical modeling)
than are currently used within industry, will graduates
be able to apply these skills once they enter the
workforce? Is there too big a gap between academic
leaders and industry followers?
The purpose of this paper is to investigate whether
there is a gap between academe and industry in a
particular skill area - mathematical modeling. From
this, we seek to match the learning outcomes that
can be expected of an advanced level mathematical
modeling paper, in terms of both specific content
knowledge and generic skills such as analysis and
critical thinking, to industry’s expectations of the skills
and knowledge of an employable graduate. This
paper reviews the literature on the strengths and
weaknesses of mathematical modeling and reports
on a survey of key marketing executives regarding
the use and perceived benefits of such models.
The ‘value’ of mathematical models
Barnard & Smith (1989) noted low use of
econometric modeling among marketing practitioners
(only 23% of respondents from a survey of major
UK advertising agencies claimed to use modeling
regularly). These authors raised the question of why
econometric modeling might not be adopted for
regular use, and hypothesized (but did not test the
hypotheses) that it may be due to the lack of technical
expertise, and / or econometrics being judged as
making no real contribution to marketing strategy,
and / or the cost of acquiring the data and expertise

outweighs its perceived added value.
The academic literature contains the work of many
writers who are unequivocal regarding the value of
models. For example, Clancy & Schulman (1992),
in proposing that “it is better to fly a simulator than
to crash the real thing”, extol the predictive abilities
of simulation testing in terms of risk reduction and
improved marketing efficiencies. This view is echoed
by Dembeck & Stout (1997) who state categorically
that, through linear programming, it is possible to
generate a solution that will result in the most efficient
means by which to achieve a desired objective.
Lilien & Rangaswamy (1998) demonstrate the value
of using computer based decision models in
marketing decision making and advocate the need
for marketers to complement ‘conceptual marketing’
with ‘marketing engineering’. However, praise of
mathematical modeling is not universal. Miller (1999,
p 17) is critical of the value of traditional analytical
methods when working with the types of large
databases that are now obtained from scanner data
and customer interactive marketing. He suggests that:
“There isn’t time to specify all possible models,
define priors, intervene in the modeling process,
review plots of regression residuals or evaluate
variable transformations … or to review the many
relationships that would be identified as statistically
significant”. While Miller advocates data mining, the
process of searching large quantities of data to find
patterns that are good predictors of future purchasing
behavior, as an alternative to traditional mathematical
modeling techniques, he also notes that the availability
of data mining tools has preceded the development
of guides to their proper application!
In contrast, Wind (1997) notes that the use and value
of all forms of quantitative marketing research and
modeling techniques vary widely by company and
even within companies. He cautions that those who
dabble with occasional studies are often
disappointed with the outcomes. This therefore
raises the question of whether current approaches
to the use of such techniques are not effective - or
whether the techniques themselves are inadequate.
Our exploratory study is intended to provide further
information for the debate about the value of
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mathematical modeling to assist marketing educators
in developing appropriate modeling courses.
Research objectives
 To investigate how useful a range of mathematical

models taught in a New Zealand university
course are perceived to be by senior marketing
executives in New Zealand.

 To determine how frequently such models are
used in marketing strategy and planning.

 To determine the main types of use of these
models.

Research methodology
A postal questionnaire was sent to all 87 members
of the major Indian marketing organization, the
Association of Indian Advertisers, in May, 2014.
Reliance has as its members the major brand
marketing organizations in India, including major
Manufacturing companies, airlines, banks,
petroleum, pharmaceutical and automobile
companies. Respondents were all either marketing
managers or marketing directors within their
respective organizations. Usable responses were
received from 19 executives, a 22% response. This
low response rate may itself be an indicator of low
interest in the use of mathematical modeling among
marketers in India.
Results
The results must be regarded as indicative only, due
to the low response rate and sample size. Eleven
out of the nineteen executives had ever used
mathematical modeling as a marketing strategy /
planning tool. Table 1 shows the perceived usefulness
and frequency of use of 12 specific models tested.
Five out of the 12 models were perceived to be of
more than average usefulness, with Time Series
Analysis being perceived as the most useful followed
by Cluster Analysis, Multiple Regression Analysis,
Linear Regression Analysis and Conjoint Analysis.
Table 1: Perceived Usefulness / Frequency of
Use of models:
Ranked by mean usefulness score (where 1 = not
useful / never used, 4 = unsure / average and 7 =
extremely useful / routinely used)

Model type Usefulness 
(mean 
score) 

Frequency 
of Use 
(mean 
score) 

Time series analysis 5.2 3.8 
Cluster Analysis 4.6 3.0 
Multiple Regression Analysis 4.6 2.6 
Linear Regression Analysis 4.4 3.2 
Conjoint analysis 4.4 3.1 
Factor Analysis 3.8 2.4 
Juster Scale 3.6 1.7 
Repertory Grid Analysis 3.6 1.2 
Dirichlet Model 3.4 1.8 
Negative Binomial Distribution 3.2 1.6 
Fishbein / Multi-attribute 3.2 1.1 
Bass Model 3.1 1.2 
 Half of the models (Juster Scale, Dirichlet, Negative

Binomial Distribution, Repertory Grid Analysis,
Fishbein / Multi-attribute, Bass) were never used.
Of the most used models (by more than half of the
respondents), Time Series Analysis was used mainly
for trend analysis, Cluster Analysis for segmentation,
both Multiple Regression Analysis and Linear
Regression Analysis for trend analysis, Conjoint
Analysis for attitude measurement and Factor
Analysis for new product development and attitude
measurement. Overall, trend analysis is the major
application for the models tested. These results
indicate there is a reasonable level of perceived
usefulness of particular mathematical models, but a
relatively low level of actual use.
 Main strengths of mathematical modeling were seen
as being the ability to decipher / report on large data
sets, the ability to find causal relationships and new
insights with complex data, and the discipline
provided for the interpretation of data. The major
weaknesses were seen as the time and resources
needed to develop models in-house and,
overwhelmingly, the lack of expertise among
marketing staff.
Discussion and Conclusions
Our results indicate that there is a gap between
academe and industry in the knowledge and use of
mathematical modeling techniques. Given the
relatively low usage of mathematical models in our
sample, and general concerns regarding the ability
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of the techniques to improving marketing
effectiveness, cynics must ask whether we should
teach modeling techniques at all. We argue that, with
a number of constraints, such courses are
educationally sound, particularly when industry has
acknowledged that the principle constraint on wider
use of models is the lack of expertise among their
own staff! It could also be said that the lack of
accessibility of some models may militate against their
trial by practicing marketers. Rangaswamy & Lilien
(1997:83) note with some concern that “even after
two or three decades after their introduction, there
are no PC-based commercial software models for
such well-known models as the Bass model for new
product forecasting”. This may account for the low
usefulness scores shown for some of the models in
Table 1.
Entry level marketing positions increasingly specify
a degree as a prerequisite for consideration and we
accept that, for the majority of our students, study is
preparation for the world of work rather than for
graduate level tertiary studies. A marketing
qualification does not represent just ‘job training’.
McMullen (1998) suggests that graduates require
both strong disciplinary knowledge and a number
of key generic skills such as problem solving,
managing information, effective communication and
exercising judgments. These generic skills are seen
as vital in helping graduates reshape and apply
disciplinary skills and knowledge in the new and
varied contexts that they will encounter in industry.
Her views are supported by an earlier Australian
Higher Education Council report that advocates the
following generic qualities in graduates:
“critical thinking, intellectual curiosity, problem
solving, logical and independent thought,
effective communication and related skills in
identifying, assessing and managing
information”, together with “ personal attributes
such as intellectual rigor, creativity and
imagination and values such as ethical practice,
integrity and tolerance”
The acquisition of both a specific body of knowledge
which is of relevance to industry, such as the strengths
and weaknesses of mathematical modeling, coupled

with the generic skills outlined above would appear
essential for graduates to function in an increasingly
complex competitive and changing work
environment.
The benefits of teaching mathematical modeling
include:
 development of expertise in dealing with

complex,
 ill-defined problems and in developing practical

solutions
 exposure of students to current research in a

range of application areas
 development of critical analytical skills and the

ability to communicate quantitative concepts
effectively.

Teachers are confronted by the challenge of new
developments in modeling techniques. These
developments are so numerous that even specialists
find it difficult to keep up (e.g. Carroll & Green
1995). In this article, the authors appear optimistic
that new models would help to close the gap between
theory and practice. In a follow up article (Carroll
& Green 1997), they express disappointment that
the gap remains - and may even have widened.
Sheth & Sisodia (1999) contend that marketing
‘generalizations upon which some models are based
should be revisited with a view to being either
modified or enhanced because the context under
which they were created is changing in fundamental
ways. For example, diffusion-modeling frameworks
such as Bass are seen as not modeling the
determinants of the ultimate level of demand in the
market. More seriously, they suggest that such
models view the rate of adopting an innovation as
an intrinsic characteristic of a market and of the
innovation itself. By adopting “a static, almost fatalistic
view of dynamic, evolving markets” (1999:76), they
ignore many of the areas in which managerial action
is crucial.
We contend that courses should be composed of
general principles of modeling, how models can help
reduce uncertainty in marketing planning and how
they may aid in prediction and diagnostics.
Theoretical principles should be reinforced with case
studies drawn from industry to illustrate practical
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applications. This will help to bridge the gap between
theory and practice and allow the worlds of
practitioners and academics to start to merge. Such
a view is consistent with Lilien et al’s (1998a)
proposition that modeling techniques can help
improve the ability of marketers to make decisions.
These authors (1998b), while advocating the benefits
of modeling techniques, stress that these techniques
do not replace intuition, reasoning and experience,
but help marketers “profitably harness their intuition
about the market without collecting expensive
research data”.
Thus, even if the models we use during mathematical
modeling-based courses are not used in the students’
working lives, the use of a range of models to
illustrate the principles and applications of the
underlying techniques is, we believe valid. Hands-
on experience and practical applications of models
by students to ‘real’ marketing problems will also
help build the generic graduate skills that McMullen
(1998) advocates. We therefore conclude that
mathematical modeling merits being elevated from a
probably perceived marginal status among marketers
to consideration as a useful adjunct to mainstream
marketing techniques.
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TRENDS OF FINANCING PRACTICES IN SMEs: AN ENQUIRY INTO
FINANCING PRACTICES IN GUJARAT

MSME industries in Gujarat are at a crucial juncture today, with several large investments being undertaken
by the public and private sector players, and developments promising a signi cant transformation of the
sector. The sector is witnessing a fundamental shift that is opening up new business opportunities for the
industry. At the same time, the competition for scarce resources is expected to intensify and support
enablers in terms of infrastructure. With this background, CII had requested PricewaterhouseCoopers to
probe two key themes that concern the Gujarat MSME sector – a) priorities for the Gujarat MSME
industry and b) key recommendations for the Gujarat MSME industry. Buoyed by incentives and support
from the government as well as advancements in the technology, MSMEs are all set to play a critical role
in definingthe future of the industry and ensuring “sustainability” of the Gujarat MSME sector.

* Asutosh Chavda

Introduction
The Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
(MSMEs) are aptly regarded as the backbone of
the Indian economy. According to the Union Ministry
of MSMEs, MSMEs, with the addition of medium
enterprises in their fold, are now a sector that
contributes up to 40% to the gross industrial
manufacturing value added to the economy, 35% to
India’s exports directly and around 8% to India’s
GDP. With more than 13 million units and around
33 million people, the sector is proved to be the
second largest employer after agriculture.
In spite of their immense contribution, the sector is
largely informal: 90% of the units are not registered,
they are not covered by annual formal data collection
exercise like the Annual Survey of Industries; 97%
of them are either proprietorship or partnership
enterprises and close to 95% of them do not have
access to any kind of formal institutional credit (from
banks, nancial institutions etc).
1.1 Economic Crisis
The global economic meltdown of 2008 has been
compared with the past big slowdowns of the 20th
century, i.e. the 1907 banking crisis, the Great
Depression of 1929 and the Stagation ofthe 1970s

and is believed to
have been the severest of all. Triggered by sub-prime
assets, the world saw a series of bank and insurance
company failures across the developed world. The
Lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy and the buyout of
Merrill Lynch by Bank of America were followed
by the collapse of Wachovia Corporation and
Washington Mutual Bank. These failures caused a
crisis of condencethat made banks reluctant to lend
money inter-se, or for that matter, to anyone. This
crisis effectively stopped the functioning of global
credit markets and required unprecedented
government intervention. While the worst seems to
be behind us, the pace of recovery in many countries
is expected to be slow and painful. While India was
not at the epicentre of the recent global meltdown, a
number of factors affected the performance of India
Inc. The global credit squeeze affected India’s
exports adding pressure to the export oriented
industries such as textiles and gems and jewellery.
Industries that were directly dependent on the
availability of consumer credit such as automobiles
and real estate, also took ahit. A number of
companies across industries deferred their expansion
projects as funds were not available. Crash in the

* Ph.D. Scholar, Pacific University, Udaipur (Rajasthan)
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commodity prices and a resultant slowdown in
demand.Hence business such as metals or chemicals
had a tough time. A number of companies ended up
booking foreign exchange losses. Most services
industries such as hospitality; shipping &logistics
became indirect victims. It is over a year since
Lehman led for bankruptcy and the Indian economy
is showing positive signs of economic revival. While
in the last six months of FY09, India Inc. talked of
survival, businesses have started looking at new
growth opportunities. Given this background, we
asked our respondents to revisit the past one year
and asked them a few questions around this global
downturn, its impact on their businesses, their
response to downturn challenges and the key
takeaways going forward.
1.2 Opportunity and future
Over the last few years, taking advantage of benign
liquidity conditions and the available growth
opportunities, IndiaInc. embarked on ambitious
expansion plans and also carried out “strategic”
acquisitions. The downturn had limited impact in
sectors which were predominantly dependent on the
domestic market but affected the international
operations across a larger domain because of market
shrinkage. The appetite for expansions/ acquisition
came to a halt, as the money supply dried up and
the demand for products vanished.
1.3 Future in india
Small enterprise promotion has continued to remain
an important and integral part of Indian development
strategy much before the First Five-Year Plan, even
dating back to 1938 when the National Planning
Committee documents were being prepared. The
concerted policy emphasis upon small rms as a vital
vehicle of progress draws upon this sector’s crucial
historical role in generating substantial employment
and income at the regional level and acting as a
shock-absorber during periods of economic crisis.
The MSME sector contributes significantly to the
manufacturing output, employment and exports of
the country.
In terms of value, the sector accounts for about 45%
of the manufacturing output and 40% is estimated
to employ about 42 million people in 13 million units

in India.
1.4 Gujarat Vision
Credit Flow: Where is Gujarat Placed?
Where is Gujarat placed in relation to the flow of
credit to its MSME sector? An answer to this
question needs to be sought in relation to the absolute
and comparative position of States at the national
level. The regional pattern of loans from institutional
sources gives us important indications on the pattern
of credit delivery and credit- use in the MSME
sector. The broad patterns observed are the
following:
The top ten states of the country show significant
flow of credit both from institutional and non-
institutional sources. An analysis of the data on the
Fourth Census gives some interesting results. The
pattern of credit flow from institutional sources at a
particular point of time is, the sum total of individual
loans sanctioned by the banks. The individual loan
decisions are taken by the banks on the basis of
scientific criteria laid down under specific guidelines.
Given such criteria, one would expect that the
bankers’ decision regarding the viability of a
geographical market segment is based on two key
variables that explains the importance of a State from
a banker’s point of view are: 1) size of capital
investment in the MSME sector (proxied by
investment in plant and machinery); and 2) size of
MSME output. The larger the size of these two
variables, the larger the financial resources required
for transacting such businesses, and hence the larger
the business opportunity for a financing institution.
However, in practice, the actual flow of institutional
finance is often influenced by a variety of other
factors as well, as mandatory targets, norms
regarding preference to particular subsectors and
activities, and special commitments of the institution
concerned. These various factors, together, are likely
to have a joint effect on the individual financial
institutions, as also of the banking sector as a whole.
An attempt was made to capture this joint effect
with the help of a regression exercise.
With its inherent strengths and the strong positioning,
both from the national and international perspectives,
and being in the forefront to promote excellence,
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the vision for the state of Gujarat could be:
 Business – a way of life with the government

facilitating and encouraging investment and
holistic growth.

 Achieving highest levels in human development
indicators in the country.

 Attaining high standards of quality with the
‘Made in Gujarat’ brand receiving international
recognition.

The new Industrial Policy has been formulated with
the aim
of supplementing the existing growth pattern in the
state and augmenting the same way of well thought
out and sustainable policy measures. These policies
aim at ensuring maximum utilisation of the existing
natural resource base and maximising sector
specification facilitation.
 Accordingly, all the policy measures proposed

are presented along the parameters used to
measure global competitiveness: Promoting
geographical strengths to ensure balanced
regional development

 Leveraging existing strengths and resources
 Increasing the efficiency of institutions available

in the state
 Upgrading infrastructure available in the state
 Enhancing technical competence and manpower
 Responding to changing domestic and global

environment.
1.5 Concluding Remarks
The MSME sector is faced by a number of
challenges.
MSMEs, particularly the tiny segment of the small
enterprises have inadequate access to Nance due
to a lack of financial information and non-formal
business practices. MSMEs also lack access to
private equity, venture capital and have
a very limited access to secondary market
instruments. With deregulations of the financial sector,
the ability
of the banks to service the credit requirements of
the MSME sector depends on the underlying
transaction costs, efficient recovery processes and
available security.
Credit issue: The main constraint which the

MSMEs still face is the availability and high rate of
credit. This is likely to get exacerbated in the current
context of
the heat being felt by the Indian financial sector due
to the recent global financial meltdown.
Market orientation: MSMEs face fragmented
markets in respect of their inputs as well as products
and are vulnerable to market fluctuations. The past
two years have seen a marked appreciation in the
value of
the Indian Rupee. Since SMEs derive significant
revenues from exports, this shift in the exchange rate
ratio has eroded into their profits. SMEs lack in-
house expertise to analyse hedging options and
forecast exchange rate fluctuations. That, coupled
with competition from other south-east Asian
countries has forced SMEs
to re-architect their business models. The above
mentioned challenges call for an effective
addressable mechanism.
Bibliography:
1. www.nipfp.org.in/.../8.%20Part%202%20-

%20Gujarat%20State%20Finances.pdf
2. ficci.in/state/1003/add_docs/ised-gujarat.pdf
3. ic.gujarat.gov.in/?page_id=414
4. www.msmeonline.tn.gov.in
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VFHGM I]JFWG cWGc XMWL ZCIM K[P
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VF V[S DwIDJU"GF I]JFGGL JFT K[ H[ lOS; S[ SMg8=FS8 wJFZF GMSZL D[/JLG[ 5MTFG] 8]SF 5UFZDF HLJG lGJF"C R,FJJFDF
J[9JL 50TL D]xS[,LVMGL ZH]VFT K[P ;FY[ ;FY[ V[S I]JFGG[ GMSZL D[/JJF DF8[ S[JL S[JL VFYL"S4 XFZLZLS VG[ DFGl;S
5lZl;YTLGM ;FDGM SZJM 50[P ;ZSFZzL V[ OLS; 5UFZ GLTLDF\ O[ZOFZ SZLG[ VYJF GFA]N SZJL HM.V[P VFYL EFZT
N[X H[ I]JFGMGM N[X SC[JFI K[ T[ I]JFG T[GL I]JF XlST WG V[Sl+T SZJFGL HuIFV[ N[XGL 5|UTLDF\ JF5ZL XS[P
SLJ0"o OLS; 5UFZ GLlT4 E|Q8FRFZ4 I]JFGGM N[XP

Z! DL ;NLG[ I]JFGMGL ;NL TZLS[ VM/BJFDF VFJ[ K[
VFHGF I]JFGM 5Z VFBM N[X GLE"Z K[ 5Z\T] V[ H I]JFGGL
BZL l:YTL T[ 5MT[ H HF6[ K[P JWTL HTL A[ZMHUFZLG[ SFZ6[
I]JFG WG E[U] SZJFDF\ OF\OF DFZL ZCIM K[P
HIFZY HgD YFI K[ tIFZYL H WG E[U] SZJF DF8[ ZFDFI6
VG[ DCFEFZT H[JF XaNM ;F\E/JF D/[ K[ AF/SYL DF\0LG[
HIF ;]WL XF656 GF VFJ[ tIF ;]WL VF56] BL:;] DFTF
5LTF wJFZF  EZ[,] ZC[ K[P E6TZGF VWWW BR" [C[9/ DFTF
5LTF NAF6 VG]EJTF CMJF KTF T[GL ;\TFGG[ 0MS8Z4
V[gHLGLIZ4 :GFTS4 VG]:GFTS ;]WL 5UEZ YJFGL UF0LG[
5CM\RF0L VF5[ K[P VG[ 5KL H X~ YFI K[ HLgNLULGF
VG[SDFYL V[S 50SFZG[ HLTJFGL ZDT V[8,[ S[ WG E[U]
SZJFGL ZDTP
:GFTS YIF AFN VG[S lJRFZM VFJ[ K[ S[ GMSZL SZJL4 W\WM
SZJM S[ 5KL VG]:GFTS SZJ] H[ ,MSM UE"zLD\T K[ T[GF DF8[
VG]:GFTS VYJF W\WFGM 5|̀ G pEM ZC[TMH GYL AFSL ZC[
K[ 5|`G DwID JU"G[ ,MSM H[GL WGGL T\UL HLJGGF V\T
;]WL VG]EJTF CMI K[ GYL T[W\WM SZL XSTM S[ GF VG]:GFTS
jIFH[ S[ ,MG YFSL WG ,[JF DF8[ DwIDJU" CHFZ JFZ lJRFZ
SZ[ K[ S[ V[ 5U,] DF\0IF AFN ,MG S[ jIFH EZL XSX[ S[ GCL
5KL T[ S]8]\AGF I]JFG ;FD[ V[SH Z:TM ZC[ K[ GMSZL YSL WG
E[U] SZLG[ 5MTFG] S]8]\AG] U]HZFT R,FJJ]P
lXl1FT I]JFG 5F;[ WG SDFJJF DF8[GF A[ Z:TF K[ s!f
BFGUL 5[-L sZf ;ZSFZL GMSZL HIFZ ;]WL ;ZSFZL GMSZL
GF D/[ tIF ;]WL GJI]JFG BFGUL 5[-LDF GMSZL SZLG[ WG
E[U] SZLG[ 5MTFGF S]8]\AG] U]HZFG R,FJ[ K[ S[D S[ E,[ WG
VMK] D/X[ 5Z\T] VFJSGM :+MT RF,] ZC[X[ VG[ VFXF CX[
S[ NZ JQF[" V[GM 5UFZDF JWFZM TM YX[ HP

S[D S[ ;ZSFZzL wJFZF VFHGF I]JFGM DF8[ ;ZSFZL GMSZLGL
DF8[ A[ 5wWTL lJS;FJ[,L K[P
s!f !! DF;GF SMg8=FS8DF\ GMSZL sZf OLS; 5UFZ
5s5F\Rf JQF" DF8[PPP
SMg8=FS8 5wwlT o VF 5wWTLDF\ I]JFGMG[ !! DF;GF SZFZ 5[8[
GMSZLDF ZFBJFDF VFJ[ K[P H[DF VFHGM GJI]JFG ;ZSFZL
;\:YFDF NZ DCLGFGL DF+ V[SH ZHF ;FY[ SM.56 ,FEM
JUZ OZH AHFJ[ K[ VG[ V[ 5KL V[  I]JFG !! DF; 5]6"
YIF AFN HIFZ ;]WL H[ T[ ;\:YFG[ H[ T[ HuIF DF8[ I]JFG G[
,[JF DF8[ GMSZLGL HFC[ZFTGF VFJ[ tIF ;]WL V[ I]JFG
A[ZMHUFZ AGL HFI K[P !Z DF DCLG[ V[ I]JFG S. HuIFV[
WG SDFJJF HFI m
OLS; 5UFZ 5wWTL o ;DFG SFD VG[ ;DFFG J[TGGF
SFINFSLI GLIDG[ G[J[ D]STL 5wWTL V[8,[ S[ OLS; 5UFZ
5wwTL 5UFZ V[EL ;\5]6"56[ 5s5F\Rf JQF" DF8[ VFHGM GJ
I]JFG JWTL HTL DM\3JFZLGL ;FD[ V[ I]JFG WG E[U] SZ[ S[
5KL 5MTFGF 5ZJFZG] U]HZFG R,FJ[P ;ZSFZL GMSZL D[/
jIF AFN 56 V[ I]JFG VFYL"S ;S0FD6 VG]EJ[ K[ OLS;
5UFZDF V[S ;F\WM tIF T[Z T]8[ T[JL l:YTL CMI K[P
;ZSFZL GMSZL D[/JFI T[ 5C[,F 56 I]JFG[ WG BR"JF 50[ K[
XC[ZGF I]JFG DF8[ GMSZLG] VZHL5+SGL ;]lJWF D/L ZC[
K[ 5Z\T] UFD0FGF I]FJG DF8[ YM0LS 5lZl:YTL  V,U K[
UFD0FGF I]JFG[ VZHL SZJF DF8[  ;F{ 5YD TM T[G[ XC[ZDF
VFJJF DF8[ H[ T[ JFCG jIJCFZGF ;FWGM H[D S[ Z[,UF0L4
V[;P8LPA;GM ;CFZM ,[JM 50[ K[ SF BFGUL JFCGGM ;FY[
;FY[ T[G[  ;DIGM AUF0 SZLG[  T[ H[ T[ BFGUL 5[-L HIF
VMG,F.G VZHL SZJFGL ;]JLWF CMI tIF 5CMRLG[ VZHL
EZJL 50[ K[ VFD VZHL SZJF DF8[ A[ZMHUFZ I]JFGG[ WGGM
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BR" SZJM 50[ K[P  VZHL SZJF DF8[ ;ZSFZzL wJFZF T[GL OL
56 GSSL SZL CMI K[ 5Z\T] V[DF EL A[ JU" 50[ K[ V[S
VZHL SZJF DF8[ JU" !vZ VG[ JU"v# JU"!vZ GL
VZHLGL OL JWLG[ Z__ ~l5IF CMI K[ HIFZ[ JU"v# GL OL
DF8[ !__ ~l5IF TM HJ<,[ CMI K[ T[GL OL #__4 $__4 S[
5__ ;]WLGL CMI K[ VFJ] S[D m VZHL SZJF DF8[ I]JFGG[
5M:8 VMOL;DF H.G[ VZHLGL H[ T[ ZSD VG[ 5M:8
VMOL;GM RFH" EL GSSL SZ[, OL ;FY[ EZJFGM ZC[ K[ VFHGM
GJI]JFG WG SDFJFGL HuIFV[ DF+G[ DF+ GMSZL D[/JJF
DF8[ WG U]DFJ[ K[ HM V[GM CL;FA DF\0JF H.V[ TM CL;FAGL
0FIZLGF 5gGF 56 B]8L HFI VG[ V\T[ GMSZL D/[ V[ OLS;
5UFZGL V[DF X] SF\NF SF-L ,[JFGF m
;ZSFZL GMSZLGL EZGL DF8[GL VZHLDF ;ZSFZgLGL TLHMZLDF\
DF+ WG H V[S9] YFI K[ NFPBP SM.56 ;ZSFZL GMSZLGL
HuIF DF8 [ ;ZSFZzLGF H[ T [ lJEFU wJFZF $___
pD[NJFZMGL H~ZL K[ 5Z\T] T[GL ;FD[ A[ZMHUFZ pD[NJFZMGL
;\bIF S[8,L m $____ S[ 5KL $ ,FB YL JW]
;ZSFZzLGL A[ZMHUFZ I]JFG[ 5F;[GL VFJSG] ;]+o
pD[NJFZMV[ EZ[,F VZHL5+SGL ;\bIF 5ZL1FF DF8[ VZHLGL
OL GL ZSDP
VZHL SIF" AFN pD[NJFZG[ 5ZL1FF VF5JFGL T{IFZL  SZJF
DF8[ GLl`RT ;DIUF/M D/[ K[ 56 5ZL1FF VF%IF AFN
5ZL6FD SIFZ[ VFJX[ T[GL BAZ DF+ A[ H jIlSTG[ CMI K[P
s!f EUJFG sZf ;ZSFZ S[D S[ 5ZL1FF VF%IF AFN SM.
;DIUF/M VF5[, GYL CMTM S[ VF 5ZL1FFG] 5ZL6FD Zv$v&
DCLGFDF VFJL HX[ 5ZL6FD DF8[ H[JL GJL 8[SGM,MHL wJFZF
HFC[Z YFI K[ H[ 1FTLZCLT K[ 5Z\T] HM 5|̀ G5+ O]8L HJFGF
S[ 5ZL1FFGF H[ T[ :Y/[ U[ZZLTLGF ;DFRFZ D/[ TM 5KL HMJF
H[JL YFI H[D S[ T[GF  5Z YFI SM8"DF S[; NFB, YFI ;\5]6"56[
T[GLT5F; YIF AFN H T[G] GLZFSZ6 YFI 5Z\T] GMSZG[ VFXFG[
5ZL1FF VF5[, I]JFG V[ GLZFXF TZO  WZ[,FI K[ WG4
XFZLZLS4 DFG;LS TYF VFlY"S ZLT[ 1FTL YIF AFN V[G[ OST
GLZFXF H D/[ K[ EZTLGL 5|lSIF ;Z/ K[ 5Z\T] ,FAL K[
;DI;Z 5ZL6FD G VFJJ] VG[ ;ZSFZDF BF,L 50, HuIF
G EZJL V[ ;ZSFZGL 5|6F,LDF ZC[,F E|Q8FRFZ K[4 H[GM
CF, SM. H p5FI GYLP
VFJF H AWF lGIDM OST ;FDFgI 5|HF DF8[ H S[D m 5|HFGF
;[JSM DF8[ S[D GCLPPP ,MS;EF H[JL R]\86LVMGF pD[NJFZMGL
5;\NUL DF8[ E6TZGL ,FISFT pDZGM AFW H[JF GLIDM
S[D ,FU] SZJFDF VFJTF GYL m S[D T[GL VMG,F.G VZHL
DF\UJFDF VFJTL GYL m T[GF DF8[ SM. S[D OLS;  S[ SMg8=FS8
H[JL 5wWTL ,FU] SZJFDF VFJTL GYL m pD[NJFZ R]\8FIF

AFN S[D T[G[ OLS;  DF\ ZFBJFDF VFJTF GYL m VF AWF
GLIDM OST VG[ OST VG[ OST S[D GJI]JFGM DF8[ H S[D m
WG SDFJFGL pDZ[ T[G[ WG E[U] SZJF DF8[ OFOF DFZJF 50[
K[P
V[8,] H GCL ,MS;EFGF lJWFISMG[ 5]6" 5UFZ4 JFCG TYF
3Z EyY]4 5ZLJFZGF AWFH ;eIMG[ 5]6" lRlSt;F ;FZJFZ
56 DOT HIFZ[ I]JFG 5ZL1FF 5F; SZLG[ .g8ZjI]DFYL ;O/
TF D[/JLG[ GMSZL D[/J[  V[G[ OST G[ OST OLS; 5UFZ4
H[DF V[ 3ZG] U]HZFG R,FJ[ S[WG E[U] SZ[PPP lJWFISM
;\;NDF V[S ;+DF OST RFZ JFZ CFHZL 5]ZFJ[ K[ HM VFJ]
SM. OLS; 5UFZGF SD"RFZLVM SZ[ TM T[GL S5FT 5UFZ VG[
;FY[ OZH 5Z GF CFHZ ZCIF CMI T[GL SFZ6NX"S GM8L;GM
HJFA VF5JFGM ZC[ K[ OLS; 5UFZ WFZL G[ JQF"GL !Z
VFSl:DS ZHFVM HIFZ[ lJWFISM G[ SIF CFHZ H ZC[J] 50[
K[ lJWFISM G[ ;\;N ;]WL 5CMRF0JF DF8[ JFCGGL ;]JLWF
VYJF JFCG EyY] D/[ K[ HIFZ[ OLS; 5UFZ WFZLG[ :JBR["
T[GF ;ZSZL SFDGF :Y/[ CFHZ ZC[J] 50[ K[P
VF56M N[X V[ I]JFGMGM N[X K[4 5Z\T]  V[H N[XDF I]JFGMG]
XMQF6 YFI K[ VF AWF 5|̀ GMG] GLZFSZ6 ;ZSFZ 5F;[ K[
5Z\T] T[G[ SM. HFTGF 5U,F ,[JF H GYL pNFCZ6 TZLS[
OLS; 5UFZGMP
HIFZ[ I]JFGM wJFZF JLZMW YIM tIFZ[ T[GM S[; U]HZFT
CF.SM8"DF UIM VG[ SM8"GM R]SFNM I]JFGMGL TZO[6DF VFjIM
5Z\T] VF56L GFDNFZ U]HZFT ;ZSFZ[ T[G[ ;]l5|DSM8"DF 50SFZ
VF%IM H[DF VFH ;]WL OST TFZLBM H 50[ K[ AH[8DF
;ZSFZzL I]JFGMGL GMSZL DF8[ S[D SM. HFTGL V,UYL
HMUJF. HFC[Z YTL GYL H[YL I ]JFGM G[ 8 [SM D/[P
.g8ZG[8DFYL lJlJW J[A;F.8 wJFZF OLS; 5UFZ p5Z

;\NE"

 OLS; 5UFZNFZG[ * DF 5UFZ 5\RGM ,FE GCLv EF:SZ
gI]h TFP ZZv(vZ_!&

 U]HZFT HG VWLSFZL D\R wJFZF ;]l5|D SM8"GF DFGGLI
HH DCMNI  G[ ZH]VFTGM 5+ S[ H[DF OLS;  5UFZNFZGM
S[;GM H,NL pS[,G[ ZH]VFT TFP 5q!qZ_!&

 ;F\;NMGM J[TG AD6] SZJF lC,RF,4 ;\N[X gI]h TFP
Z$q!ZqZ_!5

 ZFHI ;ZSFZGF SD"RFZLVMDF OLS; 5[ GLTL V\U[ jIF5S
ZMQF4 EF:SZ gI]h TFP !)q*qZ_!&

 OLS; J[TG 5|YFGL ;DL1FF VG[ ;]WFZ6F SZJF D\FU4
EF:SZ gI]H TFP Zq)qZ_!&
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cc;\:S'T EFQFF4 X]E VG[ ;\:SFZJF/L K[P T[ ;Z/ VG[ ;tJ
;EZ K[ D}B" ,MSM T[G[ E|DGF DFIF" tIH[ K[P sHIFZ[f
A]lwWXF/L ,MSM T[GF s;[JGfYL VFG\lNT AG[ K[P c
;\:S'T EFQFF ;\;FZGL H]GFDF\ H]GL EFQFF K[ VF N[J JF6L
wJFZF VF56F 5}J"HMV[ J[NGF D\+MGM prRFZ SIM" CTM
VFwIFltDS JFTMG[ ;DHFJGFZF p5lGQFNM VF EFQFFDF\
ZRFI[, K[ SF{\R 51FLGF JWYL ;J" HLJ  TZO ;DEFJ ZFBGFZ
DClQF"  JF<DLlSV[ VF H EFQFFDF\ ZFDFI6GL ZRGF SZL K[
HU lJbIFT YI[, DCFEFZTGL ZRGF DClQF" jIF;[ VF
EFQFFDF SZ[, K[ EFZTLI ;\:S'lTGF D}/G[ IMuI ZLT[
;DHFJGFZ 5]ZF6MGL ZRGF ;\:S'T EFQFFDF\ YI[, K[
DCFSlJVM ,[BSMV[ 5MTFGF VG]5D U\|YMGL ZRGF VFH
EFQFFDF\ SZL K[ VYF"T 5'yJLGL pt5l¿YL ,. 5|,I ;]WL
7FG4 WD"4 VY"4 SFD VG[ DM1FGF SM.56 5]]Z]QFFY"GL 5|Fl%TGL
VFIM"GL 5|FRLG ZLlT4 ~l- TYF 5Z\5ZFGF 7FGGL VG[ 5ZF
TYF V5ZF lJnFGF 7FGGL 5|Fl%T VF EFQFF wJFZF Y. XS[
K[ ,F{lSS pgGlT VG[ 5FZ,F{lSS lGoz[Io;GL l;lâ SZFJGFZ
H[8,F 7FG VG[ lJ7FGGF ;FWGM4 XF:+M TYF U\|YM lEgG
lEgG EFQFFDF\ ,BFI[, K[ T[ AWFG]\ 7FG HM V[S EFQFFGF
7FGYL 5|F%T SZJ] CMI TM T[ K[ c;\:S'T EFQFFc
;\:S'T EFQFFGF 5|SFZM o ;FDFgI ZLT[ ;\:S'T EFQFF A[ 5|SFZ[
JC[\RFI[,L K[P
s!f J{lNS VG[ sZf ,F{lSSP
J{lNS EFQFFGM p5IMU J[N4 p5lGQFNM TYF A|FC6U\|YMDF\
HMJF D/[ K[ VG[ ALH]\ H[8,\\] ;\:S'T ;FlCtI HMJF D/[ K[ T[
AW] ,F{lSS EFQFFDF\ ,BFI[, K[ ;\:S'T EFQFF VlT 5|FRLG K[
,MSDFgI lT,S[ J[NGL lEgG lEgG kRFVMGM ;DI .P5}J[“
K CHFZGM DFG[, K[ VF lC;FA[ ;\:S'T EFQFF 5|FRLG K[P
36F ,MSMG] DFGJ] K[ S[ ;\:S'T EFQFFG] ;FlCtI V[8,[ WFlD"S
;FlCtI4 J[NDF 36F VFbIFGM K[ H[ wJFZF ,MSMG] SF{8]\lAS
TYF ;FDFHLS VG[ ZFHSLI 7FG 5|F%T YFI K[P

ZFDFI6 V[8,[ ZFD VG[ ZFJ6G]\ I]wW H GlC 5Z\T] jIlSTDF\
ZC[,F U]6M VG[ VJU]6MG[ ATFJGFZ 5FZNX"S I\+4
DCFEFZT V[8,[ V[S,F hU0FG\] D[NFG H GlC 5Z\T] ;tI
VG[ V;tIGL RSF;6LP VF p5ZFT SF{l8<IGF VY"XF:+
JFt:IFIGG]\ SFD;}+ VG[ EZTGF GF8IXF:+ 5Z S,D
R,FJJL ;FWFZ6 JFT GYL VF XF:+M wJFZF H lEgG lEgG
7FG 5|F%T YFI K[ 8\]SDF\ ;\:S'T EFQFFGF\ ;FlCtIDF\ VFwIFltDS4
VFlWEF{lTS VG[ VFlWN{lJS 7FGGM VG]5D E\0FZ EZ[,M
K[P
;\:S'T EFQFFGF S[J/ ,BJF DF8[ H p5IMUL CTL T[D GYL
5Z\T] AM, RF,GL EFQFF CTL VG[ VFGM lJ:TFZ YJM HM.V[
VF JFTGL ;FlATL VF56G[ DClQF" IF:SGF lGZ]ST GFDGF
DCtJ5}6" U|\YDF\YL D/[ K[ 5Fl6GL D]lGV[ 5MTFGF jIFSZ6GF
;]+MDF\ GD:SFZ SZJF DF8[ VG[ OZLYL AM,JF DF8[ ,]%T
:JZGM 5|IMU SIM" K[ VF p5ZF\T N\0F4 N\0L4 S[X S[XL JU[Z[
jIJCFZLS XaNMGM 5|IMU SZ[, K[ VFYL 5Fl6GLGF ;DIDF
;\:S'T EFQFF AM,RF,GL EFQFF CTL T[D l;wW YFI K[ 5Fl6GL
5KL IF:SD]lG YIF 5Fl6GL 5KL SFtIFIG VG[ 5\TH,LGF
;DIDF\ ;\:S'T EFQFFDF\ GJF GJF XaNMGM 5|IMU YI[,M HMJF
D/[ K[P ;\:S'TEFQFFG]\ DCtJ S[J/ EFZTLI ;\:S'lTGF 5|RFZ
5]ZT\] H GYL 5Z\T] NZ[S EFZTLIG\] HLJG H ;\:S'TDI K[
5Z\T][ VlTXIMlSTEI]" GYLP VFH[ ;\:S'T EFQFFGF VeIF;
V\U[ pNF;LGTF HMJF D/[ K[ V[8,] H GlC 5Z\T] E6[,F U6[,F
DF6;M 56 VF JFTFJZ6YL Z\UF. UI[,F K[ T[YL VFU/
JFT SZLV[ TM VF5GM ;];\:S'T ;DFH lJnFYL"VMG[ ;\:ST
E6JFDF ;\SMR VG]EJTF CMI T[D HMJF D/[ K[ VF AWFDF
D]bI V[S H SFZ6 K[ VG[ T[ VFlY"S ;D:IF VFHGM I]U
VY"5|WFG I]U K[ AWFG\] ,1I H VYM"5FH"GG]\ K[ ;\:S'T EFQFFG]\
,1I S[J/ VYM"5FH"GG]\ GYL V[G] ,1I TM WD"4 VY"4 SFD
VG[ DM1FGL 5|WFGTF K[P VY" VG[ SFD UF{6 AFAT K[[P
VFHGF EF{lTS HDFGFDF p,8L U\UF HMJF D/[ K[ VY" VG[
SFD VF A\gG[G[ 5|WFGTF VF5L ZCIF K[ WD" VG[ DM1F UF{6
AGL UIF K[ V\To ;\:S'T EFQFFG\] 59G 5F9G VtIFZ[
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CF:IF:5N AGL UI\] K[ V[ :JFEFJLS K[P ;FY[ ALHL JFT V[
K[ S[o V\U[|HMGF XF;G SF, ;DIDF ;\:S'T EFQFFG[ cD'TEFQFFc
GL ;\7F VF5L CTLP O,To V[GFYL ,MSMGL ;\:S'T 5|tI[GL
EFJGF ,]%T YJF ,FUL V[8,]\ H GlC 5Z\T] ALHL JFT V[D
AGL S[ ;\:S'T 59G 5F9G 5|6F,LGL VJ{7FlGSTF VG[ Sl9GTF
HMJF D/L :JT\+ EFZTDF VgI pgGlTGL IMHGFVMGL ;FY[
;FY[ ;\:S'T EFQFFGL pgGTLGL IMHGFVM AGFJJFDF\ VFJL
VG[ c;\:S'T VFIMUc TYF c;\:S'T lJnF,IcGL :YF5GF SZJFDF\
VFJLP ;\:S'TGF VeIF;DF ;]WFZF JWFZF ;DIFgTZ[ SZJFDF
VFjIFP ;\:S'TG[ VY"SFZL AGJJFGL ;FY[ VgI lJQFIMG\] 59G
5F9G YJF ,FuI]\ ;\:S'T EFQFFGF ;Z/ VeIF; DF8[GL H]NL
H]NL TZSLAM VHDFJJFDF\ VFJL VG[ DCtJ TZO ;DFHG\]
wIFG NMZJFDF\ VFjI]\P
CJ[ 5|‘G V[ pEM YIM S[ ;\:S'T EFQFFGM VeIF; XF DF8[
SZFJM HM.V[ m V[G\] DCtJ X\] K[ m V[GF 5Z ;\S[T SZJFDF\
VFjIM K[ S[ V[GM D]/ pN[X WD" K[  VY" VG[ SFD UF{6 K[
WD"GM VY" VCL DIF"lNT GYL H[D S[ ,MSM s;DFHf ;DH[ K[
WD"GF 7FG lJGF DFG; 5X]\ ;DFG K[P 

 WD"G]\ ,1F6 DG]:D'lTDF\ VF 5|DF6[ VF5JFDF\
VFjI]\ K[P

W{I"4 1FDF4 ND sDGG JXDF ZFBJ]f RMZL G SZJL4
lJJ[S4 lJnF4 ;tI4 VS|MW4 VF WD"GF N; ,1F6M K[P
p5ZMST WD" SM. HFlT DF8[ GYL 5Z\T] DFGJ DF+ DF8[
lCTSFZL K[ ;\:S'TGF\ 7FGYL p5ZMST WD" 5ZO DFGJGL 5|J'lT
;FDFgI Y. XS[ SFZ6 S[ ;\:S'T JF0DIDF ;tI4 NIF4 ND
VFNL4 ;NU]6MGL RRF" 36L HuIFV[ SZL K[ RFC[4  J[N 5]ZF6
;FlCtI CMIP ;J"+ DFGJTFGM D}/  VFWFZ WD" H K[
lGl‘RT56[ VF TtJGL VFH[ p65 HMJF D/[ K[P H[G]\ V[S
DF+ SFZ6 ;\:S'TEFQFFGL VJU6GF VTo VF N'lQ8V[ ;\:S'T
EFQFFGM lJSF; 5}6" :J~5[ SZJM HM.V[P
;\:S'T EFQFF VF5GL ;\:S'lTGL VFWFZXL,F K[ VFH[ ;\:S'lT
lJQFIS 36F 5|‘GM K[ ;\:S'TL X]\ K[ m ;\:S'lTGM ;LWM VY" K[
VF56F 5|FRLG ;\:SFZM ;\:SFZG]\ TFt5I" VCL AFCI ;\:SFZM
GYL R]0FSZ64 I7M5lJT4 lJJFC VFNL ;\:SFZ K[ VF
VF5GL ;\:S'lTGF H V\U K[P
VFHSF, ;FlCtI T[DH SFjIG\] 59G 5F9G 36]\ HMZXMZYL
RF,L ZCI] K[ 5Z\T] ;FlCtIG]\ JF:TlJS 7FGGM DD" ;\:S'TGF
7FG JUZ Y. XS[ T[D GYLP X\] ;FlCtIN5"6 VG[
SFjI5|SFXGF 7FG JUZ Z; VG[ V,\SFZGL JF:TlJSTF
;DHL XSFI m X]\ SF,LNF;GL p5DF4 N\0LG]\ 5N,F,FltI JU[Z[

SFjIMGF VeIF; JLGF ;DHL XSFI m X]\ HIN[JG]\ ULT
UMlJND TYF HUgGFYGL U\UF,CZLG\] SFjI;F{NI" ALHL
EFQFFDF\ D/L XS[ T[D K[ m VFGM ;FZF\X V[ K[ S[ ;\:S'TGL
SFjI ;\5l¿ VHM0 K[ ;\:S'TEFQFFG]\ 5}6" 7FG SFjI Z;GF
VF:JFNG DF8[ VtI\T H~ZL K[ VFH[ GF8SMGL AM,AF,F K[
5Z\T] V[ BAZ GYL S[ 

v SFjIMDF\ GF8S ;]\NZ K[ VG[ GF8SDF\ XF\S]T,DGF
VeIF; DF8[ GF8S 5[|DLVMG]\ DG ,,RFT] CX[ V[GL 5}lT"
VG]JFNYL Y. XS[ K[ m D}/DF\ H[ VFG\N K[ T[ VG]JFNDF\
GYL EJE}lTG\] cpTZZFDRlZTDŸc SZ]6Z; 5|WFG GF8S K[
V[DF 36L DFlD"S plSTVM K[ VF ;C'NIL ;\:S'T7 H ;DHL
XS[ K[ TFt5I" V[ H K S[ GF8S4 VFbIFlIS .tIFlN SFjIU\|YMGM
lJXF/ VG[ jIJl:YT ;\S,G ;\:S'T EFQFFDF\ YI[,\] HMJF
D/[ K[P
zLULTF HLJGWFZFG[ 5|EFlJT SZJFJF/L V[S VlwJlTI
ZRGF K[ zL ULTFDF\ V[S ;FY[ NX"G ZFHlGTL4 WD" SD"4
VFRFZvlJRFZ4 VFlN ;J" EFZTLI lR\TG EZ[,] HMJF D/[
K[P V[G[ HF6JF DF8[G]\ 5|D]B ;FWG ;\:S'T EFQFFG]\ 7FG K[
VgIYF 36L AWL HF6SFZLYL VF56[ J\lRT KLV[ VG[
HLJGDF\ TYF HUTDF\ p5CF;G[ 5F+ AGLV[ KLV[
VwIFtDlR\TG DF8[ p5lGQFNMG] 7FG4 ElST EFJGF DF8[
EFUJTG] 7FG TYF SD" VG[ DD" ;DHJF DF8[ DLDF;FG]
7FG VDFZF DF8[ 36]\ p5IMUL K[P
VF UCG TYF prRSM8LGF U\|YM l;JFI ;]EFlQFTF[GF 5]:TSM
;\:S'T EFQFFDF\ K[P H[GF VFWFZ[ VF5G] HLJG G{lTS TYF
;Z/ AGFJL XSLV[ KLV[P ;\:S'TGF ;]EFQFLTM E,F SMG[
VFSlQF"T SZTF GYL m pNFCZ6 ~5[ HM.V[ TMP

JU[Z[P
VF TM Y. 5|FRLG XF:+M T[DH SFjI GF8SMGL lJX[QFTF CJ[
YM0]\ ;\:S'T lX1F6G]\ jIFJCFlZS 7FG TYF ;FDFlHS ,FE 5Z
lJRFZ SZLV[P VFH[ VF5GL ZFQ8=EFQFF lCgNL K[ lCgNL EFQFF
AWFG[ XLBJL 50X[P VgIYF VFlY"S N'lQ8V[ V[G[  pR}\ 5N
D/X[ GlCP VF ZFQ8=EFQFF lCgNLGF\ XaNM H[ HMJF D/[ K[ T[
SIF\YL ,[JFDF\ VFjIF K[ m VF XaNFJl,GL 5|S'lTGM c;\:S'Tc
H K[P ;\:S'TYL H WFT]VMDF\ 5|tII TYF p5;U" ,UFJLG[ T[G]\
lGDF"6 SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFJL l:YlTDF\ lCgNL EFQFFGL HGGL
;\:S'TEFQFFGL p5[1FF SZJL 3FTS GYL m ;\:S'TGL HF6SFZL
JUZ lCgNLGF XaNMG[ SM. ,BL XS[ K[ m ;\:S 'TGF
5|S'lTv5|tIIG\] 7FG V[GF DF8[ VFJxIS GYL m V[8,] H
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GlC XaNG] 7FG ;\:S'TGL HF6SFZL JUZ Sl9G K[ VgI
EFZTLI EFQFFG]\ D]/ ;\:S'T EFQFF K[ H[JL S[ A\UF,L4 DZF9L4
U]HZFTL JU[Z[P
;\:S'T EFQFF ;FlCtIG[ DF8[ DCtJlWS U]6 K[ N]oBGL JFT V[
K[ S[ VFJL U]6JF/L4 UF{ZJXF/L EFQFFG]\ 59Gv5F9G VFH[
,]%T sD\Nf YT]\ HFI K[P lX1F6wIFG VF DCtJGF lJQFI  TZO
XF:+LVMG\] wIFG VF DCtJGM lJQFI TZO HJ] H HM.V[
VgIYF N[XG] ElJQI V\WSFZDI AGL HX[P VF5GL ;\F:S'lTS
DFgITFVM DF8LDF\ D/L HX[ VF5G]\ G{lTS T[DH ;FDFlHS
:TZ lGdG AGL HX[P VF5G\] 5|FRLG UF{ZJ C6F. HX[P
VF5G[ SIFI\GF ZCLX]\ GlC CH] ;DI K[ V[GF 5Z lJRFZ
SZJM HM.V[ TYF cE]JDFGLTF EUJN EFQFFc G]\ DCtJYL
5lZlRT Y. V[GM 3[Z 3[Z H.G[ 5|RFZ 5|;FZ SZJM HM.V[P
;\:S'T VDFZL VFWFltDS4 ;F\:S'lTS TYF G{lTS pgGlTG]\
;FWG K[P

;FZF\X
c,F{lSS pgGlT VG[ 5FZ,F{lSS l;âL SZFJGFZ H[8,F 7FG
VG[ lJ7FGGF ;FWGM4 XF:+M TYF U\|YM lEgG lEgG
EFQFFVMDF\ ,BFI[, K[ T[ AWFG\] 7FG HM V[S EFQFFGF\ 7FGYL
5|F%T SZJ\] CMI TM T[ K[ ;\:S'T EFQFF4 ;\:S'T EFQFFGF ;FlCtIGF\
VFwIFltDS4 VFlWEF{lTS4 VG[ VFlWN{{lJS 7FGGM VG]5D
E\0FZ EZ[,M K[P NZ[S EFZTLIG\] HLJG H ;\:S'TDI K[ VF
SFZ6YL lEgG lEgG 5|N[XMDF\ ;F\:SFZLS V[STF 8SL XS[ K[
T[GM IX ;\:S'TEFQFFG[ HFI K[P ;\:S'T EFQFFG]\ wI[I RFZ
5]Z]QFFYM"GL l;âL K[ ;\:S'T EFQFF ;\:S'TLGL VFWFZlX,F K[P
VFGM ;FZF\X V[ H K[ S[ ;\:S'TGL SFjI;\5l¿ VHM0 K[P ;\:S'T
EFQFFG\] 5]6"7FG SFjIZRGF VF:JFNG DF8[ VtI\T H~ZL K[
;\:S'T V[S VGgI EFQFF K[ T[ N[JvN[JLVM åFZF 5|IMHFTL
CTL T[ YL H N{lJS EFQFF K[P
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5|:TFJGFo
S[gN= ;ZSFZ[ TFP * ;%8[dAZ Z__5 YL DCFtDF UF\WL ZFQ8=LI
U|FDL6 ZMHUFZ AFC[\WZL VlWlGID 5;FZ SIM"P ZHL
O[A]|VFZL Z__& YL VF SFINM VD,DF VFjIM CTMP DGZ[UF
IMHGF OST lJSF;GF SFI"S|D G CMIP ;F{ 5|YD U|FDL6
S]8]\AMG[ ZMHUFZL4 T[VMGF cVlWSFZc :J~5[ 5]Z] 5F0L XS[
T[JM SFINM K[P U|FDL6 lJ:TFZMDF\ ZC[TF SM. 56 S]8]\A S[
H[GF 5]bTJIGF\ ;eIM lAGS]X/ zD SZJF .rK]S CMI4 T[JF
NZ[S S]8]\AG[ S]8]\ANL9 NZ[S GF6F\SLI JQF"DF\ JW]DF\ JW] !__
lNJ;ZMHUFZL VF5JFGL VF IMHGFGM C[T] K[P U|FDL6
JI:SM VG[ DlC,FVMG[ SFD SZJFGF SFG]GL VlWSFZ
VF5GFZL DGZ[UF IMHGFDF S], ZMHUFZLGF V[S T'lTIF\X
lC:;M DlC,FVM DF8[ ;]Zl1FT ZFBJFDF\ VFjIM K[P cV[S 5\Y
VG[S SFHc JF/L lJ`JGL VF ;F{YL DM8L IMHGF DH]ZM DF8[
S[gN= ;ZSFZ wJFZF VD,DF\ D]SJFDF\ VFJL K[P H[ V,U V,U
ZFHIMDF ELgG CMI K[P VF SFINM GFUlZS ;\U9GM ;FY[
,F\AL D\+6F 5KL AgIM CTMP T[DH T[GF VFSFZ4 5|SFZ T[G]
:J~5 56 VgI ;FDFHLS IMHGFVMYL V,U AGFJJFDF
VFJL K[P DGZ[UF IMHGFYL 0FA[ZL N/M 5|EFlJT YIF CTFP
VG[ S[gN=G[ lJSF;GF 5IF"IGM EFU AGFjIM CTMP DGZ[UF
IMHGF X~ YIFGF !_ JQF" 5}6" YIF K[P tIFZ[ VF TASS[
IMHGFG] D]<IF\SG SZJ] HM.V[P
I]P5LPV[P;ZSFZ[ DCFtDF UF\WL G[XG, ~Z, V[d%,MID[g8
U[Z\8L V[S8sDGZ[UFf IMHGF X~ SZLP V[ CSLSTDF\ ZFCTGF
SFDGL H IMHGF CTLP 5Z\T] T[G]\ :J~5 lJXF/ VG[ GFDSZ6
SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ CT\]P X~VFTDF\ VF IMHGF G[XG, ~Z,
V[d%,MID[g8 U[Z\8L V[S8 TZLS[ VM/BFTL CTLP T[DF\ DCFtDF
UF\WLG]\ GFD pD[ZJFG[ SFZ6[ ;ZSFZL IMHGFGL VF5M VF5
,MSl5|ITF JWL K[P
EFZTDF\ DGZ[UF IMHGF 5C[,F JBTMvJBT H]NL H]NL
IMHGFVM4 SFI"S=DM CFY WZJFDF\ VFjIF CTFP H[JF S[ HJFCZ
ZMHUFZ IMHGF4 ;\5}6" U|FDL6 ZMHUFZ IMHGF4 O]=0 OMZ JS"
5|MU|FD JU[Z[ IMHGFVM VD,LSZ6 SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP 5Z\T]

VF IMHGFVM ZFQ8= jIF5L G CTLP J/L V[ IMHGFVM DIF"lNT
;DI DF8[ CTLP DGZ[UF IMHGFGL ;FY[ 5[8F IMHGFVM TZLS[
DL0v0[vDL,4 HGGL ;]Z1FF IMHGF4 G[XG, ~Z, C[<Y
IMHGF4 .lgNZF UF\WL VM<0 5[gXG :SLD JU[Z[ IMHGFVM
DGZ[UF C[9/ ;F\S/L ,[JF. CTLP
EFZTDF\ DCFtDF UF\WL ZFQ8=LI ZMHUFZ U[Z\8L IMHGFGM V[S
NFISM 5]ZM YIM K[P DGZ[UF IMHGF VF\W|5|N[XGF\ VG\T5]Z
HL<<FFYL X~ YI[, ZFQ8= jIF5L :JLS'lTGM V\NFH VFGFYL
,UFJL XSFI K[P EFZTDF l+5]ZF ZFHI A[ JQF" 5C[,F DGZ[UF
SFI"S|DGF ;\RF,GDF\ ;F{YL VU|6L ZFHI ZCI\] CT\]P VF ;O/
TFG[ SFZ6[ ;FDFHLS C[T] DF8[ VFBF N[XDF\ IMHGF VD,DF\
D]SJFDF\ VFJL K[P
N[XDF\  ;F{ 5|YD Z__ 5KFT HL<,FVMDF\ IMHGF X~ SZJFDF\
VFJL VG[ tIFZ 5KL V[l5|, Z__( ;]WLDF\ N[XGF AWF H
lH<,FVMDF\ IMHGF X~ SZJFDF\ VFJL K[P VF IMHGF C[9/
A[ZMHUFZ ,MSMG[ 5MTFGF H lJ:TFZDF\4 5MT[ SFD SZL XS[
V[J]4 jIlSTDF\ lJX[QF VFJ0T G CMI4 N]ZGF lJ:TFZDF\ :Y/
F\TZ SIF" JUZ SFD D/L ZC[ T[ 5|SFZG]\ IMHGFG]\ :J~5 GSSL
SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P DGZ[UF IMHGF VFD HGTFG[ SDFJFGM
VlWSFZ VF5GFZL IMHGF VFH[ A[ ,FB 5* CHFZ U|FD
5\RFITM VG[ &__ YL JWFZ[ HL<,FVMDF\ VD,DF\ K[P
DGZ[UF IMHGFDF SFINFGL H~ZLIFT o
DCFtdFF UF\WL U|FDL6 ZMHUFZ U[Z\8L SFINM UFD0FVMDF\
J;TF ,MSMGL VFJS JWFZJFDF\ VF SFINFGL DCtJGL
E}DLSF K[P ALHL TZO DGZ[UF IMHGF U|FDL6 ;XlSTSZ6
5|tI[ ,MSMDF\ DTvE[NM K[P 5Z\T] BZ[BZ T[G\ ] SFZ6
V,UvV,U ZFHIMDF\ VD,LSZ6 5Z ZC[, K[P T[D KTF\
VF SFINFGL ;O/TFG[ GSFZL XSFTL GYLP EFZTDF\ S[8,FS
ZFHIMDF\ S[ HL<,FVMDF DGZ[UF IMHGFGL GA/L SFI"JFCL
TYF E|Q8FRFZGF SFZ6[ VF SFINFGL H~Z K[P
DGZ[UF IMHGFGL ;LwWLVMo
VF IMHGFGL ;F{YL DCtJGL ;O/TF UFD0FVMDF\ zDGM
JWFZM YIM K[P VF IMHGF 3ZYL 5F\R SL,MDL8ZGL V\NZ
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;DFG DH}ZL 5Z SFD p5,aW SZFJ[ K[P DlC,FVMG[ SFD
SZJFGM DCtJ5}6" VJ;Z 5}ZM 5F0[ K[P VF IMHGFDF\
DlC,FVMGL EFULNFZL VFX[ 5* 8SF H[8,L ZCL K[P
ZMHUFZLGF VEFJGF SFZ6[ DlC,FVM A[ZMHUFZ S[
VW"A[ZMHUFZ ZC[TL CTLP CJ[ DlC,FVM DGZ[UF IMHGF
wJFZF SFD D[/JL XS[ K[P DGZ[UF IMHGFYL UFD0FGF ,MSMGM
XC[ZM TZO VFJJFGM ãlQ8SM6 AN,FIM K[P
DGZ[UF IMHGF åFZF HDLG lJSF;4 5Fl6GF 5Z\5ZFUT
:+MTM TYF l;\RF.GF ;FWGMDF\ ;]WFZFGL ;FY[ H/;Z\1F6GF
SFDM åFZF T[6[ ;\;FWGG[ GJ] ~5 VF%I]\ K[P VF IMHGFYL
UZLALDF\ 38F0M YIM K[P
TFH[TZDF\ V[S ;J[“DF\ H6FjIF D]HA DGZ[UF IMHGFYL
VFNLJF;LVMDF\ UZLALG\] 5|DF6 Z( 8SF TYF N,LTMDF\ #(
8SF UZLAL 38F0JFDF\ ;O/TF 5|F%T SZL K[P T[ p5ZF\T DGZ[UF
åFZF ;\:YFSLI 5lZJT"GM VFjIF K[P
lJ`JA[\S[ ,LW[,F ;O/TFGL GM\Wo
U|FD lJSF; DF8[ DGZ[UF IMHGF ;O/ IMHGF K[ A[SFZLGL
JW] ;D:IF U|FdI lJ:TFZDF\ K[ V[8,[ VF IMHGFGF S[gãDF\
56 U|FdI lJ:TFZ ZBFIF CTFP U|FD 5\RFITM DFZOT[ H
IMHGFGM VD, YTM CTMP
EFZTDF\ U|FDL6 lJ:TFZMDF\ A[ZMHUFZMG[ SFD D/L ZC[ T[DH
N]QSF/ H[JL l:YlTDF\ SM. 56 5|SFZG\] SFD G D/T] T[JF
;\HMUMDF\ ;ZSFZ ZFCTGL SFDULZL JBT[ BF0F BMNFJTL
VF IMHGFDF\ SFDULZL V\U[ 56 GlJGTF CTLP DF+ Z:TFGL
AFH]DF\ BF0F BMNJFG[ AN,[ ElJQIDF\ H~Z CMI V[JL
SFDULZL 56 YTL CTLP H[D S[ Z:TF AF\WJF4 S[GF,4 S]JF4
NLJF,M4 T/FJM JU[Z[GL SFDULZL SZJFDF\ VFJTL CTLP
ZMHUFZL ;H"G ;FY[ DF/BFSLI ;]JLWF 56 p5,aW YFI
K[P
:8[8 A[S VMO .lg0IFGF VeIF;DF\ H6FjIF D]HAo
EFZTGF H]NF H]NF ZFHIMDF\ JQF" Z_!5v!& GF l+HF4
l+DF;LS NZlDIFG lACFZ4 DwI 5|N[X4 ZFH:YFG H[JF
ZFHIMDF\ U|FDL6DH]ZL NZDF\ ,UEU !_ 8SFGL J'lâ GM\WFI
K[P VF SFI"S|DG\] ;\RF,G ;\TMQFSFZS ZCI]\ K[P DGZ[UF
IMHGFGL SFDULZL K[<,F 5F\R JQF"DF\ ;F{YL ;FZL ZCL K[P
U|FDL6 DH]ZMGL ZMHUFZLDF\ J'lwW V[ IMHGFG\] ;SFZFtDS
V;ZG]\ H 5ZL6FD K[P
DGZ[UF IMHGF C[9/ ,FE D[/JGFZF HL<,FVMDF\ NFCMN4
5\RDCF,4 0F\U H[JF lJ:TFZMDF\ )_ YL !__ 8SFGL SFDULZL
Y. K[P 0F\U HL<,FGF\ UFDMDF\ DGZ[UF IMHGF C[9/ ,MSMG[
ZMHUFZL ;FY[ JGLSZ64 Z:TFGL SFDULZL4 T/FJ lGDF"6
H[JF lJlJW SFDM SIF" K[P

B[0F lH<,FGF DC]WF TF,]SFGF S5}Z5]Z UFDDF\ )_ 8SF ,MSM
B[TLSFD SZLG[ 5lZJFZG]\ EZ6v5MQF6 SZ[ K[P UFDDF\ )
V[SZ HDLG UF{RZGL K[P VG[ T[ X[-L GNLGF JC[/F 5F;[
VFJ[,L CMJFYL l5IT DF8[G]\ 5}ZT]\ 5F6L D/L ZC[ KP VFYL
UFD ,MSM V[ DGZ[UF IMHGF åFZF JGLSZ6 V\U[GL
SFDULZLGL Z_!_ DF\ DF\U6L SZL CTLP VG[ DGZ[UF IMHGF
C[9/ VFBF UFDDF\ JGLSZ6 SZJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P S[gã ;ZSFZ[
DGZ[UF IMHGF C[9/ UFDDF\ z[Q9 SFDULZL SZJF AN,
Z_!Zv!# DF\ V[JM0" 56 VF%IM K[P
DGZ[UF IMHGFG] AH[8o
JT"DFGDF\ U|FDL6 lJSF; ;FY[ ZMHUFZLDF\ JWFZM SZJF DF8[
VF IMHGFGF AH[8DF\ 56 JWFZM SZFIM K[P VF JQF[“ ~FP
#$&)) G]\ AH[8 DGZ[UF IMHGFDF\ OF/JJFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P
lJ`JGF N[XMDF UZLAL VG[ A[ZMHUFZL GFA]NL DF8[GL
IMHGFo
lJ`JGF S[8,FS N[XMDF UZLAL VG[ A[ZMHUFZL pgD},G DF8[
VFJF SFI"S|D X~ SZJFDF\ VFjIF K[P H[JF S[ VFH[“g8LGFDF\
cH[O[; WL CMUFZc TYF G[5F/DF\ cW ZLhG, SZGF,L
V[d%,MID[g8 5|MU|FDc GFDYL X~ SZJFDF\ VFJTF SFI"S|DG[
VF8,L jIF5S ;O/TF GYL D/L T[8,L ;O/TF DGZ[UFG[
5|F%T Y. K[P I]GF.8[0 G[Xg; 5|MU|FD CI]DG 0[J,M5D[g8
.g0[1FDF\ DGZ[UFG[ GMSZL S[ D\H]ZL VF5GFZL ;J"z[Q9 IMHGF
SZFZ SZJFDF\ VFJL K[ VF l;lwW 5]ZF N[XGL K[ U|FDL6
lJ:TFZMDF\YL :Y/F\TZ YTF DH]ZMG[ ZMSJFDF\ DM8L E]lDSF
lGEFJL K[ U|FDL6 lJ:TFZMDF\ S'lQFGL NIGLI l:YTLG[ SFZ6[
$5 YL 5_ 8SF B[TDH]Z VG[ GFGF B[0]T B[TL KM0LG[
ZMHUFZL DF8[ :Y/F\TZGM lJS<5 V5GFJJF T{IFZ K[P VF
l:YTLDF\ DGZ[UF IMHGF åFZF UFDDF\ ZMHUFZL VF5JFDF\
;O/ ZCL K[P
DGZ[UF IMHGFGL DIF"NFVMo
!f DGZ[UF IMHGFGL SFDULZL VFlY"S ZLT[ ;O/ ZCL K[

5Z\T] T[D KTF\ VF IMHGF DF8[G\] AH[8 TYF SFD DF8[
;DIF\TZ[ H~ZL 5U,F G ,[JFDF\ VFJTF DH}ZM VFlY"S
l:YTLGL D]xS[,L VG]EJ[ K[P

Zf U]HZFTDF\ 2015-16 U|FD 5\RFITMG[ 5}ZT] AH[8 G
D/JFYL VF JQF"GF VF\S0FVM VG];FZ ,UEU 17 8SF
H]GL AFSL R]SJ6LDF\ H BR" SZJFDF\ VFjIM K[P

#f :8[8 A[\S VMO .g0LIFGF H6FjIF VG];FZ DGZ[UF C[9/
5|lT 5lZJFZG[ VF5JFDF\ VFJ[, ZMHUFZLGF lNJ;MGL
;\bIF 40 CTLP T[ VF JQF[“ 38LG[ ;Z[ZFX 25 5Z
5CMRJFGL XSITF ZC[,L K[P

$f DGZ[UF IMHGFG[ V[S NFISM 5}ZM YIM CMJF KTF 36F
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lJ:TFZMDF\ T[ CH] ;]WL 5CM\RL GYL TM S[8,FS ;D'wW
UFDMDF\ VF IMHGF C[9/ SFDGL DFU6L SZL GYL VD]S
UFDMDF\ IMHGFGM IMuI VD, YIM GYLP

5f ZFHSLI .rKFXlST TYF SFINFDF\ VlJ`JF; 5[NF YIM
K[P

&f DGZ[UF IMHGFDF\ DM8L DF+FDF\ :5WF"VM YFI K[P
*f DGZ[UF IMHGFDF\ ZFHSLI ;DY"GDF\ ;FTtI H/JFT\]

GYLP
;]RGMo
!f DGZ[UF IMHGF DF8[ OF/J[, AH[8DF lGZ\TZ 38F0FGF

SFZ6[ ZMHUFZLGL ;H"G 1FDF 5Z ;LWL V;Z YFI K[P
DGZ[UFG[ JW] jIF5S AGFJJF DF8[ AH[8 VG[ JT]"/
A\G[ JWFZJFDF\ VFJ[ TM N[XDF\ lJSF;GL UlTG[ h05L
AGFJL XSFIP

Zf DGZ[UF IMHGFG[ ;\5}6" ;O/ AGFJJL CX[ TM IMuI
J[TG ;FY[ ZMHUFZL 56 5}6" ;DI DF8[ VF5JL HM.V[P

#f DGZ[UF IMHGF DF8[ ZFHSLI ;DY"GDF\ ;FTtI HF/JJ]\
HM.V[P

$f HL<,F 5\RFITMGL GA/L SFI"JFCL TYF E|Q8FRFZG[
ZMSJF SFINFGL H~Z K[P

5f DGZ[UF IMHGFDF\ E|Q8FRFZG[ ZMSJF O\0DF\ SF5 D]SJM
V[ ;D:IFGM pS[, GYLP

&f DGZ[UF IMHGGL SFI" 5wWTLDF 5FZNXL"STF CMJL
HM.V[P

*f N[XGF VgI 1F[+MGL ;F5[1FDF DGZ[UF IMHGFGF\ J[TG
NZMDF\ V;DFGTF CMJL HM.V[ GlCP

(f DGZ[UF IMHGFG\] ;DIF\TZ[ ;DL1FF TYF D]<IFSG SZJ]\
HM.V[P

;DL1FFo
DGZ[UFGL ;DL1FF SZTL JBT[ VF56[ V JFT BF;

wIFGDF\ ZFBJL HM.V[ S[ VF V[S DF+ V[J]\ ;FWG K[ H[ U|FD
5\RFITMG[ ;XST SZ[ K[ S], SFDGF\ 5_@ ZSD U|FD 5\RFITM
VF5[ K[P VFYL V[ ;FY[ ;MXLI, VM0L8DF\ HJFANFZL
;]lGl`RT YFI K[ VgI SM. IMHGFDF\ VF8,F 5|DF6DF O\0
5|F%T YI\] GYL DGZ[UF IMHGF C[9/ VFXZ[ !5 ,FB ~l5IF
5|lT JQF" U|FD 5\RFITMG[ U|Fg8 VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[ VF ZLT[
U|FD ;EFYL ,. ,MS;EFDF\ lJ`JF; SZTF CM.P TM
DGZ[UFGL D}/E}T IMHGFGM tIFU SZJM HM.V[ GCLP

;\NE"
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c EFJGUZ ;DFRFZc ;FDFlHS VG[ VFlY"S lJSF;

* Lecturer, History Department, Doshi Arts College, Talaja

* Digvijaysinh B. Gohil

cEFJGUZ ;DFRFZc DF\ EFJGUZGF ;FDFlHS VG[ VFlY"S
lJSF;DF\ 5MTFG]\ IMUNFG VF%I]\ K[ V[ ;DIUF/F NZlDIFG
EFJGUZGL ;FDFlHS 5lZl:YTL ,MSMGM BMZFS4  5C[ZJ[X4
,uG ;\A\WM4 JU[Z[ lJX[ HL6J8 EZL DFlCTL ZH] SZJFDF\
VFJL K[P ;FDFlHS ;\D[,G4 TC[JFZM4 JU[Z[GL RRF" cEFJGUZ
;DFRFZc DF\ SZJFDF\ VFJTL 3ZDF\ jIlSTGL GFUZLS
HLJGGF D]bI l;wWF\TM 56 ZH] SZJFDF\ VFJTFP VF p5ZF\T
l;lJ, D[Z[H V[S8YL OZH VG[ HJFANFZLVM ZH] SZJFDF\
VFJTLP ,uGCSMDF\ lC\N] l:+G[ D/TF OFINF lJX[ 56
lJ:TFZYL RRF" SZJFDF\ VFJTLP H[JF EFJGUZ ;DFRFZDF\
EFJGUZGF VFlY"S lJSF; lJX[ 56 ,[BM K5FTF CTF
U|FD;]WFZ6F S[ ZFHIGF B[0]TMGL SZHNFZLGF SFZ6M VG[ T[
N]Z SZJGF p5FIM EFJGUZ ;DFRFZ[ VF O\0 lJX[ 56 DFCLTL
V5FTL ZLT[ ;FDFlHS VG[ VFlY"S AFATM ZH] SZLG[
EFJGUZGF ,MSMDF\ HFU'lT ,FJJFGM 5|IF; SIM" CTMP
cEFJGUZ ;DFRFZc VG[ ;FDFlHS lJSF;
l;lJ, D[Z[H V[S8YL ,uG CSSMDF\ lCgN]:+LG[ D/TF OFINFo
cEFJGUZ ;DFRFZcDF\ EFJGUZGL ;FDFlHS AFATM p5Z
5]ZTM 5|SFX 5F0JFDF\ VFjIM K[P cEFJGUZ ;DFRFZc DF\
5|SFlXT YTF VF8L"S,DF\ D[Z[H V[S8GL JFT SZJFDF\ VFJL
K[P H[ D]HA SG{IF,F, D]GXLV[ SCI]\ CT] S[ lCgNL :+LVMGF
jIlSTtJGM lJSF; YIM K[P 56 V[ lJSF;G[ 5MQFJF VG]S]/
SFINFVM GYLP VFH[ H[ SFINFVM DMH]N K[ T[ :+LVMGF
lJSF;DF\ VF0BL,L~5 H K[P
V{lTCFl;S N'lQ8V[ HMTF\ SFINFVM 36[ V\X[ T[ JBTGF
;FDFlHS WMZ6MG]\ 5|lTlA\A 5F0[ K[P NFPTP J{lNS ;DIDF\
HIFZ[ HUTGF ;J" EFUMDF\ VG[ BF; SZLG[ lC\NDF ;DFH
jIJ:YF prR S1FFGL CTLP tIFZ[ T[ JBTGF gIFI;}+M G[ WDM"
GFZLtJ lJQF[ prR VFNXM" wIFGDF\ ZFBL ZRFIF CTFP VFGF
NFB,F~5[ ;\:S'T gIFI;}+MDF\ ;Z;JTLG[ kuJ[NDF\ V5FTF
3MQF6F VUtIG]\ :YFG EMUJ[ K[P

5KLGF ;DIDF\ DFGJHFlTGF lJSF;GF 30TZDF\
5|HFV[ ZB0TL 8M/LVM D8L B[TLG[ lGJF"CG]\ ;FWG AGFjI]P

V[ JBT[ HMBDMG[ ;\S8MYL lH\NUL EZ5]Z CTLP :+LVM T[
AF/SMGL l:YlT V;,FDT CTLP VFJF ;\HMUMDF\ ;A/ 5]]Z]QF[
5MTFGF 5|A/ SF\0FA/YL :+L 5Z :JFDLtJ D[/jI]\P 5MTFGM
VF 5ZFEJ RF,] ZFBJF 5FK/YL H[ WDM"DF\ SFINFVM ZRFIF
T[DF\ :+L p5Z V\S]XM ,NFIFP J{lNS ;DI 5KL lC\N]
SFINFVMGM 56 V[JM H .lTCF; K[P 5]Z]QFMV[ 30[,F SFINFVM
51F5FTL VG[ T[ :+LVMG[ DF8[ VgIFI EZ[,F K[P
VtIFZGF ;DFHDF\ HIF\ lHN\UL JWFZ[ ;CL ;,FDT EZ[,L
K[P ;DFH JWFZ[ ;]jIJl:YT K[P tIFZ[ V;,GF lC\N] SFINFVM
;]WFZL :+LG[ T[DF\ ;DFG CSSM VF5JF HM.V[P SFZ6 S[
SFINFVM ;DFHGL ;UJ0TF VG[ Z1FF DF8[ K[ H[D ;DFH
AN,FTM HFI K[P T[D T[G[ VG]~5 YTF SFINFVM 56 AN,JF
HM.V[P J/L :+LGL pgGTL  V[ H ;DFHGL pgGlTGM VFWFZ
K[ VG[ ;DFHGL pgGlTYL H ZFQ8=GL pgGTL YFI K[P V[8,[ S[
:+L S[ H[ ;DFHG]\ ZFQ8=G]\ D]bI VG[ DCtJG]\ V\U K[ T[GL
5|UlT DF8[ pgGT SFINFVM CMJF HM.V[P
VFD4 lCgN] ,uGGM SFINM :+L TZO B}A VgIFI EZ[,M K[P
T[YL l;JL, D[Z[H V[S8 :+LG[ GLR[GF CSSM VF5[ K[P
!f :J{rKFYL VG[ ;\DTLYL 5]bTJI[ ,uG SZJFGM CSSP
Zf VF\TZ7FTLI S[ VF\TZHFTLI ,uG SZJFGL K}8 VF5TM

CSS
#f lD<STDF\ :+LG[ TYF NLSZL NLSZFG[ JZ;GM CSS
$f N]oBL HLJG CMI TM K]8F Y. XSJFGM CSS
5f lC\N] SFINF SZTF EZ6v5MQF6 DF8[ JWFZ[ pNFZ ZSD

D[/JFGM CSSP
l;JL, D[Z[H V[S8 p5ZGF JWFZ[ ;FZF CSM VF5TM CMJFYL
T[ SFINM VD,DF\ VFJ[ T[ .rKJF HMU K[P
lCgN]WD" 5|DF6[ T[ l;JL, D[Z[H V[S8 5|DF6[GF ,uGDF\ ;F{YL
5|YD TOFJT V[ K[ S[ lCgN] WD" ,uGG[ WFlD"S ;\:SFZ V[8,[ S[
5lJ+  OZH U6[ K[P HIFZ[ l;JL, D[Z[H T[G[ A[ jIlST JrR[GF
SZFZ U6[ K[P VCL SZFZ XaNYL  E0SL HJFGL H~Z GYLP
SFZ6 S[4 SZFZ V[8,[ ;DH6 5}J"S :JLSFZ[,L OZH CMI K[P
VFD4 lCgN] WD"GL lJlW 5|DF6[ ,uG V[S ;\:SFZ K[P VFD4
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cEFJGUZ ;DFRFZc DF\ VFW]GLS ;DIGL ,uGGL ;FRL
jIFbIF ;DHFJJFDF\ VFJL CTLP
J:+ :JFJ,\AGo
J:+ :JFJ,\AGG]\ SFD VFUFDL ;P !)() GL ;F,DF\ YFI
K[P 5|YD VDZ[,L BFNL VFzD DFZOT X~ YI]\ CT]\ VG[
tIFZ 5KL ;\P !))Z YL ;\P !))5 ;]WL ZFHIGF B[TLJF0L
BFTF DFZOT VG[ ;\P !))& lYP zLI}T GFGFEF.GL NMZJ6L
GLR[ R,F,F BFNL SFIF",I DFZOT YFI K[P ;\P !)() YL ;\P
!))* ;]WLDF\ NZ JQF[" ;ZF;ZL $_ S]8]\AM V[ SF; D6 !5Z4
3Z[,M  5LHL S|F\TL VG[ SF50 AGFJ[, K[ VG[ T[ AFATDF\ VF
UFDGF ,MSMG[ ;\P !))Z DF\ $Z .GFD 3F;D]SFD[ T[ JBTGF
D[\P JF;]VP ;FPzLI]T ;]ZTL ;FC[AGF C:T[ VG[ ;\P !))#
DF\ 5s5F\Rf .GFD DF,5ZF D]SFD[ G[PGFP CH]ZzLGF D]AFZS
C:T[ VF5JFDF\ VFjIF K[P VG[ ,MSM T[GF OFINF AZFAZ
;DHTF CMJFYL NZ JZ;[ VF SFDDF\ ;FZM V[JM JWFZM YFI
K[P
,MSMGM BMZFS TYF 5C[XJ[Xo
UFDGF ,MSMG[ D]bItJ[ BMZFSDF\ H]JFZ4 AFHZL4 3p\4 RMBF4
JU[Z[ VFGH TYF S9M/GDF\ DU4 V0N4 R6F4 T}Z NF/ K[
VG[ 5C[ZJ[X 5F6SMZFGM sBFNLf TYF VDNFJFNL DL,GF
,]U0FGM VG[ H}H 5Z[N[XL SF50GM K[P
3ZDF\ VF56L OZHo
!f C]\ TDFD SRZM V[S KFA0L S[ 0M,DF\ GFBLX VF ZLT[ C]\

DFZL X[ZLDF\ :JrKTF HF/JLXP
Zf C]\ DFZF 3ZDF\ :JrKTF4 jIJ:YF VG[ ;]\NZTF HF/JJFGM

5|ItG SZLX T[DF 5C[,F 5UYLIF TZLS[ DFZL RLHM VG[
J:T]VM C]\ UM9JLG[ D]SJFGM 5|ItG SZLXP

#f 3ZDF\ ;JFZ1FDF\ ;F\H C]\ 3LGM NLJM SZLX T[ V5ZFWMGL4
;FR]\ 7FG4 lJXF/ 5[|D VG[ ;[JFXlST VF5JFG[
;J"XlSTDFG 5|E]G[ C]\ 5|FY"GF SZLX VF 5|DF6[ C]\ DFZF
C'NIG[ 5lJ+ SZLXP

$f 5F0MXLGL ;UJ0TF wIFGDF\ ZFBLG[ C]\ DFZF SIM" SZLX
V[8,[ S[ 5F;[GF 3ZG DF\S0YL4 U\NF 5F6LYL GSFDL
J:T]VMYL TYF BM8F 3M3F\8YL VUJ0TF 5CM\RF0LX GCL
V[8,[ S[ T[DGL ,FU6LVMGM C]\ lJRFZ SZLX4 VG[ T[
DF8[ C]\ ;FJWFG ZCLXP

5f DFZFYL DM8F TZO ;gDFGTFYL ;ZBF TZO lD+TFYL
VG[ GFGF\ TZO NIFEFJYL C]\ JTL"XP

&f C]\ 5|E]G[ GL:JFY" ;[JF HLJGG[ VG[ ;t;\UG[ DFZF
HLJGGF\ VFWFZ DFGLXP

*f C]\ DFZF AF/SMG[ ;FZL S[/J6L VF5LX VG[ T[DGL
s5]+LVMG[ :+Lf DZHL wIFGDF\ ,.G[ T[VM ElJQIDF\

;]oBL YFI T[ wIFGDF\ ZFBLG[ T[DGF ,uG SZFJLXP
(f HIF\YL T[ H[GL 5F;[YL ;FR]\ VG[ ;FZ]\ D/L XS[ tIF\YL G[

T[GL 5F;[YL C]\ HF6LX VG HLJ[,F VG]EJMG[ ALHFG[
HLJLX HF6[,F HLJGDF\ VF5L6[ ;F\RFG[ ;FZF HLJG
HLJF0LXP

5]~QFMGL BF; OZHMo
SM. V[S W\WFDF\ B}A lGQ6F\T AGLXP HLJGG[ GLo:JFY"
AGFJLXo VG[ AN,FGL 5ZJF SIF" l;JFI TG4 DG VG[
WGYL lG`RI5]J"S ;[JF SZLXP
:+LVMGL BF; OZHMo
DFTF TZLS[G\ ;\5]6" 7FG D[/JLX4 ZF\W6 VG[ ,,LT S/FVM
H[JL S[ EZT4 U}\Y64 lR+SFD4 ;\ULT4 EHG4 UZAFVM
JU[Z[DF\ DGG[ 5ZMJLX VF ZLT[ U'CSFDDF\ CMXLIFZ AGLG[
TYF HLJGG[  X]wW 5[|DL AGFJLG[ K[J8[ ;F{ SM.GL pgGTL
.rKJF DF8[ AGTL TDFD ;[JF SZLXP
AF/SMGL BF; OZHMo
lGIDLT ;JFZ[ A[ S,FS VeIF; SZLXP A5MZGF 5MTFG]\ SFI"
SZLXP UDTv ;F\H[ ZDT4 CZJF OZJFG[ VYJF S;ZT SZJFG[
H.X 3ZGF RFZL+IG[ lJX]wW ZFBLX4 J0L,MG]\ IMuI SFDSFH
SZLXP VFNX" DG]qI AGJFGM C]\ 5|ItG SZLXP VG[ ;FRF\4
lGo:JFY" HUT;[JS AGJFGL VYJF VFJ[XJF/L VFJ[XYL
SM. SFI" SZLX GCL C]\ EFJGFVM N=- SZLXP VF 5|J'lTDF\ C]\
HM0F.X GCL 5|DF6[ C]\ RF,]\ 5|ItG SZLXP
*PZf cEFJGUZ ;DFRFZc VG[ VFlY"S lJSF;o
*PZP!f ZFHIGF B[0]TMGL SZHNFZLGF SFZ6M VG[ T[ N]Z
SZJFGF p5FIo
ZFHIGF B[0]TMG[ SZHD]ST SZJFGM 5C[,M 5|IMU EFJGUZ
ZFHI V[ SZ[,M KP ZMS0F ~l5IF VF5L ,[6NFZMGF SZHYL
B[0]TG[ D]ST SZJFGM ALHM 5|IMU CHL ;]WL CL\NGF SM. N[XL
ZFHI V[ S[ lA|8LX CL\NGL SM. 5|F\TLS ;ZSFZ[ SIM" GYLP V[S
JBTGL SZD]lSTG[ ,LW[ B[0]TMGM SZHGM AMHM AC] C,SM
Y. UIM K[ V[ ;tI JFT K[P
5Z\T] B[0]TG[ SZHNFZ YTM V8SFJJF DF8[ TM T[GL SZHNFZLGF
GFGF DM8F SFZ6M HF6JFGL VG[ T[ N]Z SZJFGF p5FIM XMWL
SF-JFGL H~Z K[P
B[0]TMGL SZHNFZLG] SFZ6 DF+ T[GF BM8F BRF" H GYL 56
T[GF lB:;FDF\YL 5{;F VG[S ZLT[ HFI K[ V[8,[ T[G[ H~ZL BR"
SZJF DF8[ 56 5{;F ZC[TF GYLP VFYL T[G[ SZH SZJ] 50[ K[P
B[0]T V[SJFZ HM SZHDF VFJL 50[ TM T[ 5MTFGL VFBL
lHN\ULDF\ SZH D]ST Y. XSTM GYLP T[GL EFJL 5[-L 56
SZHDF\ 0}AL HFI K[P
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*PZP!P! SZHNFZLGF SFZ6Mo
s!f V7FGo B[0]TMGM AC] DM8M EFU V7FGL K[P T[G[ VFJS
S[8,L K[4 BR" S[8,M K[P T[G] N[J] S[8,]\ K[P T[GF 5Z jIFH S[8,]
R0[ K[P T[GM DF, SIF EFJ[ J[RFIM K[P T[GF 5Z N,F,L S[8,L
VF5JL 50[ K[4 N,F,L p5ZF\T T[GL 5F;[YL X]\ X]\ ,[JFI K[P
T[G[ ,[6NFZMG[ VF5[,L ZSD HDF Y. K[ S[ GCL T[GF BFTFGM
CL;FA S[D U6FI K[P
sZf UZLALo B[0]TMGM DM8M EFU UZLA CMJFYL T[GL 5F;[
DM8FDF\ DM8F jIFH ,[JFI K[P SM.5JFZ 5C[,[ HL H ;JF.
ZSD DF\0L VF5JL 50[ K[P TM SM.JFZ JQF"DF\ A[ +6 JFZ
;JFI] BFT] O[ZJL VF5J] 50[ K[P
s#f ;FDFHLS ZLT ZLJFHMo  ;UF.4 ,uG4 VF6]4 zLD\T4
3Z3Z6]\ DZ6  JU[Z[ 5|;\U[ T[G[ 7FTLGF ZLT ZLJFHMG[ BFTZ
N[BF N[BLG[ BFTZ 36M BR" SZJ 50[ K[P VF BR" DM8[ EFU[
SZH SZLG[ S[ 3ZGL ;FZL J:T] S[ ;FZ] -MZ J[RLG[ SZJM 50[ K[P
s$f BM8F JC[DM o  3ZDF\ SM. DF\N] 50[ TM 36F\ B[0]TM J{NM S[
0MS8Z 5F;[ GCL HTF HMQFL S[ E]JF 5F;[ HFI K[P  SM. AFWF
,[ K[ S[  0FS,F A[;F0[ K[ 5KL ,L, 5Z6FJ[ K[ S[ SM. N[JGL
DFGTF SZ[ K[ VG[ BM8F BRF"VM YFI K[P
s5f RF4 AL0LG]\ jI;G o  RF VG[  AL0LG]\ jI;G UFD0FDF\
JWT]\ HFIK[P 36F\ UFDMDF\ RF VG[ AL0LGM JFlQF"SBR" VFBF
UFDGL V[\SNZ JFlQF"S DC[;], H[8,M Y. UIM K[P VG[ SM.
SM. UFDMDF\ TM T[BR"DF\ DC[;], SZTF 56 JWL UIM K[P VF
jI;GG[ ,LW[ B[TZ VG[ B/FDF\ 3ZDF\ VG[ 5F0MXDF\ RMZLVM
56 YFI K[P
s&f DF, J[RTF\ VF5JL 50TL N,F,Lo B[0]T V7FG CMJFYL
T[DH AHFZGL VD]S 5wWTL CMJFYL T[ 5MTFGM DF, N,F,GL
DNN L;JFI J[RL XSTM GYLP V[8,[ T[G[ N,F,L VG[ J/TZ
VF5JF 50[ K[P
s*f WDF"NM VG[ ,FUo  36F\ UFDMDF\ B[0]TMG[ NZ JQF[" VD]S
VD]S ,FU VF5JF 50[ K[P NFB,F TZLS[ zJ6G]\ DF6]4
DFWJLVMG]\ DF6]\4 JF;]N[JG]\ DF6]4 GFYAFJFGL T]\A0L OSLZGM
T]\AM4 UM5GFYG] DF6]\4 UFDGF D\lNZG]\ DF6] UFDGF DCFN[JG]\
DF6] JU[Z[P
s(f B[TLGF GFGF EFU,F o B[0]TGF S]8]\AM H]NF 50TF\ HFI
K[ T[D T[D HDLGGF EFU 50TF HFI K[P V[YL S]8]\AGF TYF
B[TLGF BR"DF\ 56 JWFZM YTM HFI K[P VFJF B[0]TG[ VFJS
SZTF\ BR" JWTM HFI K[ VG[ T[G[ V\T[ SZHNFZ AGJ]\ 50[ K[P
s)f S]8]\AGL DF\NUL VG[ -MZMGF ZMUM o  UFD0FVM
U\NSL VFZMuI lGIDG]\ 7FG TYF J{NlSI DNNGL BFDLG[ ,LW[
8F-LIM TFJ4 DZ0M4 JF/M4 ;L/L4 VF[ZL 5{SL SM. V[S ZMU4
,UEUNZ JQF["4 NZ[S UFDDF\ 5|;Z[ K[P S[8,LSJFZ ;5"N\X

56 DF6; S[ 5X]GF DZ6G]\ SFZ6 AG[ K[P
s!_f DM,FTGL G]SXFGL o  VFULIM4 .UZLIM4 T/
SL0L4 hDZLH[J]4 ZFT0M4 DWLVM4 E/LU/M4 pE ;]SHJ]4
U[Z]VFJJM4 CLD 50J]4 RLTZL VFJJL JU[Z[ H]NL H]NL
DM,FTGF ZMUM4 B[50L VFJJL4 JFI S[ S]\H0L VFJJL4 8L0
VFJJF\4 lXIF/4 E]\06F4 X[-F0L4 CZ64 ZMH4 ZB0] -MZ
JU[Z[YL DM,FTG[ G]SXFG VGLJ'lQ8 VGFJ'lQ8YL 5FSG[
G]SXFG YFI K[P
s!!f DFYFEFZ[ DF6;MGM +F;o  SM.S H UFDDF\ V[J]
CX[ S[ HIF\ 5MTFGF UFDGF S[ 5F0MXGF UFDGF SM.G[ SM.
DFYFEFZ[ DF6;MGM +F; GCL CMIP 36F UFDMDF\ NZ JQF["
B[0]TGL DM,FT RFZJFDF VFJ[ K[P RMZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[4 U\HL
AF/JFDF VFJ[ KP S[8,FS -MZ RMZL HJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P VFJL
G]S;FGL 56 T[GL l:YTL AUF0[ K[P
s!Zf 5[8 W\WFGM VEFJ o CF, B[0]TG[ B[TL l;JFI ALHF
5[8 W\WF VFJ0TF GYLP V[8,[ V[S,L B[TL B[0]TGF JWF HTF
S]]8]\AG] 5MQF6 SZL XSTL GYLP VFD SZL T[DF DF\0 DF\0 NZAFZL
DC[;], TYF S]8]\AGM GLJF"C SZ[ KP
s!#f TUFJLGL D]xS[,L o  GFP NZAFZzL TZOYL ZFHIGF
B[0]TMG[ VG[S HFTGL TUFJL V5FI K[P T[DF S[8,LS TUFJL
JUZ jIFH] K[ VG[ S[8,LS jIFH] TUFJL K[ B[0]TMG[ DNN
SZJFGF C[T]YL VF TUFJL V5FI K[P 56 VF TUFJL NZ[S
B[0]TG[ ;C[,F.YL D/TL GYLP VG[ ,BF6 58'LGL S[8,LS
JLWLDFYL 5;FZ YJ] 50[ K[P VG[ VG[S JBT 3;FZM 56
BDJM 50[ K[P
s!$f GJF ;[8,D[g8YL S[8,FS B[0]TMG[ YI[,L VIMuI
JWFZMo  GJF ;[8,D[g8 GFP NZAFZzLGL DC[;],DF JWFZM
SIM" GYL 56 S[8,FS B[0]TG[ VIMuI JWFZM SIM" KP V,AT[
HIF JWFZM YJM HM.V[ tIF 56 SM.S SM. 9[SF6[ JWFZM SIM"
GYLP HDLG JWTL GYL  DF+ BR" H JwIM K[P VFD VF56[
V[S HJFANFZ SFZ6 U6L XSFIP
*PZP#f ZFHIGF B[0]TMGL SZHNFZLGF SFZ6M VG[ T[
N]Z SZJFGF p5FI o
s!f B[0]T DF8[ 5|FYDLS lX1F6 OZHLIFT o  B[0]T 5MTFGF
3ZGM B[TLGM ,[6F N[6GM CL;FA 5MT[ ZFBL XS[ VG[ B[TLDF
GJF ;]WFZF ;DH5]J"S SZL XS[ T[8,] 7FG T[G[ D/J] HM.V[P
sZf B[0]T JU" DF8[ jIFHGM NZ SFINFYL GSSL YJM HM.V[P
o WLZWFZ SZGFZ ,MSM B[0]TM 5F;[YL GJ 8SFYL JWFZ[ jIFH
G ,. XS[ T[D jIFHGF ~l5IF 5C[,[YL H R-FJLG[ B[0]TG[
BFT[ DF\0L XS[ TYF V[SH ZSDDF DF8[ V[S SZTF JWFZ[ BFTF
SM. G 50FJL XS[ V[JM SFINM YJM HM.V[P
s#f BFTFGL 5F;A]S o  5MT[ ,LW[,L ZSD 5MTFG[ BFT[ pWFZL
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K[ VG[ 5MT[ VF5[,L ZSD 5MTFG[ BFT[ HD[ Y. K[ T[GL HF6
B[0]TG[ ZC[ V[8,F DF8[ WLZWFZ SZGFZ J[5FZL4 ;CSFZL
D\0/LGL DFOS B[0]TG[ 5F;A]S VF5[ V[JM A\NMA:T SFINFYL
YJM HM.V[P
s$f 7FTLGF SFINF ZHL:8Z YFI o  B[0]TGL 7FTLVMG[ JWFZ[
50TF ;FDFHLS BR"DF\YL ARJF DF8[ 7FTLGF WZF 30L
ZFHIDF\ ZHL:80" SZFJJF S[ H[YL ;FDFHLS BR" VMKM YFIP
s5f VFZMuIG]\ 7FG VG[ J{NSLI DNN o  UFD0[ UFD0[
OZLG[4 5|HFSLI SFI"SZM J{N BFTFGF DF6;M ,MSMG[ VFZMuIGF

lGIDMG]\ 7FG VF5J] VG[ ZFHI TYF U|FD ;]WFZ6F O\0[
;FY[D/LG[ UFD0FVMG[ J{NSLI DNN 5CM\RF0JLP
s&f jI;G D]lST DF8[ 5|RFZ o  RF4 AL0LG] jI;G VMK]
SZFJJF DF8[ 5|HFGF SFI"SZMV[ UFD0FDF\ OZLG[ ;DH5]J"S
5|RFZ SFD SZJ]4 VG[ UFD0FDF\ OZTF ZFHIGF VWLSFZLVMV[
56 ,MSMG[ jI;GM VMKF SZJF ;DHFJJ]P
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EFZTLI lX<5S,FDF\ 5|;JFJ:YF

* Lecturer,  Shri B.D. Arts, Science & Commerce College, Patan

* Dr. Kamal H. Pandya

lJ`J ;'lQ8 ;H"GDF\ :+LG]\ :YFG VlwTI K[P GFZL ;H"GGM
VFWFZ K[P
VFZ\lES VJ:YFDF\ DG]QI 5|HGGF ZC:IG[ ;DHTM GCTM
T[YL GFZL XlSTGL EFJGF VG[ AF/SGL HgDGL 5|lS=IFV[
DFT'XlST VYJF N[JL5}HFG]\ ~5 ,LW] VG[ VF S<5GFV[ T[
;DIYL DFT'N[JLVMGL lJlR+ D}lT"VM AGJF ,FULP
lJ`JGL ;[\3J4 lD;|4 lS|84 l;ZLIF4 D[;M5M8[lDIF JU[Z[
;eITFDF\ DFT'N[JLGL 5]HF HMJF D/[ K[P
EFZTDF\ D/L VFJ[, l;\W] ;\:S'lTGF VJX[QFMDF\ VFJL D}lT"VM
D/L VFJL K[P T[YL DFGL XSFI S[ VF ;DIGF ,MSM:+LN[JLGL
XlSTGL N[JL TZLS[ VYJF O/N]|5TFGL HGGL TZLS[ 5]HTF
CX[P DMC[\vHMvNZMGF ,UEU NZ[S DSFGDFYL VFJL D}lT"VM
D/L VFJL K[P
5|FZ\ELS SF/DF\ D}lT" 5}HF CTL T[JF VG[S :Y/MV[YL 5]ZFJF
D/[ K[P H[DF 5]6" GuGVJ:YF4 HG[gN=LIG] lJX[QF 5|NX"G4
IMGLEFU p5Z D[B,F TYF A[ 5U JrR[ 5]6" lJSl;T SD/
JU[Z[ HM. XSFI K[P S
EFZTGL XL<5 S,FDF 56 VG[S :Y/MV[ V[S ;FWFZF6 :+LG[
5|;JlS=IF ;FY[ NXF"JL K[P H[GFYL ;\;FZ RS| R,FJJFDF\
:+LGL lJlJW 5|lTDFVMG]\ ;H"G SZL T[GF DCtJG[ SFID ZFbI]
K[P
EFZTLI lX<5SFZMV[ 56 ZMRS :+L 5|lTDFVMAGFJL H[DF
DFT'tJ EFJG[ 5|SFXLT SZTL 5|;JFJ:YFDF D}lT"VM S\0FZL
K[P S[8,LS D}lT"VMDF :+L AF/SG[ HgD VF5TL S|LIFG[ 5|NXL"T
SZL K[ H[DF AF/SGMHgD S[JL ZLT[ YFI K[4 T[ NXF"JI] K[P
VFJF lX<5MEFZTEZDFYL D/L VFJ[ K[P U]HZFT4
ZFH:YFG4 DCFZFQ8= JU[Z[DF DwISF,LG lXJD\lNZMDF VFJL
D}lT"VM HMJF D/[ K[P VF DlNZMGF YZM4 GZYZM4 :T\EM4
S]\ESM4 SFS;[GS JU[Z[ HuIFVM p5Z VFJL D}lT"VM S\0FZ[,L
N[BFI K[ V[ 56 :JFEFJLS K[ S[ D\lNZM TtSF,LG ;DFHDF
V[S DCtJ5]6" S[gN=M CTFP HIF WD'GL ;FY[ ;FY[ V{lCS HUT4
DFGJHLJGGF AWF 5F;F ;\A\WL lJQFIM4 I]wWM4 N{lGSHLJG4
SFD4 G'tI ;\ULT JU[Z[G] V\SG YT] CT]P

EFZTDF DwISF, VG[ pTZDwISF,LG D\lNZMDF VF D}lT"S,F
lJX[QF HMJF D/[ K[P
pTZ EFZTDF ZFH:YFGGF UMCL,4 VG[ 5ZDFZ ;DIGL
:YF5tI S,FDF4 U]HZFTDF ;M,\SL ;DIGL :YF5tI S,FDF
VG[ Nl1F6 EFZTDF RM, VG[ 1Fl+I ;DIGL :YF5tI S,FDF
VF ZMRS lX<5G[ lJX[QF :YFG VF5[,] H6FI K[P

U]HZFTDF\ !! DL ;NLDF\ ;M,\SL XF;G NZlDIFG GLDF6"
5FD[ DM-[ZFGF ;]I"D\lNZGF :T\E TYF GZYZDF\  VFJL 5|lTDF
S\0FZ[,L HM. XSFI K[P

!!v!ZDL XTFaNLDF U]HZFTGF NFCMN GHLSGF AFJS
UFDGF XLJ D\lNZGF S]\ES p5Z S\0FZ[,L D}lT"P

ZFH:YFGGF AF;JF0FDF !! DL ;NLDF GLDF"6 5FD[,
XLJD\NLZGF SFS;[GSDF 5|:JJ:YF S|LIF NXF"JTL D}lT" S\0FZ[,L
K[P
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!! DL ;NLDF ZFH:YFGGF EL,JF0F HL<,FGF D[GF, UFDGF
DCFGF,[̀ JZ lXJD\NLZGF GZYZDF 56 VFJL D}lT" HMJF
D/[ K[P

JLHIGUZDF !5DL ;NLDF GLDF"6 S6F"8SGF SGF0 HL<,FGF
O,S 5Z lJHIGUZ X[<LDF YI[, E8SF, D\lNZGF 5|;JJF:YF
lS|IFDF 5|lTDF S\0FZ[,L HM. XSFI K[P
p5ZMST lX<5M HMTF ;DHFI K[ S[ EFZTLI XL<5SFZM ;\J[NG
;FY[ D}lT"VMG] ;H"G SZTF CTFP :+LV[ ;'lQ8;H"GGL N[JL K[
T[ JFTG[ 5|FYDLSTF VF5L T[DGL 5|;J 5L0FG[ ;DHL T[D6[
VFJF VNE]T XL<5MG] ;H"G SI]" K[P

;\NE" GM\W

 HMQFL GL,S\9 5]Z]QFMTDv5|FRLG EFZTLI D}lT" lJWFG4
ALCFZ ZFQ8=EFQFF 5ZLQFN4 58GF Z_!5 5'P!!5P

 VFZPS[PWFZ{IF4 5|FRLG EFZTGM >lTCF;4 I]lGP U\|Y
GLDF"6 AM0"4 VDNFJFN4 5'P Z&

 U]%TF XL<5L4 EFZTLI D}lT" XL<5 D[ pltS6" N],"E
5|;JF:GF:YF GFZL 5|lDF .lTCF; N5"G NL,L4 5]PZ)!

 ULZL SZ]6F DM-[ZFSF ;}I"D\lNZ4 SLTFADC,4 V<CFAFN4
!))(4 5'P !$_

 htt:ii w.w.w.yogoyo.com.india-gujaraat-
travelguid.

 p5ZMST
 5}JM"ST U]%TF4 5] Z)Z
 lXSPSP ZFH:YFG SL XL<5S,F D[ HGHLJG4 GJHLJG

5|SFXG4 GLJF.P 5'P !ZZ
 www.kamat.com
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c EFJGUZ ;DFRFZc VG[ ZFQ8=LI ,0T

* Lecturer, History Department, Doshi Arts College, Talaja

* Digvijaysinh B. Gohil

5|:TFJGFo
EFJGUZ ZFHIDF\ ZFQ8=LI R/J/ DM8FEFU[ VlC\;S ZCL
CTLP EFJGUZ ZFHIDF\ 5|HF5lZQFNGL BF; A[9SM D/L
CTLP H[GF wJFZF EFJGUZ ZFHI XF\TL5]J"S 5|HFT\+ TZO
VFU/ JWL ZCI] CT] VG[ ,MSMV[ 56 SM. lC\;S AGFJM
JUZ DCF,MDF\ 5|HFD\0/M :YF%IF CTF VF 5|HF 5lZQFNGL
A[9SMDF\ A/J\TZFI DC[TF VG[ VF 5|HF 5lZQFNG[ 5\0LT
HJFCZ,F, H[JF G[TFVMGF jIFbIFGM 56 VFJTF GC[Z]4 zL
J<,EEF. 58[, H[JF ZFQ8=LI G[TFVM 56 ;\N[XFVM DMS,TF
VG[ T[DG] JF\RG YT] VG[ EFJGUZ ZFHIDF :JT\+TF 5]J["H
HJFANFZ WFZF;EFVM VF5L N[JFDF VFJL CTL H[GL 5C[,L
A[9S ! 0L;[dAZ !)$! GF ZMH EFJGUZGF DMTLAFU
NZAFZ CM,DF D/L CTLP VFD KTF .P !)$Z DF\ VD]S
lC\;S AGFJM AgIF CTFP VG[ ,MSM wJFZF 5LS[8LUGF AGFJM
AgIF CTFP
)P! EFJGUZ ZFHIGF 5|HF5lZQFNGL BF; A[9S
sD[v!)$&f
EFJGUZ ZFHI 5|HF5lZQFNGL BF; A[9S EFJGUZ D]SFD[
sTFP!$q!5 D[ !)$&f D/L CTLP VF 5lZQFNDF\ D]bItJ[ A[
D]N'FVMGL RRF" VG[ ZH]VFT SZJFDF\ VFJL CTLP 5|YD D]N'M
ZFHIDF\ pt5gG YI[, GFHGL T\UGM CTMP4 VF V\U[ TDFD
;eIMV[ ;JF"G]DT[ 9ZFJ SIM" CTM S[ 5|HFG[ BFJF 5]ZT] VGFH
VG[ B[0]TG[ ALIFZ6 D/J] HM.V[P I]wWG[ SFZ6[ ZFHIDF
SF50 VG[ VGFHGL T\ULG[ GLJFZJF ZFHI T]ZT 5U,F ,[
T[JM VJFH 5ZLQFNDF\ p9JF 5FdIM CTMP
5lZQFNGL ALHL VUtIGL AFAT ZFHIDF\ HJFANFZ
ZFHIT\+LGL CTLP VF V\U[ zL A/J\TZFI DC[TFV[ T[DGF
jIFbIFGDF\ SCI] CT] S[ c,MSMV[ ;{SF H]GL lGN=F p0F0JL 50X[4
VF/L KM0JL 50X[4 5|HF V\UDF NFB, YI[,F N]QF6MG[ SF-
JF DF8[ DCF5IF;M VFNZJF 50X[c 5lZQFN[ DCF5lZQFNGF
;eIM  R] \86LYL VF JQF[ " D[/jIF K[ VG[ DCF,MDF\
5|HFD\0/M :Y5FIF K[P 5Z\T] VF8,] 5]ZT] GYL JWFZ[ SFI"SZM
HM.V[P DCF,MDF\ VFHLJG ;[JSM D[/JJF 50X[P T%5F TYF

UFD0FVMDF\ 5|lTGLWLVM :YF5JF 50X[P UFD0FYL DF0LG[
ZFHWFGL ;]WL SFI"SZM HM.V[P
VFHLJG ;[JSM D[/JJF 50X[P T%5F TYF UFD0FVMDF
5|lTGLWLVM :YF5JF 50X[P UFD0FYL DF\0LG[ ZFHWFGL ;]WL
SFI"SZM HM.V[P
VF SFI" V[S DF6;G] GYL YM0F SFI"SZMG]\ GYL T[G[ DF8[ ;F{V[
;lS=I Z; ,[JM HM.V[P ;FY VF5JM 50X[P
A[ lNJ;GL 5ZLQFNDF\ VF A\G[ 5`GM 5ZH lJX[QF EFZ
D]SJFDF VFjIM CTMP 5ZLQFNDF EFJGUZ XC[Z VG[
DFCF,MGF 5|lTGLWLVM V[ ;FZL V[JL ;\bIFDF EFU,LWM
CTMP
)PZf cEFJGUZ ;DFRFZc VG[ 5|HF5ZLQFNG]\ K9]
VlWJ[XG sD[v!)$*f
EFJGUZDF\ 5|HF5lZQFNDF\ S], K VlWJ[XGM D?IF CTFP
H[DF\ V,U V,U 5|HFSLI SFIM" YIF CTF VG[ 5|HFCLTGF
GL6"IM ,[JFIF CTFP H[DF EFJGUZ 5|HF5lZQFNG]\ VF K9]
VlWJ[XG CT]\P H[ l+HL RMYL D[ !)$* GF ZMH XLCMZ
D]SFD[ D?I] CT]P EFZTGL :JT\+TFGL CJF5]Z HMXDF O[,FI[,L
CTLP H[GL V;Z N[XL ZFHIMGL 5|HF VG[ ZFHI A\G[ p5Z
50L CTLP 5ZLQFNGF\ 5|D]BzLG] EFQF64 SFI"JFCL VG[ 9ZFJM
p5Z CT]P 5ZLQFNGF 5|D]BzLG] EFQF64 SFI"JFCL VG[ 9ZFJM
p5Z T[GL :5Q8 V;Z HM.  XSFTL CTLP
5ZLQFNGF 5|D]B TZLS[ zL A/J\TZFI DC[TFGL ;JF"G]DT[
JZ6L SZJFDF VFJL CTLP VF lNJ;MDF\ H EFJGUZ ZFHIGL
WFZF;EFGL A[9S 56 ZFBJFDF\ VFJL CMJFYL ZFHI ;FY[
;\3QF"DF pTZJFGL XSITFVM pEL YJF 5FDL CTLP 5Z\T]
5|D]BzL A/J\TZFI DC[TFV[ SM. ;\3QF" pt5gG G YFI T[GL
TS[NFZL ZFBL CTLP EFJGUZ 5|HF 5ZLQFNGF VFU[JFGM zL
CZHLJG SF/LNF; DC[TF VG[ zL J[6LX\SZ UMP E8'[
EFJGUZ ZFHIGL 5|HFG[ HFC[Z V5L, SZTF H6FjI] CT] S[
cEFJGUZ 5|HF5ZLQFNGL 5F\RDL A[9SDF\ 5|D]B GFDNFZ
J<,EEF. 58[,GL ;,FC ;]RGYL WFZF;EFGF 5ZLQFNGF
G[TF zL A/J\TZFI DC[TFV[ 51FGF ;eIV[ WZF;EFDF CFHZL
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VF5JL V[JM GL6"I SZ[,M T[ DF8[ A/J\TZFI DC[TF TYF
5ZLQFNGF VFU[JFGMG[ WgIJFN 38[ K[ S[D S[ AGL XS[ tIF
;]WL ;CSFZYL SFD SZJ] VG[ VtIFZGF AFZLS 5|;\UDF
V8SFJJ] V[ AC] S9LG K[ S[D S[ T[DF B]A WLZH VG[ S]G[CGL
H~Z K[P DF8[ H T[ SFI" SZJF H[J] K[P
+6[S CHFZ DFGJD[NGL JrR[ 5ZLQFNG] pN3F8G 5KL
ElSTAFV[ NZAFZzLV[ ,BL DMS,[,] jIFbIFG JF\RL ;\E/
FjI] NZAFZ ;FC[A[ T[DGF jIFbIFGDF H6FjI] CT] S[ c:JFT\+I
5|Fl%TGL ,FISFT l;wW SZJF VF56[ V[J] SZL G A[;LV[ S[
H[YL VF56L :JT\+TF HMBDFI SMDL :JFY"GM tIFU SZL
VgG;\S8 VG[ GF6F\EL0 JrR[ VF56[ VF5GM DFU" SZJFGM
K[P IFTGFVM ;CIF l;JFI :JFT\+I CF\;, YT] GYLP
VF 5KL 5ZLQFNG[ X]E[rKF NXF"JTF 5\0LT HJFCZ,F, GC[Z]4
zL J<,EEF. 58[,4 zL 58'6L ;LTFZFD D{;F4 zL
DFJ,\SZNFNF4 zL B[Z VG[ zL DMZFZHL N[;F.GF ;\N[XFVMG]\
JF\RG YI] :JFUT 5|D]B 0MP R]GL,F,N[;F.GF jIFbIFG 5KL
5ZLQFNGF 5|D]BzL A/J\TZFI DC[TFV[ 5MTFG] jIFbIFG VF%I]
CT]  T[D6[ T[DGF jIFbIFGDF H6FjI] CT] S[ c5|HFG[ :YFGLS
:JZFHI VF5J] S[ GCL4 DTFWLSFZ A1FJM S[ GCL4 WFZF;EF
ZRJL S[ GCL4 V\NFH5+ p5Z 5|HFGM V\S]X :YF5JM S[ GCL4
5|HFGF lJ`JF;]4 VU|HGMG[ D\+LD\0/MDF A[;F0JF S[ GCL4
V[JF 5|̀ GM VFH[ ZFHJLVM JLRFZ[ K[4 T[DGF ;,FCSFZM T[DG[
T[DF :5Q8 ;,FC VF5[ K[ VG[ D\+6FG[ 5ZL6FD[ 5|HFG[ VD]S
;]WFZF VF5JF S[ VD]S A1FL; SZJL V[JM GL6"I YFI K[P VF
lS|IFDF U\UF VJ/L JC[ K[ BZ[BZ TM 5|HFV[ GSSL SZJFG]
K[ S[ ZFHIT\+ S[J] CMJ] HM.V[ m D\+LD\0/GL ZRGF XL ZLT[
SZJL m WFZF S. S. 5wWTLV[ 30JFm SZ S[JL ZLT[ GFBJM S[
SF-JM4 ZFHFG[ VF5[,] :YFG 5|HF ,[ V[ l:YTL S]NZTL K[ 5|HFG]
VF5[,] :YFG ZFHJL l:JSFZ[ V[ G{;lU"S S=D K[P
ALH[ NLJ;[ 9ZFJM 5;FZ SZJFG] SFI" CFY WZJFDF VFjI]
T[DF N[XL ZFHIMGF V[SLSZ6 VG[ HJFANFZ ZFHIT\+ H[JF
9ZFJM GM\W5F+ CTFP VF 9ZFJMGL ZH]VFTDF T[GF ;DY"GDF
zL pKUZFI -[AZ4 zL Z;LS,F, 5ZLB4 zL HX]EF. 5ZLB
JU[Z[V[ 5MTFGF D\TjIM ZH] SIF" CTFP VF ;J"DF -[AZEF.G]
jISTjI ;RM8 CT] cN[XG] JFTFJZ6 HMTF N[XGL 5lZl:YTL
VG[ DF6; HMTF V[SH SFD SZJFG] ZC[ K[ T[ V[S WLD[ WLD[
DFG; 5ZLJT"G SZJ]P
)P#f EFJGUZ ZFHIGL WFZF;EFo
EFJGUZDF\ 56 EFJGUZ ZFHI 5|HF5lZQFNGF !)#) GF\
D[ DCLGFDF EFJGUZDF D/[, 5s5F\Rf DF VWLJ[XGDF
zL J<,EEF. 58[,[ HJFANFZL ZFHIT\+GM 9ZFJ 5;FZ
YIM CTMP VFD SF9LIFJF0GF ZFHIM HJFANFZ ZFHIT\+GL

5|Fl%T DF8[ YGUTL ZCIF CTFP 5Z\T] SF9LIFJF0GF DM8F
EFUGF ZFHIMDF pU| ,0T VF5JF KTF T[DGF ZFHFVM
5F;[YL 5|HFSLI VWLSFZM 5|DF6DF AC]H VMKF 5|F%T YIF
CTFP EFJGUZ ZFHI ;F{ZFQ8=DF DL9F ZFHI TZLS[ 5|l;wW
CT] 5|HFSLI VWLSFZMGL 5|Fl%T DF8[ 5|HFGL HFU'lTGL
EFJGUZ ZFHIGF XF;SMV[ C\D[XF SNZ SZL CTLP VFYL H
SF9LIFJF0GF N[XL ZFHIMDF HJFANFZ ZFHIT\+GL DF\U6L
DF8[ SM. pU| R/J/ EFJGUZ 5|HFSLI VFU[JFGMG[ SZJL
50L GYLP EFJGUZGF\ DCFZFH S'Q6S]DFZl;\CHL V[ EFZTGL
AN,F. ZC[, ZFHSLI 5lZl:YTLG[ VM/BL H.G[ s( H]G
!)$_f EFJGUZGF ZFHIDF\ A \WFZ6LI ;]WFZFVM
VF5JFGL HFC[ZFT SZL CTLP
G[SGFDNFZ CH]ZzLV[ 5|HFG[ pN[ŸXLG[ CH]Z 9ZFJ G\P$#
sZ_v!_v !)$!f GF OZDFG VG];FZ HFC[ZFT SZL CTL S[
cVUFp sVF9DL H]G !)$_f GL HFC[ZFT VG];FZ ZFHIG[
WFZF;EF VF5JFDF VFJ[ K[P VF ;EFGL 5C[,L A[9S s!
0L;[dAZ !)$!f D/X[P
V[ D]HA sZ& 0L;[dAZ4 !)$! GF ZMHf WFZF;EFGM SFINM
5;FZ SZJFDF VFjIMP WFZF;EFVMGL S,DM GLR[ D]HA CTLP
!f WFZF;EF ## R]\8FI[,F ;eIM4 !& lGI]ST ;eIM4 VG[

& CMN'FGL ~V[ VFJTF ;eIMGL AG[,L ZC[X[P R]\8FI[,F
;eIM 5MTFGF DTlJ:TFZDFYL R]\8F.G[ VFJX[ 56 HIF\
;]WL R]\86L 5wwTL NFB,SZJFDF VFJX[ GCL tIF ;]WL
VMS8MdaZGF ZMH H[ WFZF;EF AM,FJJFDF VFJ[ K[ T[
H WFZF;EF RF,] ZC[X[P

Zf SFINFGL HMUJF.VMG[ VFWLG ZCLG[ T[DH T[DF YTF
lGIDMG[ VFWLG ZCLG[ DCFZFH WFZF;EFGF R]\8FI[,F
;eIMDFYL V[S ;eIG[ SFZMAFZLGF ;eI TZLS[ GLI]ST
SZX[P HIF ;]WL WFZF;EFGF ;eIMGL R]86L GF YFI
tIF ;]WL WFZF;EFGF ALG ;ZSFZL ;eIMDFYL ;eIMGL
GLD6]S SZJFDF VFJX[P

#f DCFZFH CMN'FGL ~V[ VF WZF;EFGF 5|D]B ZC[X[P
WFZF;EFGF ;eIMDFYL T[VM # p5 5|D]BMGL lGI]lST
SZX[P VFJL AFATMGM p<,[B SZJFDF VFjIM CTMP

5|YD WFZF;EF D/[ s!v!Zv!)$!f T[ 5C[,F HFC[Z
SZJFDF VFjI] S[ cCF,GF ;\HMUMG[ ,1FDF ,.G[ WFZF;EFGF\
;eIMGL R]\86L SZJFG[ AN,[ 5|HFGF 5|lTGLWLVMG[ R]\8FI[,F
;eIMGL HuIFV[ VFD\+6YL GLDJFG] IMuI H6FI] K[P
VFD4 EFJGUZ ZFHIGL 5|YD WFZF;EFDF R]\86LGF AN,[
ZFHI wJFZF ## ;eIMGL lGI]lST SZJFDF VFJL CTLP
EFJGUZ ZFHIGL 5|HF 5ZLQFNGF VFU[JFGMV[ T[GM lJZMW
SIM" CTMP
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5ZL6FD[ WFZF;EFDF lGI]ST YI[,F EFJGUZ 5|HF5ZLQFNGF
5F\R ;lS=I ;eIM ;J"zL 0MP S[XJ,,F 9SSZ4 TFZFAC[G
5FZ[B4 J|H,F, JMZF4 J{S9]ZFI ,<,]EF. DC[TF VG[
,FEX\SZ ZFDX\SZ[ DCFtDF UF\WLHLGL VF7F 5|DF6[
WFZF;EFGF ;eI5N[YL ZFHLGFDF VF%IF CTFP
EFJGUZ ZFHI WFZF;EFGL 5|YD A[9S !,L 0L;[dAZ !)$!
GF ZMH DMTLAFU NAFZ CM,DF !!v!5 S,FS[ D/L CTLP
H[DF S], $) ;eIM CFHZ CTFPDCFZFHF S'Q6S]DFZl;CHLV[
WFZF;EFGF pN3F8G 5KL 5MTFG] EFQF6 JF\RL ;\E/FjI]
CT]P VF EFQF6DF\ T[D6[ H6FjI] CT] S[4
cZFHI JCLJ8DF VDMG[ VG[ NZAFZzLG[ ,MSMGF
5|lTGLWLVMGF ;,FC VG[ DNN D/TF ZC[ VG[ T[YL ,MSMGL
H~ZLIFTM HF6JFDF T[DH p5IMUL SFDM SZJFDF ;Z/TF
YFI T[ C[T]YL VDFZF ZFHI A\WFZ6DF WFZF;EF :YF5JFDF
VFJ[, K[P VFHZMH EFJGUZ WFZF;EFGM WFZM 5|l;wW
SZJFDF\ VFJ[ K[P
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EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN IN INDIA IN THE 21ST CENTURY
* Ranjanbala A. Gohil

Today on 21st  century, we discuss about the
empowerment of women in India.
Today on India women consist of the half he
population of our country but they are one in the
mainstream. They do not have equal status. They
are facing the problems of states in all the fields of
life. A girl child is not welcome our society. She is
not safe in her mother womb. She is rot safe in  her
mother womb. She is not in the home and outside
the home.
There is a belief, women is considered by our society
as Devi, Goddess Durga Chandi, etc. Women are
considered to be powerful but even though today
we discuss about the empowerment of women.
Today women are facing the problem of low level
of status in all fields of life such as economic,  political,
social field, etc. They are marginalized.
(1) What is Empowerment of women
The meaning of empowerment of women is to make
them physically and mentally capable. The
empowerment is a process. It is a process by which
a women can be empowered.
Empowerment is an active, multidimensional process
which should enable women to realize their full
identity and powers in all the spheres of life. It would
consist of greater access to knowledge and
resources, greater autonomy in decision making,
greater ability to plan their life have greater control
over the circumstances that influence their lives and
free them from  shakles imposed on them by custom,
belief and practice. Generally development with
justice is expected  to generate the forces that lead
to empowerment of various sections of population
and  to arise their status.
But power is not a commodity to be transacted.
Power has to be acquired and once acquired it needs

to be exercised, and sustained and preserved.
Women have to empower themselves.
2) Empowerment of Women in India:
The efforts of the empowerment of women are made
since two centuries. By male social reformers in the
19th  century started social reform movement since
the women were in the four walls. After that few
women could come out of their home and joined
the social reform movement. They put emphasis on
education and awareness.
It was Rani Laxmibai who fought against British rule
to save her Zanshi. Indian women also join the
independence movement under the leadership of
Gandhiji, Jawaharlal Nehru and Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel and otherational leaders. They are Kasturba
Gandhi. Sarojini Naidu. Kamladevi Chattopadhyay.
Annie Basent, Aruna Asaf Ali, Usha Mehta, Madalin
Slade (Mira).
3) Empowerment of Women
The Indian Constitution guaranteed the Indian women
the fundamental right (Art 14 to 32) which granted
the equality to women. They are such as :

* Asso. Profe., Smt. N.C. Gandhi and B.L. Gandhi Mahila Arts & Commerce College, Bhavnagar

Right to Equality; 
Right to freedom 
Right Against Exploitation 
Right to freedom of religion; 
Cultural rights and educational rights and 
Right to Constitutional Remedies. 

(Art l4to 18) 
(Art 19to22) 
(Art 23 and 24) 
(Art 25 to 28) 
(Art 29 and 30) 
(Art 32) 

 3.1) Constitutional Provisions for Women
The constituent Assembly which was constituted in
1946 prepared the Preamble of our Constitution in
which it included the ideals of democracy such as
equality freedom justice awl fraternity. The
constitution was framed under the leadership of Dr.
Babasaheb Amhedkar which granted equal status
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to men and women. It granted women the right to
vote and also the right to contest in the election.
3.2) Provisions for women under Directive Principles
of Policy: (Act 36 to 51)
In our constitution provisions are made for the
welfare of women and children under the Directive
Principles of State Policy IBID which gives social
and economic equality to women.
3.3) Parliamentary Laws passed by the Parliament
for women:
The Hindu code Bill was prepared by Dr. Babasaheb
Amhedkar. But it could not be passed as it was
widely opposed. But our first Prime Minister Pt.
Jawaharlal Nehru divided it in many pieces and
passed different laws which are called family laws.
They are such as:
Special Marriage Act, 1954.
Hindu Marriage Act, 1955.
Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act, 1956.
Hindu Inheritance Law, 1956.
Further more ; economic laws were passed such as
Equal Remuneration Act 1976. maternity Benefit Act,
Factories Act 1948 etc. which gives equal economic
status to the women. Some other Acts such as Anti
Dowry Act, Sati Commission PNDT Act. Criminal
Law, were passed to improve the status of women.
4) National Commission for the Empowerment of
women:
In the year 1990 a National Commission for women
was established which tries to solve the problems of
women and justice to women. Further more State
Commission for women are also constituted at the
state level.
5) National Policy for the  Empowerment of women
2001
A draft of the National Policy for the Empowerment
of women was prepared in the year 1996. An
emphasis was made to provide women following
1. Human Right and fundamental freedoms
2. To remove violence against women
3. To remove discrimination against women
4. To stop discrimination against girl child
5. Overall empowerment of women such as health,

education, information training development,
vocational training employment  etc

6. To increase the opportunities for employment;
7. Women’s participation in the Decision-Making:
8. Women and development process;
9. To increase the awareness about the matters

regarding women;
10. Women and media
11. Eradication of poverty and to provide women

the basic needs.
12. Women and Environment
13. Women and Science
14. Needs of the marginalized women etc.
On the basis of the above mentioned draft A National
Policy for the Empowerment Women - 2001 was
declared by the Government of India.
A National Mission for the Empowerment of Women
was constituted on 8th March, 2010 by the Ministry
of men and Child Development
6) Steps of Government of India for Women
Empowerment.
Government has declared certain plans such as
SGSY, Gram Swarojgar Yojana.
6.1) Bharat Nirman, Caltes, IGMSY, India Gandhi
National Old Age pension etc.
Measures for the Empowerment of Women :
These are the following measures by which omen
can be empowered.
1) To make them physically strong:
2) To make them mentally strong;
3) Economic uplifiment and self reliance.
4) To give them education.
5) To improve their health
6) To make their aware of their laws.
7) To give them the reservation in Parliament as well

as in State Legislative Assemblies.
In the concluding remark, I would say that it is
woman who will save our culture. he will lead our
country and lead on the path of development.
6.2) Women Empowerment Schemes are under the
present Government.
1) Bete padao Bete Bachao Yojna
2) Womens Safety protection and empowerment.
Amendment of Criminal  Act. 2013.
Amendment of Sexual Harassment of women at
work place Act. 2013.
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6.3) 50% reservation of women in panchayat Raj
by states.
6.4) Formation of (SHG) self help groups.
6.5) Improving the child sex ratio etc.
Steps of the Government of Gujarat for the
Empowerment of Women.
1) Bete Bachao campaign.
2) Educating the girl child
3) Right to property
4) 33% per cent reservation in civic bodies
5) Fight Against malnutrition
6) Chiranjivi yojna, E-mamta and matruvandna
7) Mission Mangalam
8) Women’s Court (Nari Adalat)
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46.99% 

40.53% 41.22% 

31.01% 

100 

100 

1 1951 4 1 332 
2 1961 7 2 283 
3 1971 11 5 227 
4 1981 15 8 201 
5 1991 28 16 175 

 

1 1951 8.86 27.15 18.32 
2 1961 15.33 40.40 28.32 
3 1971 21.97 45.95 34.45 
4 1981 29.76 56.38 43.56 
5 1991 39.29 64.13 52.27 
6 2001 57.07 75.03 64.80 
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1.1 

26 30 

1.2 

1 20 03 06% 
2 21 25 15 30% 
3 26 30 21 42% 
4 31 25 07 14% 
5 35  04 08% 

 

1 14 28% 
2  08 16% 
3 09 18% 
4 06 12% 
5 03 06% 
6 10 20% 
 50 100% 

 1.3 

1 26 52% 
2  10 20% 
3 03 06% 
4 03 06% 
5 08 16% 
 50 100% 

 1.4 

1 1000 5000 13 26% 
2 5000 10,000 17 34% 
3 10,000 08 16% 
4 12 24% 
 50 100% 

 1.5 

1  31 62% 
2  19 38% 
3 00 00% 
 50 100% 
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1.6 

1  36 72% 
2  17 28% 
 50 100% 

 
2.1 

1  09 18% 
2  12 24% 
3 19 58% 
4 00 00% 
 50 100% 

 2.2 

1  26 52% 
2  14 28% 
3 10 20% 
 50 100% 

 2.3 

1  28 56% 
2  22 44% 
 50 100% 

 2.4 

1  33 66% 
2  17 34% 
 50 100% 

 2.5 

1  27 54% 
2  16 30% 
3 08 16% 
 50 100% 

 

2.6 

1  38 76% 
2  12 24% 
 50 100% 

 2.7 

1  03 6% 
2  13 26% 
3 34 68% 
 50 100% 

 2.8 

1  32 64% 
2  05 10% 
3 05 10% 
4 04 08% 
5 04 08% 
6 00 00 

 2.9 

1  15 30% 
2  12 24% 
3 23 46% 
 50 100% 

 2.10 

1  04 08% 
2  11 22% 
3 26 52% 
4 09 18% 
 59 100% 

 

 c0M;M
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‘AuÕ÷wt Akýwt’ : fkixwÂBçkf ði{LkMÞLke ¼eíkhe Mk]rü

* Dr. Kalpana B. Ganvit

©e W{kþtfh òuþe (1911-1988) Ezh ÃktÚkfLkk çkk{ýk
økk{{kt sL{u÷k, økktÄeÞwøkLkk çk]n{w¾e «rík¼k ÄhkðLkkh Mksof
Au. íkuyku çk]nË MkkhMðík MkkÄLkkÚke ykÃkýk yuf yktíkhhk»xÙeÞ
ÏÞkrík {u£ðLkkh rðãkÃkwhw»k çkLke hÌkk Au. E.Mk. 1933Úke
ykht¼kÞu÷e yu{Lke MkkÄ™k SðLkLkk ytrík{ ûký MkwÄe y¾tz
hne níke yLku yu{ýu økktÄeÞwøk, yLkwøkktÄeÞwøk yLku MðkíktºÞku¥kh
fk£ ËhBÞkLk [k÷u÷e íku{Lke MksoLk yLku ®[íkLkLke «ð]r¥kyu
SðLk, f÷k yLku frðíkkLkk yLkuf ykÞk{kuLkwt ËþoLk fhkÔÞwt Au.
økwshkíkLkk MktMf]rík yLku MkkhMðík «rík¼kLkk yu økhðk «ríkrLkrÄ
çkLÞk níkk. økwshkíkLkk {q½oLÞ frðyku{kt W{kþtfh òuþeLkwt Lkk{
{ku¾hu Au. yu{Lke MkkrníÞ Mkuðk rðþk£ yLku ðirðæÞMk¼h Au.
MkwtËh{TLke {kVf W{kþtfhLkku WAuh økktÄe rð[kh Mkhýe yLku
yMknfkh yktËku÷LkLke ðå[u ÚkÞku níkku. suLkwt «rík®çkçk yu{Lkk
MksoLk{kt Ëu¾kE ykðu Au.1
økwshkíke xqtfeðkíkkoLkk ûkuºk{kt yk ðkíkkofkh ‘ðkMkwrf’ WÃkLkk{Úke
«ðu~Þk. ðkíkko ÷u¾LkLkku «kht¼ 1930{kt ðeh{økk{ MkíÞkøkún
Akðýe{kt fhu÷ku. W{kþtfh òu»keLkwt {n¥kT «ËkLk íkku frðíkk
ûkuºku Au. íku{ Aíkkt ‘©kðýe {u£ku’, ‘rðMkk{ku’, ‘ytíkhkÞ’ yLku
‘ºký yÄwoçku’ yu ðkíkko Mktøkúnku{kt yu{Lke Mksofíkkyu íkuS÷k
MVqÂÕ÷økku «økxkÔÞk Au. íku{Lke ðkíkkoyku{kt rðþu»k fheLku
MkkçkhfktXk rsÕ÷kLkk íku{Lkk ðíkLk «ËuþLkk økúk{ Mk{ksLkwt íku{kt
ðMkíkk Wsr£Þkík íku{s ÃkAkík ðøkoLkk {kLkðeykuLkwt Mkqû{ yLku
ðkMð÷ûke yk÷u¾Lk {{oMÃkþeo YÃk{kt ÚkÞu÷wt Au. {kLkðòíkLke
Mktfw÷ økríkrðrÄ yLku ÔÞðnkh SðLkLke LkkLkkrðÄ Mk{MÞkykuLkwt
f£kLke ¼qr{fkyu ÚkÞu÷wt ÞÚkkÚko÷ûke yk÷u¾Lk íku{Lke ðkíkkof£kLke
{wÏÞ rðþu»kíkkyku Au.2
‘AuÕ÷wt Akýwt’ íku{Lkku ðkíkko økú tÚk ‘W{kþtfh òuþeLke ©uc
ðkíkkoyku’{ktÚke ÷uðkE Au. yk{ktÚke fux÷ef ðkíkkoyku {kºk
W{kþtfhLke s Lk®n, økwshkíke ¼k»kkLke ©ucðkíkkoyku{kt MÚkkLkLku
Ãkkºk Au. íku{kLke yuf ‘AuÕ÷wt Akýwt’ rðrþü yLku rðh÷ Au. yk
ðkíkko yu fkixwÂBçkf SðLk{kt «økxíke ði{LkMÞLke ðkíkko Au. yu{kt
ykÃkýk Mk{ksLkk {æÞ{ðøkoLkwt ðkMíkrðf r[ºk Au. yk ðkíkko{kt
÷u¾fLkwt fuLÿ MÚk®çkËw {kLkð Mð¼kðLke ð]r¥kykuLkwt yk÷u¾Lk Au.3

‘AuÕ÷wt Akýwt’ ðkíkko{kt Ÿ[k f÷kík¥ðkuLkwt ËþoLk ÚkkÞ Au. íku{kt
økúk{eý ðkíkkðhý ykçkunqçk r[íkhkÞwt Au.
‘AuÕ÷wt Akýwt’{kt ‘AuÕ÷wt’ þçË {]íÞw Mkq[f Au, ytík Mkq[f Au.
ðkíkko{kt su Ãkrhðþu yk÷u¾kÞku Au yuLkk MktË¼o{kt ‘AuÕ÷wt Akýwt’
yux÷u {]íÞw Ãkk{u÷k {kLkðeLku {kxu yÂøLkMktMfkh {kxu ÷E sðkíkwt
Akýwt yuðku yÚko LkeÃksu Au. Mk{økú h[Lkk{kt ðuýeLke çkkLkwt {nuýwt-
‘Lku yk íkwt ykx÷e økkS {hu Au, íku fktR yB{h Ãkèku ÷¾kðeLku
ykðe Au ? – ‘‘ yk¾e StËøke ík{u çktLku sýkt yu{Lku þhkÃk
Ëuþku íkkuÞ {khkt Akufhk Lku Akýwt ËkuÞko rðLkk Awxfku Au ?’’ – Sðe
yLku íkuLke MkkMkw {kxu yk ðkõÞ yMkÌk çkLku Au. íku{Lkk ÓËÞLkk
ytøkkh rðþu»k «ËeÃík ÚkkÞ Au. ynª þçËkuLku Mkk[k ÃkkzðkLke
{Úkk{ý ÷u¾fu fhe nkuðkLkwt òuR þfkÞ Au.
{]íÞwLkkt MktMfkh søkkzu yuðk MkqÞkoMíkLkk ðýoLkÚke ðkíkkoLkku «kht¼
ÚkkÞ Au. ®n{ík yLku ðuýe÷k÷ ykçku ÃkkºkkuLke ðkík[eíkÚke ðkíkko
þYykík ÚkkÞ Au. ®n{ík fnu Au : ‘òuLku xkZLkku [{fkhku íkku
yíÞkhÚke ....’ ynª xkZLke ðkík ¾kMk fþk {{o ðøkhLke s
÷køku Ãký SðeLkwt Akýwt ÷uðk ykððwt íku ykðe xkZ Lku yk¼khe
Au yu ÃkAe Úke Mk{òÞ Au, yux÷wt s Lk®n, ykðe xkZ{kt nqtV -
Akýwt - {u£ððkíkku Ëw~{Lk Aíkkt fwxwtçkeLku íÞkts sðwt Ãkzu Au yu
ðkíkÃký Mk{òÞ Au. fwðu sðk Lkef£u÷k ®n{íkLku ðuýe÷k÷ ‘þe
Wíkkð£ Au ?’ fne hkufu Au. yux÷e x[qfze ½xLkk Ãký yuf ytíÞtík
{n¥ðLkku ¼køk ¼sðe òÞ Au, fu{ fu hkufkR Ãkzu÷k ®n{íkLke
nkshe{kt s ðuýe÷k÷Lke rðÄðk ¼k¼e Sðe Mkk{u ½uhÚke Ëuðíkk
÷uðk Akýwt ÷ELku ykðu Au yLku ðuýe÷k÷ xfkuh fhu Au fu ‘Ëuðíkk
÷uðk ykðe ÷køku Au ?’ ®n{íkLku òu ðuýe÷k÷u hkuõÞku Lk nkuík íkku
Sðe rðþu íkuyku ðkík fhe þõÞk Lknkuík yLku Sðe yLku
ðuýe÷k÷Lkkt fwxwtçkku ðå[uLke Ëw~{LkkðxLkwt fkhý su Mð¼krðf
heíku «økx ÚkE hnu Au íku Lk ÚkÞwt nkuík.
SðeLkku Yykçk òuR ®n{ík çkku÷e QXu Au : ‘þku X{fku Au !’
ðuýe÷k÷ yLku SðeLke fwxwtçk ðå[u ytxMk ÃkzðkLkwt fkhý MÃkü
heíku ÷u¾fu fÞktÞ. hsq LkÚke fÞwO yu yuf heíku f÷kur[ík ½xLkk Au.
SðeLke MkkMkw îkhk çkku÷kíkk ‘nhk{e, {khk ËefhkLku {hkðe
LkkÏÞku,’ yk ðkõÞ{kt íkuLkwt ykzfíkhwt Mkq[Lk {£u Au fu SðeLkk

* Asso. Proffesor, Gujarati Department, G.D. Modi College of Arts, Palanpur.
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ÄýeLkwt {]íÞw ÚkÞwt Au íku{kt ðuýe÷k÷Lkku nkÚk nkuðkLkku MkkMkwLku ðnu{
Au. SðeLkk ÄýeLkwt Lkk{ ‘ßÞhk{’ ykÃÞwt Au. yk{, ðuýe÷k÷u
s ßÞhk{Lku {khe Lk¾kÔÞkLkku fnuðkLkku ðnu{ ßÞhk{Lke {kt
(SðeLke MkkMkw) Lku nkuðkÚke çktLku fwxwtçkku ðå[uLkk MktçktÄku íktøk çkLÞk
Au. ðuýe÷k÷u ßÞhk{Lku {hkðe LkkÏÞku íku Mkk[wt fu ¾kuxwt, Mkk[wt
nkuÞ íkku fu{ {hkðe LkkÏÞku. yuLke rðøkíkku ÷u¾f ‘sýkðíkk
LkÚke. yuLkku yÚko yu fu ßÞhk{Lkk {]íÞwLke ½xLkkLku íkuyku ¼khÃkqðof
WÃkMkkððk {ktøkíkk Ãký LkÚke. Ãký ynª çku fwxwtçkku ðå[uLkk Í½zkLku
s íkuyku {n¥ð ykÃkðk {ktøku Au. yk Í½zkLkk  «íkefYÃku ÷u¾fu
þªøkzeðk£e økuze Sðe-ðuýe÷k÷Lke ðå[u økkuXðe ËeÄe Au.
çku fwxwtçkku ðå[uLkku yýçkLkkð òuíkkt ¼kðfLku ðuýe ÷k÷Lkk þçËku{kt
«&™ku ÃkqAðkLkwt {Lk ÚkkÞ Au fu ykðku yý çkLkkð nkuðk Aíkkt
Sð÷e ‘ynª Ëuðíkk ÷uðk s þk Mkkhwt ykðe ?’ ykLkku W¥kh
Sð÷eLkk {kUyu s Mkkt¼£eyu - ‘fkufðkh fk{u ykðwt Awt fu {tøkwzk
{kxu ykðwt Awt’ {tøkwzku ðuýe÷k÷Lkku Ëefhku Au. çku fwxwtçkku ðå[uLke
yuf{kºk fze Au. çkÄe heíku rðåAuË Ãkk{e [qfu÷kt ÃkkºkkuLku òuzLkkh
ytfkuzku Au. {tøkwzk Ãkh yk yýçkLkkðLke fþe yMkh Ãký LkÚke.
SðeLku {tøkwzk {kxu ¼kð Au íkku {tøkwzkLku Ãký Sðe {kxu nuík
Au.4.
þªøkzeðk£e økuzeLke XuMk ðkøkíkkt Sðe Ãkzíkkt Ãkzíkkt hne òÞ Au
Lku yuLkk nkÚk{ktÚke Akýwt níkwt íku õÞktÞ Ëqh xwfzk ÚkELku Ãkzu Au.
yk Akýwt ðkíkkoLkwt yuf {wÏÞ fÕÃkLk çktLkeLku rðMíkhu Au. ík£ÃkËk
Mk{ks{kt yk¾k AkýkLku yÃkþwfrLkÞk£ {kLkðk {kt ykðu Au.
ykðk yÃkþwfLkLkkt «íkef Mk{k AkýkLku ðkíkkof]rík{kt W{kþtfhu
«ÞkußÞwt Au. ðuýe÷k÷Lke çkkLkkt rLkBLkr÷r¾ík ðkõÞku{kt AkýkLke
yu Mkk{krsf «íkefkí{fíkk ðýoðkE Au. ‘íku yk¾wt Akýwt ÷ELku
ykðe níke, yu{?’ zkuþeyu ¼ýkðe nþu, Lkrn íkku yk yk¾wt
Akýwt ÷ELku Ëuðíkkt ÷uðkt Lk sðkÞ yux÷kLkeÞ ykðze çkEheLku
øk{ Lkrn  nkuÞ ? òu íkLku fÌkwt, fkuh ¼køÞwt Akýwt ÷RLku ykðu íkku
ykð su. {MkkrýÞwt Akýwt, yk¾wt Lku yk¾wt ÷RLku ynª Ëuðíkk
÷uðk ykðíke Lk®n.’ ðuýeLke çkk çkku÷e5 ð£e, yk¾wt Akýwt ÷ELku
ykðu÷e Sðe ¾hu¾h íkku fþk çkËEhkËk ðøkh, rLkËkuo»kÃkýu s
ykðe nkuðk Aíkkt íkuLku zkuþeyu ¼ýkðeLku {kuf÷e Au, yuðwt yk£
ðuýeLke {k [Zkðu Au íku ðkíkko rðfkMk{kt sYhe Au, yux÷k {kxu
çku fwxwtçkku ðå[uLkwt ði{LkMÞ ykðk yk£- ykûkuÃkÚke ðÄw íkeðú çkLku
Au.
çku fwxwtçkku ðå[uLkwt ði{LkMÞ ðÄw Wøkú çkLku yuðk yk MktðkË ÃkAe
íkhík çkeS s ûkýu {tøkw SðeLku ð£eLku fnu Au ‘÷kð fkfe ðeýe
ykÃkwt’ {tøkwLkwt yk ðkõÞ su fk÷®çkËwyu ÃkMktË fÞwO Au íku LkkxâMkqÍLkwt
ãkuíkf Au. yuLke ÃkAeLke s ûkýu yus çku fwxwtçkku Lku ykðk ði{LkMÞ
ðå[u òuze hk¾Lkkh fze çkk£f {tøkwLke ½kuíkf çkLke hnu yu{kt
yux÷ku rðhkuÄ ykMðkã Au. ð£e ºkeS s ûkýu, yk çku fwxwtçkkuLku

òuzLkkh fzeþk çkk£f {tøkwLke rçkLk yMkhfkhkfíkk ‘{kLke ykt¾
òuRLkuu zheLku íku ½h{kt [kÕÞku økÞku.’ ynª òuR þfkÞ Au fu (1)
yk¾k AkýkLku ÷eÄu Wøkú çkLkíkw ði{LkMÞ.
(2) yu ði{LkMÞ ðå[u Ãký çku fwxwtçkkuLku òuzLkkhe {tøkwLke fze.
(3) {kuxk (ðze÷ku)Lke Ä{feLku ÷eÄu {tøkwLke rçkLk yMkhfkhfíkk
yu{ ºký íkçk¬kyku ÍzÃk¼uh ÃkMkkh ÚkE òÞ Au.6 çktLku
fwxwtçkkuLke çkku÷k[k÷e Ëhr{ÞkLk ðuýe÷k÷Lke {k fnu Au fu - ‘Akufhk
{khk, íkkhkÚke MknLk Úkíkk LkÚke, Ãký yuLkk nkÚku yÂøLkMktMfkh
Ãkk{eLku íkku íkkhu Mkhøku sðkLkwt Au.’ ðuýeLke çkkLkwt yk ðkõÞ SðeLke
MkkMkw WÚkkÃkðk «ÞíLk fhu Au. SðeLke  MkkMkw SðeLku fnu Au -
‘òu Mkkt¼£, ð¾ík Au Lku nwt {he òô, {khe yðMÚkk ÚkR Au,
n{ýktÚke {ktËe hnwt Awt. Mkki {khe ÃkAðkzu Ãkzâwt Au, Lku òu ð£e
{kuíkLkku ¼uxku ÚkE òÞ íkku yuf fk{ fh su. yuLku yuLkwt {kuík
LksËef ÷køku Au Sðe ÃkkMku ð[Lk ÷uÞ Au- ‘òu nwt {he òô
yux÷u íkkhu Ãkkuíku ÚkELku Akýwt ÷ELku ykøk£ Lkef£ðwt. ðuýeyku fu
ðuýeykLkku Akufhku fu fkuR LkeféÞwt íkku {khku Sð sL{kusLk{
yðøkíku sþu. yk íkLkuu fne hkÏÞwt... çkku÷, Úkþu ykx÷wt ? yLku
Sðeyu MkkMkwLku ð[Lk ykÃÞwt nk, nk yu{kt þwt ? ðuýeykLkku
nkÚkLkku Ëuðíkk Ãkk{eyu íkku íkku MkeÄkt Lkhuf s sEyu íkku ! ykÃkýu
yu{Lkku Ëuðíkk s Lk ¾Ãku, çkMk. SðeLke MkkMkwLke yk ytrík{
«rík¿kk, EåAk îu»k{ktÚke s sL{e Au yu MÃkü Ëu¾kÞ Au. ynª
Sðe{kt Ãký ðuhÍuhLke ¼kðLkk MÃkü Ëu¾kE ykðu Au. yux÷u s
MkkMkwLku ð[Lk ykÃkíkk fnu Au fu ‘nwt Ãkkuíku ÚkELku Akýwt Ëkuheþ.’
yLku Ãkkuíku Ãký MkkMkw ÃkkMku ð[Lk ÷uðzkðu Au fu, ‘Lku òu nwt {he
òô íkku fkuý Ëkuhþu ? ík{u Sðíkkt nku íkku ík{u Ëkuhþku fu ? yk{
Mkk{-Mkk{u ð[LkkuLke ykÃk÷u ÚkkÞ Au.
yk ð[Lk MktË¼uo s yk rðÄðk Sðe yLku yuLke rðÄðk MkkMkw
çktLku ÃkkuíkkLkk {]íÞw VhrsÞkík çkíkkððk Ãkzâk nkuðkLke ÷køkýe
¼kðfLku ÚkkÞ Au. íÞkhçkkË MkkMkw- ðnw ðuËLkk-ðhk£ fkZíkkt
ÃkkuZe òÞ Au. yk¾hu íku s ð¾íku íku{Lke ÃkkMku ðihe rÃkíkhkELkku
Ãkwºk {tøkw ÷ktçkk çkkuÃkkLke çkeze Vqtfíkku Vqtfíkku ykðu Au. ‘fkfe nS
fu{ Ÿ½u Au ? SðeLkwt {]íÞwt ÚkÞwt Au yu çkku÷e þfíke LkÚke yux÷u
íkuLku çkku÷íke fhðk {tøkw fnu Au, ‘òýe òuRLku çkku÷íke LkÚke,
fu{? ‘nðu Lk çkku÷íkku [ktÃkwt s, nk !’ fne Mkøkze ÃkkMku yuf Akýwt
Ãkzâwt níkwt íkuLkk xwfzk fhe íku{kt yuLke çkkuÃkkLke çkezeLku VqtfeLku
¼zfku fhe yuýu Ëuðíkk fÞkuo. {tøkw yu çkkuÃkkÚke fkfeLkk nkÚkLku
¾hu¾h [kUÃÞku. Sðe yLku yuLke MkkMkwyu yuf {ufLke ÃkkMku ð[Lk
÷eÄwt níkwt fu ÃkkuíkkLkk {]íÞwt ÃkAe yÂøLkMktMfkh Mk{Þu õÞkhuÞ
ðuýeyku yLku yuLkku Akufhku ‘AuÕ÷wt  Akýwt’ Lk [ktÃku. yus ðuýeLkku
Ëefhku {tøkwLkk nkÚku ‘síke SðeLku’ AuÕ÷wt Akýwt [tÃkkÞ Au. {tøkw
íkuLke rLkËkuo»kíkkLku ÷eÄu h{ík{kt Mk£økíkw çkkuÃkwt [ktÃku Au. ytíku MkkMkw-
ðnw suLkku rðhkuÄ fhíkk níkkt yus ÚkÞwt. xqtf{kt fneyu íkku suLkkÚke
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Sð yðøkíku òÞ yu s ðuýeykLkk ËefhkLkk nkÚku ‘AuÕ÷wt Akýwt’
Mðefkhðwt Ãkzâwt. yu ð¢íkk WÃkMkkððk ÷u¾fLku ¼khu©{ fhðku
Ãkzâku.
yk ðkíkko{kt ‘Akýwt’ «íkefYÃku «ÞkuòÞ Au. çku rLkðOþ LkkheLke
ÓËÞÔÞÚkk yLku yu{kt ÃkkAe Ërhÿíkk yux÷u [q÷ku Ãkuxððk {kxu
Akýkt Ãkh ytøkkh ÷uðk Sðe ðihe rÃkíkhkELku ½hu òÞ Au. íkuLkk
þu»k SðLkYÃke AuÕ÷k Akýk{kt ðuýeLke {k íkhVÚke íkku ðkýeLkk
yLku ðihLkk ytøkkh s {£u Au.
yk{, yk Mk{økúðkíkko{kt ‘‘Akýwt’’ s íkuLkwt hnMÞ çkLke hnu Au.
ykht¼ yLku ytíkLke h[LkkÃký f÷kí{f Au. ynª SðeLke MkkMkw
ð]Ø Au, çke{kh Au yLku XtzeLkk [{fkhkLku ÷eÄu {]íÞw ÚkkÞ Au yu
Mð¼krðf yLku «íkeríkfh Au Ãký ÷u¾fu swðkLk òuÄ SðeLku
{]íÞw Ãkk{íke Ëþkoðe Au yu Mk{òíkwt LkÚke. ‘síke Sðe’ çkçkzu Au
‘¾Mk nwt ! yu AuÕ÷k þçËku MkkÚku ðkíkkoLkku ytík «¼kðf çkLke hnu
Au.  ðkíkkofkhu MkkMkw -ðnwLkk {hýLkwt yLkw{kLk fwLkunÃkqðof ðk[fÃkh
Akuze ËE ðkíkkoLku {u÷kuzÙk{urxf Úkíke çk[kðe ÷eÄe Au. ‘AuÕ÷wt
Akýwt’ ðkíkkoLkwt ytrík{ á~Þ Mk{økú rLkYÃkýLke xku[ Mkh fhu íkuðwt
Au. ykth¼Úke ytík MkwÄe yk ðkíkko ÓËÞtøk{ çkLku Au.
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WELL-BEING  OF OLD AGE PEOPLE LIVING IN OLD AGE HOME
AND WITH FAMILY
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The purpose of the study was to investigated the differences between the type of old age persons of well-
being.The total sample consisted 60 of two group: 30 old age persons of old age home(vridhashram)( 15
male and 15 female ) and 30 30 old age persons of with family ( 15 male and 15 female taken by randomly
method. As a tool well-being inventory constructed by Jagdish and Srivastava (1984) used for screening
purpose. The ‘t’ test was used as statistical technique to prove the aim. The data was selected from
Bhavnagar city. Result showed that There is no significant difference between   of  living in old age home
and with  family on well-being .
Keyword: well-being, Old Age home,

Latest era is the era of the challenge.  Society also
changed the definition of an Old age people. Old
age means reduced physical ability,declin-ing mental
ability, the gradual giving upon role playing in socio-
economic activities, and shift in economic status
moving from economic independence to economic
dependence upon other’s for support.
Old age homes are a need of today as the life-styles
are changing fast and diminishing acceptance of
family responsibilities towards one’s elders. Older
people are, therefore, in need of vital support their
overall quality of life. The above studies demand that
we should understand the concept of old age homes
thoroughly and evaluating psycho-social status of
senior citizen and related factors.
Well-being, wellbeing, welfare or wellness is a
general term for the condition of an individual or
group, for example their social, economic,
psychological, spiritual or medical state; a high level
of well-being means in some sense the individual or
group’s condition is positive, while low well-being
is associated with negative happenings.
In philosophy the term ‘well-being’ (and ‘welfare’,
‘utility’ etc) is used to refer to how well a person’s
life goes for the person who lives it. Philosophers
such as Fred Feldman and Brad Hooker have

suggested that we think of well-being through
thinking about what parents want for their children
(‘the crib test’). Philosophical study of well-being
has identified a number of different kinds of theory.
These include: hedonism, desire-fulfilment theory,
objective list theory, perfectionism, and some
‘mixed’ or ‘hybrid’ views of well-being. Well-being
features in normative ethical theories, most
notably utilitarianism. One need not be a utilitarian,
or a consequentialist more generally, to think that
well-being matters morally. Any plausible ethical
theory will give at least some role to well-being.
In economics, the term is used for one or
more quantitative measures  intended  to  assess
the quality of life of  a  group,  for  example,  in
the capabilities approach and  theeconomics of
happiness. As with the related cognate terms ‘wealth’
and ‘welfare’, economics sources often contrast the
state with its opposite.[2] The study of well-being is
divided into subjective well-being and objective
well-being.
According to McNulty
(2012),[10]”...positive psychology at the subjective
level is about valued subjective experiences”. Well-
being is an important factor in this subjective
experience, as well as contentment, satisfaction with
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the past, optimism for the future and happiness in
the present. People are more likely to experience
positive psychology if they take in the good things in
each experience or situation. Even with regard to
the past, if a person only focuses on the negative the
brain will only be able to recognise the negative. The
more the brain has access to the negative, the easier
it becomes, because that is what is more memorable.
It takes more effort for the brain to remember the
positive experiences because typically it is the smaller
actions and experiences that are the positive ones.
James McNulty’s (2012) [10] research examines this
idea further. He argues that, “...well-being is not
determined solely by people’s psychological
characteristics but instead is determined jointly by
the interplay between those characteristics and
qualities of people’s social environments”. When
people experience well-being, they are experiencing
a sense of emotional freedom – there is nothing
negative that is holding them back from experiencing
positive emotions. This is true if a person is in a certain
setting, because it has been demonstrated in previous
research that particular environments can hold a lot
of memories for an individual just because of what
was shared there and the meaning of it (source?).
Therefore, “...well-being is often equated with the
experience of pleasure and the absence of [pain]
over time”.[11] The  less  psychological  pain  an
individual is experiencing the more he or she is going
to experience well-being.
Objective
To  study  the family  well-being level among  living
in old age home and with family
Hypothesis (Null hypothesis)
Ho1:  There is  no  significant  difference  between
living in old age home and with   family level on  well-
being.
Ho2:  There is  no  significant  difference  between
living in old age home and with family in female  level
on  mental well-being.
Ho3:  There is  no  significant  difference  between
living in old age home and with family in male  level
on  well-being.
Methodology
Sample:

The  scope  of  the  research  presented
study  world  Bhavnagar  district  as  some old age
people are  being  included  with living in old age
home and with family.  It can be free from the effect
of Zoke.  The demonstration of this method
DYEING choose and all sample are randomly
selected.  Sometimes  the  number  of  demonstrations
in  the  table  below  is  displayed.  The  ‘t’  test  was
conducted  as  a  statistical  technique  to  prove  the
aim.
Table: - 1
Sometimes table shows the number of samples
contained in the selected

Variables:
Variables of the study are presented below.
1.  Independent Variables:
Types of   old age people, study factor level
2.  Depending Variables:
Each sample is received on mental health score.
Tools
The following tools were used for data collection.
1.  Personal Data Sheet:
Personal  data  sheet  was  prepared  to  collect
information  like  name,  age,  education,  sex,  etc.
2.  well-being Scale:
The purpose of the research presented by Jagdish
and Srivastava (1984) “well-being  scale” had been
used.
 Procedure
Two  independent  Variables  different , joint  and
combined  effect  of  internal  check  222  Fectoreal
design  will  be  used.  A tip here type of old age
people. (living in old age people old age home and
with family sector level) that will take demonstrations.
There will be demonstrations of the total 60.
Results and discussion
The purpose of this research was to compare mental
health among living in old age people old age home

Types of old age    people Gender  level  
Total Male female 

Living in Old age home  15 15 30 

Living With family  15 15 30 
Total 30 30 60 
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and with family. 222 Fectoreal design was used to
find out significance difference.  The  results  have
been  presented  in  Table  1  to  3.
Table :- 1 ‘t’  test  of well-being among score  of
living in old age home and with  family .

The  data  in  table  1  were  used  to  test  the
hypothesis  Ho1.  The  calculated  ‘t’  value  = 1.88
is  lower  than  table  value  2.00  at  0.05 and 2.65
at 0.01  levels  no  significant.  Therefore Ho2 Null
Hypothesis was accepted.  There is no significant
difference between   of  living in old age home and
with  family on well-being  .
Table :- 2 ‘t’  test  of  well-being among score of
living in old age home and with family in female.

The  data  in  table  2  were  used  to  test  the
hypothesis  Ho2  The calculated ‘t’ value  =  0.81  is
lower  than  table  value  2.05 at  0.05 and 2.76 at
0,01 levels  no  significant.Therefore Ho2 Null
Hypothesis was accepted.  There  is  no  significant
difference  between  of  living in old age home and
with  family in female  on well-being .
Table :- 3  ‘t’  test  of well-being among score of
living in old age home and with family in male.

The  data  in  table  3  were  used  to  test  the
hypothesis  Ho3.  The calculated ‘t’ value  = 1.08  is
lower  than  table  value  2.05 at  0.05 and 2.76 at
0,01  levels  no  significant. Therefore Ho3 Null
Hypothesis was  accepted.  There is no significant
difference  between  living in old age home and with
family in male on well-being.
Conclusion
1.   There  is  no  significant  difference  between

living in old age home and with   family level on
well-being

2.  There  is no significant  difference  between
living in old age home and with family in female
level on  well-being

3.  There  is no a significant  difference  between
living in old age home and with family in male
level on  well-being
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 POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE DIMENSION OF    RESERVATION
POLICY AND PUBLIC REVIEW IN CURRENT TIME

* Kinjal Patel

We all know that what is reservation because  now a days there were many issues occured  beacause of
reservation . There are  two dimension  of reservation- positive and nagative. If we saw in past before
independencewe can say thay it was the positive discrimination because the concept of reservation follows
the concept of equality and equal opportunity because before indepencence many castes were treated
very badly  and so they did not get equal position in the society.even thatb they did not get   education and
social status in comparision of general forward castes. So the maker of constitution focused  on these
communitiesto iradicate poverty and give them equal chance to participate in the state administration as
well as in all activities of  the society.

Before indipendence there was a castism system in
india. The Brahmin got top status in the societyand
they behave untouchability with many backward
castes and scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and
other lower castes . They faced these discrimination
not only in term of social position but also in term of
economy, education and status.So these lower castes
people occupied low position in society In 1932
depressed classes led by Dr B.R.Ambedkar .
Demanded for separate electorate other minorities
Gandhiji also supported  Dr.B.R.AmbedkarAnd as
a result of non brahmin movement the Madras
government had granted certain quates for different
communities in 1927.
Article 16, 115, 335, 338, 340, 341 & 342  of the
constitution related to reservation protection and
safeguard for people who belonginging to the S.C
,S.T  and OBC .So that reservation policy must be
changed and caste based reservation is one types
of  discrimination . After independence the reservation
policy get safeguard of our constitutionand so that
S.C, S.T, OBC castes become stronger than before
and stated as prime movers and beneficiaries of
reservation policy.No doubt these all provisions were
positive discrimination but now a days because of
reservation many people who belong from general

catagories do not  satisfied because they are poor
and do not get any types of help by the
government.For long time political parties and
political leaders and also government keep the
reservation policy permenentso we must keep an
eye that the benefits of reservation are going to real
and needy personswho are economically
poor.Because many rich people who belong from
reservation are already rich and by using  reservation
they become more rich .So that reservation is one
of the reasons which creates differences between
people of India and because of that they do not try
to be unite.Today we can see that many people enjoy
reservation who never deserve reservation because
they are economically sound.Reservation must be
based on financial status of people because many
poor  and needy people face many difficulties to get
admission on colleges.And many people who belong
from   reservation quota get easily admissin with less
fees and less  marks .
Reasons ,why people opposed reservation
policy are as under:
(1)  Because of reservation many students feel guilty
and insult.
(2)  Because of reservation many students who have
less marks and less quality allow to get admission in

* Visiting Lecturer, N.S. Patel Law College, Modasa
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good collages.
(3)  Now a days reservation is only the result of
political parties.
(4) Reservation divides the people of society.
(5) Because of reservation our country is legging
behind.
(6) Because of reservation higher education and
higher educations declares and harm there quality
of education.
(7) Reservation in jobs also produce bad quality in
work.
(8) Because of reservation meritorious people
become depress.
So because of above reasons we can say that
reservation system many tallented students do not
get admission in good collages. So that most negative
dimension of  reservation policy is ignoring the
needed people by giving reservation on the bases of
caste rather than merit .
Conclusion:-
So reservation policy of india is based on castism
but now in this time backward castes enjoyed
reservation for long time and so that I would say
that this is wrong to get protection to these castes
by constitution  in admissions in collages , in jobs ,
also in promotions inc short time .So these all should
be get on the base of ability and merits.
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giHimi*vikisimiI b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNini( fiL(

* Dr. Rashmikant A. Patel

Pstiivinii
mihitmii giIwi&Ja! *SiXiNi jgitin( a!k aninyi B(T aip(li
C!. j!n( aipiN( b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNi tir&k! a(LKi&a! C&a!.
b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNi a! *flis_f& C!. an( a!k *kHyiitmik
*viciir C!. ai k!LviNi& Biirtini& sIsk{*tin( pi(oik C!.
h(En( biiLkn( a*ĥsik giHimi(w(gi&, sihkirm_lik, “sviiYyi&
a!vii li(kSiih& Jvini miiT! t(yiir kr! C!” ai k!LviNi&n(
Jvinimiigi} k!LviNi& piNi kh!viimiI aiv( C!. b|*niyiiD&
*SiXiNi miiT! kh!viiyi C! k! t( Jvini oiri Jvini miiT!
Jvinini& k!LviNi& C!.
b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNini( E*tihisi
sityinii P(giHimi(n( aicirniir mihitmii giIwi&Jnii JvinimiI
“sityiigiHh” niI sIskir bi&j j!mi ai*fHkimiI nIKiiyii t(mij
b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNiniI bi&j piNi mihitmii giIwi&Jnii D*XiNi
ai*fHkimiInii T(lsT(yi fimi}miI biiLk(nii *SiXiNiniI Pyi(gimiI
nIKiiyii htii.
b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNini& yi(jniini( jnmi 1937 miI Wiyi(.
1937 miI giIwi&Jnii awyiXipiNii h!QL a(kT(birni&
22mi& an( 23mi& tiir&K( viwii}miI rioTV&yi k!LviNi&kir(ni&
pi*roiD miL& hti&. ai pi*roiDWi& b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNini&
yi(jniin( ci(kksi sviRpi mi<y|^. t(Wi& ain( viwii} *SiXiNi
yi(jnii piNi kh!viimiI aiv( C!. ah&^ giIwi&Ja! *SiXiNini&
p_vi}B_*mikiRpi Ymi oiri *SiXiNi, Pvi{*_i oiri *SiXiNi simiij
Jvinin( k!nFmiI riKit| ̂*SiXiNi, t(mij migij, ~Dyi an(
hiWipiginiI upiyi(gi oiri *SiXiNiniI Pyi(gi( pir aiwii*rti
*viciir rj# kyi(}.
giHimi*vikisimiI b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNini( fiL(
b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNini( m|Kyi h!t| giHimi*vikisini( C!. b|*niyiiD&
*SiXiNi an( giHimi*vikisi a! a!kbi&jinii piyii}yi C!. j(
giHimi*vikisi krvi( h(yi ti( b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNinii hiD}Rpi
rciniitmik kiyi(} an( kiyi}kHmi(ni( *SiXiNimiI *vi*niyi(gi krvi(
pidS(. aimi ti(, sIsWiia(a! SiRaitiWi& j rciniitmik
Pvi{*_inii Biigi tir&k! PsIgi(piiti giHimis(vii an( simiijs(viinii

kiyi}kHmi( SiR kyii} htii piNi a! Pvi{*_in|^ miiwyimi bini& Sik!
a! Kyiili pih!li& viir aivyi( j!n( pi*rNiim( giHimis(vii an(
simiijs(vii aByiisikHminii a^tigi}ti Biigi pidyi(.
b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNimiI m|Kyi uw(gi tir&k! k{*oi gi(piilini
uw(gi, visAi*viwi, giHimiyIAi *viwi uw(gi, gi{hJvini *viwi
uw(gi tiD#pirIti k(tiNiviNiiT uw(gi, K(ti&, miwimiiKi& uC!r,
t(liwiiNi& rsi(E, yIAi*viZiini j!vii m|Kyi uw(gi *vioiyin(
*SiXiNinii BiigiRp( Si&KiviviimiI aiv( C!.
j( giHimi*vikisi krvi( h(yi ti( giimidimiIWi& b(kir&n|^
PmiiNi GiTidv| ̂pidS( an( giimidini( Dr!k vyi*kti sviivilIbi&
bin( t( miiT! svir(jgiir&ni& tik( p_r& piidvi& pidS( an(
aini( a!kmiiAi uk!li u_ir b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNi j C!.
j! *vistiir(miI u_ir b|*niyiiD& *viwiliyi( ciil( C!. t(
*vistiir(ni( bih#jnisimiij K(d#ti k! K(timij#r C!. a!Tl(
a!minii biiLkmiI *SiXiNimiI piNi K(ti&n|^ *SiXiNi siIkLv|^
j(Ea!. a! *viciirsirNi&n( pi*rNiim(  u_ir b|*niyiiD&
SiiLia(miI k{*oigi(piiliniipi si*viS(oi mihtvi aipiviimiI aivy|^
C!. j( giimidia(ni( *vikisi krvi( h(yi ti( m|Kyi vyivisiiyi
tir&k! k{*oi an( piS|piilinin( mihtvi aipiv|^ j pid! an(
a!n( an|liXi&n( yi(gyi *SiXiNi miiAi an( miiAi b|*niyiiD&
*SiXiNi j aipi& SikS(. u_ir b|*niyiiD& *viwiliyi(a! k{*oi
gi(piilini uw(gini& siiW( siiW( j! *viwiWi&}a(n( jRr liig(
t(min( miiT! giHimiyIAi *viwinii m|Kyi uw(gi Si&Kivivii miiT!ni&
viwiirini& s|*viwii piNi *viksiivi& C!. tiDupirIti knyiia(nii
*vi*SioT Pkirnii Gidtirn( KyiilimiI riKi& gi{hJvini uw(gi
Si&Kiviviini& viwiirini& s|*viwii piNi *viksiivi& C!.
k{*oi gi(piilini *vioiyin( Piwiinyi aipi&S|^ ti( j giHimi*vikisi
kr& Sik&S|^.
gi HimiyIAi *viwiuw(gi
ai piNi giHimi*vikisini( a!k mihtvini( uw(gi C!. giimidimiI
j! kir&gir( hiWikir&gi&r&n|^ kimi kr! C!. t( kir&gir(nii
kimimiI aiw|*nik *viZiinin( Pyi(jv|̂ t(min|^ utpiiDni zdpiWi&
an( g|Nivitii wirivit|^ Wiiyi a!v|^ krviiWi& j giimidinii

* Assi. Proff., Jai Jalaram Talimi Snatak Mahavidhyalay, Thava
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kir&gir( Girb(QI pi(tiini( vyivisiiyi kr& aiJ*viki m(Lvitii
Wiiyi a!v|^ giimidin( pi(oik an( kir&gir(n( upikirk a!vi&
giHimiyIAi*viwi Si&Kivivi& a!v|^ Ø*oT*bID# ai uw(gini& piiCL
rh!l|̂ C!.
giimidimiI viNikr r!*TyiiWi& j uBi( rh!viini( C!, *milini&
s_tirWi& kD& nih&^. giHimiyIAi *viwiuw(gi Si&Kiviniiri u_ir
b|*niyiiD& *viwiliyi(a! giIwi&Ja! ci&^w(lii giimidinii Ymi
krniiri *vi*viwi uw(ginii kir&gi(rn( k!nFmiI riKi&n( *SiXiNini&
vyivisWii kr& C!. giIwi&Ja! giimidinii kir&gir( an(
Y*mik( tirf aĝ|*li*niD!}Si kyi(} C!.
*pijir( - K(d$ti
viNikr - mi(ci&
s|Wiir - hiWipigini& mij$r& krniiri k*dyii
l|hir - K(timij$r(
giHimiyIAi *viwiuw(ginii *SiXiNimiI upir(kti biwii j kimi(n|^
yiI*Aik Ziini an( Pyi(ginii *SiXik(ni& vyivisWii krviimiI
aivi& C!. *viwiWi&} j! ZiiniWi& sijj Wiiyi C! t(ni( upiyi(gi
simiijnii liiBiiW(} kr! a! miiT! *viwiliyia! piNi k{*oigi(piilinini&
Pyi(giSiiLi j!vi& yIAiSiiLi UBi& krvi&. ai yIAiSiiLi
giimini& jR*ryiiti miiT!n|^ s(viik!nF piNi bini& Siky|̂ C!.
gi {hJvini *viwiuw(gi
niir&Si*ktinii *vikisi miiT! ai a!k mihtvini( uw(gi C!.
u_ir b|*niyiiD& *viwiliyi(miI bih!ni(ni& sIKyii viwi& t(
*viwiliyi(miI gi{hJvini *viwiuw(gi Si&Kiviviin|^ SiR ky|}^^.
gi{hJvini*viwiuw(ginii *SiXiNi miiT! rIwiNikLinii *SiXiNi
miiT!nii tiWii *siviNi tiWii Birtig_^WiNi *SiXiNi miiT!nii
siiwini( an( Pyi(giSiiLi an( PDSi}ni KIdni& s|*viwii kr&
bih!ni(n( k#SiL kir&gir& Si&Kivi& simiijn( B(T wir! C!.
j!niiWi& sAi&a( sviivilIbi& bin( C! an( giHimi*vikisimiI
pi(tiini( fiL( aipi& Sik!.
gi{hJvini*viwiuw(gimiI piNi mi(T!Biig( *viwiWi&}ni&a( pi(tiin(
miiT! j vist|a( biniivi& l( C!. k!Tli&k viir u_ir
b|*niyiiD& *viwiliyi(nii *SiXik(nii tiWii anyi pi*rviir(nii
a(d}r( m(Lvi&n( piNi ci&jvist|a( biniiviviimiI aiv( C!
a!Tl( u_ir b|*niyiiD& *viwiliyi(a! gi{hJvini*viwiuw(ginii
Piyi(*gik kimi miiT! kici( miili p_r( piidviini& k! t)yiir
Wiy(li& ci&jvist|a(nii v(ciiNini& k(E jviibiDir& uQiviviini&
rh!ti& niWi&. sivi(}Dyi m(Li k! viili& sIm(lini j!vii *vi*SioT
PsIgi(a! PDSi}ni Birvii miiT! viwiirinii nim_nii t)yiir
krviimiI aiv( C!. j!n| ̂t( j viKit( v(ciiNi Wiiyi C!. ai
simiyi Witii v(ciiNi miiT! piNi u_ir b|*niyiiD& *viwiliyi(miI
*viwiWi&}a( j kimi sIBiiL& l( C!. gi{hJvini *viwiuw(gi

oiri *viwiWi&}a( j! kIE utpiiDni kr! C! t( t(min( pi(tiin(
an( simiijn( liiBi Wiiyi a!v|^ C!. *viwiWi&}a(n( gi{hsIciilini
an( gi{hvyivisWiipinini& v)Zii*nik Ø*oTa! s_z Pipti Wiiyi C!.
knyiia(n( sifiE tiWii s|Gidtiini& tiili&mi miL& rh! C!.
jRr& *siliiEkimi jit( kr& l(viini& aividti k!Lviitii ai
knyiia( *siliiEkimi miiT! sviivilIbi& bini&, *siliiEni( Kici}
GiTyi( an( k!Tli&kviir ti( ai bih!ni( kipidI si&vi&n( p_rk
kmiiNi& piNi kr& Sik! C!. aimi, pi*rviirni& ai*Wi}k
kmiiNi&miI viwiir( piNi kyi(}. niviriSinii simiyimiI piNi
rjinii *Dvisi(mi li(k(ni& jR*ryiiti m|jbin|^ Birtig_^WiNin|^
kimi kr&n( bih!ni( aivik m(Lv( C!. a! ti( viwiirini( liiBi
m(Lvyi(. biiLuC!r, miiti{sIBiiLi tiWii pi*rviir klyiiNi vig(r!
X(Ain|^ *SiXiNi pi(tiinii pi*rviir miiT! upiyi(gi& biny|^ tiWii
simiijnii klyiiNi miiT! piNi upiyi(gi& biny|̂ C!.
kItiN i-v iNi iT
u_ir b|*niyiiD& *viwiliyimiI ai piNi ai a!k mihtvini(
*vioiyi kh& Sikiyi. kItiNi viNiiT a!k S)Xi*Nik *viciir C!.
j!niiWi& giHimijni( an( giimidia( svi*niBi}r bin( a!v|^
giIwi&J miinitii htii. j( giimidia(ni( *vikisi krvi( h(yi
ti( Girnii Dr!k siDsyi k^Ekn( kÊk svir(jgiir& miiT!n|^
aiyi(jni kr!, pi(t(, Girn( an( giimidin( pigiBir biniiv(.
ai ap(Xii u_ir b|*niyiiD& *viwiliyinii *viwiWi&}a( j
pi*rp_Ni} kr& Sik! C! a!Tl( kItiNi viNiiT uw(gi oiri
giimidia(ni( *vikisi WiE Sik!.
upis Ihir
giIwi&Jnii mit( j( Biirtin( mihisi_ii biniivivi& h(yi ti(
giimidia(ni( *vikisi krvi( pidS(. an( j( giimidia(ni(
*vikisi krvi( h(yi ti( u_ir b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNini( *viSiiL
flik pir *vikisi krvi( pidS(. u_ir b|*niyiiD& SiiLi a!
simiij an( giimidia(n|̂ P*ti*bIbi C!. j!nii oiri giimidia(miI
rh!li& biD&a( an( miyii}Dia( D$r kr& giHimi *vikisini(
hiD} u_ir b|*niyiiD& *SiXiNimiI rh!li( C!.
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^^ xfrfof/k vk/kkfjr vf/kxe dk fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh miyfC/k ij iMus okyk izHkko %
,d v/;;u ^^

* Rush Kumar Badhel

f’k{kk ,d ,sLkh izfdz;k gS ftlesa O;fDr ds tUetkr xq.kksa dk fodkl gksrk gS] f’k{kk euq’; ds O;fDrRo dks fu[kkjrh gS
,oa mls lkekftd Okkrkj.k ds lkFk lkeatL; LFkkfir djus ;ksX; cukrh gSA f’k{kk gh og lk/ku gS tks vKkurk ds vU/
kdkj dks Kku ds izdk’k dh vksj ys tkrk gSA  f’k{kk gh ckyd ds vUnj fNih leLr ‘kfDr;ksa dks lkekftd okrkoj.k
esa fodflr djus dh dyk gSA f’k{kk ,d ,slh izfdz;k gS tks thou i;ZUr pyus okyh izfdz;k gSA tkWu Mhoh dk ekuuk
gS fd f’k{kk ,d ,slh izfdz;k gS ftlesa f’k{kd f’k{kkFkhZ dks fuf’pr le; esa fuf’pr fo”k;&oLrq dks fuf’pr LFkku ij
iznku djrk gSA bl ijh{k.k ls gekjk mnns’; ;g gS fd fo|kFkhZ fdl rjg ls vPNs ls lh[k ldrk gS vkSj ge muds
miyfC/k ij iMus okys izHkko dk v/;;u djuk pkgrs gS vkSj blds fy, ge muds Lrj ds vuqlkj fdl rjg ds
xfrfof/k dk fodkl dj ldrs gS vkSj muds iz;ksx ds i’pkr ge muds miyfC/k esa iMus okys izHkko dk v/;;u dj
;g crk ldrs gS fd xfrfof/k dk fo|kFkhZ dh miyfC/k ij D;k izHkko iMkA

v/;;u dk egRo
izR;sd O;fDr vius cPpksa dks f’kf{kr djuk pkgrk gS A
cPpksa dh izkjafHkd f’k{kk dh vfuok;Zrk ds fy, ‘kklu
dfVc) gksdj iz;kljr gSA izkFkfed ,oa iwoZ ek/;fed
Lrj ij nh tkus okyh f’k{kk dk Lo:i mldh f’k{k.k i)fr
lgt] ljy o lqyHk djus ds fy, fofHkUu rjhdksa dks
viuk;k tkrk gS tks bl izdkj dh xfrfof/k ls iw.kZ gks
ldrh gSA
1- ijh{kk dk Hk; lekIr gks tkrk gSA
2- Lo;a viuk ewY;kadu djrk gSA
3- Nk=ksa esa vkRefuHkZjrk vkrh gSA
leL;k dFku
^^ xfrfof/k vk/kkfjr vf/kxe dk fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh miyfC/k
ij iMus okyk izHkko % ,d v/;;u ^^
v/;;u dk mnns’;
fdlh Hkh fo”k; dk v/;;u djus ls igys mn~ns’;ksa dk fu/
kkZj.k vko’;d gSA euq”; ds leLr dk;Z O;ogkj fdlh u
fdlh mn~ns’; dh izkfIr ds fy, gksrs gSA vFkkZr euq”;
ftl mn~ns’; dks izkIr djuk pkgrk gS mlh ds vuq:i
viuh dk;Z iz.kkyh dks viukrk gSA
1 ‘kkldh; fo|ky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa v’kkldh; fo|ky;

ds Nk=ksa dk fcuk xfrfof/k vk/kkfjr f’k{k.k ds i’pkr~

* M.Phil. Student, Dr. C.V. Raman. V.V. Kota, Bilaspur (C.G.)

miyfC/k esa rqyukRed v/;;u djukA
2 ‘kkldh; fo|ky; ds Nk=kvksa ,oa v’kkldh; fo|ky;

ds Nk=kvksa dk fcuk xfrfof/k vk/kkfjr f’k{k.k ds
i’pkr~ miyfC/k esa rqyukRed v/;;u djukA

v/;;u dk ifjdYiuk
ifjdYiuk H01 ‘kkldh; fo|ky; ds Nk=k s a ,oa
v’kkldh; fo|ky; ds Nk=ksa dk fcuk xfrfof/k vk/kkfjr
f’k{k.k ds i’pkr~ miyfC/k esa lkFkZd varj ugha ik;k tk;sxkA
ifjdYiuk H02 ‘kkldh; fo|ky; ds Nk=kvks a ,oa
v’kkldh; fo|ky; ds Nk=kvksa dk fcuk xfrfof/k
vk/kkfjr f’k{k.k ds i’pkr~ miyfC/k esa lkFkZd varj ugha
ik;k tk;sxkA
v/;;u dk ifjlheu &
leL;k dk v/;;u ljyrk o lQytk ls djus ds fy,
rFkk fu”d”kZ fudkyus ds fy, mldk lhekc) gksuk
vko’;d gS D;ksafd ogh dk;Z lQy gksrk gS ftldh ,d
fuf’pr lhek gks mlls vkxs dk;Z djuk dfBu gksrk gS
v/;;u esa dfBukbZ le; o [kpZ dh cpr ds fy, leL;k
dks ifjlhfer djuk vko’;d gks tkrk gSA
1- v/;;u ds fy, jk;iqj ftys ds vkjax fodkl[kaM ds

varxZr xzke Hkkulkst dk p;u fd;k x;k gSA
2- v/;;u gsrq iwoZ ek/;fed fo|ky; dk p;u fd;k
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x;k gSA
3- v/;;u gsrq ,d futh o ,d ‘kkldh; fo|ky; dk

p;u fd;k x;k gSA
4- v/;;u ds fy, d{kk lkroha ds Nk= ,oa Nk=kvksa dk

p;u fd;k x;k gSA
U;kn’kZ &
U;kn’kZ lEiw.kZ bdkbZ ;k lewg ls pquh xbZ bdkbZ;ksa dk
lewg gSA tc dksbZ ‘kks/kdrkZ fdlh pj dk fo’ks”k eku Kkr
djus ds fy;s lEiw.kZ tula[;k esa ls dqN bdkbZ;ks dk
p;u djrk gSA ‘kks/kdrkZ }kjk pquh xbZ bdkbZ gh U;kn’kZ
dgykrh gSA
izLrqr y?kq’kks/k esa ‘kks/kdrkZ us ,d v’kkldh;  fo|ky;
vkSj ,d ‘kkldh; fo|ky; dk p;u fd;k x;k gS ftlesa
fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks vius ‘kks/k ds fy, ;kǹfPNd fof/k ls
miyfC/k ijh{k.k ds fy, pquk x;k gS] tks fuEukuqlkj gSA

iznRrksa dk laxzg.k &
midj.k ds iz’kklu ls vfHkizk; gS fd leL;k lek/kku ds
fy, p;fur U;kn’kZ ij midj.k ijh{k.k dks fdl fof/k
}kjk ykxw fd;k x;kA
izLrqr y?kq’kks/k dk;Z esa iz;qDr xfrfof/k vk/kkfjr vf/kxe
ds izfr iwoZ ek/;fed Lrj ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds ‘kSf{kd
miyfC/k ij iM+us okys izHkko ds v/;;u ds fy, jk;iqj
ftys ds vkjax fodkl[k.M ds xzke Hkkulkst ds ,d
‘kkldh; o ,d futh fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks fy;k
x;kA
bl ijh{k.k gsrq loZizFke ‘kks/kdrkZ }kjk fo|ky; esa tkdj
ogka ds izkpk;Z ls bl ijh{k.k gsrq vuqefr yh xbZA bldh
lqfo/kkuqlkj lkroha d{kk ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks miyfC/k ijh{k.k
izi= forfjr dh xbZ rFkk ‘kks/kdrkZ }kjk mu Nk=ksa dks
vko’;d funsZ’k fn, x, fd mUgsa ;g ijh{k.k izi= dks 50
feuV esa Hkjuk gSA bl ijh{k.k izi= esa 40 iz’u gSa ftUgsa gy
dj mfpr loky ij mRrj fy[kuk gSA
midj.k dk Qykadu &
Qykadu dk vFkZ & iz’kkflr fd;s x;s midj.kksa esa izkIrkadksa
dh x.kuk djuk tks fd iwoZ fu/kkZfjr fu;eksa ds vUrxZr

lEikfnr gksrh gSA
xfrfof/k vk/kkfjr vf/kxe dk ‘kSf{kd miyfC/k ij iM+us
okys izHkko ds v/;;u ds fy, LofufeZr miyfC/k ijh{k.k
izi= forfjr fd;k x;k rFkk le; lhek ds vUnj gy
djus dks dgk x;k rFkk izR;sd lgh mRrj ds fy, 1 vad
fu/kkZfjr fd;k x;kA
iznRrksa dk fo’ys”k.k &
ifjdYiuk H01 - ‘kkldh; fo|ky; ds Nk=ksa ,oa
v’kkldh; fo|ky; ds Nk=ksa dk fcuk xfrfof/k vk/kkfjr
f’k{k.k ds i’pkr~ miyfC/k esa lkFkZd varj ugha ik;k tk;sxkA

lkj.kh dzekad 4-1

fo’ys”k.k ,oa O;k[;k & mijksDr rkfydk ls Kkr gksrk gSa
fd ’kkldh; fo|ky;  esa f’k{k.k izkIr dj jgs 17Nk=ksa ,oa
v’kkldh; fo|ky; esa f’k{k.k izkIr dj jgs 23 Nk=ksa dk
fcuk xfrfof/k vk/kkfjr f’k{k.k ls miyfC/k esa izkIr izkIrkadks
dk e/;eku dze’k% 12-47 ,oa 21-73 rFkk izekf.kd fopyu
3-02 ,oa 4-53 gS ftldk izkekf.kd =qfV dk eku
1-19 ,oa x.kuk }kjk Vh & ewY; dk izkIr eku 7-78 gSA
fu”d”kZ & esa ;g ik;k x;k fd ‘kkldh; fo|ky; ds Nk=ksa
,oa v’kkldh; fo|ky; ds Nk=ksa dk fcuk xfrfof/k vk/
kkfjr f’k{k.k ds i’pkr~ miyfC/k esa lkFkZd varj ik;k x;kA
ifjdYiuk H02 ‘kkldh; fo|ky; ds Nk=kvks a ,oa
v’kkldh; fo|ky; ds Nk=kvksa dk fcuk xfrfof/k vk/
kkfjr f’k{k.k ds i’pkr~ miyfC/k esa lkFkZd varj ugha ik;k
tk;sxkA

dzekad fo|ky; dk uke Nk= Nk=k,a dqy 
1 'kkldh; iwoZ 

ek/;fed fo|ky; 
Hkkulkst 

17 26 43 

2 ljLorh f’k’kq eafnj 
Hkkulkst 

23 13 36 

 ;ksx 40 39 79 
 

miyfC/k 
 ijh{k.k 

Nk=ksa  
dh la[;k 

e/;eku ekud  
fopyu 

izkekf.kd  
=qfV 

t &  
ewY; 

lkFkZdrk  
dk varj 

'kkldh; 17 12-47 3-02 1-19 7-78 0-05 

v'kkldh; 23 21-73 4-53 0-01 

Df  =  38 
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lkj.kh dzekad 4-2-

fo’ys”k.k ,oa O;k[;k & mijksDr rkfydk ls Kkr gksrk gSa
fd ’kkldh; fo|ky;  esa f’k{k.k izkIr dj jgs 26 Nk=kvksa
,oa v’kkldh; fo|ky; esa f’k{k.k izkIr dj jgs 13 Nk=kvksa
dk fcuk xfrfof/k vk/kkfjr f’k{k.k ls miyfC/k esa izkIr
izkIrkadks dk e/;eku dze’k% 18-34 ,oa 25-92 rFkk izekf.kd
fopyu 3-59 ,oa 7-18 gS ftldk izkekf.kd =qfV dk eku
2-10 ,oa x.kuk }kjk Vh & ewY; dk izkIr eku 3-60 gSA
fu”d”kZ ‘kkldh; fo|ky; ds Nk=kvksa ,oa v’kkldh;
fo|ky; ds Nk=kvksa dk fcuk xfrfof/k vk/kkfjr f’k{k.k
ds i’pkr~ miyfC/k esa lkFkZd varj ik;k x;kA

miyfC/k  
ijh{k.k 

Nk=kvksa 
dh la[;k 

e/;eku ekud 
 fopyu 

izkekf.kd 
 =qfV 

t & 
 ewY; 

lkFkZdrk 
dk varj 

'kkldh; 26 18-34 3-59 2-10 3-60 0-05 

v'kkldh; 13 25-92 7-18 0-01 

Df  =  37 

 

lanHkZ xzaFk lwph

 ekFkqj ] ,l-,l- 2007] f’k{ k k ds nk ’k Z fud rFk k
lkekftd vk/kkj % Jh fouksn iqLrd HkaMkj % vkxjk

 eaxy] ,l-ds- 2010 ]f’k{kk euksfoKku ] %& v’kksd ds
?kks”k ] ih-,p-vkbZ- yfuZax izkbosV fyfeVsM gfj;kuk-

 ljhu ,oa ljhu 2012 ]’kSf{kd vuqla/kku dh fof/k;ka %&
vxzoky ifCyds’ku ] vkxjk

 dfiy] ,p-ds- 2012 ]vuqla/kku fof/k;ka ]% ,p-ih-
HkkxZo cqd gkÅl( vkxjk

 feRry]vkj-,- ,oa ‘kekZ] ch-,y- ,oa lDlsuk]ch-,e-
2010 ]’kSf{kd vuqla/kku dh i)fr’kkL= ( vkj-yky-
cqd fMiks esjB-

 oekZ izhfr 2012 ]lkaf[;dh ] Jh fouksn iqLrd eafnj ]
vkxjk

 NRrhlx<+ jkT; ‘kSf{kd vuqla/kku ,oa izf’k{k.k ifj’kn~
] j;iqj

 mPp izkFkfed ‘kkykvksa esa lfdz; jgdj lh[kus gsrq
,izksp isij  ] i”̀B la- & 3]10&15]19&36-
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“REVOLUTION THE TEACHING-LEARNING PROCESS IN
PRIMARY SCHOOL OF NETRANG TALUKA”

* Dr. Rashmikant A. Patel

Preface
In recent time the world is progressing continuously.
Many factors are responsible for this progress. The
most important factor is “Education”. When we
define education in philosophical way. Education
develops Human talents. Education itself lightens the
human being.
In modern age education became main factors for
social important and awareness of our society. The
society, the country and the world can progress only
witch the education.
When the progress of every culture of the world
depend upon the Education, the quality base
education is necessary but it is possible when we
know the weak side of education, then improvise
those weak sides and makes highly quality base
education. For that the improvement should not be
done at primary level but quality improvement should
be done to the teachers who are the base of
education. For that at the level of Primary school
education is must the quality base and scientific
education is important.
For the improvement of education at the level of
primary school, the research has done this research
to get information at the area in Primary School.
Problem of the Research
The research has done on the subject as below :
“Revolution the Teaching-Learning Process in
primary school of Netrang Taluka”
Aims of the Research :
The aims of the research is as below :
To get information about Teaching-Learning process
in primary school of netrang Taluka.

Question of Research
The research has done based on below questions
Which type of Teaching Learning work is done in
primary school of netrang Taluka.
Research Method
The Researches used “Survey Method” for indicating
real condition and got the responses the students.
Population and Specimen
According to Shah and Pande…
“Population means the all members of any perfect
defined class people, incidents or things”
In this research’s population, the researcher included
ten primary school of netrang taluka.
Research Tool
In this research, researcher used “Opinionnaire” and
“Interview-Schedule” as tool to collect data about
teaching learning process in primary school of netrang
taluka.
Data analysis
The information which has been got form varied
becomes meaningful when they are analyzing with
the help of statistically techniques. Researcher used
percentage techniques for the analyzing of
information getting from “Opinionnaire” and the
information getting from interview Schedule were
analyzing through quantitative techniques.
Findings of Research
The finding which were got after statically analysis
for educational problems of Teacher-Training institute
are as below.
The main finding which were shown on
“opinionnaire” are as below.
1. During the teaching time most of the teaching is

* Assi. Proff., Jai Jalaram Talimi Snatak Mahavidhyalay, Thava
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give through lecture methods.
2. The teacher give more importance to complete

the curriculum.
3. The teacher did not use audio-visual aids during

their teaching.
4. The teacher did not used reference literature

according to subject only.
5. The evaluating status is free so their quality status

is law.
6. The less importance is given the subject.
7. There isn’t continuous and overall evolution

during the year.
8. Education is not given with varied methods.
9. The less knowledge is given about the

technological field.
Educational Review
The research has done with the limited but definite
amis has some limitation even though the finding which
has got that should the educational review which are
wide and important. The discussion of some
important reviews are as below.

1. If there is more use of audio-visual aids in
teaching work then the education Skill become
live.

2. More importance is given to the guidance of
reference literature of curriculum unit.

3. There should be develop the continous and
overall evolution in education.

4. More importance is given to the future field of
education and guidance of co-corricular activities
and internal evolution.

5. There should be necessary to give pratical
knowledge of technological field during teaching
period.

6. There should be necessary to improve evolution
method keep the quality of education.

Conclusion
After realizing the condition of teacher

education colleges and getting instruction by doing
this research is helpful to give quality based education
in the field of teachers education.
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THE EFFECT OF SPECIAL EXERCISE ON BUTT, BELLY AND THIGH
ON OBESE WOMEN WITH BODY COMPOSITION

* Kajal H. Vyas

Human body is an imaging machine and it’s a great creation of god. There is saying Healthy mind dwells in
healthy body. To make life healthy and happy is very easy but just for temporary taste man becomes his
own enemy. Height, Weight, shape, position all these play an important role in developing body’s physique.
The purpose of this study was to see effects of special exercises of Butt, Belly and Thigh the Body
Composition on obese women of Gandhinagar city.Women’s of Gandhinagar district was taken for this
study 40 women’s was selected. The age group was between 31-40 years.  In this study, the Body
Composition of Analysis was taken into consideration. Machine is use Tanita Company. In this study
special exercise of Butt, Belly and Thigh was taken. For this study program of exercise was 12 weeks.  40
women of Gandhinagar city was selected randomly there were a two groups Control and Experimental
group. Group A was given special excises of Butt, Belly and Thigh. From the Statistical Analysis it is seen
that there is significant the effect of exercise training is shown in experimental group in body composition
variables like weight. Body mass index, Basal Metabolic rate, and Impedance fat % fat mass and total
body water.
Key words: - Body composition, obese women

Introduction
The benefits of regular exercise on psychological
health have been clearly documented. Patients with
anxiety and depression do better if exercise training
is combined with other treatments. More
importantly, the vast majority of individuals who take
up regular exercise report an improved sense of
general well being and an enhanced self-image.
Problems of overweight and obesity are caused by
chronic imbalance between energy intake and actual
energy needs of the body. In many developing
countries, with increasing urbanization, mechanization
of jobs and transportation, availability of processed
and fast foods, and dependence on television for
leisure, people are fast adopting less physically active
lifestyles and consuming more “energy-dense,
nutrient- poor” diets. Women take time to lose
weight. Women are naturally fatter than men. Even
though as new born baby the age of 18 girls have

20-25% body fat while boys have 15-18% by
adulthood or middle age both sexes have 35-40%
fat but for women it is far easier to gain weight than
men. A woman is design to carry extra weigh as
during pregnancy. She is able cater to the additional
supplies to the additional supplies of nutrition to her
baby. A small framed woman may need only 1000
calories large framed 1600 calories Men usually tend
to store fat around their bellies where as women
stores fat on their hips and thighs. Men have apple
shaped body with a large waist to hip ratio women
usually have a pearl shaped with fat abdomen and
more in lower body.
METHOD
40 women of Gandhinagar city was selected
randomly .There were a two groups Control and
Experimental group. Group A was given special
excises of Butt, Belly and Thigh. Following
physiological aspects was selected for this study

* Research Scholar, Kadi Sarva Vishvvidhyalay, Gandhinagar
** Asso. Prof., Sadara Mahadev Desai Vidhyapith, Sadara

* Dr. Jagdish I. Goti
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NO GROUP 
  

 PRE  
TEST  

POST  
TEST  

MEAN  
DIFFERENCE  

“ T”  
ratio 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 64.2 60.47 3.72 5.9* 

2 CONTROL 65.86 66.13 0.27 1.89 

 

1) Age
2) Height (cm)
3) Weight (kg)
4) Body Mass index
5) Fat (%)
6) Fat Mass
7) Total Body water
RESULT AND FINDING
In this research work Body composition tested by
Tanita body composition analyzer machine The
information of aspects like Age, Height, Body
Weight, Body Mass Index, BMR, Impedance  Fat
%, Fat Mass, Total Body Water, of the subjects
was checked by their test. To check the mean
differences of the experimental group and control
group, “t” test was taken in consideration. For this
research work data was collected as pre test and
post test. Data was collected before training and
after 12 weeks training.  Statistical Analysis was done
from collected data.

TABLE 1
The difference of the mean of Gandhinagar

city women’s experimental group and control
group in the performance of weight table

* significant level at 0.05 (2.086)
From table of weight it seems that experimental group
mean is 64.2 of pre test and after giving training post
test mean is 60.47 and control group pre test mean
is 65.86 and post test mean is 66.13 .Mean
difference of two group is experimental 3.72  and
control group is 0.27 and “t” ratio of experimental
group is 5.9 and control group is 1.89. This is
significant at level 0.05 level Therefore it can be said
that there is significant experimental group and not
significant control group’s weight.

GRAPH 1
The Difference of the significance of the Mean of
Gandhinagar women’s experimental and control

group in the performance of weight graph

TABLE-2
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Gandhinagar women’s experimental
and control group in the performance of Body

Mass Index table
NO GROUP 

  
 PRE  
TEST  

POST  
TEST  

MEAN  
DIFFERENCE  

“ T”  
ratio 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 28.35 26.26 2.085 5.95* 
2 CONTROL 26.71 26.84 0.12 1.88 
 * significant level at 0.05 (2.086)

From table of B.M.I it seems that experimental group
mean is 28.35 of pre test and after giving training
post test mean is 26.26 and control group pre test
mean is 26.71 and post test mean is 26.84 .Mean
difference of two group is experimental 2.085  and
control group is 0.12 and “t” ratio of experimental
group is 5.95 and control group is 1.88. This is
significant at level 0.05 level Therefore it can be said
that there is significant experimental group and not
significant control group’s B.M.I
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GRAPH 2
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Gandhinagar women’s experimental
and control group in the performance of

B.M.I graph

TABLE-3
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Gandhinagar women’s experimental
and control group in the performance of

B.M.R table
NO GROUP 

  
 PRE  
TEST  

POST  
TEST  

MEAN  
DIFFERENCE  

“ T”  
ratio 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 1397.75 1359.85 37.9 4.67* 
2 CONTROL 1411.15 1421.4 10.25 1.62 
 

* significant level at 0.05 (2.086)
From table of B.M.R it seems that experimental
group mean is 1397.75 of pre test and after giving
training post test mean is 1359.85 and control group
pre test mean is 1411.15 and post test mean is 1421.4
.Mean difference of two group is experimental 37.9
and control group is 10.25 and “t” ratio of
experimental group is 4.67 and control group is 1.62.
This is significant at level 0.05 level. Therefore it can
be said that there is significant experimental group
and not significant control group’s B.M.R

GRAPH 3
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Gandhinagar women’s experimental
and control group in the performance of

B.M.R graph

TABLE-4
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Gandhinagar women’s experimental
and control group in the performance of

Impedance table
NO GROUP 

  
 PRE  
TEST  

POST  
TEST  

MEAN  
DIFFERENCE  

“ T”  
ratio 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 590.3 574.8 15.5 3.31* 
2 CONTROL 570.85 562.65 8.2 0.035 
 

* significant level at 0.05 (2.086)
From table of Impedance it seems that experimental
group mean is 590.3 of pre test and after giving
training post test mean is 574.8 and control group
pre test mean is 570.85 and post test mean is 562.65
.Mean difference of two group is experimental 15.5
and control group is 8.2 and “t” ratio of experimental
group is 3.31 and control group is 0.035. This is
significant at level 0.05 level. Therefore it can be
said that there is significant experimental group and
not significant control group’s Impedance
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TABLE-5
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Gandhinagar women’s experimental
and control group in the performance of Fat

%table
NO GROUP 

  
 PRE  
TEST  

POST  
TEST  

MEAN  
DIFFERENCE  

“ T”  
ratio 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 33.65 30.49 3.16 4.49* 
2 CONTROL 34.78 34.46 0.32 0.539 
 * significant level at 0.05 (2.086)

From table of fat% it seems that experimental group
mean is 33.65 of pre test and after giving training
post test mean is 30.49 and control group pre test
mean is 34.78 and post test mean is 34.46.Mean
difference of two group is experimental 3.16  and
control group is 0.32 and “t” ratio of experimental
group is 4.49 and control group is 0.539. This is
significant at level 0.05 level. Therefore it can be
said that there is significant experimental group and
not significant control group’s Fat %

GRAPH 5
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Gandhinagar women’s experimental
and control group in the performance of

Fat% graph

TABLE-6
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Gandhinagar women’s experimental
and control group in the performance of Fat

Mass table
NO GROUP 

  
 PRE  
TEST  

POST  
TEST  

MEAN  
DIFFERENCE  

“ T”  
ratio 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 22.35 19.39 2.95 4.13* 
2 CONTROL 22.99 23.27 0.27 0.964 
 * significant level at 0.05 (2.086)

From table of Fat Mass it seems that experimental
group mean is 22.35 of pre test and after giving
training post test mean is 19.39 and control group
pre test mean is 22.99 and post test mean is
23.27.Mean difference of two group is experimental
2.95  and control group is 0.27 and “t” ratio of
experimental group is 4.13 and control group is
0.964. This is significant at level 0.05 level. Therefore
it can be said that there is significant experimental
group and not significant control group’s Fat Mass
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GRAPH 6
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Gandhinagar women’s experimental
and control group in the performance of Fat

Mass graph

TABLE-7
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Gandhinagar women’s experimental
and control group in the performance of Total

Body Water table
NO GROUP 

  
 PRE  
TEST  

POST  
TEST  

MEAN  
DIFFERENCE  

“ T”  
ratio 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 32.62 36.65 4.02 2.21* 
2 CONTROL 31.36 31.64 0.27 1.68 
 * significant level at 0.05 (2.086)

From table of T.B.W it seems that experimental
group mean is 32.62 of pre test and after giving
training post test mean is 36.65 and control group
pre test mean is 31.36 and post test mean is
31.64.Mean difference of two group is experimental
4.02  and control group is 0.27 and “t” ratio of
experimental group is 2.21 and control group is 1.68.
This is significant at level 0.05 level. Therefore it can
be said that there is significant experimental group
and not significant control group’s T.B.W

GRAPH -7
The Difference of the significance of the

Mean of Gandhinagar women’s experimental
and control group in the performance of

T.B.W graph

Effect of exercise significant difference between
experimental group and control group in body
composition and anthropometric measurement was
accepted. From the Statistical Analysis it is seen that
there is significant the effect of exercise training is
shown in experimental group in body composition
variables like weight. Body mass index, Basal
Metabolic rate, Impedance fat % fat mass, and Total
body water in such variable like belly, butt and thigh
is also significant.
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PROMOTING GENDER EQUALITY THROUGH SPORT
* Bindu H. Goswami

In an attempt to promote racial equality policies in national sports organizations, the Racial Equality Charter
for Sport was introduced . This article reports on progress in achieving the associated Standard in different
sports and different levels of sport.The article also adopts a critical sociological approach to the structures
of sport to examine the limitations on the success of those interventions to conclude that more than
organizational change is required—cultures need to change to become more inclusive.
Key word :- Equality, Gender

Introduction
Gender differences between men and women do
not necessarily simply inequity.
Additionally, both men and women may experience
adverse effects as a result of restrictivegender roles.
However, globally, women are particularly
disadvantaged by genderconstructs which prevent
them from fully realizing their rights, accessing
resources,By playing together, girls and womencan
develop social networks and benefit from increases
in self-esteemand sense of self-worth.Right To
PlayBy participating in sports, girls developnew
talents and help to  break down gender
stereotypes,and harnessing opportunities.
Consequently, this chapter is focused on the
empowermentof girls and women. Empowerment
in this sense refers to the process through
whichwomen gain the confidence, strength, and in
some contexts the information and skills,needed to
make strategic choices to improve their lives.
Globally, evidence of gender inequity includes the
widespread preference of sons overdaughters,
limited education and work opportunities for girls
and women, and high levelsof physical and sexual
violence against girls and women. Furthermore,
gender norms are not fixed — they evolve overtime,
vary substantially from place to place, and are subject
to change. To achievedevelopment objectives, they
must include specific efforts to transform inequitable

genderstructures so that girls and women, as well as
boys and men, can benefit equitably. Thisfact was
underscored in the 1980s when development
terminology moved away from “women in
development” and adopted the term “gender and
development,”with the aim of investigating gender
sensitive strategies that include men and women.
The principle of sport as a human right,which has
the potential to improve physical and mental health
and help overcome trauma. Allsections of the
recommendations refer to the importance of
measures to include women,girls and other
marginalised groups in sports initiatives. However,
apart from acknowledgingthe need to eliminate
stereotyping, there is still little recognition of the
gendered nature ofsport in most countries of the
world. Sport can contribute tremendously to
internationaldevelopment and cooperation work for
the benefit of women, men, girls and
boys,irrespective of the developing degree of a
region. Despite this broadly shared conviction,there
is still a lack of substantiated evidence to support
this purported potential of sport andits specific
impact on gender relationships
The “women in sport” (WIS) movement emerged
in the 1990s and didprimarily target developing
countries, though some international associations
advocatedfemale sports many decades ago.2
Initially, the WIS movement mainly concentrated on
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sportrelatedtopics and had a rather elitist European
and North American character (Saavedra,2005a).
The World Conferences on Women and Sport led
to major progress in the field offeminine sports
around the world. Brighton, UK was the beginning
in 1994 (“Declaration”)with the establishment of an
International Working Group on Women and Sport
(IWG). Twoconferences in Windhoek, Namibia in
1998 (“Call for Action”) and Montreal, Canada in
2002(“Tool-kit”) followed and the fourth will be held
in Kumamoto, Japan in May 2006.4 Gender equity,
sport and development: The WID and WIS
movements have influencedone another defining the
field of gender, sport and development. Even though
more andmore conferences on this “triad” are taking
place in developing countries or in the “North”with
Third World participation, people from the grassroots
level, especially women, are rarelyactively involved.
Representatives of developing countries are often
still members of a socialelite, which enables them to
travel, receive education, publish books etc.
Therefore, localvoices from the “South” have to be
sought out and empowered to play an active role in
thisdebate.
In recent years, there has been a notable move in
the discourse from requesting “genderin sport”, to
pushing “sport for gender equity”. This paradigm
change goes beyond”including women” in existing
projects. This shift defines gender equity as an
objective insport for development initiatives, rather
than simply promoting the participation of women
andgirls (Sancar/Sever, 2005). This means that
special needs of a specific target group(adolescent
girls, young mothers, orphans, married women, etc.)
have to be understoodwithin a cultural context and
must be taken into account. Timeschedules had to
be adjusted to  accommodate domest ic
responsibilities in the girls’ lives,mobility had to be
assured, and strategies had to be implemented to
overcome other socialconstraints (Brady/Khan,
2002).
Experience has shown that programmes
implemented with resistance from the community are
less likely to continue activities once the programme
comes to an end. The programmes that have used

available input, knowledge and resources from the
community tend to be more effective in maintaining
longer-term impact of the initiative.
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lJlXQ8 TF,LD SFI"S|D wJFZF B[,F0LVMGL h05 VG[ A/5Z YTL V;ZMGM VeIF;

* Surendra G. Chavada

VF VeIF;GM C[T] lJlXQ8 TF,LD SFI"S|D wJFZF B[,F0LVMGL h05 VG[ A/ 5Z YTL V;ZMGM VeIF; lJX[ CTMP VF
VeIF; DF8[ U]HZFT lJnF5L9 VDNFJFN ;\RFl,T DCFN[J N[;F. XFZLZLS XL1F6 DCFlJnF,I ;FNZFGF ALP5LP.P ;+v!
GF JM,LAM, ZDTGF !5 TF,LDFYL"VM H[DGL pDZ !( YL Z! JQF"GL JIH}YGF lJnFYL"VMG[ lJQFI5F+M TZLS[ 5;\N
SZJFDF VFjIF CTF T[D6[ lJlXQ8 TF,LD SFI"S|D wJFZF !5 lJnFYL"VMG[ Ks&f V9JF0LIF ;]WL ;[g0 ZGLU CFY 5Z RF,J]4
BEF 5Z JHG VG[ C0"<; Hd5 H[JL RFZ lJlXQ8 S;ZTMGL TF,LD V9JF0LIFGF +6 lNJ; V[D K s&f V9JF0LIF ;]WL
VF5JFDF\ VFJL CTLP VF VeIF; DF8[ ZMH;"GL A/ DF5G S;M8LGL 8[:8 A[8ZLGM p5IMU SZJFDF\ VFjIM CTMP h05 VG[
A/G] DF5G SZJF DF8[ 5}J" S;M8L VG[ V\TLD S;M8L wJFZF VF\S0F V[Sl+T SZJFDF\ VFjIF CTFP 5|F%T VF\S0FVMGF V[S\NZ
;DI h05 A/ s5}J" S;M8L f #(P(Z + ZP5) ;[Sg0 V\TLD S;M8L $_P5# + ZP*_ ;[Sg0 CFYG[ A/ 5UG]\ A/ VG[
5L9G] A/DF ;FY"S ;]WFZM HF6TM CTM VFGF 5ZYL ;LN]W YFI  S[ K s&f V9JF0LIFGF lJlXQ8 TF,LD SFI"S|D wJFZF
lJQFI5F+MGF CFY VG[ BEFGF :GFI]VMG] A/ VG[ ;CGXlST HD6F CFYGL 5S0XlST 5U A/ N[BFJDF VG[ 5L9A/
N[BFJDF lJlXQ8 TF,LD SFI"S|DGL ;FY"S V;Z HMJF D/L CTLP

5|:TFJGFo
VFH[ XFZLZLS XL1F6 VG[ ZDT 5|J'lT SFI"S|DGF ;O/ ;\RF,G
DF8[ lJ7FGGL DCtJGL E]DLSFG[ :JLSFZJFG] XFZLZLS
lX1F6SFZM4 ZFCAZM TF,LDAFHM TYF OL8G[XGF .g:8=S8ZM
DF8[ 5C[,F SZTF 56 JWFZ[ DCtJG] AgI] K[P K[<,F #_
JQF"DF XFZLZLS ;HHTF DF8[GL C[<Y S,AMGL ;\bIFDF 36M
H JWFZM YIM K[P 5ZL6FD[ B[,S}N TYF ZDTMGL 8LDG[ ;FZL
ZLT[ TF,LD VF5JFGL TYF XFZLZLS ;HHTFGM ;FZL ZLT[
lJSF; SZJF DF8[GF J{7FGLS ;FCLtI V\U[GL DFCLTL p5,aW
AGL K[P
B[,F0LG[ prR VF\S 5|F%T SZJF DF8[ RMSS; 5|SFZGL TF,LDGL
H~Z 50[ K[P B[,F0LVM VYFU 5|ItGM wJFZF RMSS; VF\S
5|F%T SZL V8SL GYLP H[YL T[ CTFXF VG]EJTM CMI K[P VF
;DI[ SM. ;FZF ZFCAZ wJFZF RMSS; 5|SFZGL TF,LDL
SFI"S|DGF VFIMHGYL T[ 5MTFGF wI[I S[ ,1I ;]WL 5CM\RL
XSTM CMI K[P VFD4 TF,LD V[ XFZLZLS XL1F6GF 1F[+DF\
56 B}A H p5IMUL K[P
ZDT TF,LD BF; SZLG[ jIlSTG[ :5WF" wJFZF pEF YTF T6FJ
;FD[ 8SSZ hL,JF DF8[ K[P ZDTGL AFATDF B[,F0LVMGL
TF,LD D[R wJFZF ZDJFGL T{IFZLGF EFU~5[ K[P VG[ VFBL

8LD V[S I]lG8GL H[D H ;\\S/FI[,L CMI K[P H[YL SZLG[
JWFZ[DF JWFZ[ N[BFJ D[/JL XS[ T[ DF8[ ;FZ] SF{X<I VG[
lO8G[X 5|F%T SZ[ T[ C[T] 56 CMI K[P H[YL SZL 5[|1FSM T[GF
TZOL VFSQFL" XS[ VG[ 8[SM D[/JL XS[P
JT"DFG ;DIDF B[,F0LG[ TF,LDGL VFW]GLS 5wWTLVMYL
T{IFZ SZJFDF VFJ[ K[P TF,LD 5wWTLVMGL GJL GJL 8[SGLS
VG[ GJF GJF p5SZ6M lJS;LT Y. ZCIF K[P 36L GJL
GJL 5|IMUXF/F Vl:TtJDF VFJL ZCL K[P T[YL H NZ[S
B[,F0LVMGF SF{X<IM4 8[SGLS VG[ XFZLZLS 1FDTFGF lJSF;
5Z JW] wIFG VF5L XSFI K[P VFH SFZ6YL B[,F0LVMDF
NZ[S 5|SFZGL SFI"S]X/TFGF lJSF;DF h05 VG[ A/GF
lJSF;DF\ 56 DCtJ VF5JFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P
VeIF;GM C[T]o
VF VeIF;GM C[T] clJlXQ8 TF,LD SFI"S|D wJFZF B[,F0LVMGL
h05 VG[ A/ 5Z YTL V;ZGM VeIF;c SZJFGM CTMP
lJQFI5F+MGL 5;\NUL o
;\XMWS[ U]HZFT lJnF5L9 VDNFJFN ;\RF,LT DCFN[J N[;F.
XFZLZLS XL1F6 DCFlJnF,I ;FNZFGF ALP5LP.PDF\ VeIF;
SZTF JM,LAM, ZDTGF !5 TF,LDFYL"VMG[ IFNlrKS ZLT[
lJQFI5F+M TZLS[ 5;\N SZJFDF VFjIF CTFP

** Rushik H. Akbari
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DF5GGF WMZ6Mo

S=D R,FIDFG S;M8L DF5G 
! h05 & ;[Sg0DF SF5[, V\TZ DL8Z 
Z CFY VG[ BEFGF :GFI]VMG] 

A/ VG[ ;CGXlST 
p\RS sZMHZGL A/ S;M8Lf ;\bIF 

# HD6F VG[ 0FAF CFYG] 
5S0 A/ 

ZMHZGL A/S;M8L C[g0 
0FIG[DMDL8Z 

SL,MU|FD 

$ 5UG] A/ ZMHZGL A/S;M8L C[g0 
0FIG[DMDL8Z 

SL,MU|FD 

5 5L9G] A/ ZMHZGL A/S;M8L C[g0 
0FIG[DMDL8Z 

SL,MU|FD 

 
VF\S0FSLI 5|lS|IFo

lJlXQ8 TF,LD SFI"S=D wJFZF h05 VG[ A/ 5Z
YTL V;ZM RSF;JF  DF8[  ‘t’ Z[lXIM ,FU] 5F0JFDF VFjIM
CTM VG[ ;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[ GSSL SZJFDF VFjI]
CT]\P

;FZ6Lv!
lJQFI5F+MV[ & ;[Sg0DF\ SF5[, V\TZ S;M8LDF SZ[,

N[BFJGM DwIS4
DwIS TOFJT VG[ ‘t’  5|DF6

S;M8L l5|g8[:8  
DwIS 

5M:8 
 8[:8  
DwIS 

DwIS  
TOFJT 

't'  
5|DF6 

& ;[Sg0DF 
SF5[, V\TZ 

38.83 40.53 1.71 7.12* 

 ;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[  ‘t’ 0.05 (14)=2.145
;FZ6L ! 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[ & ;[Sg0DF SF5[, V\TZ
S;M8LDF 5|FIMlUS H]YGF l5|g8[:8GM DwIS #(P(Z VG[ 5M:8
8[:8GM DwIS $_P5# HMJF D/[, CTMP DwIS TOFJT !P*!
HMJF D/[, CTMP HIFZ[  ‘t’ Z[XLIM *P!Z HMJF D/[, CTMP

;FZ6LvZ
lJQFI5F+MV[  p\RS S;M8LDF SZ[, N[BFJGM DwIS4

DwIS TOFJT VG[ ‘t’  5|DF6
S;M8L l5|g8[:8  

DwIS 
5M:8 
 8[:8  
DwIS 

DwIS  
TOFJT 

't'  
5|DF6 

p\RS s5], 
V%;f 

4.47 5.67 1.2 2.90* 

 
;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[  ‘t’ 0.05 (14)=2.145

;FZ6L Z 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[  pRS S;M8LDF 5|FIMlUS
H]YGF l5|g8[:8GM DwIS $P$* VG[ 5M:8 8[:8GM DwIS 5P&*
HMJF D/[, CTMP DwIS TOFJT !PZ HMJF D/[, CTMP HIFZ[
‘t’ Z[XLIM ZP)_ HMJF D/[, CTMP

;FZ6Lv#
lJQFI5F+MV[  HD6F CFYG]\ 5S0 A/ S;M8LDF SZ[,

N[BFJGM DwIS4
DwIS TOFJT VG[ ‘t’  5|DF6

S;M8L l5|g8[:8  
DwIS 

5M:8  
8[:8  

DwIS 

DwIS 
TOFJT 

't' 5|DF6 

HD6F 
CFYGL 

5S0 A/ 

36.1 37.89 1.79 6.19* 

 
;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[  ‘t’ 0.05 (14)=2.145
;FZ6L v# 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[  HD6F CFYGF 5S0 A/
S;M8LDF 5|FIMlUS H]YGF l5|g8[:8GM DwIS #*P() VG[ 5M:8
8[:8GM DwIS #*P() HMJF D/[, CTMP DwIS TOFJT !P*)
HMJF D/[, CTMP HIFZ[  ‘t’ Z[XLIM &P!) HMJF D/[, CTMP

;FZ6Lv$
lJQFI5F+MV[  0FAF CFYGF 5S0 A/ S;M8LDF SZ[,

N[BFJGM DwIS4
DwIS TOFJT VG[ ‘t’  5|DF6

S;M8L l5|g8[:8  
DwIS 

5M:8  
8[:8  

DwIS 

DwIS  
TOFJT 

't'  
5|DF6 

0FAF CFYGL 
5S0 A/ 

36.49 37.94 1.45 9.35* 

 
;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[  ‘t’ 0.05 (14)=2.145
;FZ6Lv$ 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[  0FAF CFYGF 5S0 A/
S;M8LDF 5|FIMlUS H]YGF l5|g8[:8GM DwIS #&P$) VG[ 5M:8
8[:8GM DwIS #*P)$ HMJF D/[, CTMP DwIS TOFJT !P$5
HMJF D/[, CTMP HIFZ[  ‘t’ Z[XLIM )P#5 HMJF D/[, CTMP

;FZ6Lv5
lJQFI5F+MV[  5U A/  S;M8LDF SZ[, N[BFJGM DwIS4

DwIS TOFJT VG[ ‘t’  5|DF6
S;M8L l5|g8[:8  

DwIS 
5M:8  
8[:8 

 DwIS 

DwIS  
TOFJT 

't'  
5|DF6 

5UA/ 105.17 111.75 6.58 4.99* 
 
;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[  ‘t’ 0.05 (14)=2.145

;FZ6L v5 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[  5U A/ S;M8LDF 5|FIMlUS
H]YGF l5|g8[:8GM DwIS !_5P!* VG[ 5M:8 8[:8GM DwIS
!!!P*5 HMJF D/[, CTMP DwIS TOFJT &P5( HMJF D/
[, CTMP HIFZ[  ‘t’ Z[XLIM $P)) HMJF D/[, CTMP
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;FZ6Lv&
lJQFI5F+MV[  5L9A/ S;M8LDF SZ[, N[BFJGM DwIS4

DwIS TOFJT VG[ ‘t’  5|DF6
S;M8L l5|g8[:8  

DwIS 
5M:8  
8[:8  

DwIS 

DwIS  
TOFJT 

't'  
5|DF6 

5L9A/  90.65 96.8 6.15 6.07* 
 

;FY"STFG]\ WMZ6 _P_5 S1FFV[  ‘t' 0.05 (14)=2.145
;FZ6Lv& 5ZYL DF,]D 50[ K[ S[  5L9 A/ S;M8LDF 5|FIMlUS
H]YGF l5|g8[:8GM DwIS )_P&5 VG[ 5M:8 8[:8GM DwIS
)&P( HMJF D/[, CTMP DwIS TOFJT &P!5 HMJF D/[,
CTMP HIFZ[  ‘t' Z[XLIM &P_* HMJF D/[, CTMP
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HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN SPORT
* Dr. Reshma Baloch

Sport organizations throughout the world and their Managers are mainly concerned with several issues
related to their operations. Management of human resources takes a centre stage for mainly reasons. The
quality management depends on quality human resource engaged in the production of goods and services
of human beings assembled and associated for the collective efforts and goals.

The production and consumption occur at interface•
of clients and employees. Most of the sports
organizations produce services. The management of
human resources is a critical concern of Sports
Managers. A clear cut understanding of the dynamics
of human resources and their management is
necessary to be an effective manager. The efficient
people implement the organizational policies and
procedures and help the organization achieve it’s
goals. Sport and physical education organizations
are largely concerned with production of the best
services to consumers in community/society.
Human Resource Management practices are job
design, staffing, leadership, performance evaluation,
reward systems and organizational justice. The types
of human resources are S’dltinteers, paid,
nominated, elected, appointed, professionals and
clients/consumers. Human Resource Management
practices should result in sound satisfaction of all
involved and in their commitment to the organization
as well as it’s enhancement. A clear cut understanding
of the dynamics of human resources and their
management is necessary to be an effective manager.
The efficient people implement the organizational
policies and procedures and help the organization
achieve its goals. Sport and physical education
organizations are largely concerned with production
of the best services to consumers itt community/
society.
Human Resource Management practices are job
design, staffing, leadership, performance evaluation,

reward systems and organizational justice. The types
of human resources are volunteers, paid, nominated,
elected, appointed, professionals and clients/
consumers. Human Resource Management practices
should result in sound satisfaction of all involved and
in their commitment to the organization as well as its
enhancement.
Commitment
Satisfaction of our human resources is an important
outcome variable, in case of sport and physical
activity or game organization. Organizational
commitment is equally important outcome variable.
To “commit” or commitment refers to “the act of
pledging or engaging oneself to something or
somebody. The fact is that unless members of an
organization are, committed to the organization and
it’s goals and processes, they are not likely to
wholeheartedly partiipate in organizational activities
and to discharge their duties to the best of their
abilities. Organizational commitment is a partisan
affective attachment to the goals and values of an
organization. The emphasis here is on the goals and
values of the organization and the individual’s role in
relation to those goals and values Buchanan (1974).
It can be categorized by at least three factors (a) a
strong belief in and acceptance of the organization’s
goals and values. (b) a willingness to exert
considerable effort on behalf of the organization and
(c) a strong desire to maintain membership in the
organization.
Bases of Commitment
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There are three distinct components in terms of the
organizational commitment; affective commitment,
continuance commitment,  and normative
commitment
(Mayer ad AlIen, 1997). O’Railly and Chatman
(1986) defined Affective commitment, the degree
to which. an individual is psychologically attached
to an employing organiztions through feelings such
as loyalty, affection, warmth, belongingness,
fondness, happiness, pleasure and so on. The
supervisor’s leadership and the social and task
relations within the workgroup facilitate this
emotional attachment.
Continuance commitment Backer’s (1960) refers to
one’s attachment to an employing organization based
on the degree to which an individual experiences.
Some authors call it the calculative commitment
(Mathieu and Zajac (1990).
The third component of organizational commitment,
normative commitment is the degree to which an
individual is psychologically attached through its
intemalization of its goals, values and missions. This
differs from affective commitment because it reflects
a sense of duty, an obligation or calling to work in
an organization, but not necessarily emotional
attachment. It differs from continuance commitment.
E.g. A worker may identii’ with the organizational
goals and take it as a duty or obligation to work in
that organization and facilitate the achievement of
those goals.
Organizational commitment is a collection of
commitments such as: Management, Supervisor(s),
work unit, co-workers unit, owners and clients!
consumers. This type of commitment is called as
systematically integrated services from all levels of
employees, right from basements to top (Co-
workers clients to owners/management including
Supervisor! Executives.
Occupat ional commitment  can be to the
organization, leadership, workgroup, co-workers or
organizational goals etc. Occupational commitment
refers W a person’s belief in an acceptance of the
values of his/her chosen occupation or line of work
and to a willingness to maintain membership in that
occupation (Vandernberg and Scarpello, 1994). A

sense of loyalty to their profession characterizes -
professionals the loyalty - differs and changes from
person to person in an organization. Hence,
occupational commitment and organizational
commitment conceivably can be contradictory to
each other. Managers can facilitate the development
of organizational commitment through organizational
practices that support to members, create a sense
of fairness among members, enhance members’
competence and foster feelings of personal
importance among members. Organizational
commitment is related to all members’ commitment
in works closely associate with organizational goals.
The relationship between organizational commitment
and different commitments of members is stronger.
Managers need to be concerned with developing
organizational commitment among their members
.Job satisfaction is an immediate reaction to the job
experiences and is variable as the job situation
changes. Organizational commitment is a global
attitude that takes time to develop and is stable
overtime. Although job involvement contributes to
higher and quality performance, the ideal worker is
one who has a high level of both job involvement
and organizational commitment. The least desirable
worker is one who has a low level of both attributes.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION-A SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
* Dr. Reshma Baloch

The centralized national curriculum in Physical Education prescribing the content and learning activities has
not been effective because of the vast differences in the overall situation of the schools. Various factors
such as the number of students in a class, attitudes of school administrators towards Physical Education,
facilities, equipment, finance and other problems are related to this issue. The most general process for
curriculum planning begins with the statement of aims and objectives, second comes the selection of content
to achieve objectives, the next step is organization of content and finally the evaluation to determine how
successful the curriculum has been in achieving these objectives. The curriculum plan is then matched with
the context, and if the resources are not available, the required resources are provided and included to
cater the specific needs. In India limited resources only available and lack of commitment also there. it is
important to analyse the situation in the initial stage before proper and realistic curriculum is planned. The
concept of a centralized and common system needs to be reviewed keeping in the mind the entire draw
backs. Suggestions have been made to develop a flexible curriculum by giving freedom to the teachers to
select and adapt particular components that would match the situation and needs of their schools, and
therefore it may be more relevant for teachers and thereby it caters to the needs of the student community.
Accordingly four important aspects are identified as effective focus points for action:

Sports and Education
The positive impact of Physical Education and sports
on child education has always been an integral
component of quality education. Sports helps to
promote gender equality, Girls are given
opportunities to be leaders, which motivate them to
improve their confidence and self-esteem, and to
interact with their peers outside the home and beyond
family networks. Through such activities, they will
have an easy access to linkages and occasions to
be more engaged in schools and community life.
Another group student with disabilities can also learn
skillfully and adopt themselves to any situations by
learning Physical Education. They are also a target
beneficiary of our country. If they are given proper
attention and coaching no doubt sports can shape
up them thereby it i’ taken care that they are not
neglected in the society.
Sports and Health
According to the 2002 World Health Report,

unhealthy diet and physical inactivity are among the
leading causes of major non-communicable diseases.
Sports and physical activity are crucial for life-long
healthy living, and good habits start early. The
important role of Physical Education is demonstrated
by the fact that children who exercise are more likely
to stay physically active as adults”. It may be signed
with bC for the development of health
Sports and Peace
Our Nation strongly believes that sports can be a
vehicle to  promote peace,  tolerance and
understanding by bringing people together to
participate in physical activities on neutral ground.
The inclusive nature of sports crosses ethnic, cultural
and religious boundaries, making it a powerful tool
to increase peaceful collaboration. India conducts
the 2010 Common Wealth Games at New Delhi.
And 201 1 world cup cricket also conduct joint with
the neighbor countries.
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Sports and Development
Despite the perception that sports is not a viable
economical sector, the potential of sports to generate
jobs and wealth should not be discounted, especially
if a strategy is developed to optimize this potential
and supported by a national Sports for All policy.
The Nations believes that securing government
leadership is essential to ensure that Physical
Education and sports are incorporated into the
national development and international cooperation
policies and agendas.
Points to be considered for the Development of the
Physical Education and Sports
This situational analysis brings to focus the basic
necessary inputs for a healthy curriculum planning,
which ensures an effective are of Physical Education
and Sports in schools. The important of Physical
education and Sports to students as well as physically
challenged are brought out in various criterions
thereby creating awareness about the vital role of
Physical education and Sports.
 Physical Education and sports should be given

recognized as an integral part of quality education
and should be a national priority.

 It should be mandatory for every school to
provide all students with at least 120 minutes of
curriculum Physical Education and sports time
each week, and in the longer terms, 180 minutes
or more.

 To establish a 10-year strategy to enhance
quality Physical Education and sports,
comprising two 5-year medium-term plans.

 National strategies should be implemented by
sports fitness scholars and professionals,
ministerial officials charged with responsibility for
Physical Education and sports, as well as
network and professional associations at local,
national and international levels.

 The scope of the national strategy should include
pre-school, primary and secondary school
Physical Education and sports programmes.
including in-school and out-of-school
programmes, professional preparation
programmes, and Physical Education and sports
career paths for young people.

 The contribution of Physical Education and
sports towards achieving the goal, especially
those addressing poverty, primary education,
gender equality and health care, should be an
important item on the national strategy.

 Professional preparation of Physical Education
and sports teachers should be an important topic
of the national strategy. The focus should place
greater emphasis on the body of knowledge of
the discipline, school-based professional
preparation and inclusion issues, e.g., gender,
disability and ethnicity

 Acquiring qualitative data on Physical Education
lessons and sports in schools;

 Identifiing appropriate knowledge, skills and
attitudes students should gain from Physical
Education and sports;

 Evaluating the impact of these programmes and
lessons;

 Communicating with students, parents, educators
and personnel;

 Formulating a rationale for increasing Physical
Education and sports budgets;

 Planning for a centralized but flexible curriculum
to meet different school requirements;

 Formulating the concept, goal, objective and
content of a national curriculum in Physical
Education and sports;

 Identifying how the Physical Education
curriculum can promote and impart knowledge,
skills and attitudes about peace;

 Incorporating a fitness component into the
Physical Education curriculum that meets the
needs of students in an exciting, relevant,
interesting and educationally sound manner;

 Ensuring gender equality in all matters of the
Physical Education curriculum; and Ensuring
equality in all matters of the Physical Education
curriculum for marginalized children and children
who are less skilled in sport games.
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LEADERSHIP IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
* Dr. Reshma Baloch

Sports play an important role in the society. All sports activities are supervised by Physical Educators in all
educational institutions. As a physical Educationist we are actively involved in sports & games and we
perform wide range of activities such as teaching, coaching/training, administration, organisation and research.
Sports Management Skills differ from individual to individual. Leadership plays key role in these activities.
Some Physical Educators are good at teaching and some others are good in organisation and so on. As
Physical Educationist, we not only prepare students for competition, but also to develop leadership qualities,
character building and sportsmanship among them.

Many researchers have done extensive work on
leadership in the past. A lot of research activity on
the key areas such as the qualities and qualification
of a leader, types of leaders and other influencing
factors were carried out both on theory as well as
practical. For the growth and development of any
profession it needs visionary leaders. The real leader
will inspire the people and become role model for
others.
In the past, we had good number of visionary leaders
in Physical Education. In general, majority of Physical
Educators are good leaders, but there are few
exceptions. This few exceptions will further produce
a number of exceptineople in turn, which will lead to
number of ethical problems. This paper attempts to
throw light on those ethical issues. Al Gove wrote”
Perhaps, but inconvenient truths do not go away just
because they are not seen. Indeed, when they are
not responded in their significance doesn’t diminish
it grow”. One of the meanings for the word ETHICS
is “system of moral codes” and other definition of
ethics is given as “principles of morality that flows in
one’s life”.
BE SPORTIVE is a famous quotation used
commonly by all professional people. As a Physical
Educationist, we are actively involved in sports and
games. But whether we all are sportive is the question
to be answered by us. For example, if we (most of

us) are drawing the fixtures for the tournament, we
put weaker teams in our pool. Is this a sportsman
spirit?
A few ethical issues are highlighted hereunder
a. Teaching
 Teaching the entire syllabus within the stipulated

time
 Sincerity in setting the question paper
 Honesty in evaluating the answer script
 How second valuation are done in certain

institution
 Retired people are to be avoided in examination

duties
b. Administration
Management of various events such as
 Staff selection on the basis of merit. Good

sportsman should get appointment
 Selection of players on basis of sports

performance
 Purchase of Sports Goods
 DA & TA related issues
 Lobbing of players from one institution to -

another
c. Organisation
I. Tournaments
 Planning & execution of sports events
 Impartiality in drawing of fixtures
 Best possible grounds are to be prepared
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 Players eligibility checking process is to be
followed Strictly

 Misuse of officials to win matches is to be
avoided.

 In seminar I conference we have to give
adequate time for technical session and more
weightage for interaction is to be given

 Session arrangement, programme schedule are
to be circulated well in advance

 The seminar / conference brochure should be
professionally prepared

 Norms followed in selecting the Chairperson /
Resource person for sessions should be clear

 Accept only quality papers
d. Research
 Quality research works are to be encouraged
 Sincerity in guiding and evaluation of thesis
 Exploitation of the research scholars
 First author, co-author guidelines are to be strictly

followed
 Forcing scholar to give gifts to the examiners
 Research in Yoga by physical educators are to

streamlined
E. Coaching / training
 Few people coach only the winning team, which

is not correct
 Doping related issues
 This paper suggests to include a paper on ethics

and leadership in all UG and PG Physical
Education curriculum.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF SOUTH GUJARAT URBAN AND RU-
RAL SECONDARY SCHOOLS STUDENTS’ ANTHROPOMETRY,

MENTAL HEALTH AND IQ

* Dr. Ankur D. Chaudhari

INTRODUCTION:
Human being is an invaluable creation in this universe.
It stands distinct in all living beings on the earth,
human is the most vulnerable, however, with the age
it grows the strongest. As a result, it can tame the
wildest of the animal like huge elephant, lion or even
a python.
The question is how come the weakest at the time
of birth becomes the strongest with the time? What
are the factors responsible for it? Is it that the human
gets more powerful that the elephant, lion or the
python? The answer is ‘no’. Then, what is it that
makes him the most powerful? The experience
answers that it is the mental ability, power of the
soul and senses.
Physical measures are the oldest method in
measuring the body. It started since beginning of the
documented history. There were changes in the
definitions of ideal measures with the time. For
example human being with warrior abilities, wrestlers,
firm and broad chest and with broad shoulders is
called perfect man. However, as thetime progressed
people with attractive features and later even slim
people entered the groups of ideal human beings.
In 17th century, the word physical measure was
coined by a German doctor called ALES
HOLTEJHE. Which describes measures of various
limbs of the body? It consists of various measures.
It also includes methods of measuring different body
limbs. Each inquiring depicts different sets of physical
measures.
UNESCO and WHO have launched a worldwide
campaign for mental health. It is necessary that all

human being on the earth have primary knowledge
mental health. We all strive for happiness throughout
life however we hardly get it. The reason is, we
haven’t understood true meaning of happiness. Most
of the people believe that we should have good
physic, a lot of money and healthy relationship for
being happyfor which they work very hard. You may
have come across example where in spite of having
all three, people are unhappy. If not, recall younger
brother of Promod Mahajan had good body, a lot
of money, many friends, fans, can you believe that it
is the happiness? Similarly, if you study the mentality
ofthe king of boxing Mike Taisana, footballer
JinedanJidan’s you will realize.
To gain mental health is the biggest achievement. It
is impossible to sustain mental health without sound
physical health. Therefore, we should attempt to get
mental health along with physical one. There is no
meaning of any achievement without good mental
health. Mental health is needed to sustain the
achievement.
The speed of learning of all living being depends on
its intellect. People with high intellect can learn faster.
There is a correlation between intellect and speed
of learning. A teacher must teach depending upon
the intellect of the learners.
The tests to measure basic intellect of the children
are called intelligence tests. These tests help measure
their mental abilities. It is possible to know mental
age of a child and the IQ helps identify children with
extraordinary, average or below normal mental
abilities. The intelligence tests help in predicting basic
abilities of the children.
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Intelligence tests donot measure the intellect directly.
But it provides sufficient help to estimate the same.
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of the study was to compare
anthropometry, Mental Health and IQ of secondary
school students of south Gujarat urban and rural area,
thus 2160 boys student were randomly selected
below the age of 15 years. From the city schools
1077 boys and from rural schools 1083 boys were
randomly selected. In the anthropometric variables
data was collected by conducting test. Where as to
collect  the data related to mental health
Questionnaire prepared by Dr. D.J.Bhatt and Geeda
was used and to examine the IQ Questionnaire
prepared by Desai Verbal-Nonverbal Questionnaire
was used.
DISCUSSION OF FINDING:
 For the analysis of data ‘F’ ratio test was used
at 0.05 level of significance.
The mean scores of weight of the four urban groups
were found, Narmada city ‘A’ 36.54, Surat city ‘B’
42.80, Tapi city ‘C’ 37.59, Valsad city ‘D’ 39.16
and of four Rural group, Narmada Rural ‘E’ 35.61,
Surat rural ‘F’ 36.31, Tapi rural ‘G’ 37.08 and
Valsad rural ‘H’ 38.80. The obtained ‘F’ ratio of
eight groups was 19.736, which was significant 0.05.
Thus, a significant difference was found between four
urban andfour rural groups.
The mean scores of height of the four urban groups
were found, Narmada city ‘A’ 149.60, Surat city
‘B’ 157.47, Tapi city ‘C’ 150.54, Valsad city ‘D’
151.54 and of four Rural group, Narmada rural ‘E’
152.10, Surat rural ‘F’ 152.27, Tapi rural ‘G’ 152.77
and Valsad rural ‘H’ 152.34. The obtained ‘F’ ratio
of eight groups was 21.338, which was significant
0.05. Thus, a significant difference was found
between four urban and four rural groups.
The mean scores of hand length of the four urban
groups were found, Narmada city ‘A’ 65.72, Surat
city ‘B’ 68.80,Tapi city ‘C’ 65.80, Valsad city ‘D’
66.58 and of four Rural group, Narmada rural ‘E’
66.94, Surat rural ‘F’ 67.05, Tapi rural ‘G’ 66.56
and Valsad rural ‘H’ 66.96. The obtained ‘F’ ratio
of eight groups was 11.632, which was significant
0.05. Thus, a significant difference was found

between four urban and four rural groups.
The mean scores of Pam length of the four urban
groups were found, Narmada city ‘A’ 16.39, Surat
city ‘B’ 17.34, Tapi city ‘C’ 16.20, Valsad city ‘D’
17.02 and of four Rural group, Narmada Rural ‘E’
16.81, Surat rural ‘F’ 16.85, Tapi rural ‘G’ 16.69
and Valsad rural ‘H’ 17.21. The obtained ‘F’ ratio
of eight groups was 15.528, which was significant
0.05. Thus, a significant difference was found
between four urban and four rural groups.
The mean scores of leg length of the four urban
groups were found, Narmada city ‘A’ 82.05,Surat
city ‘B’ 86.06,Tapi city ‘C’ 82.93,Valsad city ‘D’
82.28 and of four Rural group, Narmada Rural ‘E’
83.07,Surat rural ‘F’ 80.73,Tapi rural ‘G’ 83.12 and
Valsad rural ‘H’ 82.06. The obtained ‘F’ ratio of
eight groups was 19.133, which was significant 0.05.
Thus, a significant difference was found between four
urban and four rural groups.
The mean scores of foot length ofthe four urban
groups were found, Narmada city ‘A’ 22.26,Surat
city ‘B’ 23.19,Tapi city ‘C’ 22.44,Valsad city ‘D’
22.43 and of four Rural group, Narmada Rural ‘E’
22.57,Surat rural ‘F’ 23.03,Tapi rural ‘G’ 22.48 and
Valsad rural ‘H’ 22.58. The obtained ‘F’ ratio of
eight groups was 10.696, which was significant 0.05.
Thus, a significant difference was found between four
urban and four rural groups.
The mean scores of Length of horizontally Stretched
Arms of the four urban groups were found, Narmada
city ‘A’ 152.77,Surat city ‘B’ 160.50,Tapi city ‘C’
153.06,Valsad city ‘D’ 154.47 and of four Rural
group, Narmada Rural ‘E’ 155.67,Surat rural ‘F’
153.22,Tapi rural ‘G’ 155.42 and Valsad rural ‘H’
155.54. The obtained ‘F’ratio of eight groups was
20.336, which was significant 0.05. Thus, a
significant difference was found between four urban
and four rural groups.
The mean scores of Mental health ofthe four urban
groups were found, Narmada city ‘A’ 23.03,Surat
city ‘B’ 27.89,Tapi city ‘C’ 23.53,Valsad city ‘D’
26.96 and of four Rural group, Narmada Rural ‘E’
22.53,Surat rural ‘F’ 24.88,Tapi rural ‘G’ 21.87 and
Valsad rural ‘H’ 23.25. The obtained ‘F’ ratio of
eight groups was 53.755, which was significant 0.05.
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Thus, a significant difference was found between four
urban and four rural groups.
The mean scores of IQ ofthe four urban groups were
found, Narmada city ‘A’ 19.60,Surat city ‘B’
33.40,Tapi city ‘C’ 28.91,Valsad city ‘D’ 33.70 and
of four Rural group, Narmada Rural ‘E’ 25.91,Surat
rural ‘F’ 27.44,Tapi rural ‘G’ 28.39 and Valsad rural
‘H’ 30.90. The obtained ‘F’ ratio of eight groups
was 69.106, which was significant 0.05. Thus, a
significant difference was found between four urban
and four rural groups.
FINDINGS:
 In the present study, the mean scores of weight

of Surat city was higher compared to others cities
among urban group as well as Valsad rural was
higher compared to others rural among rural
group.

 In the present study, the mean scores of Height
of Surat city was higher compared to others cities
among urban group as well as Tapi rural was
higher compared to others rural among rural
group.

 In the present study, the mean scores of Hand
length of Surat city was higher compared to
others cities among Urban group as well as Surat
rural was higher compared to others rural among
rural group.

 In the present study, the mean scores of Pam
length of Surat city was higher compared to
others cities among Urban group as well as
Valsad rural was higher compared to others rural
among rural group.

 In the present study, the mean scores of leg
length of Surat city was higher compared to
others cities among Urban group as well as Tapi
rural was higher compared to others rural among
rural group.

 In the present study, the mean scores of foot
length of Surat city was higher compared to
others cities among Urban group as well as Surat
rural was higher compared to others rural among
rural group.

 In the present study, the mean scores of Length
of horizontally Stretched Armsof Surat city was
higher compared to others cities among Urban

group as well as Narmada rural was higher
compared to others rural among rural group.

 In the present study, the mean scores of Mental
Health of Surat city was higher compared to
others cities among urban group as well as Surat
rural was higher compared to others rural among
rural group.

 In the present study, the mean scores of IQ of
Valsad city was higher compared to others
cities among urban group as well as Valsad
rural was higher compared to others rural
among rural group.
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* Jitendrasina D. Rathod

Minor games is defined as that the games rules are modified for the convenient of the players and necessity
of the needed skills. These games promote learning and growth for every child who participates and as far
as Physical fitness is concern it is the ability to carry out daily tasks with alertness and vigor, without undue
fatigue, and with enough energy reserve to meet emergencies or to enjoy leisure time. This study attempted
to determine the effects of minor games on physical fitness of school students. One hundred and four
school children belonging to the age range of 13-15 years were randomly selected from Rural area Higher
Secondary School At.Mansa Dist. Gandhinager, States. Gujarat, India. Subjects were randomly divided
in two equal groups namely Group-A and Group-B; group-A, the experimental group consisted of 29
boys and 23 girls underwent the minor game programme and group-B, the control group held 29 boys and
23 girls treated as neutral group not underwent any training. The physical fitness was measured for both
group as pre and post test with the administration of AAHPERD youth fitness test. After assessment of pre
test minor games programme was conducted for experimental group (Group A) after every school session
for a period of one hour for 5 days per week for 8 week. The statistical technique Analysis of Covariance
(ANCOVA) was used to assess the effect of minor game training programme on the physical fitness
variables. The results suggest beneficial effects on cardio- respiratory endurance, Explosive power, Muscular
strength &endurance, agility and speed after twelve weeks of minor games programme. The study was
supported by the findings of Flynn 2006 and Thomas 2004a who suggested that minor games and other
recreational games were the important aspects for the development of physical fitness at school level.
Minor games activity interventions do not cause harm and are associated with positive effects on physical
fitness, such activities should continue and be encouraged by local public health unit staff to local schools
and school boards.
Keywords: Minor Games, Physical Fitness, Cardio- respiratory Endurance, Muscular Strength,
Muscular Endurance, Agility, Explosive Power and Speed.
INTRODUCTION
Physical education is a formal area of educational
activity in which the main concern is with bodily
movements that take place in an educational
establishment (Williams 1964). Physical Education
in schools concerns the involvement of children in
fitness activities, sports, health and drug education,
gymnastics and some aspects of dance. All are
designed to encourage a healthier, more enjoyable
lifestyle. Such involvement is particularly important
at present with the extent of obesity and other illness,
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EFFECT OF SELECTED MINOR GAMES ON PHYSICAL FITNESS
AMONG  RURAL AREA SCHOOL STUDENTS

many of which reflect a lack of exercise and healthy
living.
Physical education is a planned program of motor
activities that help the individual to develop and
control their body. Keeping in view regarding the
school children fitness investigator attempted to
determine the effect of selected minor games on
physical fitness of school going children. Minor
games is defined as that the games rules are modified
for the convenient of the players and necessity of
the needed skills. These games promote learning and
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growth for every child who participates. The games
have been revised and tested in order to ensure that
each game is easy to follow and contributes to the
holistic development of the child. As far as Physical
fitness is concern it is the ability to carry out daily
tasks with alertness and vigor, without undue fatigue,
and with enough energy reserve to meet emergencies
or to enjoy leisure time.
The physical effects mainly take into account the
impact of AAHPERD Youth Fitness Test on the
students. The measurement objective is to assess
fitness through test items measuring muscular strength
and endurance, cardio respiratory endurance, agility,
and speed. The AAHPER youth fitness test was
developed in America in 1958 to test physical fitness.
These include motor, organic and physique measure.
Motor fitness variables include: Pull-Ups (flex arm
hang), SitUps, Shuttle-Run, Standing Broad Jump,
50-yard Dash, 600- yard Run-Walk.
Keeping the view all the aspects the researcher
attempted to investigates the effect of minor games
on physical fitness among school children.
Materials and Methods:
One hundred and four school children belonging to
the age range of 13-15 years were randomly selected
from Rural area Higher Secondary School At.Mansa
Dist. Gandhinager, States. Gujarat, India. Among
them 55.77% (N=58) was boys and 44.23%
(N=46) was girls. The mean age of the participants
was 13.04 years with a range of 13 to 15 years and
a standard deviation of 1.57 years. Subjects were
randomly divided in two equal groups namely Group-
A and Group-B; group-A, the experimental group
consisted of 29 boys and 23 girls underwent the
minor game programme and group B, the control
group held 29 boys and 23 girls treated as neutral
group not underwent any training.
Considering the primary purpose of the present study
and appropriateness of physical fitness to be
assessed in relation to the school children the
following variable were selected: Agility, Abdominal
Strength, Cardio Respiratory Endurance, Arm
power, Leg power and Speed.
The Revised AAHPERD Youth Fitness Test (1976)
having six test batteries designed to measure physical

fitness for boys and girls. This test was selected to
evaluate specific aspects of physical status which,
taken together, give an overall picture of fitness. Tests
can be given in the gymnasium or outdoors. They
are as follows: (1) pull-up (flexed-arm hang for
girls)—for judging arm and shoulder muscular
strength/ endurance; (2) Bent Knee sit-ups—for
judging efficiency of abdominal and hip flexor
muscles strength/endurance; (3) shuttle run—for
judging speed and change of direction(agility); (4)
standing broad jump—for judging explosive power
of leg; (5) 600-yard run-walk (with optional run-
walk of one mile or 9 minutes for ages 10-12, or
one and a half miles or 12 minutes for ages 13 and
older)—for judging cardio-respiratory endurance
and;(6) 50 yards dash-for judging speed.
For the measurement of physical fitness as pre test
subjects were randomly divided in two equal groups
namely Group-A and Group-B; group-A, the
experimental group consisted of 29 boys and 23
girls underwent the minor game programme as
experimental treatment and group-B, the control
group held 29 boys and 23 girls treated as neutral
group not underwent any training. The prescribed
programme schedule was applied to the experimental
group by the research scholar with the help of other
physical education teachers who strictly followed the
instructions of the research scholar. Subsequently
the control group spent their time doing their daily
routine. The experimental group subjects performed
in the minor game programme after school session.
The programme was implemented on the
experimental group for 8 weeks after every school
session for a period of one hour for 5 days per week.
After the competition of 8 weeks minor games
programme post test was conducted to know the
significance difference.
Statistical Analysis:
The statistical technique Analysis of Covariance
(ANCOVA) was used to assess the effect of minor
game training programme on the physical fitness
variables. Further the level of significance was set at
.05 level.
Results:
In order to determine the effect of minor games on
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physical fitness among school children the descriptive
statistics is expressed in total sample, which has been
presented below:

Table 1
 ANCOVA table for the post-test data on

600m Run/Walk
Source  Sum of  

Squares 
df Mean  

Square 
F Significant 

(P-value)  
Pre-600m R/W  48.466 1 48.466 778.930 .000 

Group  .850  1 .850  13.655  .000 
Error  6.285  101 .062   

Corrected Total 55.075 103    
 significant, F (1, 103) = 3.94, p <. 05
An examination of Table 1 indicates that effects of 8
weeks minor game programme on 600m Run/Walk
levels of experimental students obtained a value of
F- ratio = 13.655 is significant. Since p-value for
the F statistic is. 000 which is less than 0.05, it is
significant.

Table 2
ANCOVA table for the post-test data on

Standing Board Jump
Source  Sum of  

Squares 
df Mean  

Square 
F Significant 

(P-value)  
Pre-Standing  
Board Jump  

2.546  1 2.546  2173.257 .000 

Group  .066  1 .066  56.222 .000 
Error  .118 101 .001   

Corrected Total 2.734  103    
 significant, F (1, 103) = 3.94, p <. 05
An examination of Table 2 indicates that effects of 8
weeks minor game programme on standing broad
jump levels of experimental students obtained a value
of F- ratio = 56.222 significant. Since p-value for
the F statistic is. 000 which is less than 0.05, it is
significant.

Table 3
 ANCOVA table for the post-test data on Pull

Ups
Source  Sum of  

Squares 
df Mean  

Square 
F Significant 

(P-value)  
Pre- Pull-Ups 324.875  1 324.875 832.917 .000 

Group  6.068  1 6.068  15.556  .000 
Error  39.394  101 .390    

Corrected Total 411.385  103    
 

significant, F (1, 103) = 3.94, p <. 05
An examination of Table 3 indicates that effects of
8 weeks minor game programme on pull ups
levels of experimental students obtained a value of
F- ratio = 15.556 is significant. Since p-value for
the F statistic is. 000 which is less than 0.05, it is
significant.

Table 4
ANCOVA table for the post-test data on Sit

Ups
Source  Sum of  

Squares  
df Mean 

 Square 
F Significant 

(P-value)  
Pre- Sit Ups 4635.529 1 4635.529 2766.735 .000 

Group  69.471  1 69.471 41.464  .000 
Error  169.221  101 1.675    

Corrected Total 4874.221 103    
 
significant, F (1, 103) = 3.94, p <. 05
An examination of Table 4 indicates that effects of 8
weeks minor game programme on sit ups levels of
experimental students obtained a value of F- ratio =
41.464 is significant. Since p-value for the F statistic
is. 000 which is less than 0.05, it is significant.

Table 5
ANCOVA table for the post-test data on

Shuttle Run
Source  Sum of 

 Squares 
df Mean  

Square 
F Significant 

(P-value)  
Pre-  

Shuttle-Run 
167.154  1 167.154 196.909 .000 

Group  1.532  1 1.532  1.805  .182 
Error  85.738  101 .849    

Corrected Total 253.055 103    
 significant F (1, 103) = 3.94, p < .05
An examination of Table 5 indicates the effect of 8
weeks minor game programme on Shuttle Runs
levels of experimental students and which obtained
a value of Fratio =1.805 which is not significant.
Since p-value for the F statistic is. 182 which is higher
than 0.05, it is not significant.
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Table 7
ANCOVA table for the post-test data on 50m

Dash

Source  Sum of  
Squares 

df Mean  
Square 

F Significant 
(P-value)  

Pre- 50m Dash 194.674  1 194.674 6522.033 .000 
Group  .299 1 .299 10.003  .002 
Error  3.015 101 .030   

Corrected Total 197.775  103    
  significant F (1, 103) = 3.94, p < .05
An examination of Table 4.20 indicates that effects
of 8 weeks minor game programme on 50 m dash
levels of experimental students obtained a value of
F- ratio = 10.003 is significant. Since p-value for
the F statistic is .002 which is less than 0.05, it is
significant.
Discussion:
The statistical findings show that physical fitness
variables selected for this study were significant from
every aspect. The discussions regarding this are given
below:
(a) Cardio - respiratory endurance component
: The result showed that there was significant
improvement in cardio - respiratory endurance
after 8 weeks of training period.
(b) Explosive power component : The results of
the study also reveal that, there was significant
improvement in the minor game group in
performance of standing broad jump.
(c) Muscular strength and endurance
components : The findings indicate that, minor game
programme group showed significant
improvement in Muscular endurance components.
Muscular endurance components consist o f
pull ups and sit ups. Pull ups/flexed arm hang gives
shoulder strength and Sit ups give abdominal
strength and endurance.
(d)  Agility Components : The results of the study
did not show significant improvement in the agility
(which involves Shuttle run) of the experimental
group. The change in shuttle runs component that
was seen in the minor game group compared to the
control group is P = 0.182 which is <0.05 is
not identical to results.

(e) Speed components : Speed component is
complex in nature, as it is a composition of reaction
ability, movement speed, acceleration ability and
loco motor ability.
Conclusions:
Minor games activity interventions do not cause
harm and are associated with positive effects on
physical fitness, such activities should continue and
be encouraged by local public health unit staff to
local schools and school boards.
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Introduction
Sport science is a discipline that studies the
application of scientific principles and techniques with
the aim of improving sporting performance. Human
movement (kinesiology) is a related scientific
discipline that studies human movement in all contexts
including that of sport.
The study of sport science traditionally incorporates
areas of physiology, psychology, motor control and
biomechanics but also includes other topics such as
nutrition and diet, sports technology, anthropometry,
kinanthropometry, and performance analysis.
Sport scientists and performance consultants are
growing in demand and employment numbers, with
the ever-increasing focus within the sporting world
on achieving the best results possible. Through the
study of science and sport, researchers have
developed a greater understanding on how the human
body reacts to exercise, training, different
environments and many other stimuli.
Sport science can traced its origins to ancient
Greece. The noted ancient Greek physician Galen
(131–201) wrote 87 detailed essays about
improving health (proper nutrition), aerobic fitness,
and strengthening muscles. Assyrian Hunayn ibn
Ishaq translated Galen’s work, along with that of
Hippocrates, into Arabic which lead to the spread
of Greek physiology throughout the Middle East and
Europe. Between 776 BC to 393 AD, the ancient
Greek physicians planned the training regimens and
diets of the Olympic competitors, which developed
many principles still used today.
New ideas upon the working and functioning of the
human body emerged during the renaissance as
anatomists and physicians challenged the previously

A STUDY OF SPORT SCIENCE
known theories.  These spread with the
implementation of the printed word, the result of
Gutenberg’s printing press in the 15th century. Allied
with this was a large increase in academia in general,
universities were forming all around the world.
Importantly these new scholars went beyond the
simplistic notions of the early Greek physicians, and
shed light upon the complexities of the circulatory,
and digestive systems. Furthermore by the middle
of the 19th century early medical schools (such as
the Harvard Medical School, formed 1782) began
appearing in the United States, whose graduates
went on to assume positions of importance in
academia and allied medical research.
Medical journal publications in the United States
increased tremendously during this period. In
conjunction the developments in America were also
continuing across Europe. In 1898, three articles on
physical activity appeared in the first volume of the
American Journal of Physiology. Other articles and
reviews subsequently appeared in prestigious
journals. The German applied physiology publication,
Internationale Zeitschrift  fur Physiologie
einschliesslich Arbeitphysiologie (1929–1940; now
known as the European Journal of Applied
Physiology and Occupational Physiology), became
a Occupational Physiology), became a significant
journal in the field of research.
From this period to the modern day, a number of
key figures have moulded the field into what it is
today. Below is a selection of just a few of these:
· Austin Flint, Jr., (1836–1915) One of the first
American pioneer physicians, studied physiological
responses to exercise in his influential medical
textbooks.   Edward Hitchcock, Jr., (1828–1911)
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Amherst College Professor of hygiene and physical
education, devoted his academic career to the
scientific study of physical exercise, training and the
body. Coauthored 1860 text on exercise physiology.
· George Wells Fitz, M.D. (1860–1934) Created
the first departmental major in Anatomy, Physiology,
and Physical Training at Harvard University in 1891.
· August Krogh (1874–1949) Won the 1920 Nobel
prize in physiology for discovering the mechanism
that controlled capillary blood flow in resting or
active muscle.
· Per-Olof Astrand (1922–) Professor at the
Department of physiology, Karolinska Institute,
Stockholm. Wrote seminal paper which evaluated
the physical working capacity of men and women
aged 4–33 years.
Study of Sports Science
Higher-education degrees in sports science or
human physiology are also becoming increasingly
popular with many universities now offering both
undergraduate and postgraduate degrees in the
discipline. Opportunities for graduates in these fields
employment as a physical education teacher, dietician
or nutritionist, performance analyst, sports coach,
sports therapist, fitness center manager, sports
administrator, strength and conditioning specialist or
retail manager of a sports store. Graduates may also
be well positioned to undertake further training to
become an accredited physiotherapist, exercise
physiologist or clinical exercise consultant.
There are many noted institutions in the United
Kingdom which run courses in sport and exercise
sciences. Some of the more well known are St
Mary’s University College, Twickenham Durham,
Leeds, Loughborough, Exeter, Bath, Bangor,
Birmingham, Edinburgh, Liverpool John Moores,
University of Portsmouth.
Within the United States, The University of Southern
Mississippi in Hattiesburg, Mississippi offers degrees
in Sports and High Performance Materials and
Jackson State University in Jackson, Mississippi
offers a Master of Science degree in “Sport Science”
with two concentrations in either Sport Management
or Strength and Conditioning. In 2010, East
Tennessee State University became the first university

in the US to offer a PhD in Sport Physiology
Summary
Sports Science aims to facilitate and enhance
communication across all sub-disciplines of the sport
sciences. The emphasis of the journal is on the human
sciences, broadly defined, applied to sport and
exercise. Manuscripts dealing with original
investigations of exercise, validation of technological
innovations in sport or comprehensive reviews of
topics relevant to the scientific study of sport will be
considered for publication.
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Health and physical management is a metabolic efficiency. Sickness is metabolic inefficiency. Nobody is
totally healthy or totally sick. Each of us is a unique combination of health and sickness. And each of us has
a unique combination of abilities, both emotional and physical. As we grow up, we learn that we are loved
for our abilities but hated for our disabilities. This happens at home, at play, at school, and at work.
Sometimes, this even happens with our doctors, especially if our disabilities mystify them or remind them of
their own diabilities. So we try to hide our disabilities from people and from ourselves. This charade
undermines our relationships and our self-esteem. We learn to fear society and hate our selves self hatred
is the most debilitating sickness. It interferes with our ability to seek and accept help. And everybody
needs help. How do we free ourselves from self-hatred ? first, we reclaim our disabilities whether society
accepts them or not. this means that we learn to take care of ourselves. Possibilities of medical in tervenation
have trived over the last decades our knowledge about mechanisms of the development of diseases and
factors influencing it has increased. Effective treatment requires a holistic approach that takes into
consideration aspects at first sight not related to a course of a specific disorder this book contains a few
chapters focusing management .the chapters are arranged in an order reflecting multidimensionality of
issues constituting this theoretical and practical area started from the studies focusing on a general,
administrative, level to considerations related to situations of individuals suffering from a specific illness.
The discussed problems concerns different age groups- Children, adults, and the elderly. We hope that
readers professionally engaged in health care both theoretically and clinically will find it interesting, useful
and inspiring.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL MANAGEMENT

What is health?
The English word health comes from the old English
word hale, meaning “wholeness, a being whole sound
or well” hale comes from the proto-indo European
root kailo, meaning  “whole uninjured of good omen
“ kailo comes from the proto-Germanic root
khalbas, meaning “something divided “ medilexicon’s
medical dictionary has three definitions for health ,
the first being “ the state of the organism when it
functions optionally without evidence of diseases or
abnormality
Defination of health
The most famous modern definition of health was
created during preamble of constitution of the world
health organization as adopted by the international
health conference, New York, 19-22th june  1946.

signed on 22nd july 1946 by the representatives of
61 states (official record of the world health
organization no-2, page 100) and  entered into force
on 7th april 1948. “health is a state of  complete
physical, mental and social well being and not merely
the absence of disease  or infirmity”
the definition has not been amended since 1948
during the Ottawa charter for health promotion in
1986 , the WHO said that health is “a Resources
for everyday life, not the objective of living health is
a positive concept emphasizing social and personal
resources, as well as physical capabilities”
Two aspects to health:-
Most people accept that health can be divided into
two broad aspects physical and mental health.
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Physical health:-
For humans, physical health means a good body
health, which is healthy because of regular physical
activity (exercise), good nutrition, and adequate rest.
As a country’s or regions people. Experience
improved nutrition, health care standards of living
and quality of life their height and weight generally
increase in fact most people, when asked for a
definition of health talk about physical health physical
health relates to anything concerning our bodies as
physical entities physical health has been the basis
for active living campaigns and the many nutritions
drives that have swept the industrialized world.
People are exposed to so much.
Exposed to so much “Physical health “ data these
days that it is hard to decide what is relevant and
what is not another term fro physical health is
physical well being. Physical wellbeing is defined as
something a person can achieve by developing all
health – related componens of his / her lifestyle.
Fitness reflects a person’s cardio respiratory
enducrance,  muscular composition other
contributors to physical well being may include
proper nutrition, body weight management ,
abstaining form drug abuse, avoiding alcohol abuse
responsible sexual behaviour (sexual health) hygiene,
and getting the right amount of sleep.
Mental health : Mental helath refers to peoples
cognitive and emotional well –being. A person who
enjoys good mental health does not have a mental
disorder. According to WHO, mental health is “a
state of well – being in which the individual realizes
his or her own abilities, can cope with the normal
stresses of life can work productively and fruitfully,
and is able to make a contribution to his or her
community’ no matter how many definitions people
try to come up with regarding mental health, its
assessment is still a subjective one.
Determinants of health : The health of individual
people and their communities are affected by a wide
range of  contributory factors. People’s good or bad
.Health is situations – what is happening and what
has happened to them, says WHO. WHO says that
the following factors probably have a bigger impact
on our health than access sand use of health care

services :
* Where we live
* Our income
* Our education level
* Our relationship with friends and family
Health Management System :
The health management system ( AMS)is an
evoluntionary medicine regulative process proposed
by Nicholas Humphrey in which acturial assessment
of fitness and economic – type cost – benefit analysis
determines the body’s regulation of its physiology
and health. This incorporation of cost – benefit
calculations into body regulations provides a science
grounded approach to mind – body phenomena
such as placebos that are otherwise not explainable
by low level, non economic and purely feed back
based homeostatic or allostatic theories.
Many medical symptoms such as inflammation, fever,
pain, sickness, behavior, or morning sickness have
an evolutionary medicine function of enabling the
body to protect, hea or restore itself from injury,
infection or other physiological ‘ disruption
The deployment of self treatments have costs as well
as benefits with the result that evolution has selected
management process in the brain such that self –
treatments are used only when they provide an
overall cost benefit advantage. The brain controls
physiological process through top down regulation.
External treatments and the availability of support is
factored into the health management system’s cost
benefit assessment as to whether to deploy or not
an evolved self – treatment
Placebos are explained as the result of false
information about the availability of external
treatment and support that mislead the health
management system into not deploying evolved self
– treatments. This results in the place bo suppression
of medical symptoms.
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vaOievakrNa Anao ga` Mqaalaya vyavasaaya taqaa vyavasaaiyakao

pa`staavanaa :
AaJo AapaNao saaO 21maI sadImaaM AagaLa vaQaI r(a CIAo tyaaro ivaevamaaM
ivaivaQa xao~aaomaaM Jo kM[ pairvata-naao AavaI r(a Co taonaao saaO Ao svaIkar
krvaao J r(ao. AaJnaa samaaJnao ̀ maaihtaI samaaJ’ tarIko AaoLaKaavaI
Sakaya. maaihtaI iva&aana, maaihtaI ToknaaolaaoP, vaOievak gaama
³Global Village´ Aa baQaa Sabdao gaiBa-ta rItao maaihtaI
AaQaairta samaaJ saaqao saMkLaayaolaa Co.
kao[paNa doSanaao saamaaiJk Anao Aaiqa-k ivakasa tyaaMnaa SaaLaa kxaaqaI
saMSaaoQana kxaa sauQaI AapavaamaaM Aavataa iSaxaNa Anao taonaI gauNava<aa
par AaQaairta Co. AaJnaa ]cca iSaxaNamaaM vaQaaro sauxmataa, saMSaaoQana
Anao gauNava<aanaI ivaSaoYa J#r Co tyaaro ]cca iSaxaNamaaM vyavasaaiyak
saJJtaa maaTo ]Baa qataaM pa`enaao partvao AaoCuM Qyaana Aapao, hvao
paalavao taoma naqaI. ]cca iSaxaNamaaM AQyayana, AQyaapana Anao saMSaaoQanamaaM
maaihtaI ToknaaolaaoPnaa ]payaaoga Wara ]ccakxaanaa pairNaamaao maoLavaI
Sakaya Co. zDpaI maaihtaI ivasfaoTnaa yaugamaaM maaihtaInaa Aok~aIkrNa,
vyavaisqakrNa, saMgah̀, pauna:pa`aipta, pa`saarnaa ]payaaogamaaM maanavaIya
s~aaota taOyaar krvaanaI JvaabadarI tamaama ivaeva ivaValayaaonaa gàMqaalaya
Anao maaihtaI iva&aananaa ivaBaagaaonaI Co. maaihtaInaa ]payaaogaktaa-
AaonaI badlaayaolaI ApaoxaaAao saMtaaoYavaa maaTo gaM̀qaalaya vyavasaaiyakaoAo
maaihtaI ToknaaolaaoPqaI iSaixata taomaJ taalaImabaW qavauM J#rI banyauM
Co. Aa idSaamaaM yau.P.saI.Ao AByaasaÌmaaomaaM kmpyauTr haD-vaor,
saaofTvaor, malTImaIiDyaa, vaoba paoJ DIza[na, Aaonalaa[na maaihtaI,
pauna:pa`aipta paWitaAao, pa`tyaayana naoTvak-, [nTrnaoT, [–mao[la
vagaoronaao samaavaoSa krI ivaVaqaI-Aao maaihtaI ToknaaolaaoPnaa ivaivaQa
paasaaAaonauM &aana Anao taalaIma maoLavaI paaotaanaI yaaogyataa koLavaI maaihtaI
saMcaalananaI pa`iÌyaamaaM JaoDa[ Sako Co.
va OievakrNa Anao ga` Mqaalaya :
AaJnaa maanavaInao ivasfaoT yaugamaaM Pvana PvavaanauM mauSkola banyau Co
Anao &aananaa saMdBa-maaM taao pac̀aMD ivasfaoTyauga pàvatao- Co. Aa ivasfaoTyauga
Aavavaanaa koTlaak karNaao paNa Qyaanaaqa- banao Co. Collaa koTlaak
vaYa- drimayaana iva&aananaa xao~ao AiWtaIya pa`gaita qa[ rhI Co. bao bao
ivaevayauW, riSayaanaI raJyaÌaMita, ivaevamaaM iSaxaNanaao vyaapa,

pàtyaayananaa maaQyamaaonaa xao~ao Ad\BaUta ÌaMita, AoiSayana Anao Aaif̀kna
raYT/aomaaM raYT/vaadnaao ]dya, yaunaa[ToD naoSana Anao yaunaoskao SaiktanaI
ivaiSaYT AoJnsaInaI saMrcanaa ivagaoronao karNao AaJo maanavaI
ivasfaoTyaugamaaM AavaInao ]Baao Co.
vaOievak staro ga`MqaalayanaI saMrcanaa, saMSaaoQana krtaI saMsqaaAao ivagaoro
]par paNa Aa ivasfaoT yauganaI Asar pac̀aMD qa[ Co. Jonao laIQao ivaevanaa
EaoYZ ga`MqaalayamaaM imailayananaI saMKyaamaaM maaihtaI Aapataa ga`Mqaaonaao
Jqqaao vaQavaa maaMDyaao Co.
AaJnaa samayamaaM vaacakao maaTo ga`Mqaalaya `maaihtaInaa QaaoQa’ sva#pao
C. Jyaa Sakya taoTlaa AaoCa samayamaaM maaihtaI ]palabQa krvaamaaM
Aavao Co. AaJnaa AVtana gàMqaalayanaI vyaaKyaa, laaokSaahI raJyanaa
Sas~aagaar tarIko AaoLaKavaamaaM AavaI Co. iva&aanamaaM SaaoQavaamaaM
Aavaolaa pa`caMD kaya-ÌmaaomaaM AaJnauM ga`Mqaalaya saiÌya Baaga BaJvao Co.
AVtana ga`MqaalayamaaM ANauvaIJaNaukIya paQQaitanaao ]payaaoga saamaanya
banataao Jaya Co. AaqaI khI Sakaya ko AaJnaa gàMqaalayaao vaOievakrNamaaM
paNa paaotaanauM sqaana JaLavaI raKavaamaaM saxama banyaa Co.
ga ` Mqaalaya vyavasaaya:
BaartamaaM gàMqaalaya vyavasaayamaaM taalaImabaW vyavasaaiyakao taOyaar krvaa
maaTo drok ivaevaivaValayaaomaaM ga` Mqaalaya Anao maaihtaI iva&aana
ivaBaagamaaM samayanaI saaqao rhI yau.P.saI. Wara 1960 qaI
AByaasaÌmaaomaaM J#rI sauQaara vaQaara krvaa maaTo kimaSanaao Anao
vyavasaaiyak TukDIAao Wara AByaasa Anao saMSaaoQanaao qataa r|a Co.
Juda Juda raJyaaomaaM paaotaanaa saaQanaao Anao maataRBaaYaamaaM AQyayana
pa`vaahao saaqao maLaInao taoAaonaI BalaamaNa Anausaar AByaasaÌmaaomaaM
sauQaara qataa r|a Co.
gàMqaalaya vyavasaayanaa iSaxaNamaaM paNa ivaiSaYT rItao iSaxaNa AapavaanaI
J#iryaata JNaaya Co. EaI gau#svaamaI naayaDunaa AByaasa Anausaar
ga`Mqaalaya vyavasaayanaa iSaxaNamaaM ivaiSaYTIkrNa Ao maa~a parINaama
naqaI. vaacaknaI badlaataI JtaI maaMga Anao tao maaMgavaanaI paWita Ao
JUnaI maaihtaI maaMgavaanaI paWitanao QarmaULaqaI forfar maaMgao Co.
EaI doSapaaMDonaa AByaasa Anausaar ga`Mqaalaya vyavasaayanauM iSaxaNa Ao
&aana Aapavaa maaTo ivaiSaYTIkrNa krvauM J#rIyaata banaI Co. tao maaihtaI
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AapavaanaI saovaanao AaQauinak paWita Anao saMSaaoQana pàvaahao mauJba
ivavaok bauiWqaI haoMiSayaar vaacakaonao AakYa-Na pau# paaDo Co taoAaonaI
_iYTAo naIcao mauJbanaa ivaiSaYTIkrNanaI J#r Co.
1. ivaiSaYT ga`Mqaalaya Anao paarMpairk ga`MqaalayamaaM tafavata paaDI

vyaavasaaiyak taalaIma Alaga rItao AapaI Sakaya.
2. gàMqaalayanaI naIita taonaa saaQanaao, AayaaoJna Anao kayaao-nao Alaga

taarvaI ivaiSaYT saovaa AapaI Sakaya.
3. baIJa doSaaonaI sarKaamaNaImaaM maaihtaI AapavaanaI badlaataI

pàik̀yaanao JaNaI taonao pàsqaaipata krvaI. navaI AavataI ToknaaolaaoPnao
pa`aQaanya AapaI taonao Apanaavavaa taalaIma AapavaI.

4. badlaataI JtaI maaihtaInaa vaataavarNanao QyaanamaaM raKaI
vyaavasaaiyak rItao taonaa kayaao- Anao saMcaalana, naaNaakIya vyavasqaa,
maaMga Anao Kaca-naI Asar, maaihtaI saovaa Aapavaa par koTlaI
Asar krSao taonaao AByaasa krvaao.

5. vaQataa JtaaM vaOievakrNa Anausaar maaihtaI Aapavaa maaTo
saMcaalanamaaM J#rI forfar, saaQanaao, vaacaknaI maaMga, samaJvaanaI
Saikta,vagaoro koLavaI taonao AapaNaa saaQanaao mauJba taonaI maaMga
saMtaaoYaI Sakaya Aqavaa taonaI J#iryaata kyaaMqaI ? kovaI rItao maLaSao?
tao AMgaonauM sacaaoT maaga-dSa-na AapaI Sakaya taovauM gàMqaalaya vyavasqaanauM
iSaxaNa J#rI banyauM Co.

baIJa Aok AByaasa Anausaar maaihtaI ToknaaolaaoPnaa AaQauinakIkrNa
Anao AmalaIkrNa saaqao ga`Mqaalayanaa vyavasaaiyakaonao Alaga Alaga
raolamaaM Jomako DaokyaumaonToSana Aaoifsar, [nfrmaoSana saayanTIsT,
isasTma AonaalaIsT, laa[ba`orIAna, [nfrmaoSana maonaoJr Jovaa
paa~aaomaaM frJ baJavavaI paDSao. hvaoqaI ga`Mqaalayanaa vyavasaaiyakaonao
Competent Managar ³AavaSyak laayakata Qaravataa
saMcaalak´ tarIko vaacaknaI maaMga saMtaaoYavaa Aqa-paUNa-, kaya-xama Anao
pairNaamakark saovaa baJavavaI paDSao.
Aama, ga`Mqaalaya vyavasaaya Ao paNa Anya vyavasaaya Jovaao J Aok
vyavasaaya Co. Jo `maaihtaI’ Anao `&aana’ Sabd saaqao saMkLaayaola Co.
gaM̀qaalaya vyavasaaya Anao baIJa ivaivaQa vyavasaayaao vaccao ivaraoQaaBaasaI
valaNaao Jaovaa maLao Co. baIJa vyavasaayamaaM Jyaa sauQaI gàahknao paUNa-
paNao saMtaaoYa na qaaya tyaaM sauQaI tao taonaI paasao Aavataao J rho Co. da.ta.
Dak̂Trnaa vyavasaayamaaM ddI-nao saa# na qaaya tyaa sauQaI Dak̂Tr paasao
Aavataao J rho Co. taovaI J rItao iSaxaNanaa vyavasaayamaaM Jyaa sauQaI
ivaVaqaI-nao paaZ barabar nahI samaJaya tyaaM sauQaI tao iSaxak paasao Aavataao
J haoya Co. parMtau ga` Mqaalaya vyavasaayamaaM ]payaaogaktaa-nao yaaogya
maaihtaIqaI, pàqama vaKata J saMtaaoYa na qaaya taao baIP vaKata gàMqaalayamaaM
Aavataao naqaI, Aama gàMqaalaya vyavasaaya Ao baQaa pa`karnaa vyavasaaya
krtaa Alaga J tarI Aavao Co.
AaJo ga`MqaalayamaaM gaM̀qaalaya Anao ga`Mqaalaya vyavasaaiyakaonaa kaya-maaM
yaaogya vaataavarNanaI }Napa pav̀atao- Co. karNa ko ga`MqaalayamaaM Jgyaa,

sTaf Anao naaNaa maaTo paUrtaI sauivaVa maLataI naqaI.
gàMqaalaya vyavasaaya Anao ga`Mqaalaya vyavasaaiyakao vaccao KaUba J naPknaao
saMbaMQa rholaao Co. gaM̀qaalaya vyavasaaya Ao Aok Aatmaa Co Anao gaM̀qapaala
Ao Aok SarIr Co, ko Jyaa Aa Aatmaa rho Co. gaM̀qapaalanao Aa vyavasaaya
sauyaaogya calaavavaa maaTo koTlaak AiQakarao AapavaamaaM Aavaolaa Co.
Jo naIcao mauJba Co.
1. ivaevaasanaao AiQakar : Aa AiQakar ga`Mqaalaya Anao maaihtaI

iva&aananaa ivaVaqaI-Aao taomaJ gaM̀qaalaya vyavasaaiyakao saaqao saMbaMQa
Qaravao Co. gaM̀qaalaya vyavasaaiyakaoAo paaotaanaa ]payaaogaktaa-naa
ivaevaasanao taaoDvaao Jao[Ao nahIM. Taomanao yaaogya, saacaI Anao
J#iryaata JoTlaI maaihtaI maLaI rho taovaa pàyaasaao krvaa Jao[Ao.

2. saMcaalananaao AiQakar : Aa AiQakar ga`Mqapaala Wara kao[paNa
Jatanaa Sabd, ivacaar ko dstaavaoJqaI ]payaaogaktaa- taomaJ
ga`Mqasaamaga`Inao naukSaana na qaaya taonaao inado-Sa kro Co. Jomaa
]payaaogaktaa-nao saara saUcanaao Jovaa ko, paustakao ]<ama ima~aao Co,
paustakao ]payaaoga maaTo Co JovaI saUcanaaAao Wara AMkuSamaaM raKavaa
Jao[Ao. Paustakaonao QaULa, rJkNa, ]payaaogaktaa- Wara naukSaana
na qaaya taovaa pa`yatnaao krvaa Jao[Ao.

3. saJagataa : gaM̀qapaalanao gaM̀qaalayamaaM rholaI imalaktaao pàtyao saJaga
rhovaanaao inado-Sa kro Co.

4. maaihtaInaao AiQakar : gàMqapaala paasao yaaogya maaihtaI haovaI
KaUba J mah<vanauM Co. gàMqaalayamaaM yaaogya vaataavarNa JaLavaInao
Asarkark rItao ]payaaogaktaa-nao maaihtaI paUrI paaDvaanaao inado-Sa
Aa AiQakar kro Co.

Aama ga`Mqaalaya vyavasaaya Ao ga`Mqaalaya vyavasaaiyakao Wara AistatvamaaM
Aavao Co.
ga` Mqaalaya ivaVaqaI -Aa ona o ivaivaQa pa `karnaa ga ` Mqaalayaa omaa M
vyavahairk taalaIma ko kaya- pa `apta krvaa maaTonaa ]paayaa o:
gàMqaalaya Anao maaihtaI iva&aanamaaM AByaasa krtaa ivaVaqaI-Aao Jyaaro
taoAaonauM iSaxaNa kaya- pau# krInao vaastaivak PvanamaaM Aavao tyaaro
ga`MqaalayanauM saMcaalana krvaamaaM Anaok pa`enaao saamao AavaInao ]Baa rho
Co. karNa ko AByaasakaLa drimayaana taoAaonao fkta iqayarInaI maaihtaI
AapavaamaaM AavaolaI haoya Co. AaqaI taoAao yaaogya ga`Mqapaala tarIkonaI
BaUimaka BaJvaI Saktaa naqaI. Jao taoAaonao AByaasakaLa drimayaana J
Amauk ga`MqaalayamaaM taalaIma Aqavaa kaya- kravavaamaaM Aavao taao taoAaonao
iSaxaNa paCI mauSkolaIAao paDtaI naqaI ]paraMta Aok EaoYZ ga`Mqapaala
tarIko AagavaI Capa maoLavaI Sako Co. AaqaI ga`Mqaalaya Anao maaihtaI
iva&aanamaaM AByaasa krtaa ivaVaqaI-Aaonao ivaivaQa pàkarnaa gaM̀qaalayaaomaaM
taalaIma ko kaya- pàapta krvaa maaTo saaMkLaI Sakaya tao maaTo naIcao mauJbanaa
pagalaa Barvaa Jao[Ao.
1. ivaVaqaI-Aao Jo ivaevaivaValayamaaM AByaasa krtaa haoya tao

ivaevaivaValaya ga`Mqaalaya paaotao paaotaanaa ga`MqaalayamaaM ivaivaQa
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ivaBaagaaomaaM Amauk caaokksa nakkI krolaa idvasaao drimayaana Jo
tao ivaVaqaI-Ao kaya- krvaanauM rho, JonaaqaI ivaVaqaI-nao gàMqaalayanaa
drok ivaBaagaaomaaM qataI ivaivaQa kaya-paWita ivaSaonaI JaNakarI pàapta
qa[ Sako.

2. ivaevaivaValaya Wara saMlagna kaolaoJ ga`Mqaalayaao, saava-Jinak
ga` Mqaalayaa o, iDpaaT-ma onT laa[bao `rI Jovaa ga` Mqaalayaa omaa M
ivaevaivaValaya taomanaa ivaVaqaI-Aaonao Amauk idvasaao maaTo taalaIma
maaTonaI gaaoZvaNaI krI Sako.

3. Amauk pa`karnaa ga` Mqaalaya Jovaa ko iDiJTla laa[ba` orI,
[laokT/aoinak laa[bàorI, myauizyama Jovaa Agatyanaa ga`MqaalayaaonaI
maulaakata–pa`vaasa gaaoZvaInao ivaVaqaI-Aaonao Jo tao ga`MqaalayanaI
saMcaalana paQQaita ivaSao maaihtagaar krI Sakaya.

4. AoiDnaoT, [nflaIbanaoT, DoisaDaok, Jovaa maaihtaIkon$aomaaM sTDI
TUr krInao tyaaMnaI maaihtaInaI pa`aipta, saMga`h, Aadana pàdana
JovaI pàtyaayananaI saovaaAao ivaSao ivaVaqaI-Aaonao vaakof krI Sakaya.

5. gaM̀qaalayamaaM caalataa ivaivaQa saaofTvaosa- Jovaa ko, ilabasaIsa, saaola,
laa[ba`orIyana Qaravataa ga`MqaalayaaonaI maulaakata la[nao saaofTvaor
]par qataa ivaivaQa kayaao- taomaJ saaofTvaor ivaSaonaI maaihtaI ivaVaqaI-
Aaonao AapaI Sakaya.

drok gàMqapaalao Aa kaya-maaM saaqa sahkar AapavaanaI J#iryaata rholaI
Co, karNa ko Jao ga`Mqapaala paaotaanaa vyavasaayanaao ivakasa [cCtaao
haoya Anao gàMqaalaya vyavasaayanao samaaJmaaM vaQau pàitaYZa maLao taovauM [cCtaao
haoya taao AapaNaa Baaiva ga`Mqapaalaaonao EaoYZ banaavavaa maaTo AaJqaI J
taOyaarI krvaI rhI.
]pasaMhar:
AaJnaa maaihtaI ivasfaoT Anao maaihtaI ToknaaolaaoPnaa samayamaaM
ga`Mqaalaya vyavasaayanauM sqaana vaOievakrNa xao~ao JaLavavaa maaTo ga`Mqaalaya
vyavasaaiyakaoAo gàMqaalayamaaM yaaogya pairvata-na laavavaanaI J#r rho Co.
samaya badlavaanaI saaqao saaqao ga`MqaalayanaI paWitamaaM paNa forfarao
krvaanaI J#iryaata rho Co. gàMqaalaya vyavasaayanao samaaJmaaM vaQau sqaana
maLao tao maaTonaa ]par mauJbanaa ivaivaQa pagalaaAao nao AmalamaaM maukvaa
Jao[Ao. ]paraMta ga`Mqaalayanaa kma-caarIAaonaa valaNaao, taonaI vaRi<a,
]paBaaoktaalaxaI rho tao maaTonaa pagalaaAao taqaa gaM̀qaalaya Anao maaihtaI
iva&aananaa ivaVaqaI-Aaonao AByaasa drmyaana J ga`Mqaalayanaa saMcaalana
ivaSaonaI taalaIma AapavaamaaM Aavao taao ga`Mqaalaya vyavasaayanao paNa drok
vyavasaayanaI Joma mah<vanauM pàaQaanya maLao taomaaM kao[ baomata naqaI.
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The term yoga (which) means to “join”, it signifies soul and the universal soul paramatma or the union of
body, mind and spirit.  Lord Krishna says “Samatvam yog Uchyate”  & “Yogah Karmashu
Kaushalam.” Yoga is dexterity in action. The dexterity is bound to keep one ready for action in a relaxed
attitude and efficiency is the outcome of all such action performed. Yogacharya patanjali says “YOGAH
CHITTA VRITTI  NIRODHAH” Yoga is a process of gaining control over the mind. Shri Aurobindo
emphasized an all round personality development at the physical, mental, intellectual, emotional and spiritual
levels. Swami Vivekanda says “Yoga is that systematic, conscious method, which can greatly compress
of his growth.” Acharya Rajaneesh says Yoga as unknotting of the mind by which we can reach the state
of pure consciousness. Swami Rajarshi Muni says “that through Yoga, man can be physically fit, mentally
alert and Spiritually advanced.
Swami Kulvayananda says “Yoga has a complete message for humanily. It has a message for human
body, human mind & human spirit.” Sree B.K.S. Iyengar says Yoga is a education it is a character
building, as it ensures unity and harmony of the mind and soul well integrated personality which as peace
with itself and society. Kayhopanishad says “Tam Yogamiti manyante sthiram indriya dharanam. Yoga is
that state in which all the senses (Indriyas) are beheld steadily. (Mastery over senses and mind). Yoga
Vasistha says “Manah prasamanopayah yoga Ityabhidhiyate.” It is an upaya to calm down the mind.
So, yoga systems of Indian philosophy all the somatic and psychological functions of the body are inter
related with each other.

EFFECTS OF YOGA ON VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF BODY
* Dr. Lalit M. Baraiya

1.  Digestive System :-
(a)  Provides gentle and appropriate massage to
digestive organs, which is more beneficial (than any
violent or strenuous exercise) because it does not
deprive the system of the normal supply of blood
(which otherwise gets diverted to muscles during
muscular exertion).
(b) Abdominal organs become strong and elastic.
(c)  Because of static position accompanied with
Pranayam digestive organs receive an increased
supply of blood, which is richer in terms o f
oxygen capacity (due to increased respiratory
activity).
(d)  Helps to keep various organs in their respective
places (e.g. Solar plexus, intestine etc.)
2.  Respiratory System :-
(a) Pranayam increases the capacity of lungs

makes them stronger and elastic.
(b) Pranayam ensures proper supply of oxygen and
decarburization.
(c) Certain asanas (involving stretching of front
abdominal muscles and contraction of back
abdominal muscles) accompanied with Pranayam
forces the air into every cell of lungs and opens them,
removing the possibilities of infection.
3. Circulatory System :-
(a) Healthy functioning of the heart can be achieved
with certain yogic exercises the diaphragm is
raised high in the thoracic cavity and p r o v id e
appropriate massage to ever working heart, by
alternatively subjecting it to decrease in pressure and
thus helps to make heart muscles healthier
and stronger.
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(b) Yogic exercise involves stretching, contraction
and relaxation, which provides pumping action
and improves blood circulation in every part o f
the body.
(c) With certain asanas it is possible to divert the
circulation of blood in specific parts of the body
thus providing additional oxygen-rich blood to
those parts.
4. Nervous System :-
(a) Asanas ensure all the possible movements of the
spine (Forward, backward, sideward,
twist, stretch and compression), which are otherwise
not done in routine life. Asanas ensures good
health by natural adjustment of vertebrae (parts of
spine).
(b) Asanas relieves pressure on the spinal nerves
and aids circulation.
(c) Exercises involving diaphragmatic movement
helps in promoting the health of spinal cord and
sympathetic cords.
5. Endocrine System :-
(a) Asanas helps to regulate the glands, which
improves functioning of all the organs.
(b) Postures in which body is turned upside down
provides an excellent exercise for all the gland
especially Thyroid, Pineal, Pituitary glands,
(c) Such postures also provide a richer blood supply
to brain, hence ensure its health and also the health
of cranial nerves (supplying different
sense organs).
(d)  Asanas involving diaphragmatic movement and
stretching and compression of abdominal organs
ensures healthy working of Adrenal  gland,
testes and Ovaries etc.
6.  Skeletal System :-
(a) Asanas provide an excellent exercise to spine.
Since small nerves emerging from the spinal
(Sciatica nerve) are connected to different
body parts, healthy spine ensures proper functioning
of these nerve connections and hence
organs.
(b) Constant lack of motion leads to improper
functioning and degeneration of joints. Asanas make
all the joints flexible and strengthen them.

7. Muscular System :-
(a) There are different asanas to tone up the muscles
of entire body and make them supple strong and
efficient.
(b) During asanas plenty of oxygen rich blood is
rhythmically pumped into muscles and organs
and they do not tire because rate of metabolism is
appropriately co-ordinated.
(c) Yoga provide exercise to both voluntary and
involuntary muscles.
8.  Immune and Lymphatic System :-
(a)  Yoga ensures proper functioning of parts (Lymph
nodes, glands, spleen etc.) of Immune system.
Certain asanas increases the white blood corpuscles
produced in spleen, tonsils, marrow and in other
parts of the body. This strengthens the body.
(b) Asanas aid in the flow of lymph thus strengthens
the tissues.
9. Urinary (Excretory) System :-
(a) Asans activates excretory organs (e.g. Kidney,
uretus, etc.) and thus helps the body to get rid of
toxins.
10. Reproductive System :-
(a) Asanas regulates the production of hormones.
(b) Yoga makes reproductive organs healthy and
strong.
(c) Practice of Brahmacharya (Yama) helps to lead
a balance and controlled life. It helps to uplift
the vital energy and grow in spiritual dimension.
11. Integumentary System :-
(a) Asanas ensures circulation of oxygen rich blood
in the skin, Maintaining its elasticity, keeping the
wrinkles away. It makes the skin glow.
(b) Asanas & Pranayam improves the functioning of
skin by throwing away the toxin through
sweat and thus removing all possibilities of skin
diseases.
Yoga not only provides control on all the systems
but also with the practice of Yama, Niyama, Asana
and Pranayam, one can control the mind and
emotions (lust, anger, desire, arrachment, fear, etc.)
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The increasing society of education in recent years forces to maintain the quality of teaching and learning in
higher education. Also the competition in the market is approaching to receive students with a higher
quality of learning. Today teaching is measured by learning outcomes. Teachers need to be learner of the
subject for the effectiveness of their teaching.
However the system of higher education in India has expanded rapidly during the last fifty years. In spite of
the built-in regulatory mechanisms that ensure satisfactory levels of quality in the functioning of higher
education institutions, there have been criticisms that the country has permitted the mushrooming of institutions
of higher education with fancy program and substandard facilities and consequent dilution of standards. To
address the issues of deterioration in quality, the National Policy on Education (1986) and the Plan of
Action (POA-1992) that spelt out the strategic plans for the policies, advocated the establishment of an
independent national accreditation body - National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC). NAAC
started with a vision "to make quality the defining element of higher education in India through a combination
of self and external quality evaluation, promotion and sustenance initiatives."
Guided by its vision and striving to achieve its mission, the NAAC primarily assesses the quality of institutions
of higher education that volunteer for the process, through an internationally accepted methodology. Post
such assessment and/or accreditation NAAC recommends to setup an Internal Quality Assurance Cell
(IQAC) - IQAC - Internal Quality Assurance Cell is the committee that is formulated for monitoring the
quality parameters in an institution. The committee is formulated based on the recommendations given by
National Assessment Accreditation Committee (NAAC). IQAC focuses on to
 Develop a system for conscious, consistent and catalytic improvement in the performance of institutions.
 Significant and meaningful contribution in the post-accreditation phase of institutions.
 Channelize the efforts and measures of an institution towards academic excellence.

This paper is an attempt to elucidate the role of IQAC in the improvements of Academic &
Administrative performances at institutions.

Role of IQAC in the improvements of Academic and Administrative
performances at Institutions

*Ravirajsinh Jadeja
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Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
Context:
The Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) is the
committee that is formulated for monitoring the
quality parameters in an institution. The committee
is formulated based on the recommendations given
by National Assessment Accreditation Committee
(NAAC). IQAC is based on well known Quality
rule of Thumb: Quality of teaching learning can be
improved through monitoring, evaluation and

assessment.
Monitoring is the gathering and recording of data
about teachers, students, courses, etc. regularly at
department level.
Evaluation employs data gathered during monitoring
process for system accountability.
Assessment is an ongoing process of monitoring and
evaluating the performance aimed at understanding
and improving learning process. Assessment is a
process of systematically gathering, analyzing and
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interpreting evidence to determine the performance
according to the expectations and standards.
Assessment data can be obtained from various
stakeholders (e.g. students, teachers, parents, alumni,
industry, evaluation system, etc.) of the department.
Assessment data gathered from various stakeholders
can be used to promote continuous improvement
efforts, which may lead to institutional effectiveness.
The assessment process involves the collection and
analysis of data regarding teaching strategy and
students' learning in an individual course. Analyzed
data can be used to inform future teaching and
learning decisions.
IQAC - Objectives:
 To ensure continuous improvement in the entire

operations of the institution, and
 To assure stakeholders connected with higher

education - namely, students, parents, teachers,
staff, would-be employers, funding agencies and
society in general - of the accountability of the
institution for its own quality and probity.

IQAC - Functions:
Some of the functions expected of the IQAC are:
 Development and application of quality

benchmarks/parameters in various activities of
the institution.

 Dissemination of information on quality aspects.
 Organization of discussions, workshops,

seminars and promotion of quality circles.
 Recording and monitoring quality measures of

the institution.
 Acting as a nodal agency of the institution for

quality - related activities.
 Preparation of the Annual Quality Assurance

Report and such other reports as decided from
time to time.

IQAC - Impacts:
Institutions run various UG/PG professional and

research programs with full of dedicated and
experienced teachers. Students are mixed up of rural
and urban areas that require much effort to streamline
the learning process amongst students. The impacts
of teaching learning assessment at any institutions
are:

 Enhance learning (knowledge, skills and
attitudes) process of students, finding
progression and sustain academic standards,
verifying that the existing programs meet their
objectives and institutional goals, provide
feedback for quality assurance of academic
programs.

 Enabling them to be a thinker and problem solver,
to develop their knowledge, cognitive, analytical,
design, interpersonal and communication skills.

 Approaching to enhance teamwork and
proactive-ness of students.

 Providing necessary information to the students,
teachers and staff for improving teaching
learning.

 Providing benefits to institutions for continuous
improvements at institution, program and course
level.

 Documenting the effectiveness of educational
programs, providing evidences of improvement,
etc.

IQAC - Assessment methods:
There are a number of assessment methods,

each of which is appropriate for different assessment
purposes. Assessment methods provide feedback
throughout learning process, measure learning of
students at the end of the course, provide
standardization of program and institute, used for
placement purpose, etc. However, the common goal
of all assessment methods is to evaluate and improve
the teaching learning process. IQAC widely uses
student feedback mechanism, ongoing performance
monitoring, evaluation system, role of parents,
alumni, and industry as well as the exit survey for
graduating students.
1. Student feedback system: Students Feedback

Form in 3-section covers the important aspects
of teaching strategy, course contents and other
constructive suggestions by the students for
further improvements. The students are asked
to rate the teacher of their concerned course on
the basis of ten parameters at a five-point scale.
Also, the students give feedback related to the
course contents and the teaching strategy for the
same course. Apart from these aspects, the
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students are required to give their comments for
the improvements of teacher's performance, if
any. A meeting of students, teacher and head is
called at the beginning of the session to tell the
students the mission and objectives of the
organization as well as the feedback system at
the time of orientation program for new students.
The assessment and research committee
demonstrates the students about the purpose of
filling feedback system at the time of filling
feedback form (i.e. time of comprehensive viva).
They are convinced that the identity of students
will be confidential and even the feedback form
does not contain any kind of identity. The top
15-20 students are short listed by the committee
to fill up the feedback form for each subject
taught by the teacher. The student's feedback
forms are collected and punched into a Course
Assessment File for rigorous analysis.

2. Ongoing performance monitoring: Student
achievement on quizzes, seminars, tutorials, case
studies, assignments, laboratory experiments and
class and laboratory attendance are regularly
monitored to determine how well students are
responding to the instruction. With above
assessment attributes, teachers have the
opportunity to ask yourself whether students are
capable of what they should be as a result of
participating in your class up to that point and
meeting the course objectives. Students are
advised to maintain the assignments and
experiments copy, which are to be submitted at
time of comprehensive viva. Assessment and
research committee collects results of quizzes
and/ or other events organized by the teachers,
assignment and experiment copy, and laboratory
and class room attendance records.

3. Student evaluation system: Students are
evaluated through conducting Internal and
External examination. In internal evaluation,
students are measured through mid-term exams,
project development, classroom performance,
laboratory exam and special measures used (if
any) by the teachers. External evaluation is
performed through end semester examination

and comprehensive viva. The results of these
evaluations are prepared carefully enough so that
the answers could help you a clear picture of
whether and how students are meeting the
course objectives. The results of end semester
examination and comprehensive viva are
collected for individual courses for further
assessment purpose.

4. Parent  teacher meet: To develop the
communication that will allow parents and
teachers to make plans, set goals, solve
problems, and establish the relationship that they
need in order to have a good partnership, a
Parent-Teacher Meeting is required. A parent
teacher meet helps to communicate to parents
the areas their children are excelling in and to
give them specific ideas of how to improve upon
their child's performance. Parent-Teacher
meeting should be used as a platform to make a
lasting bond with the parent to increase the
likelihood of academic success for their child. A
kit was prepared which included an information
brochure, a pen and a writing pad to write
suggestions on Parent-Teacher Meeting. Also a
feedback form was designed in order to take
feedback of parents on the teaching-learning
process at our institute. Report of the meet
assists for teaching learning assessment.

5. Alumni meet: The purpose of Alumni Meet is to
strengthen the relationships between alumni and
the Institute. It gives a stronger industry-specific
orientation and enhances the learning skills of
students. The event brings together a wealth of
talented and capable professionals who share
their expertise and experience, and brainstorm
on the prospective avenues for further benefits
for the students. The Alumni Meet also provides
an opportunity to the Institute to acknowledge
the contributions and achievements of its alumni.
The alumni meet has been formed with a prime
objective of bridging the gap between the
Institute and its alumni who are placed in different
corners of the globe. This would help us to
develop and maintain a mutually beneficial
relationship and thereby to extend support and
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contribute to the life of the Institute and its various
activities.

6. Industry meet: Every year students of this
institute joins the various software and research
& development (R&D) industry. Experts from
industry share their experience with the students
through classroom lectures as well as special
training sessions. Now in order to get the
feedback from industry we required to start an
industry meet with the various software and R&D
industry. Also the past students of the institute
have reached to the level of Lead Engineer/
Senior Managers/Head of Department in their
respective organizations. The past students and
experts from the industry will provide us the
feedback regarding our curriculum and the
process, to cope-up with the frequent changes
occurs in the industry. This will create better
professionals which help in achieving the goals
of institution as well as the industry.

7. Exit survey for graduating students: Graduating
seniors are required, as part of their application
to graduate, to complete an exit survey that asks
the student to rank the importance of each
program objective and outcome. For each
outcome, IQAC committee determines how well
the program met the particular outcome in his
or her individual case. For each objective, how
well the program prepared the student to achieve
the particular objective in the years following his
or her graduation. The social atmosphere and
extra curriculum activities required for the
learning of students are investigated for later
improvements. Thus, the students provide
feedback of overall academic experiences
received from the department and its society.
The results of exit survey are summarized and
included in the course assessment file.

IQAC - Improvement Process:
The student's feedback forms are collected and

scrutinized course wise for individual teacher. Along
with filled feedback forms, other documents and
reports of various assessment methods (ongoing
performance monitoring, student evaluation system,
industry meet, parent meet, alumni meet, and exit

survey) are gathered for assessment. A Course
Assessment File (CAF) comprising of above
documents is prepared for individual course with
respective individual teacher. The CAF are grouped
according to the programs. The members of
assessment and research committee analyze and
monitor each CAF rigorously. The review and
monitoring process mainly emphasizes on Subject
Learning Objectives (SLO), Comments related to
the course contents and effectiveness of Teaching-
Learning Strategies used to teach the subjects
included in the specified academic session by the
respective faculty members. A report of analysis for
each CAF is prepared. A summary of all CAF is
made and submitted to the Head of the Department
and the individual feedback report is sent to the
concerned teacher. Finally, Head of the department
calls an informal meeting of teachers with summary
submitted by the assessment and research committee
and discusses the issues where the improvements
are needed in overall.

Assessment Progress Report (APR) is a
feedback mechanism that we prepare which allows
us to integrate the results of the various assessment
methods and identify appropriate actions to improve
the program. An APR is prepared by the assessment
and research committee, which covers the summary
and detailed report of assessment done. It also
includes the improvements found as compared to
previous session. Detailed report includes the report
of individual courses taught by the teacher, general
comments, best practices used by the teachers and
report of visiting faculty involved if any. Final APR is
submitted to Head of the Department and circulated
to the members of various other committees.
Assessment and research committee is connected
with other internal committees of the department such
as administrative committee, academic planning
committee, infrastructure development committee,
library committee, placement committee, result
committee etc. Each of these committees consists
of an advisor, group of faculty members and student
representatives (somewhere). These committees
have many members in common with each other,
which helps to coordinate their actions.
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Finally, assessment and research committee
organize a formal workshop on quality assurance,
assessment and accreditation in which members of
internal committees of the department participate and
share their views and opinions. The experts are
invited for talk and assessment of the workshop.
Assessment committee presents his APR and each
faculty presents his/ her course assessment in a
prescribed Performa regarding the experiences found
in teaching learning of an aforesaid academic session.
Head of the department guides us for further
improvement in teaching learning. The outcomes of
workshop assist to various committees for
improvements and possible courses of actions in
teaching learning at all levels of the department. Along
with these outcomes assessment committee and
Head of the Department calls regular meetings for
teaching learning improvement.

Conclusion/Summary:
We believe that quality assessment practices play
an extremely important role in standardization of
institution and in improving teaching learning process
to be effective and professional. It enhances the
overall development of students, teachers and
institution in terms of teaching strategy, placement,
accreditation etc. It promotes interests of
stakeholders, belongingness of students to institute
and societal image in higher education. The
constructive suggestions of stakeholders help in
restructuring of course curriculum and in capturing
new ideas for further development. It allows
institutions to open a transparent communication
channel between students and the teachers. Thus,
adopting assessment practices in teaching learning
ensures quality improvement in higher education.

References:
 National Assessment and Accreditation Council:

http://naacindia.org/
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rz{kuLkuxkRÍuþLk ([÷ýe Lkkux/[÷ý çktÄe) yLku ¼khíkeÞ yÚkoíktºk Ãkh íkuLke yMkhku
* røkheþfw{kh ze. hkurník

[÷ýe LkkuxçktÄeLkku hMíkku yÃkLkkÔÞku su{kt ËuþLkk yÚkoíktºk{ktÚke Lkr¬
fhu÷k ËhLke [÷ýe Lkkuxku Ãkhík ¾U[e íkuLkk MÚkkLku Lkðe [÷ýe Lkkuxku
yÚkoíktºk{kt {wfe níke.
rz{kuLkuxkRÍuþLk yux÷u þwt ?

rz{kuLkuxkRÍuþLk yu Economic Term {kt
ðÃkhkíkku þçË Au íku Scrapping of Old currency
not and stripping off status of lefal ten-
der Lkk MktË¼o{kt ðkÃkhðk{kt ykðu Au, ßÞkhu ËuþLke Mkhfkh îkhk
ËuþLkk yÚkoíktºkLkk «ðkn{ktÚke WÃkÞkuøk{kt ÷uðk{kt ykðíke rLkÄkoheík
fhu÷ ËhLke [÷ýe Lkkuxku, [÷ý Ãkhík ¾U[ðk{kt ykðu, ðíko{kLk
LkkuxkuLkwt [÷ý LkkçkwË fhðk{kt ykðu íÞkhu íkuLku rz{kuLkuxkRÍuþLk
fnuðk{kt ykðu Au.

yøkkW ð»ko-1946 yLku 1978{kt ¼khík Mkhfkhu {kuxe
hf{Lke [÷ýe Lkkuxku yÚkoíktºk{ktÚke Ãkhík ¾U[e níke. ðíko{kLk ¼khík
Mkhfkhu 08-LkðuBçkh-2016Úke ¼khíkeÞ yÚkoíktºk{ktÚke {kuxk ËhLke
[÷ýe Lkkuxku su{kt Y.500 yLku Y.1000Lke Lkkuxku Ãkhík ¾U[e
íkuLkk MÚkkLku Y.2000Lke Lkðe Lkkux [÷ý{kt {wfe Au.

MkhfkhLkk fnuðk «{kýu ËuþLkk fw÷Lkkýk{kt Y.500,
Y.100 íkÚkk yLx LkkuÞku rMk¬kykuLkwt «{ký Lke[u {wsçk Au.

su heíku {kLkð þheh{k t÷kune (Blood) Lkku «ðkn
Mkíkík Vhíkku hne þhehk Ëhuf ytøkkuLku ÷kune ÃkwY Ãkkze Ëhuf ytøkLku
fkÞohík hk¾u Au, íkus heíku yÚkoíktºk yu þheh Mk{kLk Au. su{kt Lkkýwt/
[÷ý yu ÷kune íkhefu fkÞo fhu Au. {kLkð þheh{kt ÷kune Ëhuf ytøkkuLku
÷kune ÃkwÁt Ãkkze fkÞohík hk¾u Au íkus heíku Lkkýwt/[÷ý Ãký ËuþLkk
yÚkoíktºk{kt rðrðÄ ¼køkku suðk fu ¾uíke, Wãkuøkku, MkuðkûkuºkLku LkkýktYÃke
÷kune ÃkÁt Ãkkze yÚkoíktºkLku rðfkMkLkerËþk{kt ykøk¤ ÄÃkkðíkwt hk¾u
Au.

ðirïfMíkhu Mkkxk ÃkæÄrík (Barter System) Lke
¾k{eykuLku fkhýu rðrðÄ MðYÃku Lkkýwt yÂMíkíð{kt ykðíkwt økÞwt yLku
Mk{Þktíkhu ËuþLkk yÚkoíktºkku{ktÚke Mkkxk ÃkæÄríkLkw t MÚkkLk Lkkýkt
ykÄkheík yÚkoíktºkyu ÷eÄwt. {kuxk ¼køkLkk Ëuþku{kt ykŠÚkf ÔÞðnkhku
hkufz MðYÃku yLku çkuLfLkkýktÚke Úkðk ÷køÞk. Mkkxk ÃkæÄríkLke {wÏÞ
¾k{eyku suðe fu ðMíkw rð¼ksLkLke {w~fu÷e, MÚk¤ktíkhLke {w~fu÷e,
{qÕÞ Mktøk únLke { w~f u÷e, yk ¾k{eyk u  Lkkýk t  ykÄkheík
yÚkoÔÞðMÚkk{ktÚke Ëqh ÚkR, Ãkhtíkw íkuLkw t MÚkkLk Lkkýktf ykÄkheík
yÚkoÔÞðMÚkk{kt fux÷kf ¼ÞkLkf ykŠÚkf Ëw»kýku suðk fu fk¤wLkkýwt,
zwÃ÷efux LkkuxkuLkwt [÷ý, Vwøkkðkyu ÷eÄw yLku MkkÚkkuMkkÚk yk Ëw»kýkuLkwt
«{ký Ãký Mkíkík ðÄíkw t økÞwt. rðïLkk Ëuþku Mkk{u yk Ëw»kýkuLku
zk{ðkLke Mk{MÞk WËT¼ðe suLkk WÃkkÞ íkhefu rðïLkk ½ýk Ëuþkuyu

* ykMke. «kuVuMkh, yÚkoþk†, Mkhfkhe rðLkÞLk fku÷us, ÄkLkÃkwh.

િપયા/નોટો ુલનાણાંમાં ટકાવાર  માણ 

.500 અને .1000 ની નોટો 87 % 

 અ ય નોટો 10 % 

િસ ાઓ 03% 

 ¼qíkfk¤{kt ¼khík Mkrník rðïLkk fux÷kf Ëuþkuyu rz{kuLkexkRÍuþLkLkku rLkýoÞ ÷eÄu÷ Au, su Lke[uLkk xuçk÷ ÃkhÚke òuR þfkÞ Au.
rz{kuLkuxkRÍuþLk ([÷ýe Lkkux/[÷ý çktÄe)Lke rðøkík Ëþkoðíkk ËuþkuLke {krníke

દશ વષ બંધ કરલ/પરત ખચેલી 

ચલણી નોટ/ચલણ 

ચલણ નોટ બંધ કરવા પાછળ દશાવેલા 

ુ ય સંભિવત કારણો 

ટન 1971 5 અને 10 Pond and Pens ચલણમાં સમાનતા લાવવા. 

ભારત 1946 
& 
1978 

.10000 ની નોટો સરકાર ુ ં  માન ુ ં  હ ું  કા ંના ું મોટ  

નોટોમાં સ ં હાયે ું  હોય છે.  
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ઘાના 1982 50 Cedi  નોટ કાળાનાણાંને ડામવા. 

નાઈઝીર યા 1984 100 Naira અથતં ને થરતાની થિતમાં લાવવા. 

નોથ કોર યા 2010 1000 CL કાળા નાણાં ુ ં  બ ર નીચે લાવવા અને 

દશના અથતં ને ુધારવા. 

ઝી વા વે 2015 100 000 000 000 000 

(One Hundred Trillion 
Dollars) 

કાળાના ુ ં ના ૂ દ કરવા,કાળાનાણાં ુ ં  બ ર 

ઘટાડવા અને સામા ય માણસને યો ય 

વન આપવા.  

ભારત 2016 .500 અને .1000 ની નોટો કા ના ુ ં  ૂર કરવા, ુ લીકટ નોટો ના ૂ દ 

કરવા,આતંકવાદ,ભ ટાચાર રોકવા. 

સોિવયેત ુ િનયન 1991 50 અને 100 બલની નોટ ---- 
 WÃkhkuõík ËuþkuLkwt rz{kuLkuxkRÍuþLk fhðk ÃkkA¤Lkwt {wÏÞ

fkhý fk¤kLkkýkLku LkkçkqË fhðkLkwt níkwt. ßÞkhu ðíko{kLk{kt ¼khík
Mkhfkhu yuf fktfhu yLkuf Ãkûkeyku {khðk rz{kuLkuxkRÍuþLkLkwt Ãkøk÷wt
¼ÞwO Au. su ¼khíkeÞ yÚkoíktºk {kxu VkÞËkfkhf hnuþu fu fu{ ? þwt
¼khíkeÞ yÚkoíktºk{kt {tËeLke yMkh òuðk {¤þu fu fu{ ? yk {kxu
rz{kuLkuxkRÍuþLkLke ¼khíkeÞ yÚkoíktºk Ãkh þwt yMkhku ÚkR þfu Au su
Lke[u {wsçk Ëþkoððk{kt ykðe Au.

rz{k uLk uxkRÍuþLk (Y.500 yLku  Y.1000Lke
LkkuxçktÄeLke)Lke Lkfkhkí{f (Negative Effective)
yMkhku-

ynª rz{kuLkuxkRÍuþLkLke ¼khíkeÞ yÚkoíktºk Ãkh ÚkLkkhe
{wÏÞ Lkfkhkí{f yMkhkuLku çku ¼køk{kt ðnU[ðk{kt ykðu÷ Au.
(1) Lkfkhkí{f yMkhku (Negative Effects) : yk yMkhkuLku

çku ¼køk{kt ðnU[ðk{kt ykðu÷e Au.
(A) xqtfkøkk¤kLke yMkhku (Short Term Effects) :
 yÚkoíktºk{kt hkufzLke yAík ðíkkoíkk [wfðýeLke økt¼eh Mk{MÞk

WËT¼ðe Au.
 hkufzLkkýktLke yAík Mkòoíkk MkkuËkykuLkwt «{ký ½xðk Ãkk{þu.
 hkufzLkkýktLke yAík Mkòoíkk yMkhfkhf {ktøkLkwt «{ký ½xþu.
 økúknfku íkhVÚke yMkhfkhf {ktøk (Effective De-

mand) Lkwt «{ký ½xíkk ðuÃkkheyku ÃkkMku {k÷Lkku ¼hkðku
Úkþu yLku yÚkoíktºk{kt ¼kðku ½xðkLke þYykík Úkíkkt {tËe òuh
Ãkfzþu.

 hkufzLkkýktLke yAík Mkòoíkk yMktøkrXík ûkuºku (Un Or-
ganic Sector) hkusøkkh ÄtÄkLkwt «{ký ½xþu.

 hkufzLkk y¼kðu ykÞkíkkuLkwt «{ký ½xðk Ãkk{þu yLku ykð~Þf
[esðMíkwykuLke yAík Mkòoþu.

 sqLke Lkk uxku çk Ë÷kðkLke Mk{Þ {ÞkoËk Ãkqýo Úkíkk t sqLke
[÷ýeLkkuxku Lkfk{e çkLke sþu yLku su ÷kufku ÃkkMku sqLke [÷ýe
Lkkuxku fk¤kLkkýkt MðYÃku nkÚk WÃkh hnuþu íkux÷ku LkkýktLkku ÃkwhðXku
yÚkoíktºk{kt ½xþu.

(B) ÷ktçkkøkk¤kLke yMkhku (Long Term Effects) :
 yMkhfkhf{ktøk yLku MkkuËkykuLkwt «{ký ½xíkk WíÃkkËLk «ð]rík

Äe{e Ãkzþu.
 WíÃkkËLkLkk MkkÄLkkuLke {ktøk ½xkðk Ãkk{þu.
 WíÃkkËLkLkk MkkÄLkkuLke ykðfku ½xðk Ãkk{þu, suÚke VheÚke

yMkhfkhf {ktøk{kt ½xkzku Úkðk Ãkk{þu yLku yÚkoíktºk {tËeLke
rËþk íkhV sþu.

 yÚko ík t ºk{kt  [÷ý çkkçkík u , ykŠÚkf Lkeríkyku  çkkçkík u
rðËuþeykuLkku rðïkMk WXe sþu yLku rðËuþe {qzehkufý ½xðk
Ãkk{þu.

 MkhfkhLku Lkðe [÷ýeLkkuxku AkÃkðkLkwt ¾[o ðÄe sþu.
 nk÷ Mkhfkhu hkufz WÃkkzðkLke Mke{k çktÄe (huþLkªøk) Lkffe

Au. suðe yk Mke{k Ëqh fhðk{kt ykðþu fu íkhík s ¼kð
MkÃkkxe{kt ðÄkhku Úkþu.

 rðËuþ ðuÃkkhLkwt fË ½xðk Ãkk{þu.
: çkktÄfk{ ûkuºku LkkuxçktÄeLke økt¼eh yMkhku òuðk {¤þu. íku{kt

÷ktçkk økk¤kLke {tËe «ðuþþu.
xwtf{kt hkufzLke yAík ÷kufkuLke yMkhfkhf{ktøk{kt ½xkzku fhþu
su yÚkoík tºkLk u {tËeLke ¾kR{kt ÷R sR þfu Au. ykíkk u
rz{kuLkuxkRÍuþLkLke ykŠÚkf yMkhku òuR, Ãkhtíkw yk rMkðkÞ
fux÷ef yLÞ yMkhku Ãký yÚkoíktºk yLku «òyu MknLk fhðe
Ãkzþu su Lke[u {wsçk hsq fhðk{kt ykðu÷e Au.

yLÞ yMkhku :
 fk¤kLkkýkt Äkhfku ÃkkuíkkLkk fk¤kLkkýktLku MkVuËLkkýk{kt Vuhððk

yLÞ íkhfeçkku suðe fu s{eLk ¾heËe, MkkuLkk-[ktËe{kt hkufký
fþu suÚke íkuLkk ¼kðku ðÄðk Ãkk{þu.

 «òLke çkuLfku íkhVLke rðïMkLkeÞíkk zøke sþu.
z{kuLkuxkRÍuþLkLke Lkfkhkí{f yMkhku Ëqh fhðk {kxuLkk

WÃkkÞku :
 hkuzLke yAík Ëqh fhðk Mkhfkhu ÞwæÄLkk Äkuhýu Ãkwhíkk «{ký{kt

Lkðe Y.500, Y.1000Lke íkÚkk yLÞ ykuAk ËhLke [÷ýe
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Lkkuxku yÚkoíktºkLkk «ðkn{kt wfðe Ãkzþu yLku «ò ÃkkMku ÃknkU[kíke
fhðkLke MkwrðÄkyku fhðe Ãkzþu.

 çkuLfku{kt fk¤kLkkýkt MðYÃku s{k ÚkÞu÷ hf{Lku ¾uzqíkku Aqxf
fk{Ëkhku- fkheøkhku, LkkLkk ðuÃkkheykuLku yufË{ LkSðk Ëhu
ÄtÄk-hkusøkkh {kxu rÄhký MðYÃku ykÃkðk òuRyu suÚke hkufzíkk
ðÄþu yLku yMkhfkhf {ktøk ðÄkhe þfkÞ.

 ½xu÷e ¾heË þÂõík (Purchasing power) ðÄkhðk
Úkkuzk Mk{Þ {kxu «íÞûk (Direct tax) yLku Ãkhkuûk (Indi-
rect Taxes) fhðuhkLkk Ëh{kt ½xkzku fhðku òuRyu.

 çkufu çk[ík ÚkkÃkýku ÃkhLkk ÔÞks Ëhku ½xkzðk òuRyu. suÚke
çk[íkfkhku LkeÁíMkkrník Úkþu çkeS íkhV Mkhfkhu hkufkýfkhkuLku

hkufký fhðk «kuíMkkrník fhðk ÷kuLk, rÄhkýku ÃkhLkk ÔÞksËhku
½xkzðk òuRyu suÚke {wzehkufký ðÄíkk hkusøkkhe yLku
yMkhfkh{ktøk ðÄkhe {tËeLke yMkh Ëqh fhe þfkþu.

MktË¼o :
 Indian Economy-2015- Sachchida

Nand Jha.
 www.History of Demonetisation in

world.
 www.demonestisation in India.
 www.reserve bank of india- Letest on

Demonetization.
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SET YOUR PRIORITY : TEACHING OR EDUCATION
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ABSTRACT
Genrally schools that give good academic result are considered to be the best schools by most of the
people. Today, education is considered to be a means of reaching predetermined goal rather than a process
of helping children identify and strie for heir goals. In education, where shaping of person takes place,
quality is a more holistic concept. It should include processes that nurture the seeds of inner development.
If the school's primary emphasis is character formation, then academic success is added to it, almost
automatically. Good habits and desired behavioral patterns for children cannot be taught occasionally. It
has to be a continuous  process starting right from childhood days. Here are some approaches which can
help teachers expose their students to human atmosphere. Give more time and attention to values than the
regular syllabus you are supposed to teach. Let students identify with characters and learn values. Teachers
can help children indentify their goals and create a plan for how to reach them. A teacher should always try
to solve each problem of their students and give a patient ear to all descriptions. The school as a whole and
teacher in particular should help students develop desirable values as a tradition. The seeds of competition
from school lead to ill behavior like hooting for opposite team, or finding excused for not winning a game.
One should perform well on his own and not by not letting the opposite team performs well. To feel worthy
each child has to be taught to identify his strengths. And the role of teacher is to help students discriminate
between right and wrong through proper discipline at all walks of life. It is necessary for a teacher to have
control on self. But not matter what, beating or humiliating should always be avoided. All students should
be motivated to be disciplined rather than enforching military rules of discipline on them. Each small deed
or action of teacher makes a lot of difference in the life of her student. The school management should also
set goals of producing human beings and not just intellectuals. All teachers  who work towards this goal
should be acknowledged and appreciated.

* Research Scholar, M.K. Bhavnagar University, Bhavnagar.

Mr. and Mrs. Sharma are in search of a
school for their three year old daughter. They visited
marry schools and discussed with mony learned
people. Their goal is to select a school which makes
a doctor or engineer out of their daughter or make
her a top ten scorer in board exams.

Generally schools that give academic results
are considered to be the best schools by most of the
people. But do such scholls make good human
beings or just intellectual professionals ! This concern
if ofter among the last ones for parents who are
concerned about syllabus, horse riding- swimming,
skating, French guitar, dance and the list goes on.
(Parents are in a race of making their children only
good or renowned artist or professionals). There is

no time to think if they are nurtured to become good
human beings as well. Today, education is considered
to be a means of reaching predetermined goal rather
than a process of helping children identify and strive
for their goals.
IMPROTANCE OF VALUES AT SCHOOL

The quality of education should be
determined by the kinds of humans it produces.
Humans are a value configuration and knowledge
provides the outer coat to the values. It is only this
configuration that leads to failure of success of
anything that is taught. Nuclear science can be used
to make weapons or nuclear medicines. The ethical
choice always depends upon the ethical values
inculcated in any child form school and home. The
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role of educational institutes in such a scenario
becomes very important. It is a school that
determines weather the child learns just reading,
writing, speaking and counting or learns life skills
and values as well, it is the priority set by school-
only teaching or education ? the practices and
learning experiences given to the students always
depend on this priority.

Thus, a school cannot just become the best
by its academic results. In education, where shaping
of person takes place, quality is a more holistic
concept. It cannot be restricted to supplir’s
specification. It should include processes that narture
he seeds of inner development. Thus the most
important goal of a school is not just achieving high
academic grades but developing desirable qualities
in students. If the school’s primary emphasis is
charater formation, then academic success is added
to it, almost automatically.
MAKING IT, A HABIT

There are  some schools which give lessons
on moral science or value education. But most of
the times, they just remain a lecture followed by
copying of question answers from blackboard. But
good habits and desired behavioral patterns for
children cannot be taught occasionally. It has to be
a continuous process starting right from childhood
days. It has been said that we sow a thought, reap a
habit, sow a habit, reap a character. The child spends
one third or his/her day in school. Thus such habits
should be introduced to children right from pre school
as a habit.
ROLE OF A TEACHER

What a child becomes during his life in
school depends to a great extent on his teacher. The
character of a child takes certain definite directions
by the efferts of his teacher. There are few teachers
who would actually plan and implement character
building sessions for their class. Most of the teachers
are still with the stereotype log book, planning their
heavy syllabus. They hardly have time to handle
issues outside their syllabus. Besides being well
eduated students should be moulded to be good
human beings, good wives and husbands, good
parents and  good neighbours.

 Formation of character, then is more
important than learning, so that the students will work

for the  creaction of a just  society. All children imbibe
values not primarily through teaching but by
experiencing these values. It takes committed
teachers to follow such an approach; but such
teachers can work wonders with their children.
Teachers are therole models to students. Their habit
and manners, punctuality, preparation of classes and
corrections of assignments are vehicles to teach
students important values. It is her personal approach
that creates the climate. It is her daily mood that
makes the weather. A teacher possesses tremendous
power to make a child’s life miscrable or joyous.
She can be a tool of torture on an instrument of
inspiration. She can humiliate or humor, hurt or heal.
In all situations, it is her response that decides
whether a child is humanized or dehumanized.

Here are some approaches which can help
teachers expose their students to human atmosphere.
If these approaches are followed, a healthy classroom
environment will be created; good academic
performance will be a sure outcome. The teacher
would be loved by children and school will become
a machine of producing good human beings.
GOLEN KEYS TO BRING OUT THE BEST
IN STUDENTS.
(1) GIVE IT TIME

Generally most of the teachers are in a hurry
of completing their syllabus. Many of them target to
give extra practice or revision to what they teach.
But there are very few teachers who give time to
teach values of their students. Wherever the students
fight or misbechave the teachers tries to solve the
conflict either by scolding or punishing the culprit or
by just ignoring the matter. But instead the teacher
should attend the issue seriously and explain the
students what is expected  of them. Clarify what
was wrong and why it was not acceptable. Make
rules but explain the importance of each rule. Also
discuss the consequences of each rule. Finalize the
consequence of each condition after discussing it with
students. All teachers should make It a point to talk
about one value every week, illustrate it with role
models, examples and stories. Acknowledge all
positive behavour of students.  Never ignore any
quarrel, fight, snatching beating, stealing use of bad
words or any such unacceptable behavior. Give it
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more time and attention than the regular syllabus you
are supposed to teach.
(2) LET THE STUDENTS EXPERIENCE

‘THE VALUE’
Preaching is much easier than practice. The

teachers themselves should set example of their own.
They themselves should be in time to teach lessons
of punctuality. If a teacher want the child to be a
patient, she herself should demonstrate patience at
all times. Tell stories about great personalities and
discuss incidents which explain why they are
remembered even today. Also discuss about the
possible hurdles one may have to face when one
selects the more desirable option. Let students
identify with characters and learn values. The
characters can be those from family, school, society,
or fairy tales or even animal stories.
(3) HELP SET BOALS- AIM FOR STARS.

Long term goals cannot motivate children
to behave accordingly. It is only a short term tangible
goal that can be set and understood by children.
Teachers can help children identify their goals and
create a plan for how to reach them. A little girl
learning to zip her coat, fills in a little of the circle on
her goal chart, each time she works on her goal.
The girl jumps happily when she fills the whole circle.
Teachers can help each child make a goal chart, fill
it stepwise. May it be about positive attitude or geing
polite, all goals must be written. Seeing and reading
it everyday will remind and motivate the child to work
for it consciously. Teachers can guide and correct
their students wherever they are not clear about how
to reach their goals. Arrange a discussion session of
each one’s goals so that students are conscious and
accountable to their fellow classmates.
(4) LOVE THE CHILD, BUILD

RAPPORT WITH HIM.
Many a times the child is scared of her

teacher and cannot approach her for anything. He
then takes decisions independently, which may lead
to problems at times. Instead a child should be loved
and attended to the extent that he/she would disclose
all his secrets to her teacher. Teacher should
communicate freely with the child. She should have
knowledge about her family background. A teacher
should know the likes and dislikes of each child.
“Ronak wants to become a pilot so let us give him

the project on aircrafts”. This will make the child
happy and motivated. A teacher should always try
to solve each problem of their students and give a
patient ear to all descriptions. The report  thus build
wll act as a base of building u p the relationship of
love and trust.
(5) SETTING UP TRADITIONS.

Certain traditions of oath taking or giving
farewell at school are remembered lifetime by the
students. Thus, the school as a whole and teacher in
particular should help students develop desirable
values as a tradition. For example- tree plantation
on every environment day, giving gift to a poor child
on your birthday, picking up every bit of liter you
happen to see or simple ones like greeting teacher
everyday. If the child follows this for 15 years of his
school life, it will become a tradition for him and he
will surely follow it religiously for all his life. You must
have observed some executives sitting with folded
hands at meetings, or tucking in their chair before
they leave. These are the traditions they must have
learned at their school. Values like table manners,
personal hygiene, regularity, perfection and
punctuality can be developed in school children by
setting up such traditions.
(6) SETTING UP TRADITIONS.

Always explain to the children that the
learning experience of participation is important and
not just winning. The value of team spirit, sacrifice
and accept ing defeat will be understood
automatically. Never appreciate the child who wins,
but always appreciate the child who performed well.
The seeds of competition from school lead to ill
behavior like hooting for opposite team, or finding
excused for not winning a game. One should perform
well on his own and not by not letting the opposite
team performs well. A well known example says
never  erase others line to make your line longer.
(7) LET EACH CHILD FLLE WORTHY,

NEVER COMPARE.
Many teachers quote that students are not

good and child develops inferiority complex. They
don’t feel worthy to themselves or to others. People
who hate themselves usually reject compliments and
suggestions. Since they cannot forgive themselves,
they cannot easily forgive others. The feeling of
worthiness does not depend on good looks,
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intelligence or wealth. To feel worthy each child has
to be taught to identify his strengths. Even the
challenged children have some potential in them
which when identified gives them lot of confidence
and courage to away with what they do not have.
To feel worthy we need to do the right thing. And
the role of teacher is to help students discriminate
between right and wrong through proper discipline
at all walks of life.
(8) CONTROL YOURSELF, NOT

STUDENTS.
It is necessary for a teacher to have control

on self. Our environment cannot be controlled if you
try to control the students. They will resist and try to
get back some measure of control by not studying
or behaving in differently. Angering on getting angry
is way to control others and so is smiling and keeping
quit. The child learns how to deal with crises from
their teachers. You may have observed a small child
imitating a teacher at hoe. He bangs the duster on
table and shouts. I am going to give you a tight slap
if you don’t shut up. Such behavior will be adopted
easily by all students. If not corrected  in childhood,
they will continue to use these methods even in
adulthood.
(9) APPRECLATE, ACKNOWLEDGE,

ENCOURAGE.
I still remembered the words of praise from

my teachers when I helped a wounded stuent reach
the sickroom. I always looked for other such incident
where I can prove myself to be ideal. One other
hand ridicule, humiliation and punishment are never
ever erased from the mind of a child. A child would
remember how he was scolded by a teacher (one
some event) even when he becomes an adult. Good
teachers use as few worlds as possible when giving
directions or advice. But human nature is such that
we would find justification to almost any stupid thing
we do. But no matter what, beating  or humiliating
should always be avoided. Punishment in deeds on
words prevents children from meeting their basic
need of worthiness. Thus teachers should never give
judge mental comments. If the children feel assured
that even if they make a mistake, the teacher will not
get annoyed laugh or let students laugh, it will create
a lot of confidence in the child to be participative in
class.

(10) ALWAYS MOTIVATE, NEVER
FORCE.
Motivation is the urge to do something from

within us. Every one of us have ideas of what will
give us happiness. If I am happy to do what I am
doing. I will do it perfectly. To motivate a child to
study, help him realize that success in studies is
necessary if they are to feel worthy. If a teacher
involves the children in learning they will be motivated.
The positive attitude of teacher will motivate a child
to attend that leature and he or she makes sure to
get good marks. If the child knows what is expected
him and why, he only needs to be motivated to strive
for it. All students should be motivated to be
disciplined rather than enforcing military rules of
discipline on the. Putting up a star with the photo of
a child for something extraordinary he has done, is a
simple motivation for him to be the best next time.
CONCLUSION

All teachers should try to gain space in hearts
of their students. They should strive to become the
favourite teacher. Discussion and reading can and
help teacher develop creative ways of dealing with
children in classroom. Each small deed or action of
teacher makes a lot of difference in the life of her
student. The school management should also set
goals of producing human beings and not just
intellectuals. All teachers who work towards this goal
should be acknowledged and appreciated.
Remember each child is precious and sensitive handle
with care……
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Green Accounting : Conceptual Framework
The term Green accounting was used for the first time in the year 1980s by Professor Peter Wood.

We are facing many environmental issues. Such environmental issues are harmful to every human being.
We have to do something to protect our environment. Environmental protection is a practice of protecting
the natural environment on individual, organizational or governmental levels, for the benefit of both the
environment and humans. Every organization use natural resources and it become its duty and responsibility
to protect the environment. Organization can take care and protect the environment by various ways. One
of the ways is Green Accounting. Green Accounting is the identification, compilation, estimation, justification
and analysis of environmental cost information for better decision-making within the firm for both internal
and external purposes. The purpose of this paper is to familiarize with the concept and importance of
Green Accounting.
Key Words : Green Accounting, Account.

The term Green accounting was used for
the first time in the year 1980s by Professor Peter
Wood. We are facing many environmental issues like
pollution of air, water and soil, global warming,
natural resources depletion, waste disposal, loss of
biodiversity, deforestation, ocean acidification, ozone
layer depletion, acid rain etc. Such environmental
issues are harmful to every human being. We have
to do something to protect our environment.
Environmental protection is a practice of protecting
the natural environment on individual, organizational
or governmental levels, for the benefit of both the
environment and humans.

Every organization use natural resources and
it become its duty and responsibility to protect the
environment. Organization can take care and protect
the environment by various ways. One of the ways
is Green Accounting. Now let us understand the
concept of Green accounting.
Meaning and Concept of Green Accounting

Accounting is the language of business.
Accounting has increased its scope and branches
over the demand of modern business. Accounting is
a recording process that collects records and
communicates the necessary information to the
different stakeholders to survive in the society. Green

Accounting is concerned with the information of the
organization related with environment and
environmental issues. It describes the generation,
analysis and use of monetarised environmental
information in order to improve organizational
environmental and economic performance.

Green Accounting has been broadly defined
as the preparation and publication of an account
about an organization’s socio-environmental
condition, employee, community, customer and other
stakeholder interactions and activities and, where
possible, the consequences of those interactions and
activities. Generally, a very important function of
green accounting is to bring environmental costs to
the managers; therefore, motivating them to identify
ways to reduce and avoid unnecessary economic
costs related to the environment and at the same
time reduces the company’s environmental impact.

Green Accounting which is a part of
accounting and a subset of social accounting focuses
on the cost structure and environmental performance
of a company. Therefore, Green Accounting
describes the preparation, presentation, and
communication of information related to an
organization’s interaction with the natural
environment.
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Broadly we can define that Green
Accounting is the identification, compilation,
estimation, justification and analysis of environmental
cost information for better decision-making within
the firm for both internal and external purposes.

Green accounting provides quantitative and
qualitative information. Qualitative data include;
environmental cost conservation in monetary terms,
environmental conservation benefit in physical units
and economic benefit associated with environmental
conservation activities in monetary value. Qualitative
information includes; details of the cost of
environmental conservation, details of the benefits
of environmental conservation, and details of the
economic benefits associated with environmental
conservation activities.
Scope of Green Accounting

Green Accounting is a new branch as well
as a concept of accounting. In the current point of
view, everybody’s concerns over environment make
management a pressure to provide environmental
disclosure in their annual report. Different
stakeholders are keenly interested to know
environmental performance of the organization. So
Green accounting has a wide range of scope. It
includes corporate level, national and international
level, qualitative and quantitative, positive and
negative, good, bad or neutral information of
environment. Some scopes of Green accounting are
given below;
 Assessment of annual environmental

expenditure, assets, liability and investment.
 Stopping pollution like soil erosion, loss of bio

diversity, air pollution, water pollution, problem
of solid waste, coastal & marine pollution.

 Global environmental or sustainable reporting.
 Evaluating environmental risks of different

projects.
 Internal and external disclosure of environmental

expenditure, investments and liabilities.
 Investment made into the environment friendly

equipment.
 Encouraging nonrenewable energy sector.
 Warning organization about environmental

hazards.
 Working on nonrenewable natural resources.
 Climate change issues.

 Deforestation and contamination of land uses.
Importance of Green Accounting

By using Green accounting corporate
business can increase its accountability in the
contaminating business world. A company can
produce Green Accounting for the following benefits
 To understand the overall environmental

performance of the organization.
 To assess annual environmental expenditure.
 To know the environmental policy of the

organization.
 To show eco-design projects.
 Operating in a way that environmental damages

do not occur.
 To identify and classify environmental risks of

the organization.
 To measure environmental responsibilities of the

organization.
 Developing of environmental performance

measures, evaluation, indicators, and bench
marking for internal and external disclosure of
environmental expenditure, investments and
liabilities and opportunities.

 Calculating costs and savings of Environmental
projects.

 Design and implementation of environmental
management systems.

Benefits to the Organization
Organization has benefits of producing

environmental report from internal and external point
of view. The internal environmental costs and benefits
are those that the organization records in its own
accounts. To improve environmental performance,
the organization needs to manage and control costs
relating to waste management, energy consumption
and resource use. It also helps to understand the
internal benefits, such as cost savings, environmental
grants and reward given by government and other
organizations, tax benefits or revenues generated.

On the other hand, the external
environmental costs and benefits are the impact
which the organization’s activity has on wider society
and environment at present and in the future. It helps
to understand the external environmental impacts
such as contamination of ground water, traffic
congestion, and poor urban air quality and so on.
Internal and external green accounting enables
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organization to inform decision makers for strategic
and tactical planning, increase awareness of potential
environmental benefits and opportunities and reduce
future environmental risks and liabilities.
Conclusion

In green accounting the environmental cost
is accounted and reported. Environmental cost also
includes the cost incurred on protection of
environment. If an organization includes such cost in
its accounts it shows its work behind protection of
environment. If an organization includes such cost,
it would not misuse the natural resources because it
is binding to include environmental cost which may
be destroying the environment or protecting the
environment. Hence Green accounting will make
compulsory for every organization, if it will make
compulsory for every organization, they show the
environmental cost and anyone can know from that
cost, it incurred for prevention or destroyed the
environment. Every organization, then afraid from
destroyed the environment.
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Manifestation of Tragic Vision in Hemingway's The Old man and the sea
The present article chiefly deals with the representation of tragic vision in The Old man and the
sea by Earnest Hemingway as he presents it by the character of Santiago. American literature has
produced many stalwarts in English literature but Hemingway seems quite a different author as
he got name and fame when he published this novel The Old man and the sea which is even today
considered as the masterpiece of him. American authors expressed disillusionment of the First
World War and those writers are known as the Lost Generation. Moreover, Hemingway is also
considered as the ‘Spokesman of the lost generation’ of American writers like William Faulkner,
Scott Fitzgerald, John Don passos and Sinclair Lewis. One of the most significant feature of the
lost generation is generally they deal with the social life and society during the first world war
and causes of  post the world war and moral and psychological mentality of human life. Further,
they also highlight terror horror and fear caused by the war. Hence, Hemingway does the same
thing by presenting human lives after the First World War. He also unfolds mirage of the
contemporary life of his time. Furthermore, Hemingway became more popular with The Sun Also
Rises and A Farewell To Arms in 1954 and then He won The Nobel Prize in literature.
Keywords: Representation, Disillusionment, Lost generation, Tragic vision etc

In the novel The old man and the sea, Hemingway tries to display heroism of Cuban fisherman
Santiago who stays in the deep sea in solitude almost couple of months without having a food and
tries to catch the huge fish named Marlin. Moreover, he gets many hardships and suffering during
his struggle in fighting with the fish but when he catches the fish and drags it to the sea shore at
that time sharks find it and take as food and Santiago again gets frustrated as he has done a lot of
struggle to catch that fish but unfortunately after being caught too his attempts go in vain.
Hence it can be clearly said that by this novel, Hemingway highlights disillusionment of the people.
However, the author also shows sufferings and struggle which Santiago has done in the novel.  As
a result, Hemingway also tries to show how courageous Santiago is as after getting nothing he
dreams high and it shows that disillusionment is there but by keeping oneself confident, one can
get what he wants.
Let’s discuss in detail what are the struggles, hardship and tragic vision found in this novella. 

1. The Flag of Permanent defeat:
As far as the novel The old man and the sea is concerned, it has many layers to be studied but this
paper concerns only about representation of tragic vision in the novel by Hemingway. The novel
depicts an epic struggle between human being and animal as Santiago encounters with the huge
fish Marlin. This long journey was not easy at all for Santiago as he has gone through many
hardships without having a food of eighty four days in the sea. But what makes him more
disappointed is after getting close encounter with the fish even he doesn’t get the huge fish as it
gets eaten by Sharks indeed. Therefore he gets labeled by ‘unlucky’ by the people who are living
with him. Before that he has done nothing praiseworthy in his life. Hence So ‘The flag of permanent
defeat’ remains for a long time in his tragic life.
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The old man and the seadoesn’t have many characters but another character named by is there
hose name is Manoline who stays with Santiago and helps him a lot. When the boys stays with the
old man at that time his parents forced him not to go and stay with the unlucky man as Santiago
often gets defeated so people called him an unfortunate person although. The boy helps Santiago,
a fisherman a lot as he gives him daily newspapers and also updates old man’s favorite baseball
player ‘Joe DiMaggio’. Old man compares himself with this player and he believes him as hero.
Though he has tasted a defeat frequently, Santiago is hull of confidence that one day he will do
something praiseworthy.(Hemingway) He is full of hope that his unproductive streak will soon
come to end. Though he has struggle a lot himself but throughout this novel he comes out a brave
figure and real sense a martyr. The old man and the huge fish named Santiago and Marlin
respectively show us certain heroic qualities such as  honor, courage, pride and bravery. They
have thinking to either to kill or to be killed.

“But man is not made for defeat he said’
A man can be destroyed but not defeated”

Even though, Santiago gets defeated every time and he gets the name of unlucky man he tries to
fight and at last he gets success in the mind of reader to be popular.
2.  The honor in struggle, defeat and death:
When the novel starts at the same time the character of Santiago is introduced and we come to
know that he is having his vision very high and courageous as it can be observed from the character
also. Further, it gets realized when Santiago tries to go and kill the huge fish without getting food
for so many days.(The Old Man And The Sea) This is very hard to bear it not only for Santiago but
also for anybody. Nobody likes to defeat or to loss something as of  a long time approximating
eight-four days.  Then what is going into the mind of the old man who has been tolerating such a
moniker of ‘Permanent Defeat’. The reason is he is very much optimistic and confident who often
wants to in even if he gets defeated.
So far as his character is concerned, Santiago never loses hope and keeps on fighting with the
huge fish Marlin and when he gets success in catching up the fish but it gets eaten on the way  by
other fishes and Santiago once again gets tensed as he often gets defeated. But his thinking
shows us that he is a man of courage and pride even if he gets defeat also as it is reflected in his
words when he says.

“ I may not be as strong as I think but
I know many tricks And I have resolution”

When Santiago catches Marlin and tries to drag it as the huge fish is much heavier so he struggles
but in between sharks do come and eat the huge fish hence once again the old man gets defeat
even though he tried very hard to catch that fish for the sake of his pride. The Old man says which
expresses his mentality.
“Every day is a new day. It is better to be lucky. But I would rather be exact then, when luck

comes you are ready”.
3. Nature vs. Man:
It is universally acknowledged that a mortal being does fights and struggles in his life to get what
he wants and to get prosperity. In this struggle sometimes a man has to fight with supernatural
beings for his survival as Santiago does it just for his survival only. Further, Nature plays an important
role in the lives of a man to be successful. Consequently, if a person stays and lives with the
content that Nature has nothing to do with Human lives and doesn’t disturb or try to challenge
nature then difficulty would never come in the lived of the human beings. But the problem occurs
when he gets or tries to challenge the Nature and as a result a man has to suffer in his life. In the
novel also Santiago tries to fight with the huge Marlin and the reason is he wants to remove the
tag of loser that he has got.
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As this novel has the story, it can be clearly said that Santiago tries to fight with the Nature.
Whenever he tries to come out from tragic vision and frustration at the same time Nature overcomes
on him. Therefore, when he defeats marlin and comes out on the sea shore at the same time
sharks eat to the huge fish and what The Old man gets is skeleton of the fish and again he gets
frustrated and feels disappointed. Santiago faces the realization of pain when he comprehends
the fact that the fish will never be brought to shore. This hurt and agony the old man sees and
feels is a pain that many do not feel. His life right before his eyes, agony with his dreams and
desires were washed always with the sea. Santiago tried to become one with him but the task at
one hand never seemed to be fulfilled. Although he can’t get a fish Marlin but he tried to all his
potential ways to get it and finally he gets and able to reach a sea shore but with only the skeleton
of Marlin. Hence, Santiago once again tries to come out from this frustration and sleeps after long
struggle.(Editors.)
Once again Santiago counties to involve himself into the world’s tragic vision when he makes a
remark:

“I Do not understand these things
But it its good that we do not
Have moon or the stars. It is
Enough to live on the sea and

Kill our true brothers”

The character of Santiago very explicitly shows that he doesn’t understand what this world wants
as when he gets defeated the world calls him an unlucky man. This is the reason behind tragic
vision of old man’s life as he faces only problems and hardships that come along his way and he
doesn’t get success which can make him confident. Even though, he often gets defeated but he
dreams very high as he is very ambitious person. Thus, Hemingway described the image of the
world. He seems to believe that there only one way defeat or endure until destruction.

“Luck is a thing that comes in many
Forms and who can recognize her? ”

4. Santiago: A hero of Hemingway’s tragical vision:
Apart from Santiago’s defeat, Hemingway clearly shows the old man as courageous as he struggles
eighty four days that is too even without food. Although, he gets defeated sometimes and gets
frustrated but the author here has presented him as a man having heroic qualities. Doing struggle
against the huge fish Marlin without having a ray of hope explicitly shows that the author has
drafted his character as courageous and optimistic man. He also gives respect to his enemies and
opponents as he says to Marlin in his words.

“Because I love you, I have to kill you”
“Fish he said softly aloud I will stay with you until I am dead”

Thus, as those above words are said by the old man, it can be clarified that beauty bows to
destruction as the same idea is proposed by John Keats. However, Santiago gets defeated at the
end of the novella but he can’t be destroyed.(Hemingway)

“Let him think that I am more man
Than I am and I will be so”

His last word on the subject comes when he asks himself the reason for undoing and decides.
“Nothing … I went out too far”

It can be also noted that it was the pride and courage of Santiago that he remains positive every
time. Hence, by displaying his character, Hemingway wants to convey the vision into the mind of
the reader that if an individual has pride then he can achieve greatness so the author just wants
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to express that pride motivates greatness. Because the old man acknowledges that he killed the
mighty Marlin largely out of pride and because his capture of Marlin leads in turn to his heroic
transcendence of defeat, pride becomes the source of Santiago’s greatest strength. Without the
effect of the pride the battle would not be possible to win for Santiago.(“The Old Man and the Sea
Summary.” Shmoop.)
Conclusion:
By this novel The old man and the sea it can be said that no matter what kind of hindrances and
struggle you get on the way but if an individual is confident and has eagerness to do something
then none can stop him for doing the work. Those who keep this spirit can come out with triumph
in every battle of life. Although, Hemingway described Santiago as a man having pride and confident
but people believed and considered him an unlucky man. Consequently, Nature plays vital role in
our lives as we saw it in Santiago’s life too. But, his character proved that even if one gets defeated
but if one wants to achieve some greatness then he has to confront struggles and hardships and
fight with it. So, tragic vision can be reflected in the novel too.
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Responsibility Accounting : A Theoretical View
Responsibility Accounting collects and reports planned and actual accounting information about the inputs
and outputs of responsibility centers”.It is based on information pertaining to inputs and outputs.The resources
utilized in an organization are physical in nature like quantities of materials consumed, hours of labour, etc.,
are called inputs. They are converted into a common denominator and expressed in monetary terms called
“costs”, for the purpose of managerial control. In a similar way, outputs are based on cost and revenue
data.Responsibility Accounting must be designed to suit the existing structure of the organization.
Responsibility should be coupled with authority. An organization structure with clear assignment of authorities
and responsibilities should exist for the successful functioning of the responsibility accounting system. The
performance of each manager is evaluated in terms of such factors.
Key words: Responsibility Accounting, Responsibility Centres
Responsibility accounting is a management control
system based on the principles of delegating  and
locating responsibility.The authority is delegated on
responsibility centre and accounting for  the
responsibility centre. Responsibility accounting is a
system under which managers are given  decisions
making authority and responsibility for each activity
occurring within a specific area of  the company.
Under this system, managers are made responsible
for the activities of segments.  These segments may
be called departments, branches or divisions etc.,
one of the uses of  management accounting is
managerial control. Among the control techniques
“responsibility  accounting” has assumed
considerable significance. While the other control
devices are  applicable to the organization as a whole,
responsibility accounting represents a method of
measuring the performance of various divisions of
an organization. The term ‘division’ with  reference
to responsibility accounting is used in general sense
toinclude any logical segment,  component, sub-
component of an organization. Defined in this way,
it includes a decision, a  department, a
branch office, a service centre, a product line, a
channel of distribution, for the operating
performance it is separately identifiable and
measurable is some what of practical significance to
management.

MEANING OF RESPONSIBILITY
ACCOUNTING
Responsibility accounting is a system used in
management accounting for control of costs. It is
used along with other systems like budgetary control
and standard costing. The organization is divided
into different centers called “responsibility centers”
and each centre is assigned to a responsible person.
According to Eric. L. Kohler  “ Responsibility
Accounting is the classification, management
maintenance, review and appraisal of accounts
serving the purpose of providing information on the
quality and standards of performance attained by
persons to whom authority has been assigned.”
The focus of responsibility accounting is on
responsibility centers. The centers are clearly defined
and responsibility is assigned to specified person .
He is assigned with the right authority to carry out
the functions and responsible for inputs resources
and output of the centre. The accounting system
collects and reports information relating to each
centre so that performance evaluation is possible.
Managerial control is exercised based on the reports
received from each centre.
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FEATURES OF RESPONSIBILITY
ACCOUNTING
1. It is a control system used by top management

for monitoring and controlling operations of a
business.

2. It is based on clearly defined functions and
responsibilities assigned to executives.

3. The organization is divided into meaningful
segments called responsibility centres.

4. Costs and revenues of each centre and
responsibility of them are fixed on the
individuals.

5. There is continuous reporting of information
relating to each centre and appropriate corrective
actions are taken wherever necessary

6. It is used along with budgetary and standard
costing system

STEPS IN RESPONSIBILITY ACCOUNTING
1. Identifying Responsibility centres

The organization is divided into meaningful
segments based on functions. Each centre is
assigned to a specified person. He is responsible
for the costs and performance of that centre.

2. Fixing targets for Responsibility centres
Targets are fixed for each centre in terms of
inputs and outputs or costs and revenues. The
functions and targets are clearly communicated
to the bottom level persons.

3. Measuring the actual performance
The performance of each centre is continuously
monitored and evaluated. There is a system to
communicate this information to the top
management regularly

4. Evaluating performance
The actual performance is compared with targets
and variances are analyzed

5. Taking corrective measures
Whenever there is an adverse variance in terms
of cost, revenue or resources, managerial control
is exercised by taking corrective actions.
Responsibility accounting like budgeting or
standard costing, is a control device. The whole
exercise is done to check inefficiencies, wastages
and losses, thereby improving the overall
performance of the organization.

RESPONSIBILITY CENTRES
These are segments or departments of an
organization. A responsibility centre is assigned to a

manager who is responsible for the performance of
the centre. The centre is associated with its inputs
and outputs. The inputs are the physical or intangible
resources by the centre. These are measured in terms
of costs expressed in monetary terms. The outputs
are the performance of the centre measured in terms
of revenues generated by the centre.
The responsibility centres may be classified into the
following types;
1. Cost centres
A cost centre is a segment of the organization where
inputs are used. The inputs are measured in terms of
costs and expenses,. The manager of the cost centre
is responsible for the cost incurred and is not
responsible for the revenue of such centre. E.g.
Service departments
2. Revenue Centres
A revenue centre is a segment of division where the
manager is responsible for the revenue or sales.
These are centres to which revenues can be
attributed. The performance evaluation of such centre
is made by comparing actual revenues with targeted
revenues. E.g. Marketing departments
3. Profit centres
A profit centre is a product segment or product line
to which both costs and revenues can be attributed.
These are the most important responsibility centre’s
among all. These centres are identified by the top
management after a detailed analysis of all product
segments. The performance of profit centre is
evaluated by comparing actual profits with targeted
profits.
4. Investment centres
An investment centre is a segment using assets or
investments for generating profits. The manager of
the centre is responsible for the effective use of assets
under his control and generating targeted profits. The
performance of the Investment centre is evaluated
on the basis of Return on Investment.
SIGNIFICANCE OF RESPONSIBILITY
ACCOUNTING
The significance of responsibility accounting for
management can be explained in the following  way:
1.Easy Identification:
It enables the identification of individual managers
responsible for satisfactory or unsatisfactory
performance.
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2.Motivational Benefits :
If a system of responsibility accounting is
implemented, consider-able motivational benefits are
assured.
3.Data Availability :
A mechanism for presenting performance data is
provided. A framework of managerial  performance
appraisal system can be established on that basis,
besides motivating managers to  act in the best
interests of the enterprise.
4.Ready-hand Information:
Relevant and up to the minutes information is made
available which can be used to estimate  future costs
and or revenues and to fix up standards for
departmental budgets.
5.Planning and Decision Making:
Responsibility accounting helps not only in control
but in planning and decision making too.
6.Delegation and Control:
The twin objectives of management are delegating
responsibility while retaining control are  achieved
by adoption of responsibility accounting system.
CONCLUSION
Responsibility accounting is one of the best tools of
cost management which is used in large organization
in case of decentralization or divisionalisation to

reduce the difficulty of managing the organization.
Responsibility cantersareidentifiable segments within
a company for which individual managers have
accepted authority and accountability. Responsibility
canters define exactly what assets and activities each
manager is responsible forManagers prepare a
responsibility report to evaluate the performance of
each responsibility center. This report compares the
responsibility centre s budgeted performance with
its actual performance, measuring and interpreting
individual variances. Responsibility reports should
include only controllable costs so that managers are
not held accountable for activities they have no
control over. Using a flexible budget is helpful for
preparing a responsibility report.
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Thermal Properties of In:Te crystals
The single crystal of indium telluride has been grown by Bridgman method in growth condition. The proportion
of constitute material was confirmed by EDAX. The thermo electric power (TEP) of indium telluride has
maximum value 315µV/k at T equal to 313 K.
Keyword: Crystal, Growth from melt, Thermo electric power(TEP)
:compounds of AI, Ga or In and S, Se or Te) are
the simplest  materials[1], whose structure is based
on the tetrahedral atomic coordination as in the
zincblende (ZB) structure, In the case of this
compounds, one-third of the cat ion sites of the ZB
structures available to group 111 atoms is vacant. It
is apparent from the chemical formula that the
valences are satisfied. In some of these compounds,
the vacancies can be ordered to form a super lattice
below a certain temperature. The reason for this is
that the compounds of this type are defective [2] in
respect of their metal atoms: only two-thirds of all
cationic positions are occupied and every third site
in the cat ionsub lattice remains vacant.
Consequently, the presence of this large number of
intrinsic defects strongly affects the motion and
scattering of current carriers and phonons, causing
their thermal and electrical properties. In:Te, is a
member of the above family. The physical properties
of In:Te are of fundamental interest [3] since these
materials are semiconductors whose properties are
dominated by stoichiometric cat ion vacancies. The
thermoelectricity of semiconductors represents a
promising field of research and offers a variety of
useful applications. Considerable attention has been
devoted by the authors to the study of the physical
properties of the In:Te single crystals. In this paper,
our aim is to investigate the thermoelectric power
(TEP) because of in sufficient information for the
TEP of In:Te.
Experimental Procedure:
The stoichiometric amount of indium and tellurium
were weighted accurately.

a melt stirring method was used. It consists of a
resistance furnace with a cylindrical core. A ceramic
tube was passed through the furnace core.A uniform
temperature zone of about 10-12 cm length was
obtained inside the tube.
A quartz ampoule evacuated to about 10-4 Pa
pressure was sealed & inserted in the ceramic tube
for melting & stirring the charge.
The maximum temperature inside the furnace core
was about 100oC above the melting point. The
rotation the quartz tube gives stirring effect to the
molten charge.
For thorough mixing of the charge, this treatment
was continued for 2 to 3 days. The molten was then
slowly cooled to room temperature .The ingot so
prepared was subjected to crystal growth.
Single crystal of have been grown by various method
like Bridgman, czochalski, zone melting etc. by
various researcher. In Bridgman method the ampoule
was kept steady for 24 hours in the upper hot zone
of the furnace and then lowered into the cold zone
at a rate of 0.35 cm/hr and through a temperature
gradient of about 45ºC/cm. The crystal was obtained
3.5 cm in length and 1.2 cm in diameter. They could
be cleaved easily. Disks of 8.3 mm in diameter and
1.5 mm thick and bars of about 1.5 mm × 3 mm ×
12 mm were cut and polished from the pressed disks
for the thermoelectric properties characterization.
The electrical conductivity of the sample was
measured by a four-point direct current (dc) current-
switching technique, and the Seebeck coefficient was
measured by a static dc method based on the slope
of the voltage versus temperature-difference curves.
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Result and Discussion:
X-ray powder diffraction analysis of the sample con-
firmed the formation of InTe with tetragonal crystal
structure. The estimated cell parameters, a = b =
8.437 Å and c = 7.139 Å are found to be quite
consistent with the JCPDS card 30 - 0636. The
density of the grown crystals (6.336 g/cm3)
calculated from the powder diffraction data supports
the material property reported in the literature [5,6].
The EDAX profile (Fig. 1) revealed the ratio of
atomic percentages of In and Te as 49.98: 50.02
at%, which shows reasonable agreement with the
standard value.

Element Series [at.%] 

Indium L-series 51.07 

Tellurium L-series 49.03 

Fig 2

Fig 3
Variation of Thermo electric power(TEP) for In:Te
samples is shown in fig2,3 Themaximum value of
TEP found 315 µV/ k at 313 K. With further rise in
temperature, the thermal EMF falls rapidly  The
results show that In:Tesamples have positive TEP
over the entire temperature range, indicating a p-
type conductivity of the investigated samples, which
is in qualitative agreement withavailable data  of the
Hall coefficient. (4)
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આ સંશોધન અ યાસનો આટસ અને કોમસ કોલેજની િવ ાથ ઓની ચતા અને ુ કનો ુલના મક 

અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. આ સંશોધન અ યાસ માટ હમચં ાચાય ઉ ર ુજરાત ુિનવિસટ ના આટસ અને 

કોમસ કોલેજના ુલ 60 િવ ાથ  ભાઈઓને ય ૃ છ પ ધિતથી િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કર  તેઓ પર 

ચતા અને ુ કની કસોટ ઓ યો  બંને ૂથોના િવષયપા ો ારા કડાક ય ા તાંકો એક ીત 

કરવામાં આ યા હતા. બંને ૂથના મળેલ ા તાંકોના મ યકોની સાથકતા જોવા માટ ‘t’ રિશયો લા ુ 

પાડ  0.05 ક ાએ સાથકતા ચકાસતા ચતા અને ુ કમાં આટસ અને કોમસના િવ ાથ  ભાઈઓમાં 

સમાનતા જોવા મળ  હતી.  

એકવીસમી સદ માં વતી એવી ભા યે જ કોઈ ય ત હશે ને ચતાનો ભાર 

ન હોય. સવારથી રાત ુધીની દોડભાગ, રાત પડ યાર બી  દવસે ુ ં ું  કરવા ુ ં  છે 

તેના િવચારમાં દવસ-રાત કપાતા ય છે , અને ચતામાં વધારો થતો ય છે. ી ક 

ુ ુષ ુ,ં ુવાન ક ૃ  ુ ં, ભણેલો છે અભણ  ુ ં  દરકને ચતાનો અ ુભવ થાય છે. આ  

ઝડપી િવકસતા જતા ુગમાં આ ુિનક માનવીને ડગલે ને પગલે પધા, હ રફાઈ, 

હતાશા, િન ફળતા, ઉદાસીનતા, ચતા વગેરનો સામનો ય  ક પરો  ર તે કરવો પડ 

છે. કટલીક ય તઓ ભાંગી પડ છે અને માનિસક િવ ૃિતનો ભોગ બને છે. તેથી ુ ુ ંબ, 

િશ ણ, સં થા, િમ  વ ુળ અને યવસાય વા વનમાં અનેક ે ો સમાયોજન 

સાધવાની સમ યા પેદા થાય છે અને સમાયોજન આપવામાં િન ફળ ય છે યાર તે 

અસંતોષ, હતાશા, ચતા, સંઘષ અને માનિસક તાણ અ ુભવે છે. 

શાર રક િશ ણ અને રમત-ગમતની ૃ િ માં યો યતા મેળવવા માટ 

ુ ક ુ ં  લ ુતમ માણ જ ર  છે. ઓછ  ુ શાળ  લોકો ુશળતા ા ત કરવામાં 

ખ ંત ૂ વક ય ન કરવામાં અને રમત-ગમતમાં સફળતા માટ જ ર  એવી સગવડો 

સહન કરવાનો વભાવ િવકસાવવામાં ુ કલી અ ુભવે છે. રમત-ગમતમાં ઉ ચ 

કામગીર ની તી  જ રયાત અ ુભવવી અને વાતાવરણ યે વેરભાવ ન અ ુભવવો 

એવા કટલાક લ ણો કદાચ ય તગત રમત-ગમતમાં િવણતા માટ અ ુ ૂળ બની 

શક. યાર બી  ય તનો સંગાથ શોધવા વા માનિસક લ ણો ુકડ ની રમતોમાં 

િવણતા માટ અ ુ ૂળ બની શક છે. 
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અ યાસનો હ ુ ઃ 

આટસ અને કોમસ કોલેજના િવ ાથ  ભાઈઓની ચતા અને ુ કનો 

ુલના મક અ યાસ કરવાનો હતો. 

િવષયપા ોની પસંદગીઃ 

આ અ યાસના હ ુ માટ આ અ યાસ માટ હમચં ાચાય ઉ ર ુજરાત 

ુ િનવિસટ ના િવ ાથ  ભાઈઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આવી હતી. આ 

અ યાસ માટ કોઈપણ રમત રમતા આટસ અને કોમસ કોલેજની િવ ાથ  ભાઈઓ 

ૂ રતો મયા દત રાખવામાં આ યો હતો. આ અ યાસ માટ 18 થી 24 વષની વય ૂથના 

ભાઈઓને િવષયપા ો તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આવી હતી. ુલ 60 િવ ાથ  ભાઈઓને 

પસંદ કરવામા ં આ યા હતા. 

માપનના ધોરણોઃ 

ચતાના અ યાસ માટ પો ્સ કો પ ટશન એ ઝાય ટ ટ ટ ( S.C.A.T) 

ાવ લને માપન તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આવી હતી. 

ુ કના અ યાસ માટ દસાઈ શા દક-અશા દક ડો. ૃ ણકાંત ગોપાલ  

દસાઈ ર ચત ાવ લને માપન તર ક પસંદ કરવામાં આવી હતી. 

કડાઓ ુ ં એક ીકરણઃ 

િવષયપા ોની ચતા અને ુ ક ુ ં  તર ણવા માટ મ યક અને ‘t’

પર ણનો ઉપયોગ કરવામાં આ યો હતો. 

અ યાસના પ રણામોઃ 

સારણી-1 

બંને ૂથોના ચતા અને ુ કનો મ યક, મ યક તફાવત  

અને ‘t’ રિશયો દશાવતી સારણી 

ચલાયમાન ૂથ મ યક મ યક તફાવત ‘t’ રિશયો 

ચતા 
આટસ 18.23 

0.2 0.25 
કોમસ 18.43 

ુ ક 
આટસ 49.58 

1.51 0.82 
કોમસ 48.07 
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સાથકતા ું  ધોરણ 0.05 ક ાએ ‘t’ = 0.05 (58) = 2.001 

ઉપરો ત સારણી-1માં ચતામાં આટસ ૂથનો મ યક 18.23 જોવા મ યો હતો. 

યાર કોમસ ૂથનો મ યક 18.43 જોવા મ યો હતો. યાર મ યક તફાવત 0.2 જોવા 

મ યો હતો. યાર ‘t’ રિશયો 0 .25 જોવા મ યો હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ (58) = 2.001 

એ સાથકતા ચકાસતાં સાથક તફાવત જોવા મ યો ન હતો.  

ુ કમા ં આટસ ૂથનો મ યક 49.58 જોવા મ યો હતો. યાર કોમસ 

ૂથનો મ યક 48.07 જોવા મ યો હતો. યાર મ યક તફાવત 1.51 જોવા મ યો હતો. 

યાર ‘t’ રિશયો 0 .82 જોવા મ યો હતો.  0.05 ક ાએ (58) = 2.001 એ સાથકતા 

ચકાસતાં સાથક તફાવત જોવા મ યો ન હતો.  
 

તારણોઃ 

 ચતાના માણમાં આટસ અને કોમસના ભાઈઓમાં સમાનતા જોવા મળ  હતી.  

 ુ કના માણમાં આટસ અને કોમસના ભાઈઓમાં સમાનતા જોવા મળ  

હતી. 
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The athlete’s performance is virtually never without influence of an audience of some king.
Watchful teammates and coaches and coaches influence his or her efforts.during practice even
the presence and attitude of fans including those of the opponents,are likely to exert marked effect
on the athletes performance.

A survey of relevant research report suggest that
some athletes performance affected because of
emotional up set caused by the audience
example. An inexperienced athlete is likely to
suffer as he may become highly agitated;where
as a home crowed may sometime cause positive
influence studying and predicting just what
influence audience will have on an athlete
mental,emotional behavior is not always easy.
For example the closeness of the audience to
the athlete may exert subtle changes in his or
her response s. likewise the athlete feelings
about the audience and how much he or she
values on is effected by theirs critics may also
changes his or her performance or reaction to
the audience. However when athletes comfort
and area full of people innumerable factor may
mould theirs performance effort including
whether they are preparing alone or with a
group the volume of crowdinoice the number of
fens present, and the degree to which the
athlete may block out verbal epita directed
toward them. I have an experience of my own
when worked with my friend for whom loudness
of the crowd seems to be a major disturbing
influence, regardless of whether the crowd is
for or against them some of these athletes seem
to clear hear each insult from crowd but others
do not or cannot.

It is a guess that the presence of an
audience elevates the arousal state of the
individual performer, so that responses that are

dominant in his repertoire of responses will tend
to be emitted. A beginner is the learner of a new
skill should demonstrate in appropriate ones in
the presence of spectators well learned skills in
which correct responses are dominant should
be aided in a social situation in presence of
audience.

One of the outstanding qualities of the
successful athlete is his ability to perform well
before numerous spectators.
Athlete’s performance may be

Hampered under the presence and stress
of having an audience. Superior athletes either
appear to be forgetful to their environment
during a contest or do better than in practice.

The presence of an audience in sports is
an interesting social phenomenon. An audience
is needed and yet its presence arouser fear and
other emotions in detailed analysis of this effect
of an

Familiarity, composition and
arrangement of the audience.The anxiety level,
temperament and general personality of the
performer the past success and failures of the
performers in front of an audience.

Performances usually fluctuates more
under stress than in practice second with
practice and familiarization with the situation
of performing a particular skill in front of an
audience, performance is for improve and the
effects of previous bad experiences in front of a
crowed are usually overcome. The athlete must
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be coached. To avoid noticing audience, as
concentration on the event in the contest will
improve his performance.
CONCHES ROLE IN COMPETITION :

In preparing an athlete for a competition
event the coach must guide an athlete in
eliciting a satisfaction out of an intergration
between the learners to display best (all the
learning) and physical capabilities (acquired
through practice) by taking of the pressure of
winning and getting more and more involved in
the performance itself.

The preparation of an athlete for the
competition is seen as a systematic approach
to attain enhance mint of improvement in
performance. Effective preparation depends on
the coach during  practice as well as during the
competition. It is important for young people at
national to define goals. The attainment of goals
provides the learner with the sense of
achievement and to have a clear idea of what is
required.

The coach should give guidelines, bases
on each individual nature and avoid removes
which make the player inferior to others. Ex.
Comparing an athlete with others. Coach should
try to avoid an situation causing emotional
imbalance. Ex. Fear, anger, anxiety depress mood
during the competition.

TYPE OF AUDIENCE :
1) Supportive
2) Neutral
3) Hostile

The supportive audience are those audience may
bend varying despise of support to an athlete’s
effort. Supportive audience places upon the
athlete different kind of psychological stress
than one that either fails to express disapproved
or approval.

Neutral audience in this case is with
neutral feelings of athlete’s performance. They
may be physically present and neither support
nor exhibit feelings about the performance.

Hostile audience: Audience may express
hostility in a number of ways in clouding verbal
harassment or direct or indirect physical assault.

Stresses are natural during competition
competition situations. Therefore a coach should
train the sportsman to seek necessary guidance
from the respective persons for the well being
of athlete.

The coach should take care of an athlete
on individualized basis during the competition
for achieving the goal. The coach should guide
an athlete regarding stress they are likely to
face. During competition Teach an athlete to
avoid attending to audience during competition.
Give clear guidelines of changes the athlete may
experience during the competition.
MY SUGCESTION TO FUTURE UPCOMING
COACHES:

To an athlete a coach is a figure of high
stress. Competitive philosophies of the coach
and his team members should have to be similar,
if team objectives are to be met. The coach has
to learn to read and understand the athletes
under his charges to establish good support with
them and to improve interpersonal relationship
in leader follower transactions. Sports
competency, goodwill and graceful impartiality
characterize an ideal coach. He has to play very
tough role very decently. An instant combination
of fatherless and friendly behavior under the
cover of expert functionary.

“Forecasting athletic status selecting
team members and making game substitution
decisions are only a few of the major problems
that coaches face. But the future coaches will
be better educated and research arterials will
be better prepared and more appropriately a
combination which must result in greater
success in the handling and training of promising
young athletes.”

CONCLUSION:
Effect of audience is very vital in all

sports. It is the duty of a coach to train his
athletes to over comean embarking situations
in front of audiences. So that the athlete can
give his best performance with least disturbance.


